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FOREWORD
This volume presents selected papers from the Second Mid-Continental Work-
shop on Phonology, held at the University of Illinois Beckman Institute for
Advanced Science and Technology, November 8-10, 1996. This workshop was
designed to provide a congenial forum for scholars, including faculty, students
and post-docs, from the mid-continental geographical region to meet and discuss
their current research in areas related to phonology. At this second annual meet-
ing, papers were presented on a diverse range of topics in phonology, including
current issues in Optimality Theory, reports on phonology field investigations,
and laboratory and experimental research. This diversity is reflected in the selec-
tion of workshop papers presented here, which demonstrate the multi-faceted
nature of phonology research in the 1990's; current research in phonology is
concerned with primary linguistic data, properties of the formal models of linguis-
tic sound patterns, the functional basis of phonological systems, experimental
evidence of human speech processing strategies, and the instrumental analysis of
speech. The papers in this volume collectively identify the mid-continental region
as an important center of research activity in all of these areas in phonology.
Crucial support for MCWOP-2 was provided by the Department of Linguistics,
the Department of Spanish, Italian & Portuguese, the Cognitive Science Group,
and the Beckman Institute for Advanced Science and Technology. We are grate-
ful for their support, and for the assistance provided by staff members of those
units, including Beth Creek, Cathy Huffman, Judy Jones, Linda May, and Julie
Weaver.
Special credit for a successful workshop goes to the student organizing com-
mittee: Mee-Jin Ahn, Manal Alghazo, Simon Donnelly, Dale Hartkemeyer, Elaine
Hsiao, Khalil Iskarous, Joo-Kyeong Lee, Tony Lewis, Megan Merrill, and Seok-
Chae Rhee. Thanks also to the many members of the UIUC linguistics community
who graciously opened their homes to our visiting colleagues.
Jennifer Cole
Urbana, Illinois
November, 1997
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THE PROSODY OF BARRA GAELIC EPENTHETIC VOWELS
Anna Boseh and Kenneth de Jong
University of Kentucky and Indiana University
engbosch@ukcc.uky.edu / kdejong@indiana.edu
Recent treatments of Barra Gaelic vowel epenthesis (Clements 1986;
Ni Chiosain 1994; Halle 1995) address the location and identity of the
epenthetic vowel, but do not address the previously reported prosodic
properties of these vowels. This paper reports on a quantitative analysis
of approximately 100 tokens from field recordings of Barra Gaelic (BG).
Vowel duration, fo pattern, and vowel formant values were examined
and compared between epenthetic and non-epenthetic vowels. Each of
these examinations suggests that epenthetic vowels bear stress. The
analysis of vowel formant values indicates that the identity of the
epenthetic vowel is predictable on the basis of the previous vowel and
sonorant consonant, as reported in the descriptive literature. Thus,
epenthetic syllables in Barra Gaelic represent a case in which his-
torically epenthetic, yet prominent syllables bear information previously
specified on less prominent neighboring syllables.
1. Introduction
Most Hebridean dialects of Scottish Gaelic have historically epenthesized vowels
between non-homorganic sonorants and obstruents, following a short, stressed
vowel. In each of these dialects the presence and the quality of this vowel is
entirely predictable. Examples of this process are shown in (1).' Recent
synchronic treatments of historically epenthetic vowels in Barra Gaelic (BG)
(Clements 1986, Ni Chiosain 1991, Halle 1995) focus on the location and identity
of the epenthetic vowel. However, these analyses fail to adequately address
Borgstr0m's claim that, though stress is otherwise only word-initial, epenthetic
vowels seem to share stress with the preceding vowel. Other prosodic properties
also distinguish the epenthetic vowel from non-epenthetic vowels in similar envi-
ronments.
(1) /arm/
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/alps/
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Unless our analysis of Barra Gaelic epenthesis accounts for the prosodic
properties of the epenthetic vowel, as well as accounting for its location and
identity, we fail to identify epenthesis as anything other than an historical sound
change. The aim of the present research is, then, to characterize the prosodic dif-
ference between these epenthetic and non-epenthetic vowels, and then to relate
these prosodic differences to the vowel epenthesis phenomenon itself. The main
focus of the current paper is to examine quantitative evidence bearing on the first
claim of Borgstr0m, that epenthetic vowels bear stress. Future research will ad-
dress the question of how syllable structure is involved in the prosodic organ-
ization.
2. The study
This paper reports on a quantitative analysis of field recordings of Barra Gaelic.
Recordings were made in the speaker's residence in Castlebay, Isle of Barra with
an Uher reel-to-reel tape recorder. The speaker was an elderly Gaelic male, a
native of the Isle of Barra. The first 102 CVRVC tokens in the recordings were
digitally extracted from longer conversations including the relevant items. Several
repetitions of each word were obtained in the process of elicitation.
Several aspects of the corpus should be born in mind. First, this corpus
consists of a fairly irregular collection of consonant and vowel types; hence some
of the relevant comparisons are not available in this data set. Second, there was a
considerable amount of phonetic variability in the corpus (not unlike normal
speech), since the speaker varied from an emphatic rendition (to help the
transcriber) to a repeated, highly lenited form. Third, these tokens were embedded
in a large number of other tokens, so there is little chance that the speaker knew
that the epenthetic tokens were of special interest.
Acoustic analyses were performed using SoundScope implemented on a
Macintosh PC. Vowel and consonant durations were measured using broad-band
(184 Hz) spectrograms and aligned waveforms. Vowel onsets and offsets were
determined as the onsets and offsets of energy through a broad portion of the
spectrum. Vowel duration measures have been found to strongly correlate with
the presence of stress in a large number of studies. (See Fry, 1955 for a conclusive,
early documentation of this effect in English.) Fundamental frequency patterns
were also examined by means of an autocorrelation routine. Stress in English has
also been found to be strongly cued by differences in fundamental frequency
pattern (Fry, 1958) which have been analyzed as being due to the typical
association of pitch accents to the stressed syllables (Bolinger, 1958; Pierre-
humbert, 1980; see also Bruce, 1977 for a similar analysis of Swedish).
In addition, to verify previous claims concerning the epenthetic vowel
identity, formant values were also estimated at the temporal mid-point of the first
and second vowel in each token. Formant estimates were obtained using a 12th
order LPC analysis. Values produced by this technique were checked against
formant estimates taken visually from the spectrograms, and in cases where the
LPC analysis failed to detect a formant peak, estimates were made from the spec-
trogram.
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3. Results
3.1 Vowel durations
First, we examine vowel durations. To present the data, we plot the duration
of the first vowel (VI) against the duration of second vowel (V2). Since the
conditions for epenthesis only arise following the first (stressed) syllable of a
word, epenthetic vowels always occur as V2. Figure 1 lays out the types of
effects available from such a plot. Differences in the vertical direction indicate a
longer initial vowel (top left panel); differences in the horizontal direction indicate
a longer target (second) vowel (top right panel). Thus, for example, if epenthetic
vowels were short, excrescent vowels, one would expect them to appear to the
left. However, if they're longer, one would expect them to appear to the right.
This kind of a plot also allows some implicit rate normalization: tokens which
separate in a dimension parallel to the x = y diagonal axis differ in general rate
(lower left panel), slower tempos would lengthen both vowels and tokens would
appear more upward and to the right. The dimension perpendicular to this axis
indicates a relative difference between the first and second vowel, such as would
be captured by VI - to - V2 ratios (lower right panel).
Figure 1. Schema of types of effects visible on a VI duration X V2
duration plot.
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Sho: ter Initial Vow
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Shorter Seco;
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Figure 2 shows only non-epenthetic tokens. Here, it is quite apparent that
VI is longer than V2 (since most tokens lie above the x=y line). This is what one
would expect with stress on initial syllables. In the stressed initial syllable, we do
find a contrast in vowel length: phonologically long vowels are indicated with
square boxes.
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Figure 2. V 1 duration plotted against V2 duration for non-epenthetic
tokens.
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Note here that while long Vl's are indeed longer than short Vl's, following
vowels do not seem to be influenced by the length of VI (i.e., V2's are not
consequently shorter, or indeed longer—they seem to show the same range of
duration as V2's following short Vl's). These observations are confirmed by the
results of one-way Analyses of Variance (ANOVA's) with VI quantity as an
independent variable and VI and V2 duration as dependent variables (VI: F(l,62)
= 77.56, p < 0.001; VI: F(l,62) = 2.99, p > 0.05). One final item of note in Figure 2
is the single trisyllabic token indicated down and to the left. The positioning of
this token to the left suggests that the reason so many tokens stray across the
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x=y function to the right is final lengthening. Each of these tokens are disyllables
in which V2 is final, often final to the utterance.
Figure 3. VI duration plotted against V2 duration for all tokens
with a short VI.
©. O Epenthetic V2(non-final)
# Epenthetic V2
(word Final)
¥ Non-epenthetic
*>
v2
V2 duration (sec)
In Figure 3, we add the epenthetic tokens. (Tokens with long vowels have
been omitted from this figure, since epenthesis does not occur after phono-
logically long vowels.) Here, the non-epenthetic tokens are coded as stars, and
the epenthetic tokens are coded as circles. Two epenthetic conditions are noted;
filled circles are disyllabic, hollow circles are polysyllabic. Two results are of note
here. First, there is a clear separation of epenthetic and non-epenthetic tokens in
the diagonal dimension. In general, epenthetic tokens fall along or below the x=y
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line, while non-epenthetic tokens are usually above the line. Thus, epenthetic
vowels are systematically longer than their non-epenthetic counterparts. In addi-
tion, vowels previous to epenthetic vowels are shorter than their non-epenthetic
counterparts.
Second, this pattern is somewhat complicated by final-lengthening.
Comparing filled circles (where V2 is final) and hollow circles (where V2 is
medial), one finds word final vowels are longer (further to the right). Since most of
the non-epenthetic V2's are final, we see some mixing of them with epenthetic
tokens. These durational patterns, then, indicate two sizable durational effects on
V2, one associated with the final lengthening, and the other associated with the
epenthetic/non-epenthetic distinction. The durational data suggest strongly that
while Barra typically places stress on initial syllables, words with epenthetic
vowels exceptionally bear stress on the epenthetic syllable. Initial vowels in
tokens with epenthetic vowels exhibit a reduced stress level, as indexed by
vowel duration measures.
Table 1. Summary of ANOVA's. * and bold face indicates significant results.
Independent Var.
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3.2 Phonemic Inventory
This conclusion, that epenthetic syllables are exceptionally stressed non-
initial syllables, fits in nicely with the observation that epenthetic vowels select
from the larger inventory of vowels in stressed initial syllables, rather than the
reduced inventory found in non-initial unstressed syllables. The entire nine vowel
inventory shown in (3) is found both initially and epenthetically, whereas
unstressed (non-initial, non-epenthetic) syllables contain the reduced inventory
of vowels given in (4). 3
(3)
(4)
3.3 Tonal Patterns
Epenthetic vowels also have been noted in the descriptive literature to have
a different pitch pattern than vowels in non-epenthetic second syllables. A
cursory investigation of fundamental frequency (Fo) contours also supports our
contention that epenthetic vowels bear stress.
Figure 4 shows a waveform of a token without an epenthetic vowel, one
rendition of the word [anam], meaning 'soul', with a time-aligned Fo plot. This
figure shows a clear Fo peak on the initial syllable and a gradual fall to a terminal
low. This pattern is found throughout the corpus, and can be phonologically
represented by the association of a high pitch accent to the stressed first syllable.
Pitch tracks of epenthetic tokens show later Fo peaks. Figure 4 shows an Fo
plot of a rendition of [ejiem], 'name'. It shows an Fo peak localized somewhere
near the beginning of the second syllable and a sharp fall to the terminal low. This
pattern is also found with epenthetic tokens throughout the corpus, though
tokens do not always exhibit such a sharp fall. A possible representation of this
structure is as a HL (falling) accent associated with the exceptionally stressed
second syllable.
Front
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Figure 4. Spectrogram and fundamental frequency plot for a token
without an epenthetic vowel, [anam] 'soul'.
Calc
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Figure 5. Spectrogram and fundamental frequency plot for a
whose second vowel is epenthetic, [ejiem] 'name'.
token
Calc
Fl
F2
F3
F4
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1
occurring in Figure 5). Thus, as a second member of a compound, an epenthetic
token seems to have the same durational pattern as a non-epenthetic token.
Figure 6, a pitch track of one of these compound tokens, indicates high F on the
initial syllable of the compound and low Fo throughout the second element of the
compound. This pitch pattern is found in each of the tokens. Thus, the accent
apparent in Figure 5 does not appear when the same morpheme is the second
member of a compound.
This tonal behavior can be captured in a prosodic theory such as that
presented in Pierrehumbert & Beckman 1988 with three constraints: 1) pitch
accent can only associate with stressed syllables, 2) only one pitch accent is
allowed per phonological word, and 3) stress is restricted to the first two syllables
of the word. The culminative structure, of which constraint 1 is a part, can be
expressed in metrical grids. (5) shows appropriate grids for the three utterances in
Figures 4 - 6, [ansm] with stress and accent on the first syllable, [ejiem] with
stress and accent on the second, and the compound with no stress or accent on
the epenthetic second vowel of [ejiem].
X XXX XXXX XXX
ejiem ferejiem
non-epenthetic epenthetic compound
In summary: epenthetic vowels demonstrate a higher fundamental
frequency than non-epenthetic V2's, apparently indicative of an associated pitch
accent. These observations combine with observations concerning vowel
duration and phonemic inventory to support the contention that the epenthetic
vowel is stressed, partially at the expense of the preceding, initial vowel.
3.4 Vowel Quality
We turn to the results of the analyses of epenthetic vowel quality. Feature
geometry analyses (Ni Chiosan, 1994; Halle, 1995) identify the epenthetic vowel
as a copy of the previous vowel, except that the back feature of the vowel is
determined by the secondary articulation on the previous sonorant consonant.
Consonants in Scottish Gaelic are categorized as either palatalized or non-
palatalized. In these accounts, palatalized sonorants are followed by epenthetic
front vowels as in (6) a + c, non-palatalized sonorants are followed by epenthetic
back vowels, as in (6) b + d.
(6)
(5)
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Figure 6. Spectrogram and fundamental frequency plot for a token of a
compound whose second element has an epenthetic vowel,
[ferenem], 'nick-name'.
However, some sonorants are phonetically quite audibly velarized - in
traditional terms this is part of the phonological distinction between 'strong' and
'weak' sonorants. In particular, velarized R] represents the "strong" velarized
lateral, and velarized [n] represents the "strong" velarized nasal. (There is no
velarized consonant in the rhotic series). Analyses of consonantal effects on the
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epenthetic vowel presented below assume this three-way distinction between
palatalized, velarized, and plain consonants.
Figure 7 plots first and second formant values for epenthetic vowels pre-
ceded by palatalized, velarized, and plain (not palatalized/not audibly velarized)
sonorants. There is a clear division in the F2 dimension between palatalized vow-
els (circles) and non-palatalized vowels (squares). The results of a one-way
ANOVA with consonant type as an independent variable and F2 as a dependent
variable support this observation (F(2,31) = 17.24, p < 0.01). This result is in
general accord with previous accounts.
One surprising aspect of the present results, however, is a slight effect of
consonant type on Fl as well as F2. This observation is supported by the results
of an ANOVA (F(2,31) = 13.05, p < 0.01). Previous accounts lead one to expect
the consonant type to affect vowels only in the front vs. back (F2) dimension.
Another surprising aspect of the present results is an effect on F2 of the
distinction between velarized and plain consonants. Previous feature spreading
analyses do not predict these results. These results require further investigation, in
that they may indicate that a more gradient, phonetically-based model of
epenthetic vowel quality may be called for.
Figure 7. Second formant values plotted against first forman values for all
epenthetic vowels.
>
-
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the observations concerning the connection between the epenthetic vowel and
the previous vowel obtain; however, preliminary informal observations of the
present corpus suggest that this connection will be confirmed as well with a
larger, more well-balanced corpus.
4. Conclusions
This study indicates that the epenthetic vowel in Barra Gaelic is the nucleus of an
exceptionally stressed syllable in an otherwise fixed-stress quantity-insensitive
system. Furthermore, this prominent syllable bears contrasts which were originally
specified on less prominent neighbors. Thus, currently a set of contrasts is dis-
tributed across the initial and epenthetic vowel. If we consider the charac-
terization of stress in de Jong 1995 as hyperarticulation of contrasts localized to
the syllable, prominent syllables are canonical examples of what Cole &
Kisseberth 1995 call "strong anchors" -- that is, locations in which a particular
contrast is well supported. Stress, then, acts as a strong anchor and is the target of
spreading of contrastive material from less well-supported environments. Cole &
Kisseberth 1995 cite Menomini and Coeur d'Alene ATR/RTR harmony and
raising in Lena Bable Spanish as other examples of this pattern. One question
remains: how do we account for the stress on the epenthetic vowel? Once stress
is located there, the collocation of prominence and contrastive features from
neighboring vowels is not surprising.
Two conclusions, then, can be drawn from the present study. First, one
cannot understand vowel spreading patterns without taking into account the
prosodic organization of the utterances involved, especially the stress pattern.
And second, phonological analyses which solely account for segmental
transcriptions of a language can often be misleading.
NOTES
1 Data presented here are from Bosch's field notes. All transcriptions are IPA.
2 An additional way in which the difference is detectable is through the orthog-
raphy; epenthetic vowels are not marked in the orthography.
While the differences in stressed and unstressed vowel inventory are apparent
from Borgstr0m's description of the Barra inventory, Borgstr0m does not explicit-
ly relate these facts to epenthesis.
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A PHONOLOGY-PHONETICS MISMATCH:
[VOICE] IN CONSONANT-TONE INTERACTION*
Mary M. Bradshaw
The Ohio State University
bradshaw@ling.ohio-state.edu
Consonant-tone interaction is a phonological effect in which voiced
obstruents trigger the insertion of L or block the spread of H. Phonet-
ically, both voiceless obstruents and voiced obstruents have an effect
on the fundamental frequency of the following vowel. Voiceless ob-
struents cause a fall in pitch from a high frequency, while voiced ob-
struents cause a rise in pitch from a low frequency. It would be expec-
ted, based on the phonetic findings, that voiceless obstruent effects are
phonologized to the same extent or to a greater extent than voiced ob-
struent effects. This is, in fact, not the case. Instead voiced obstruent ef-
fects are phonologized exclusively. This is attributed to the presence of
a privative feature [voice] for which voiceless obstruents are not speci-
fied. Thus, a phonological entity precludes the realization of a phonetic
phenomenon in this case. This mismatch between the phonetics and the
phonology suggests that there is a significant degree of independence
between the two components.
1. Introduction
There is a mismatch between predictions based on phonetic studies and those
based on phonological theory in the case of consonant-tone interaction. Because
of the existence of the privative feature [voice], the consonant-tone interaction
that is phonologized crosslinguistically involves only voiced obstruents. How-
ever, phonetic studies of the effects of consonants on pitch lead to the incorrect
prediction that other consonants besides voiced obstruents will also be involved
in consonant-tone interaction.
The patterning of the interaction between consonant and pitch at the pho-
netic level is different from the patterning of consonant and tone at the phono-
logical level. Extrapolating from observations at the phonetic level, there are at
least 2 phonetically driven predictions that can be made about what will occur at
the phonological level. The weak phonetic prediction is that voiceless obstruents
should have an effect equal to that of voiced obstruents in the phonology. The
strong phonetic prediction is that voiceless obstruents should have a greater ef-
fect than voiced obstruents. Observations of consonant-tone alternations at the
phonological level, however, can be generalized in at least two ways, both of
which are incompatible with the phonetic predictions. One possible generaliza-
tion from the phonological data is that consonant-tone interactions involve
voiced obstruents much more frequently than voiceless obstruents. Another,
which will be argued for here, is that consonant-tone interactions involve only
voiced obstruents, and never voiceless obstruents.
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2. Phonetic effects of obstruents on vowel pitch
Phonetically, voiced obstruents are correlated with lowered pitch and voiceless
obstruents are correlated with raised pitch. The phonetic effects of obstruents on
pitch suggest that voiced and voiceless obstruents should behave equivalently in
the phonology. Early studies indicate that vowels after voiced obstruents have a
lower average frequency than vowels after voiceless obstruents. The results of
three studies in which the average fundamental frequency of vowels was meas-
ured after voiced and voiceless consonants are given in (1). In these studies, the
values of the vowel F are consistently found to be lower after voiced obstruents
and higher after voiceless obstruents.
(1) Fundamental Frequencies (in Hz) of Vowels as a Function of the
Preceding Consonant as Determined by Three Studies
P
a. 127.9
b. 175
c. 130.7
t
127.1
176
129.8
k
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Hombert 1978, a Yoruba speaker was asked to say words with different tones
and differing onset consonants. The results once again showed a fall after voice-
less obstruents, regardless of vowel tone, and a rise after voiced obstruents. Lea
1973 also reports the same results for English: rises after voiced obstruents and
falls after voiceless obstruents.
(3) Individual pitch traces: Averages by speaker (Hombert 1978)
«H. 180
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voiced and voiceless obstruents will be equally involved in phonological con-
sonant-tone interaction. But, as mentioned, a stronger prediction, discussed in
section 3, is also possible.
(4) Pitch salience in a perceptual study (Haggard, Ambler & Callow 1970)
Ht
\r ~w
3. Markedness of rising tones
The strong phonetic prediction is that voiceless obstruents will have a greater ef-
fect on tone in the phonology than voiced obstruents. The reasons for expecting
this involve considerations of the markedness of the effects that accompany
voiced obstruents, ie., rising tones or pitch.
There are a number of indications (5) that rising tones are systematically dis-
favored.
(5) Rising tones are marked in the following ways:
a. Falling tones are more numerous in tonal inventories
of languages.
b. implicational hierarchy: the presence of rising tones
entails falling tones.
c. constraints have been proposed against contour tones and
against rising tones, but not specifically against fall-
ing tones.
One indication that rising tones are disfavored is that falling tones are more
numerous in tonal inventories of languages. Cheng 1973 compares 737 Chinese
dialect locations with a total of 3433 individual tones. He finds that falling tones
are the most common type of tone, followed by level tones which are followed by
rising tones. There are 1-1/2 times more falling tones than rising tones (1125
compared to 790).
There is also an implicational relationship between rising tones and falling
tones, such that the presence of rising tones entails the presence of falling tones.
In other words, if a language has rising tones, it will always have falling tones.
The converse is not necessarily true. If a language has falling tones, it need not
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have rising tones. So there are languages with falls but no rises, such as Hausa,
Kikamba, Holoholo, Chichopi, Gitonga, Bukusu, and Efik, but there appear to be
no languages with rises but no falls.
Within a language, rising tones are typically more limited or restricted in
their use than falling tones. This combined with the other evidence for the
markedness of rising tones results in a linguistic situation in which constraints are
proposed against contour tones or against rising tones, but not against falling
tones. One constraint against rising tones, proposed by Odden (forthcoming) for
Chiyao, is given in (6). In this language, rises are possible as long as the next
syllable is not H.
(6) No Rise *L H
Phonetic studies that have something to contribute to our understanding of
why rises may be marked include both perceptual and articulatory studies. Hom-
bert 1978 reports on an experiment in which perception of falling tones is con-
cluded to be better than the perception of rising tones. In this experiment, illus-
trated in (7), pitch traces were synthesized that had a steady state of 120 Hz. but
which differed in onset frequency. One pitch trace fell at the onset from 130 Hz.
(7a), and the other rose from 1 10 Hz. (7b).
(1) a. 130 Hz b. > 120 Hz
\ 120 Hz 110 HZ
The duration of these onsets was manipulated so that they included durations of
40, 60, 100, 150 and 250 ms. Subjects were asked to match the beginning pitch of
the sound. Their relative success is illustrated in (8).
(8)
Although the subjects were never able to correctly identify the beginning pitch
of the sound, the perceived pitch was always closer to the actual pitch when the
onset had a falling contour rather than a rising contour. Subjects also performed
better when the contoured portion was longer, but this need not concern us here.
Hombert concludes that rising pitch tends to be perceived more in terms of its end
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point than in terms of its beginning. In other words, rising pitch is more difficult to
perceive.
What Homberfs experiment did in terms of perception, other experiments
did in terms of production. Ohala & Ewan 1973 and Sundberg 1973 demonstrate
that a falling pitch can be produced much faster than a rising pitch over the same
pitch interval.
Based on studies such as the ones cited here, Ohala 1978 concludes that
falling tones are probably perceptually more salient than rising tones. Thus, this
section has provided reasons why the effect of voiceless obstruents on pitch is
more likely to be phonologized than that of voiced obstruents. In a nutshell, the
voiceless obstruent effect is more salient because it consists of a falling tone ra-
ther than a rising tone.
4. Phonetic effects of sonorants on vowel pitch
There is still another reason why voiceless obstruents are more salient than voiced
obstruents. Sonorants are phonologically neutral to voice-tone interactions in
most cases. It is also generally agreed that they are neutral phonetically, though
this is not in any way obvious and there is disagreement on this point (note for
instance Maddieson 1984). Whatever the case, it has been remarked that the
pitch traces after sonorants and those after voiced obstruents resemble each
other. Looking again at two of the same studies summarized in (1), and comparing
sonorants to obstruents, we see this resemblance. In these studies (9), the funda-
mental frequency of vowels after sonorants fell in or near the range of fundamen-
tal frequency values after voiced obstruents, and outside the range found after
voiceless obstruents.
(9) a. House & Fairbanks 1953
m n + voice -voice
123.2 121.8 120.6-122.8 (d, g) 124.3-127.9 (f,p)
b. Lehiste & Peterson 1961
m n r I y w +voice -voice
162 161 166 164 164 167 155-169 (v, z) 173-176 (f,t/k)
Similarly, the chart in (3) shows the resemblance of the averaged pitch trace
for sonorants marked m with that of the voiced obstruents marked b.
There are 2 possible interpretations of the sonorant data: either sonorants
have a distinctive pitch effect, or they have no pitch effect, and the pitch traces
we see are what happens when no consonant effect is present. In either case, the
voiced obstruents resemble the sonorants, which makes them less distinctive than
the voiceless obstruents, which stand apart from both voiced obstruents and so-
norants. This leads to the conclusion that the pitch effect of voiceless obstruents
must be more salient. This in turn leads to the prediction that voiceless obstruents
should be more often involved in phonologized consonant-pitch interactions
than voiced obstruents.
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5. Phonological effects
The phonological effects of voiced obstruents on tone typically involve either the
blocking of H or the insertion of L. The Chadic language Ngizim has often been
cited in the literature on consonant-tone effects. In this language, there is a pro-
cess of H-spread that can be depicted as in (10). Where there is a sequence of
tones HLH, the initial H spreads and the site to which it has spread surfaces with a
falling tone.
(10) H Spread: HLH
N
As illustrated in (11), the H spreads over a voiceless obstruent, an implosive
obstruent or a sonorant. It fails to spread over a voiced oral obstruent. This effect,
in which H spread is blocked by an intervening voiced obstruent is a commonly
attested consonant-tone interaction.
(11) Ngizim (Schuh 1971)
/na ka asuw/ —> [na kaasiiw] T swept'
/arapci/ —
>
[arapci] 'open!'
/nabaka-w/ — [nabaku] T burned (it)'
/nadanka-w/ — [nadankii] T sewed'
Another manifestation of the interaction of voiced obstruents and tone is
illustrated with the Ewe language. We can posit a process of L-insertion as in
(12). Simply, L is inserted on the tone-bearing unit immediately following a voiced
obstruent syllable onset.
(12) L Insertion L
a /'
Rt
[voice]
L-insertion invariably takes place in monosyllabic nouns in Ewe if they begin
with a voiced obstruent, as in (13). That is, they always have a L or LH tone pat-
tern. Other onset consonants, either voiceless obstruents or sonorants, are never
followed by a L tone. They have either a M or MH tone pattern.
(13) Ewe (Smith 1968, cited in Stahlke 1971, Hyman 1973)
da la
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seems to be a process in which L spreads across a voiced obstruent (14b) or
across a sonorant (14c). It does not spread over a voiceless obstruent (14a).
(14) Nupe (George 1970)
a. /pa/ 'peel' -> [epa ] 'is peeling'
b. /ba / 'be sour' -> [eb3] 'is sour'
c. /wa / 'want' -> [ew3] 'is wanting'
Similarly, the Ngizim language seems to have a process of L spread where L I
spreads over a voiced obstruent (15a) or over a sonorant (15b). L does not spread
over a voiceless obstruent (15c). Notably, L also fails to spread over an implosive
(15d).
(15) Ngizim (Schuh 1971)
a. /mugba ba i/ —
»
[mugba bai] 'it's not a monitor'
b. /maar3m t3n/ —
>
[maarom tan] 'big nose'
c./Siitabai/ -> [Siitabai] 'it's not pepper'
d. /kiidatai/ -> [kiidabai] 'he didn't eat (it)'
In order to assess the phonetic predictions, it is necessary to examine the
frequency with which consonant-tone interactions involve voiced obstruents as
compared to the frequency with which they involve voiceless obstruents. My
survey of the literature and my own field notes on two underdescribed languages
reveal at least 22 languages with demonstrable interaction between voiced ob-
struents and tone, similar to the effects described in (10) and (12). Specifically, in
these 22 cases, the voiced obstruents are either followed by a phonological L
which doesn't show up after other consonants or they block a process of H
spread or H shift.
(16) Ngizim (Schuh 1971): Chadic; Nigeria
H spread blocked by voiced obstruents
Bade (Schuh 1978): Chadic; Nigeria
H spread blocked by voiced obstruents
Suma (Bradshaw 1995): Adamawa-Ubangi; CAR
Constraint on grammatical H after voiced obstruents
Gbaya bokota (Bradshaw, field notes): Adamawa-Ubangi; CAR
Docking of associative H blocked by voiced obstruent
Makaa (Heath 1991): Narrow Bantu; Cameroon
In associative construction with a final voiced obstruent, a L-toned
vowel is epenthesized or a downstep is triggered if other conditions
are met.
Siya (Ford 1986): Central-Togo; Ghana
(j
L monosyllabic verbs with initial voiced obstruents fail to raise before
[+upper] (ie. H or raised M)
Zulu (Cope 1970): Bantu (Nguni); S. Africa
H spread blocked by voiced obstruents
(Khumalo 1987): L insertion
SiSwati (Bradshaw forthcoming): Bantu (Nguni); S. Africa & Swaziland
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H spread & H shift blocked by voiced obstruents; H shift triggered by
voiced obstruents; L insertion
Xhosa (Cassimjee n.d.): Bantu (Nguni); S. Africa
H shift triggered & blocked by voiced obstruents
Digo (Kisseberth 1984): Bantu (Mijikenda); Kenya, Tanzania
H spread blocked by voiced obstruents
Chonyi (Cassimjee & Kisseberth 1992): Bantu (Mijikenda); Kenya, Tanzania
Prefix H fails to shift/spread when verb has initial voiced obstruent
Duruma (Cassimjee & Kisseberth 1992): Bantu (Mijikenda); Kenya, Tanzania
Prefix H fails to shift/spread when verb has initial voiced obstruent
Dzihana(Cassimjee & Kisseberth 1992): Bantu (Mijikenda); Kenya, Tanzania
Prefix H fails to shift/spread when verb has initial voiced obstruent
Kambe (Cassimjee & Kisseberth 1992): Bantu (Mijikenda); Kenya, Tanzania
Prefix H fails to shift/spread when verb has initial voiced obstruent
Kauma (Cassimjee & Kisseberth 1992): Bantu (Mijikenda); Kenya, Tanzania
Prefix H fails to shift/spread when verb has initial voiced obstruent
Rabai (Cassimjee & Kisseberth 1992): Bantu (Mijikenda); Kenya, Tanzania
Prefix H fails to shift/spread when verb has initial voiced obstruent
Rihe (Cassimjee & Kisseberth 1992): Bantu (Mijikenda); Kenya, Tanzania
Prefix H fails to shift/spread when verb has initial voiced obstruent
Giryama (Cassimjee & Kisseberth 1992): Bantu (Mijikenda); Kenya,Tanzania
Prefix H fails to shift/spread when verb has initial voiced obstruent
Ikalanga (Hyman & Mathangwane 1994): Bantu (Shona); Botswana
H spread blocked by voiced obstruents
Ewe (Stahlke, Ansre, Smith, Welmers): Kwa; Ghana, Togo
In monosyllabic words, L occurs only after after voiced obstruents and
only L occurs after voiced obstruents.
Ouldeme (de Colombel 1986): Chadic; Cameroon
'syllables with a depressor consonant [ie. voiced obstruent] take L'
(Swackhamer 1991)
Mulwi (Tourneux 1982) Chadic; Chad, Cameroon
'syllables with a depressor consonant [ie. voiced obstruent] take L'
(Swackhamer 1991)
Compare this with the list in (17) where only 2 languages have been found
that appear to have an interaction between voiceless obstruents and tone. In
both cases, the effect appears to be one of blocking the spread of L.
(17) Ngizim (Schuh 1971): Chadic; Nigeria
L spread blocked by voiceless obstruents & implosives
Nupe (George 1970): Kwa; Nigeria
L spread blocked by voiceless obstruents
It is also worth noting that only one language, Ngizim, has both voiced and
voiceless obstruent effects. This means that 21 languages have voiced obstruent
effects without voiceless obstruent effects, while only one language can be said
to have voiceless obstruent effects without voiced obstruent effects.
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This section has illustrated the fact that the predictions of the phonetic stud-
ies are incorrect. Voiceless obstruents do not have an equal or greater effect than
that of voiced obstruents in the phonology.
6. Phonological motivation for the mismatch: The role of [voice]
The phonetics-phonology mismatch with respect to obstruent-tone interaction
can be motivated by the existence of a privative feature [voice]. The privative
nature of this feature has been argued for by Mester & Ito 1989 and Lombardi
1994. The feature [voice] is one of several privative laryngeal features, which also
include [constricted glottis] and [spread glottis], as in (18). (Note that this does
not constitute a claim that all features are privative.)
(18) Representation of laryngeal node with privative features:
LAR
constricted glottis (e.g.)
spread glottis (s.g.)
The use of these features to specify different consonant types is shown in
(19). Voiced oral obstruents are exemplified by a representation of /b/, with a
laryngeal specification only for [voice]. Breathy voiced obstruents are exempli-
fied with a representation of /bh/, which is specified for both [voice] and [spread
glottis] under the laryngeal node. These are the only consonants normally speci-
fied for [voice] and the only types of consonants involved in consonant-tone
interactions. The other consonants illustrated include implosives, aspirated voice-
less obstruents, plain voiceless obstruents and sonorants. None are specified for
[voice]. The sonorants and plain voiceless obstruents normally have no laryngeal
specifications. They differ in that sonorants can receive a specification for [voice],
while voiceless obstruents are never so specified.
(19) M Rt /bh/ Rt
[-son]
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/p/ Rt An/ RtA ^[-son] \ [+son]
CPlace CPlace
[Lab] [Lab]
If these laryngeal specifications are assumed and since voicing is almost cer-
tainly the key factor, then it is predicted that only voiced oral obstruents and
breathy voiced obstruents will participate in consistent consonant-tone interac-
tions. This prediction is motivated by phonological factors in contrast to the
earlier predictions motivated by phonetic factors.
If there is a choice between a privative and a binary voicing feature, the
data on consonant-tone interaction supports the choice of a privative feature. A
privative voicing feature can be used to deal with all consonant-tone interactions,
while a binary feature runs into problems. With a privative feature, the restriction
of the interaction to contexts with voiced obstruents falls out from the feature
representation. With a binary feature, it is possible to describe the conditions un-
der which tone is affected in terms of [+voice], but the availability of a [-voice]
specification provides no advantage, and it leaves unanswered the question of
why [-voice] fails to interact with tone.
The cases of Ngizim and Nupe, where voiceless obstruents seem to interact
with tone, are a potential problem for a privative voicing feature. The data from
these languages can, however, be reanalyzed so that voiceless obstruents are not
the conditioning factor in the phonology. The Ngizim data involves a process of
L-spread that appears to be blocked by voiceless obstruents and implosives. As-
suming that voiceless obstruents and implosives are not specified for voicing, the
process of L-spread can be described as in (20) where spreading is conditioned
by the presence of a voiced consonant.
(20) L
vcv
[-voice]
The alternative approach in which L-spreading is treated as a blocking phe-
nomenon fails to explain why voiceless obstruents and implosives pattern to-
gether. An attempt to use a constraint to block L-spread using [-voice], as in (21),
fails to deal with the behavior of implosives as blockers.
(21) *L
vcv
[-voice]
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A reanalysis of the Nupe data is beyond the scope of this paper, but it is
worth noting that George's original analysis does not posit L-spreading but in-
stead sees this essentially as phonetic/allophonic variation of H after voiced ob-
struents and sonorants.
More support for the view that consonant-tone interaction is governed by
the existence of a privative voicing feature, and not by phonetic factors, comes
from the behavior of breathy voiced obstruents. Phonetic studies such as Ohala
1974 and Kagaya & Hirose 1975 indicate that breathy consonants depress tone
more than other consonants. This suggests that breathy consonants will interact
with tone more than other tone depressors (ie., voiced obstruents). In contrast, the
phonological prediction is that breathy voiced obstruents will fail to pattern sep-
arately from plain voiced obstruents, given that both types of consonants are
specified for [voice]. There is, in fact, no evidence that breathy voiced obstruents
ever act independently of plain voiced obstruents phonologically in tone-voice
interactions. 1
7. Summary
Phonetic studies predict either (a) voiced and voiceless obstruents should
have equal effects on consonant-tone interaction in the phonology, or (b) voice-
less obstruents should have a greater effect. The reason is that these studies indi-
cate that both voiced and voiceless obstruents have an effect on the pitch of the
following vowel. Furthermore, in terms of salience, phonetic studies suggest that
voiceless obstruent effects have an advantage because they involve a falling ra-
ther than the more-difficult-to-perceive rising tone, and because they contrast
with both voiced obstruents and sonorants phonetically.
Phonologically, it is the case that (a) voiced obstruents participate much
more frequently than voiceless obstruents in consonant-tone interactions, or (b)
voiced obstruents participate to the exclusion of voiceless obstruents. This is sup-
ported by a survey of phonological interactions between consonant and tone,
which reveals that, contrary to predictions based on the phonetic data, voiced
obstruents participate in these interactions almost to the exclusion of voiceless
obstruents. In fact, it's possible to exclude all cases involving voiceless obstru-
ents.
The two cases involving voiceless obstruent effects can be reanalyzed in
such a way that there is no need to refer to voiceless obstruents in the phonol-
ogy. The case from Ngizim in which voiceless obstruents seem to block the
spread of L can be reanalyzed as a case in which only consonants with a speci-
fication for [voice] allow the spread of L. The related case from Nupe can be re-
analyzed as a case in which H is phonetically, but not phonologically, present
after a voiceless obstruent. In contrast, the 22 cases of voiced-obstruent effects
cannot be reanalyzed in this fashion. In these languages, the effects are clearly
phonological rather than phonetic. Moreover, an attempt to handle blocking by
placing conditions on the spread of H so that only voiced obstruents are exclu-
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ded will not account for the fact that the segments that allow this spread do not
form a natural class.
Based on the examination of the phonetic and phonological information
available, it is clear that there is a phonetics-phonology mismatch. This mismatch
can be explained by the existence of the feature [voice], which is the crucial ele-
ment in determining consonant-tone interaction phonologically.
8. Conclusions
It has sometimes been implied that phonology is in some sense a notational vari-
ant of phonetics, as in Ohala 1979 and Ohala & Lorentz 1977. Phonology-pho-
netics mismatches, such as the one shown here, provide evidence that phonology
is governed by principles that can act independently of the phonetics. This is not
to say that phonetics cannot inform the phonology. Phonology can be seen as
both related to phonetics and separate from phonetics. For example, the actual
correlates of the feature [voice] may include duration, unaspirated release and
vowel quality. Actual vocal-fold vibration may be lacking in voiced segments.
The existence of tone effects after voiced obstruents has a phonetic motivation.
But the actual manifestation of some phonetic effects in the phonology to the
virtual exclusion of others argues for a real and significant difference. It also ar-
gues that, within the phonological component, phonological forces outweigh
phonetic forces when the two conflict.
In addition, consonant-tone interaction lends additional support to the exis-
tence of a privative rather than a binary voicing feature.
NOTES
*
I would like to thank David Odden for useful comments on this paper.
1 Jennifer Cole (p.c.) has suggested, based on work by Simon Donnelly, that in
Phuthi, breathy consonants alone trigger depressor effects. No data on Phuthi is
available at present. In closely related SiSwati, it is not clear that distinctively
breathy consonants exist in the language, though breathiness may be a con-
comitant of lower pitch.
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A CORRESPONDENCE-THEORETIC APPROACH TO PARTIAL
REDUPLICATION IN KOREAN*
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This study provides a correspondence-theoretic account of partial redu-
plication in Korean sound symbolic words. The reduplication can be
divided into two types: single partial reduplication and multiple partial
reduplication. I offer a unified analysis of the patterns found with single
partial reduplication and then extend the analysis to multiple partial re-
duplication.
1. Introduction
Korean has a large number of ideophones or sound symbolic words that have their
own phonological and morphological characteristics. Phonologically, ideophones
are characterized by vowel harmony (Lee 1992, Lee 1993, and Cho 1994).
Morphologically, ideophones can be affixed by particular morphemes, which
cannot be suffixed or prefixed to non-ideophonic words. These phonological and
morphological characteristics differentiate ideophones or sound symbolic words
from non-ideophonic words. Moreover, Korean ideophonic words display several
patterns of reduplication which have been studied by several phonologists,
including McCarthy & Prince 1986, Lee 1992, Jun 1991, 1993, 1994, and Davis &
Lee 1994.
The purpose of this study is to provide an account of Korean partial redu-
plication under Correspondence Theory, as developed by McCarthy & Prince
1995. In this study, two types of reduplication are accounted for by one constraint
ranking: single partial reduplication with bases of various lengths and multiple
partial reduplication. This study provides a simpler account of partial reduplication
in Korean than other previous accounts.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In section 2, I introduce data on
partial reduplication in Korean. In section 3, I briefly review previous analyses of
Korean partial reduplication and show some problems they encounter. In section
4, I provide the main points of Correspondence Theory. In section 5, I analyze two
patterns of reduplication under Correspondence Theory. Finally in section 6, I
summarize the analysis.
2. Data
In this section, I present examples of Korean partial reduplication, which are
divided into several groups that exhibit common characteristics in terms of
reduplication.
First, I will describe infixing reduplication. The examples will be divided
into several groups according to the number of syllables in their base form. The
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data mostly come from Davis & Lee 1994, Lee 1993, and Jun 1991, 1993. and
1994.
(1) Monosyllabic base
Base Partial reduplication
a. pirj pi-pi-rj 'in circles'
b. t
h
arj t ha-ta-rj 'bang'
c. p'arj p'a-pa-rj 'exploding'
d. sak sa-sa-k 'crisp'
e. turj tu-tu-rj 'turn'
Base Partial reduplication
f. k'warj k'wa-kwa-rj 'boom, bang'
g. c"arj c"a-ca-rj 'clanging'
h. cik ci-ci-k 'tearing'
i. t
h
ak t"a-ta-k 'with a slap'
j. t
h
ok t ho-to-k 'with a snap'
<
The examples in (1) are all monosyllabic. In partial reduplication, the onset and
nucleus (or 'syllable core') of the base are reduplicated rightward, and the copied
elements (in bold face) are infixed between the syllable core and coda of the
original base. The laryngeal features (fortis or aspiration) of the stem consonant
are never realized in copied elements. In ( 1 ) only the CV of the second syllable is
copied in partial reduplication; the coda of the second syllable of the base is not
affected at all by the reduplication.
(2) Disyllabic base
Base Partial Reduplication
a. t'alirj t'ali-li-rj 'sound of a bike bell'
b. p'utik p'uti-ti-k 'grinding teeth'
c. culuk culu-lu-k 'rain dropping'
d. asak asa-sa-k 'crunching'
e. ucik uci-ci-k 'cracking'
f. wacak waca-ca-k 'munching'
g. p'itik p'iti-ti-k 'creaking'
h. otok oto-to-k 'with a clatter'
The examples presented in (2) are all disyllabic, and all show the same
reduplicating pattern. The pattern is characterized by reduplication of the CV of
the second syllable without the coda.
(3) Trisyllabic base
Base Partial Reduplication
a. ususu usu-su-su
b. salili sali-li-li
c. wacarjc harj waca-ca-rjc harj
d. utarjt harj uta-ta-rjt harj
e. watarjt harj wata-ta-rjt harj
The examples in (3) all display the same reduplicating pattern, which entails
reduplicating the CV of the second syllable without the coda. The examples in (3)
are trisyllabic. Ideophones of this length are less common than disyllabic
ideophones.
Ideophonic words of Korean can have different connotations if they are
partially reduplicated. For example, the ideophonic word /t'alirj/ denotes the single
Base
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occurrence of a sound of a bike bell. If the ideophonic word /t'alirj/ is partially
reduplicated, the resultant form [t'ali-li-rj] denotes two very fast occurrences of the
sound of the bell.
The infixing partial reduplication examples presented in (1), (2), and (3)
indicate a similar reduplicating pattern: First, assuming that the first two syllables
of a Korean word form a foot, the reduplicant (the phonological exponent of a
reduplicative affix) is realized by the phonemes of the syllable core of the foot-
final syllable. This readily describes (2) and (3), and it also describes the words in
(1), where the base (the string supplying the phonemic content) is monosyllabic,
since in such forms the foot would constitute just a single syllable. Second, the
laryngeal features (fortition or aspiration) of a base consonant are lost in the
reduplicant. Aside from this pattern, however, there is an additional distinct
reduplicating pattern that the examples in (l)-(3) can display: the bases of all the
data presented in (4) can undergo full reduplication with preservation of laryngeal
features.
(4) Full reduplication
Base Full Reduplication
a. p'ai] p'arj-p'arj "bang'
b. t'alirj t'alirj-t'alirj 'sound of a bike bell'
c. ususu ususu-ususu 'sound of falling leaves'
Third, the partial reduplication examples in (l)-(3) not only can undergo full
reduplication as shown in (4), they also can undergo multiple partial reduplication,
as presented in (5).
(5) Multiple partial reduplication
Base Multiple Reduplication
a. p'ai] p'a-pa-pa-pa- -pa-rj 'bang'
b. t'alirj t'ali-li-li-li - li-rj 'sound of a bike bell'
c. ususu usu-su-su-su- -su-su 'sound of falling leaves'
The semantic relation holding between the base and the multiple partial
reduplication can be construed as the extension of the same semantic relation
holding between the base and the single reduplicant. Thus, /t'alirj/ indicates the
sound of a bike bell, whereas [t'alirj-t'alirj] indicates the repetitive sound of a bike
bell. And the multiply reduplicated form [t'ali-li-li-li - li-rj| denotes the fast,
numerous occurrences of the sound of a bike bell.
In this section I have presented examples of two different types of partial
reduplication: the infixing partial reduplication pattern, shown in (l)-(3), and
multiple partial reduplication in (5). In the following section. I introduce several
previous studies on Korean partial reduplication.
3. Previous analyses
In this section I review several previous studies on Korean partial reduplication.
These include McCarthy & Prince 1986, and Jun 1991, 1993, and 1994.
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McCarthy & Prince 1986 analyze Korean infixing reduplication, focusing on
the data presented in (6).
(6) a. t'alirj
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Prince's 1986 analysis does not account for the full range of Korean infixing
partial reduplication data.
(10) a. wacarjc''arj *wacarjc"a-c ha-rj 'clashing'
b. utarjt"ai] *utarjt''a-tha-rj 'banging'
c. watarjt"arj *watarjt"a-tha-rj 'clattering'
Jun 1991, 1993, and 1994 analyzes partial reduplication in Korean ideo-
phones based on the three main assumptions given in (1 1): assumptions which are
relevant to the partial reduplication pattern.
(11) Jun's assumptions about Korean partial reduplication
a. Reduplication occurs if the base consists of a single unbounded foot
with a heavy foot-final syllable.
b. Fortis and aspirated consonants are geminates.
c. Coda consonants (including word-final consonants) are moraic.
He also proposes that the number of feet in the output of partial reduplication,
which he terms "partial extension', must be identical to that in the input. This can
be termed Metrical Weight Consistency. Thus, the process of Korean partial
reduplication in Jun's approach can be characterized informally as presented in
(12).
(12) Reduplicate the foot-final heavy syllable as a suffix, and then Metrical
Weight Consistency (MWC) applies.
Given (11) and (12), the derivation of (2c) under Jun's analysis would be as in
(13):
(13) Base/culuk/ Output [cululuk]
Base culuk
Suffixation culuk+luk
MWC cululuk
[*culukluk]
In (13) there is a metrical weight consistency between the input and the output
with reduplication: the input is a single iambic foot, ending in a heavy or bimoraic
syllable, and the output is also a single iambic foot, ending in a heavy syllable.
Because of MWC, the output cannot contain two bimoraic syllables (*cu.luk.luk):
it would constitute two feet 1 — a violation of MWC. So in Jun's analysis, the
syllable-final /k/ of the base is deleted, as shown in (13).
As for the derivation of reduplicated words with laryngeal features (aspira-
tion or fortis), the derivation of (lc) would be as shown in (14). As presented in
(11). Jun assumes that fortis and aspirated consonants are underlyingly moraic (or
geminate), and that coda consonants are moraic too. : Thus, in (14) if only the coda
of the first syllable is deleted, the mora from the initial fortis consonant oi' the
second syllable will be associated to the first syllabic, making its output two feel.
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So to satisfy MWC, both the coda consonant of the first syllable and the laryngeal
feature of the initial consonant of the second syllable are deleted, making its
output one foot, as shown in (14).
(14) p'arj p'a-pa-rj
F F F F
I I I
a Suffixation a a MWC a a
K -> K K -> 'K
\ I I \ I I \l I \ I I I
parj parj p a rj paparj
But consider the examples (3a) and (3b), which are reproduced in (15).
(15) Base Partial Reduplication
a. ususu usu-su-su 'sound of falling leaves'
b. sali li sali -li-li 'quietly'
The examples in (15) do not have any heavy syllable and as a result fail to meet
the input requirement of Jun's analysis (11a). Thus, the examples in (15) should
not undergo partial reduplication if we follow Jun's analysis. Thus, Jun's analysis
is inadequate because of counterexamples like those in (15) and its questionable
assumption regarding the geminate status of fortis (and aspirated) consonants. In
the next section, I present the brief theoretical background needed for the analysis
I offer in section 5 of this paper.
4. The theoretical background
In this section, I briefly introduce the theoretical background on Correspondence
Theory which is developed by McCarthy & Prince 1995, which I will make use of
for my analysis. Since Correspondence Theory is couched within Optimality The-
ory (Prince & Smolensky 1993, and McCarthy & Prince 1993a), the fundamental
ideas of OT play a crucial role in Correspondence Theory. The main principles of
Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky 1993, and McCarthy & Prince 1994) are
given in (16).
(16) PRINCIPLES OF OPTIMALITY THEORY
a. UNIVERSALITY. UG provides a set of constraints Con that are universal
and universally present in all grammars.
b. VIOLABILITY. Constraints are violable, but violation is minimal.
c. RANKING. The constraints of Con are ranked on a language -specific
basis; the notion of minimal violation is defined in terms of this
ranking. A grammar is a ranking of the constraint set.
d. INCLUSIVENESS. The constraint hierarchy evaluates a set of candidate
analyses that are admitted by very general considerations of structural
well-formedness.
e. PARALLELISM. Best-satisfaction of the constraint hierarchy is computed
over the whole hierarchy and the whole candidate set. There is no serial
derivation.
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As McCarthy & Prince state regarding the nature of Correspondence Theory, it
'extends the reduplicative copying relation of McCarthy & Prince 1993a to the
domain of input output faithfulness, and indeed to any domain where identity
relations are imposed on pairs of related representations' (McCarthy & Prince
1995:252).
So the theory of reduplication involves correspondence between stem and
base (B), between base and reduplicant (R), and between stem and reduplicant.
The diagram in (17) shows those correspondence relations.
(17) Full Model
Input: /AfRED/ + /Stem/
I-R Faithfulness Tl Tl I-R Faithfulness
Output: R <=> B
BR Identity
Under Correspondence Theory, reduplicative morphemes are represented in the
input as an abstract phonologically empty morpheme. The input is empty because
the segmental content of the empty reduplicative morpheme can only be deter-
mined from the base. The segmental content of a reduplicant is achieved through a
correspondence relation with the base. Correspondence is a relation pairing up
strings of various types, defined in (18).
(18) Correspondence (McCarthy & Prince 1995:262)
Given two strings S , and S 2 , CORRESPONDENCE is a relation R from
the elements of S | to those of S 2 . Segments ae S \ and Pe S 2 are referred
to as CORRESPONDENTS of one another when aRp.
The correspondent relation between base and reduplicant holds between output
strings. The identity between base and reduplicant is evaluated by a number of
constraints that decide the closeness of the correspondence. If the correspondent
relation between the base and reduplicant is perfect, reduplication is total. But if
the correspondent relation between the base and reduplicant is not perfect, the
reduplication is partial. There are two key faithfulness constraints between redup-
licant and base, MAX and DEP: MAX ensures total copy in the reduplicant, in-
dicating full reduplication, and DEP bars all non-base material.
(19) MAX (McCarthy & Prince 1995:264)
Every segment of Sj has a correspondent in S2-
DEP
Every segment of S2 has a correspondent in S\.
Where Sj (base, input, etc.)
S2 (reduplicant, output, etc.)
MAX inhibits illegal deletion, and DEP prohibits any insertion of a segment.
When both MAX and DEP constraints are satisfied, full reduplication is achieved.
When MAX is violated under compulsion of some highly ranked constraints,
partial reduplication results. With this brief theoretical background on Correspon-
dence Theory, we can analyze Korean partial reduplication.
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5. Analysis
In this section, I discuss the crucial constraint interactions and provide a non-
derivational analysis of Korean partial reduplication based on the theoretical
background presented in section 4. 1 first consider infixing partial reduplication.
The infixing partial reduplication data presented in (l)-(3) show a similar
pattern of reduplication: the onset and nucleus of the second syllable are
reduplicated in (2) and (3). As described in section 2, the data presented in (2) and
(3) just reduplicate the onset and nucleus of the second syllable — partial
reduplication. In Correspondence Theory, partial reduplication occurs when the
MAX constraint is violated under compulsion of some higher ranked constraint(s).
For the shape of the infixing partial reduplicant, I follow McCarthy & Prince's
1994 proposal (cited by Urbanczyk 1995) that the invariance of reduplicative
morphemes need not be defined templatically. 3 Instead they propose that the
invariance of reduplicative morphemes can be determined by the interaction of
faithfulness constraints with general phonological constraints (termed 'phono-con-
straints'). McCarthy & Prince propose the notion of Generalized Template, as
presented in (20):
(20) Generalized Template (McCarthy & Prince 1994, cited by Urbanczyk
1995)
Templatic targets are determined by structural conditions, which interacting
through constraint ranking, properly characterize the desired invariance
structure.
In addition to phonological constraints, the idea of Generalized Template requires
constraints which can serve to restrict the size of a reduplicant; such constraints
should refer to morphological and prosodic categories. McCarthy & Prince
propose a constraint (21) that can restrict the size of a reduplicant.
(21) Afx < a (McCarthy & Prince 1994, and Urbanczyk 1995)
The phonological exponent of an affix is no larger than a syllable.
As already described at the beginning of section 5, the infixing partial redu-
plication of Korean reduplicates only the onset and nucleus of the initial foot-final
syllable, with the coda being extraprosodic. The constraint presented in (21) is
very highly ranked in Korean partial reduplication because the violation of this
constraint means that the reduplicant is larger than a syllable; in the Korean partial
reduplication data presented in section 2, however, none of the forms has a redu-
plicant larger than a syllable; therefore in Korean partial reduplication, the Afx < a
constraint is very highly ranked. There are two other constraints that interact to
restrict the size of a reduplicant in partial reduplication. The constraints are No-
Coda and MAX-BR, which are presented in (22).
(22) a. NoCoda : Syllables are open (McCarthy & Prince 1994).
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b. MAX-BR: Every segment of the base has a correspondent in a redu-
plicant (McCarthy & Prince 1995).
The following table (23) indicates a constraint conflict between NoCoda and
MAX-BR. The reduplicant in each of the output candidates is in boldface in the
constraint table.
(23) t'alirj —» t'ali-li-rj 'sound of a bike bell'
t'alirj-RED
42
(25)
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t'alirj-RED
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partial reduplication. Such featural constraints employed in this paper are
presented in (30).
(30) Featural constraints
a. Input-Output Identity (Laryngeal) : [IDENT-IO (Laryn)]
The laryngeal feature (fortis or aspiration) is identical in corre-
spondent segments between the input and output.
b. Base-Reduplicant Identity (Laryngeal) : [IDENT-BR (Laryn)]
The laryngeal feature of a base segment is identical to that of its
correspondent segment in the reduplicant.
c. No laryngeal : [*Laryngeal] s
Laryngeal features (fortis or aspiration) are disallowed.
The following constraint table (31) shows the ranking between IDENT-IO (Laryn)
and * Laryngeal; there is a conflict between the two constraints.
(31
)
k'lirjc'ak —> k hui]c'a-ca-k 'rhythmic sound'
k
h
urjc'ak-RED
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(35) MAX (McCarthy & Prince 1995: 264)
Every segment of Sj has a correspondent in S2-
Where S\ (base, input, etc.)
S2 (reduplicant, output, etc.)
The MAX constraint requires full reduplication of the base, so every partial
reduplication case inevitably violates the MAX constraint. Constraint table (36)
illustrates the ranking between MAX-IO and MAX-BR.
(36)
k hurjc'ak-RED
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(40) Skeletal Ranking for Emergence of the Unmarked (McCarthy & Prince
1995:329)
1-0 Faithfulness » Phono-Constraint » B-R Identity
Korean partial reduplication is interesting in this respect in that NoCoda and
*Laryngeal are not required in Korean as a whole, but they emerge in partially
reduplicated forms. The emergence of the unmarked in Korean partial
reduplication is achieved by the constraint ranking presented in (41), which was
displayed in (38).
(41) Emergence of the Unmarked in Korean partial reduplication
Schema: I-O Faithfulness » Phono-Constraint » B-R Identity
Instantiation: MAX-IO » NoCoda » MAX-BR
IDENT1-IO (Laryn)» "Laryngeal » IDENT-BR (Laryn)
So far we have shown constraints employed in infixing partial reduplication
and have discussed some crucial constraint interactions that establish important
constraint rankings. The ranking of all the constraints discussed is shown in (42).
(42) Constraint ranking for infixing partial reduplication
Afx<o, MAX-IO, IDENT-IO (Laryn) » "Laryngeal »
IDENT-BR (Laryn), NoCoda, Align-Ft, Align-Red» MAX-BR »FTBIN
Next, I will discuss multiple reduplication. The multiple reduplication data
presented in (5) indicate that such reduplication only occurs with the infixing
partial reduplication presented in ( 1 )-(3). Since this is the case, I employ the same
approach that I have used to account for infixing partial reduplication. The only
difference between single and multiple partial reduplication is the input. I assume
that the base of the multiple reduplication reflects an output to output relation with
the singly reduplicated form. For example, the singly reduplicated form [waca-ca-
k] "munching' serves as the input of [wacaca-ca-k], and this output form also can
serve as input to a subsequent reduplication [wacacaca-ca-k], the output of which
in turn can serve as input to a subsequent reduplication. Other than this, the
multiple reduplication exhibits the same mechanism that was shown in the single
partial reduplication. Thus, we can extend the analysis of infixing partial
reduplication to multiple partial redupulication, as illustrated in (43).
(43) t'ali Hi] -> t'alili-li-rj "sound of bike bell'
t'alilm-RED
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constraints as the winning candidate, except for FTBIN, which candidate (d)
violates to a greater extent than the winning candidate. Because of this violation,
(d) is not the optimal output. Candidates (e) and (f) are suboptimal because they
violate Align-Red and Align-Ft once, respectively. Thus, candidate (b) emerges as
the optimal form.
6. Conclusion
The analysis offered in the previous section accounts for single infixing and mul-
tiple partial reduplication. Infixing partial reduplication and multiple reduplication
can be accounted for by a unified constraint ranking. The alternative account of
Korean partial reduplication proposed in this study has an advantage over previous
analyses, in that we do not need an input requirement (Jun 1991, 1992, and 1994).
Another point is that the loss of the marked laryngeal feature of the base, which
has previously been attributed to MWC (Jun 1991, 1993, and 1994), involving a
serial derivation, can be accounted for by the identity faithfulness relations be-
tween the input and output, and between the base and reduplicant, without re-
course to a serial derivation. Thus, the relevant constraints for partial redu-
plication, and their interaction illustrated in this study, offer a simpler and more
extensive account than previous analyses, of Korean partial reduplication.
NOTES
* I am indebted to Professors Stuart Davis, Ken de Jong, and Paul Newman, and to twi
anonymous reviewers for their valuable comments. Any mistakes are my own.
' According to Jun, it is assumed that Korean foot structure is quantity-sensitive, right
headed, unbounded, and constructed from the left edge.
2 See Davis & Lee 1 994 for a different argument regarding such laryngeal features a
fortis and aspiration. They provide some evidence that fortis and aspirated consonants ar
not underlying geminates.
3 Previously, the invariance of reduplicative morphemes had been described as a templat
of a particular form (Marantz 1982, and McCarthy & Prince 1986, 1990).
4
I follow standard Optimality Theory conventions regarding constraint table
format, indicating the optimal candidate (the winner) by 'Y', violations by '*', and
fatal violations by '!'. Shading in constraint tables indicates the irrelevance of a
constraint to the status of the candidate. Dotted lines between constraints are a
normally indicative of a lack of established ranking between constraints.
5 In Korean partial reduplication, the laryngeal features of the base consonant are no
realized on the reduplicant. The *Laryngeal constraint, which bars a consonant with lai
yngeal features from occurring,, is ranked higher than IDENT-BR (Laryn), but lowe
than IDENT-IO (Laryn), since marked laryngeal consonants do occur in the base.
II
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PHONOLOGICALLY MOTIVATED WORD ORDER MOVEMENT:
EVIDENCE FROM CHINESE COMPOUNDS*
San Duanmu
University of Michigan
duanmu@umich.edu
Chinese compounds exhibit word order variations that have so
far not been well understood. In this article I propose that the word
order variation is motivated by metrical requirements. I also propose
that the mechanism for word movement is Nonhead Fronting, an oper-
ation that is similar to XP movement by adjunction in syntax.
1. Introduction
Compounds in Chinese have several word order variations. This can be seen
in the examples in (1).'
(1) Phrase Compound
a. [[VO]N] [VON]
qie cai de dao qie cai dao
cut vegetable DE knife cut vegetable knife
'knife that cuts vegetables' 'vegetable-cutting knife'
b. [fVO]N] [OVN]
jiagong luobo de dao luobo jiagong dao
process turnip DE knife turnip process knife
'knife that processes turnip' 'turnip-processing knife'
c. [[V[MO]]N] [MVON]
xue pingguo pi de dao pingguo xue pi dao
peel apple skin DE knife apple peel skin knife
'knife that peels apple skin' 'apple skin-peeling knife'
The column on the left shows nominal phrases with a relative clause that contains
a verb (V) and an object (O) (the particle de can be considered a relativizer, the
equivalent of 'that'). The column on the right shows the corresponding com-
pounds; let us call them [V-O N] compounds. In the phrase column the word order
is constant: V precedes O in the relative clause, and the relative clause precedes
the head noun (N). In the compound column the word order is variable: in (la) it
is [V O N], in (lb) it is [O V N], and in (lc) it is [M V O N] (where M is the modifier
of O). The word order is not free. Instead, it is determined by the syllable count of
the component words. For example, when V and O are both monosyllabic, fV O
N] is the only possible word order, as seen in (la). When V and O are both
disyllabic, [O V N] is the only possible word order, as seen in (lb). Judgments on
such word orders are quite sharp, but the issue has not been adequately
addressed in published literature.
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The data in (1) raises a number of questions. For example, why does the
word order vary in Chinese [V-0 N] compounds? Why is the word order constant
in the English counterparts? What is the full range of patterns in Chinese [V-0 N]
compounds? What is the internal bracketing of the compounds? Are there word
order variations in other Chinese compounds? Are there word order variations in
English compounds? The main goal of this article is to provide answers to these
questions. I propose that all Chinese [V-0 N] compounds have an underlying
word order, and that surface changes from it are triggered by phonological con-
straints, such as foot binarity and compound stress. In addition, I will show that
the same effect is present in English, too. I also propose that the mechanism for
the word order change2 is Nonhead Fronting, by which a syntactic nonhead is
moved to the front of a compound. Although various movements have been pro-
posed in morphological literature (e.g., Halle & Marantz 1993), Nonhead Fronting
has not. Finally, I show that Nonhead Fronting is similar to XP movement by
adjunction in syntax.
2. The patterns
Chinese has a variety of compounds, among which nominal compounds are
the most common (for the distinction between compounds and phrases in
Chinese, see Dai 1992, Duanmu 1997b). Word order variations are found in two
kinds of nominal compounds, [V-0 N] compounds, exemplified in (1), and [X Y N]
compounds, discussed in section 2.2. The patterns discussed below are strong
tendencies, but exceptions can be found, some of which will be discussed. 3
2.1. [V-O N] compounds
I will consider [V-0 N] compounds that contain a verb (V), the object (O) of
the verb, the head noun (N), and optionally the modifier (M) of the object. With
regard to word length, I will only consider monosyllables and disyllables.4 For
convenience, I will refer to each pattern with an abbreviation, in which monosyl-
lables are indicated by V, M, O, and N, and disyllables are indicated by W, MM,
00, and NN. For example, [V O N] has monosyllabic V, O, and N, and [OOW N]
has a disyllabic O, a disyllabic V, and a monosyllabic N. The compound patterns,
along with their corresponding phrasal forms, are given in (2), where the verb is
monosyllabic, and in (3), where the verb is disyllabic (see Appendix for actual
examples). 5
(2) Compounds with a monosyllabic verb
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(2h) can be made quite readily (as the two examples of (2d) and (2h) in the
Appendix are), even though they do not sound fully good.
Totally bad compound word orders are not listed; for example, (2a) cannot
be [O V N], or [V N O], or [N V O]. Forms preceded by a question mark are not al-
ways good, but they can occur; in such cases, speakers may prefer to use a phrase
instead. The marked forms often have an alternative pattern, given in parentheses,
which is not always good either. The choice between the alternatives depends on
various factors, which will be discussed. For some marked forms, such as (2d), the
alternative is rare, so it is not given; but exceptions can be found. 7 Finally, forms
without a question mark are fully good. (4) and (5) summarize the patterns.
(4) a. When the verb is disyllabic VV, the object must be fronted.
E.g., all patterns in (3)
b. A compound should start with a disyllabic unit.
E.g., 00 in (3c), [M O] in (3e), and MM in (3i) are good.
(2d) and (3a) are violations; [M 00] is an exception (see
below)
c. [V N] is often marginal.
E.g., the first pattern of (2c) and (2e)
(5) a. Syntactic heads cannot move:
Verb, (head) Noun, Object (when there is Modifier)
b. Syntactic non-heads can move:
Object (when there is no Modifier), Modifier, Modifier-Object
2.2. [X Y N] compounds
In [X Y N] compounds, X and Y are modifiers of N, such as [daxing hanyu
cidian] 'large Chinese dictionary'. The ordering of pre-nominal modifiers in
English is restricted by the meaning of the modifiers (cf. Quirk et al. 1972). For
example, a partial hierarchy of modifier ordering is Size > Shape > Color > Prov-
enance, where '>' means 'precedes'. In addition, Sproat & Shih 1991 have ar-
gued, quite persuasively, that this hierarchy is not special for English but common
to all languages. Thus in (6), 'large' must precede 'Chinese' for both English and
Chinese.
(6) a. Daxing Hanyu Cidian b. *Hanyu Daxing Cidian
large Chinese dictionary Chinese large dictionary
'A Large Chinese Dictionary' *'A Chinese Large Dictionary'
However, in some cases, the default modifier order is violated. This was noted in
Lii 1979, Lu 1989, Lu & Duanmu 1991, and others. An example is given in (7).
(
(7) a. Hanyu Da Cidian b. ??Da Hanyu Cidian
Chinese large dictionary large Chinese dictionary
'A Large Chinese Dictionary'
Here the preferred modifier order is reversed. The reason for the word order
switch is that the Chinese word for 'big' is disyllabic in (6) but monosyllabic in
(7). Lu (1989:49) accounts for this effect by suggesting that an [X Y N] cannot
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be 'large in the middle'. In (7b) the middle word is larger (longer) than the initial
word, therefore (7b) is ill-formed. The same applies to (8).
(8) a. Sichuan Bei Lu b. ?? Bei Sichuan Lu
Sichuan North Road North Sichuan Road
'North Sichuan Road'
The semantics indicates that 'north' should be in initial position, as in (8b), since
'Sichuan' and 'road' form a closer unit. But since (8b) is 'large in the middle',
(8a) becomes the preferred form. However, despite Lu's generalization, the nature
of the restriction has remained unclear.
3. Analysis
I propose that word order movement in Chinese compounds is triggered by
phonology. I will present my analysis in a theory-neutral way. I first introduce a
few constraints, then I analyze the data.
3.1. The constraints
I will assume five constraints, which are given in (9).
(9) a. Left: Main word and compound stress is initial in Chinese.
b. Foot Binarity: A foot should be (at least) two syllables long.
c. VO Stress (does not apply within a foot): The verb has less stress
than its object.
d. Cyclicity: Metrical structure is built from smaller units to larger units.
e. IC Well-formedness: The immediate constituents of a compound
must be well-formed.8
For discussion on foot and/or stress in Chinese, see Shih 1986, Yip 1992, 1994, Ao
1993, Chen 1993, Wang & Wang 1993, Lin 1994, and Duanmu 1995. 9 Foot
Binarity was discussed in Prince 1980 and has since become a well-known
metrical constraint. The effect of VO Stress in English was discussed in Chomsky
& Halle 1968, and the effect in Shanghai Chinese was discussed in Duanmu 1995.
In fact, according to Cinque 1993, VO Stress should be universal. The condition
that VO Stress does not apply within a foot will be discussed later. Cyclicity was
first proposed by Chomsky, Halle, & Lukoff 1956 and has since become a well-
known phonological constraint, especially in stress assignment. 10 It is found in
both Mandarin Chinese (Shih 1986) and Shanghai Chinese (Duanmu 1995).
Finally, IC Well-formedness is largely self-evident. For example, since English
does not have *move-truck (a truck for moving things), *move-truck driver is
bad. On the other hand, English has tow-truck, so tow-truck driver is good (i.e., it
does not violate IC Well-formedness)."
Since I am offering a metrical analysis and will mark foot boundaries, it is
necessary to explain what the boundaries are based on. There are three pieces of
evidence I use. First, while there is a lack of native intuition for stress, there is a
fairly clear native intuition for the prosodic grouping of syllables. For example, in
(2b) the judgment is [V O / NN] (where the grouping boundary is indicated by a
slash), and in (2d) the judgment is [V / OO / NN]. Second, Shih 1986 and Chen
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1993 have argued, on the basis of the Mandarin Third Tone Sandhi, that there is a
foot formation process, in which a foot is built over each disyllabic syntactic unit,
whether it is one disyllabic morpheme or two monosyllabic morphemes. Third, in
some Wu dialects, such as Nantong (Ao 1993) and Shanghai (Duanmu 1995), foot
domains coincide with tonal domains, which are unambiguously determinable. In
most cases, these pieces of evidence make the same predictions, which will be the
basis for foot boundaries in the present analysis.
3.2. [X Y N] compounds
I follow Sproat & Shih 1991 in assuming that there is a default ordering
among multiple modifiers of a noun. Any ordering different from the default is the
result of word movement. First, consider (6). As in English, the default ordering is
'large' preceding 'Chinese'. (6b) is bad because it violates this ordering. Next we
consider whether (6a) is well-formed metrically. The analysis is shown in (10),
where ( ) = foot boundaries, and XX, YY, NN indicate disyllabic words.
(10) [XX [YY NN] ]
x
X XXXX
(XX) (YY) (NN)
Following Kayne 1994, I assume that morphosyntactic structures are strictly bi-
nary branching. In addition, I assume that the structure for the meaning in (6a) is
[XX [YY NN]] instead of [[XX YY] NN] (the latter would mean 'Dictionary of
Large Chinese', assuming there is a language called 'Large Chinese'). On the first
cycle, each word forms a left-headed disyllabic foot. 12 The second cycle is [YY
NN], where YY gets more stress by Left. On the final cycle, XX gets more stress
by Left. The result satisfies all the constraints in (9), so (10) is well-formed in all
respects. Next we consider [X [YY NN]], seen in (7b) and analyzed in (1 1).
(11)
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Again, I assume that the structure of (12) is [YY [X NN]], and not [[YY X] NN].
The reason is that the constituent [X NN] 'large dictionary' is semantically appro-
priate for this compound, but the constituent [YY X] 'Chinese large' is not. In ad-
dition, we will see below that [YY [X NN]] gives the correct foot patterns, but
[[YY X] NN] does not. Now in (12), if X is metrified, it violates Foot Binarity. If X
is unmetrified, Left is violated in the inner compound [X NN]. Since both
structures are bad, we do not expect [YY [X NN]] to occur. But it does, as seen in
(7a). It turns out that the actual foot pattern is neither (12a) nor (12b), but (YY)(X
NN), as shown in (13).
(13) [YY[XNN]]
x
X X
(YY) (X NN)
This structure satisfies all the constraints in (9). In particular, the trisyllabic foot (X
NN) satisfies both Foot Binarity and Left. 14 However, (X NN) raises two ques-
tions. First, can [M NN] (where M is a monosyllabic modifier) always form (M
NN)? Second, why can X and YY in (11) not form (X YY) in the same way? The
answer to the first question is no. As Lu & Duanmu 1991 note, the preferred pat-
terns for a modifier-noun compound is [MM NN], [MM N], and [M N], but not [M
NN]. This is exemplified in (14).
(14) a. meitan shangdian
b. meitan dian
c. mei dian
d. *mei shangdian
'coal store'
Both [mei] and [meitan] mean 'coal', and both [dian] and [shangdian] mean
'store'. The three good patterns are shown in (15).
(15) a. x b. c.XX X X
(MM) (NN) (MM) N (M N)
It is clear that (15a) and (15c) are good metrical structures. In addition, the unfoot-
ed N in (15b) does not violate either Foot Binarity or Left. 15 Thus all the three
forms are good. Next we consider the bad pattern [M NN], which is shown in
(16).
(16) a. x b.XX X
* (M) (NN) * M (NN)
If M is metrified, it violates Foot Binarity. If M is not metrified, there is a violation
of Left. In either case the metrical structure is bad.
16
In order to get a trisyllabic
foot (M NN), one must undo the foot structure built over NN on the first cycle.
Evidently, this a costly operation. For this reason, (M NN) compounds, while still
found, are not preferred forms. But if a (M NN) compound already exists, it can
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form part of a larger compound as such. In other words, (X NN) in (13) is licensed
by the fact that [da cidian] 'large dictionary' is an independent compound, and
the lack of (X YY) in (1 1) is because foot restructuring is not available to merge X
with YY.
We have accounted for [X YY NN]. Next we consider [X YY N], exempli-
fied in (6). The metrical structure of the original word order is shown in (17).
(17) [X[YYN]]
a. x b.
xx x
* (X) (YY) N * X (YY) N
Again, if X is metrified, there is a violation of Foot Binarity, and if it is not metri-
fied, there is a violation of Left. After the word order switch, we get [YY [X N]], as
shown in ( 1 8), which satisfies all the constraints.
(18) [YY[XN]]
x
X X
(YY) (X N)
To summarize, I have shown that word order change in [X Y N] compounds
is motivated by phonology. In particular, if the original word order has a good
metrical structure, no ordering change takes place. If the original word order has a
bad metrical structure, and if the resulting word order has a good one, word order
change can take place.
3.3. Nonhead Fronting
Let us take a closer look at the mechanism that enables words to move. First,
consider free scrambling. If word order can be freely scrambled, a three-word
compound [Wl W2 W3] will have six possible word orders, each of which has
two possible branching structures. This gives a total of 12 patterns, as shown in
(19).
(19) [Wl [W2 W3]] [[Wl W2] W3]
[Wl [W3 W2]] [[Wl W3] W2]
[W2[W1W3]] [[W2W1JW3]
[W2[W3W1]] [[W2W3JW1]
[W3 [Wl W2]] [[W3 Wl] W2]
[W3 [W2 Wl]] [[W3 W2] Wl]
Let us consider which ones are possible and which ones not. We see in (7) that
[X YY NN] is changed to [YY X NN], which is ambiguous between [YY [X NN]]
and [[YY X] NN]. In (12) and (13), I assumed [YY [X NN]] based on semantic ap-
propriateness. There is also phonological evidence. In particular, because of
Cyclicity, [YY [X NN]] and [[YY X] NN] produce different metrical structures.
While [YY [X NN]] gives (YY)(X NN), [[YY X] NN] gives (YY) X (NN). This is
shown in (20).
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(20) [YY[XNN]]
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the moved element is adjoined to the left of the original structure. These
generalizations are stated in (25), which I call Nonhead Fronting.
(25) Nonhead Fronting:
The only possible movement in a compound is to front a syntactic non-
head in the following way: [...Nonhead...] -> [Nonheadi [...ti...]].
Nonhead Fronting reduces possible word orders drastically. For example, in [Ml A
[M2 N]], N is the syntactic head and Ml and M2 are the nonheads. There are ™
three possible movements. First, Ml can move, giving [Ml [t [M2 N]]]. Second,
M2 can move out of [M2 N] only, giving [Ml [M2 [t N]]]. Third, M2 can move
out of the entire compound, giving [M2 [Ml [t N]]]. Since the trace 't' does not
carry stress, the three results are metrically equivalent to [Ml [M2 N]], [Ml [M2
N]], and [M2 [Ml N]], respectively. The first two movements turn out to be
vacuous, since the results are the same as the original structure. The only
meaningful movement is the third, which is the same as the change from [X [Y N]]
to [Y [X N]] that we have discussed. As a second example, consider [[M Nl] N2],
which has two nonheads, M and [M Nl]. Fronting [M Nl] is vacuous. Fronting
M gives [M [[t Nl] N2]], which is metrically the same as [M [Nl N2]]. In other
words, the only meaningful move is fronting M. This prediction is correct. First,
(26) shows that Nl cannot be fronted.
(26) a. [[Da Yushu] Lu] b. *[Yushu [DaLu]]
big elm road elm big road
'[[Big Elm] Road]' '[[Big Elm] Road'
The badness of (26b) (for the intended meaning) is not phonological, since its
metrical structure is good, as seen in (27) (which is a good compound for a dif-
ferent meaning).
(27) [Yushu [Da Lu]]
x
X X
(SS) (S S)
Instead, the badness of (26b) is due to Nonhead Fronting, which forbids moving
the syntactic head [Yushu]. Second, we consider fronting M in [[M Nl] N2], us-
ing a [[MM N] N] compound. After fronting MM, we get [MM [[t N] N]], which is
metrically the same as [MM [N N]], which should form (MM)(N N). However, we
have seen in (23) that (MM)(N N) is not possible for such a compound. Why then
does the nonhead MM fail to be fronted here? The answer is that there is no mo-
tivation, because [[MM N] N] already has a good metrical structure, as shown in |
(28). ^
(28) [[MM N] N]
x
(MM) N N
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Since the monosyllabic Ns are not metrified, there is no violation of Foot Binarity.
In addition, since neither N is in initial position, there is no violation of Left. Be-
cause there is no violation of any constraint, there is no motivation to front MM.
Similarly, there will be no movement for [[MM NN] N] either, since its metrical
structure is already good.
In summary, I have proposed that the only word movement in a compound
is Nonhead Fronting. In addition, movement occurs only if the original word
order does not have a good metrical structure and if the resulting one does.
3.4. [V-O N] compounds
I will assume that at some underlying level all [V-O N] compounds have the
same word order, shown in (29), where the empty subject has the same
reference as the head noun and where M is optional.
(29) [[0i[V[MO]]]Ni]
Since empty elements do not carry stress, I will often ignore them. (29) has the
same word order as the corresponding phrase. In addition, (29) agrees with
Kayne's 1994 proposal that [S [VO]] is the underlying word order universally.
Finally, (29) agrees with the fact that Chinese nominals are head final.
18 Whether
(29) derives from a deeper level of representation will not be explored.'
9
The patterns of [V-O N] compounds are summarized in (4) and (5). It can be
seen that (5) is already covered by Nonhead Fronting. (4) is repeated in (30).
(30) a. When the verb is disyllabic VV, the object must be fronted.
b. A compound should start with a disyllabic unit.
c. [V N] is often marginal.
When [V N] is marginal, so are compounds containing it, owing to IC Well-form-
edness. The marginality of [V N] (where N is the logical subject of the transitive V)
remains unclear. In any case, [V N] compounds in English, such as tow truck, are
also unproductive (e.g., move truck is bad). In contrast, for reasons that again re-
main unclear, [VV N] is always good in Chinese, as seen in (3c, e, g, i).
(30a) follows from VO Stress and Left. Specifically, since W is disyllabic, it
forms a binary foot and has stress. Now VO Stress requires the object to have
greater stress, yet Left requires main stress to be initial. This in effect forces the
object to be fronted.
Finally, consider (30b), which rules against compounds that start with a
monosyllabic unit, such as (2d) and (3a) (but not (2a) or (3e), where [V O] and [M
O] serve as a disyllabic unit). The reason is that, if the initial monosyllable is
stressed, it violates Foot Binarity, and if it is unstressed, it violates Left. This is ex-
emplified with (3a) in (31).
(31) [[OW]N]
a. x b. c.
xx x x
* (0) (W) N * O (W) N ? (O W) N
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First, VV forms a binary foot. Then in [O VV], Left requires main stress to fall on O.
But if O gets main stress, it violates Foot Binarity, and if it does not, it violates
Left. The only solution is for [O W] to form a trisyllabic foot. This is, however,
unproductive and works for marked cases only.
3.5. Summary
I have analyzed the compound patterns, using the constraints in (9). The
analysis makes two points. First, word order changes are triggered by phonologi-
cal requirements. Second, the mechanism for word order change is Nonhead
Fronting given in (25).
4. Further issues
4.1. Movement or not?
In my analysis of [V-0 N] compounds, I have assumed that the underlying
word order is [[0i [V [M O]]] Nj], and that deviations from it is the result of
movement. However, since I also assume IC Well-formedness, there is the
question of whether a movement analysis is really necessary. 20 For example, in
[00 [V N]] of (2c), IC Well-formedness requires [V N] to be a good compound.
What is the reason then to consider 00 to be moved out of [[V 00] N] instead of
being added directly as a modifier of [V N]? I suggest that both operations are
independently available, with different structures and meanings. For illustration,
consider (32). 21
(32) a. [MM [[V 0] N]] b. [OOi [[V ti] N]
shitou diao che shitou diao che
stone lift truck stone lift truck
'lifting truck made of stone' 'truck for lifting stone'
In (32a) 'stone' is not the object of 'lift', but a modifier of 'lifting truck'. In (32b)
'stone' is the object of 'lift'. The ambiguity is captured by the different
representations. In (32a) 'stone' is directly added. In (32b) it is moved from the
object position of V, as indicated by coindexing. The movement analysis also
correctly makes two further predictions. First, in [V-0 N] compounds that have
undergone no movement, such as (2a) and (2b), there is no structural or semantic
ambiguity. Second, in a compound like (33) (a case of (2k)), there is a three-way
ambiguity.22
(33) a. [[MM NN] [[V 0] N]]
pingguo zhongzi diao che
apple seed lift truck
'lifting truck in the shape of an apple seed'
b. [[MM OOi] [[V ti] N]
pingguo zhongzi diao che
apple seed lift truck
'truck for lifting apple seeds'
«
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c. [MM [OOi [[V ti] N]]]
pingguo zhongzi diao che
apple seed lift truck
'apple shaped truck for lifting seeds'
In (33a) [MM NN] is directly added as a modifier of [[V 0] N]. In (33b) [MM OO]
is moved from the object position of the verb. In (33c) OO is moved from the ob-
ject position of the verb and MM is directly added as a modifier of [OOi [[V ti]
N]]. The three ambiguities are properly captured by three different structures.
In summary, the present analysis correctly predicts the ambiguities in com-
pounds whose word orders differ from (29), and the lack of such ambiguities in
compounds whose word orders are the same as (29). I am not aware of any
account of such facts in a non-movement approach.
4.2. Nonhead Fronting as XP movement by adjunction
I have proposed that Nonhead Fronting is the only mechanism for word or-
der change in compounds. Nearly all movements predicted by Nonhead Fronting
are found, and any movement not predicted by Nonhead Fronting is not found.
In particular, the underlying structure (29) has two cases, shown in (34).
(34) a. [[0ifVO]]Ni]
b. [[0i[V[MO]]]Ni]
Metrically, (34a) is the same as [[V O] N] and (34b) is the same as [[V [M O]] N].
The original word order of (34a) is seen in (2a), among other examples, and that of
(34b) is seen in (20- In (34a), there are two syntactic nonheads, O and [V O].
Ignoring vacuous moves and traces, (34a) can give two new structures, shown in
(35).
(35) a. O out of [V O] only [[OV]N]
b. O all the way [OfVN]]
An example of (35a) is seen in (3a), and an example of (35b) is seen in (2c). Next
we consider (34b), which has three syntactic nonheads, M, [M O], and [V [M O]].
Ignoring vacuous moves and traces, (34b) can give rise to four new structures,
shown in (36), where (36c) and (36d) subsume (35a) and (35b).
(36) a. M out of [V [M OJ] only [[M [V O]] N]
b. Mall the way [M[[VO]N]]
c. [M O] out of [V [MO]] only [[[M O] V] N]
d. [M O] all the way [[MO][VN]]
Metrically, (36a) and (36b) are identical, and we have seen such an example in
(2i), although there is not enough evidence to distinguish between them.
Similarly, (36c) and (36d) are often metrically identical and hard to distinguish, as
seen in the discussion of (3e). However, we do have evidence for (36d), which is
seen in the discussion of (2e). Overall, then, there is clear evidence for the two
major predictions of Nonhead Fronting: First, both M and f(M) O] can move, and
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second, the moved item can adjoin either to the left of [V [(M) O]] or to the left of
the entire compound.
Nonhead Fronting has a parallel in syntax. According to Chomsky 1994,
there are two kinds of movement, head movement and XP movement. A head is
the node that starts a projection, and an XP is where the projection ends. This is
illustrated in (37).
(37)
a. XP b. X
A A
ZP X' Z X
A A
X YP X Y
In (37a) X is the head, which projects to X, which in turn projects to XP. The
nodes YP and ZP are maximal projections themselves. As Chomsky 1994 sug-
gests, once we know the structural relations, there is no need to use X and XP,
and (37a) can be represented as (37b). Using the same method, the underlying
word order of [V-0 N] compounds can be represented in (38).
(38) a. N b. Nb
Vb N
(39)
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(40)
i. moving Na to Vb
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4.3. Halle & Marantz's proposal of morphological movement
Halle & Marantz (1993:114) propose a grammatical model in which mor-
phology takes the output of syntax (S-Structure, or SS) as its input. In addition,
they assume that in SS 'there is only hierarchical nesting of constituents, but no
left-to-right order among the morphemes. The linear order of morphemes that all
sentences exhibit at PF must therefore be established by the rules or principles
that relate SS to MS (and PF)'. (Halle & Marantz also have provisions for head-
to-head movement and affix movement, which do not concern us.) In this section
we discuss whether Nonhead Fronting can be interpreted this way, namely, in
terms of the rotation of syntactic nodes, assuming that the rotation can be
triggered by metrical well-formedness.
We have seen that in [X [YY N]] compounds, where X is a monosyllabic
modifier and YY a disyllabic modifier, YY can be fronted to give [YY [X N]]. An
example is repeated in (42).
(42)[X[YYN]] -» [YY[XN]]
Bei Sichuan Lu (Sichuan) (Bei Lu)
North Sichuan Road Sichuan North Road
'North Sichuan Road'
However, this word order cannot be derived by node rotation, as shown in (43).
(43)
a. [X[YYN]J
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tion is why. In fact, the present analysis already provides an answer. In (2) and (3)
the English verb has the ending -ing, so it is at least disyllabic. Thus, the English
counterparts are like the Chinese compounds in (3), where the order is also
consistently [(M) OVN], Specifically, in a two-word English compound main
stress is usually on the left, and [(M) O] V] satisfies both VO Stress and left-
headed compound stress. When the English verb is monosyllabic, without the
ending -ing, the present analysis predicts that the word order [V-O N] can occur,
as it does in Chinese. This is indeed the case, as shown by the examples in (44).
(44) break-neck speed
make-shift plan
kill-joy person/attitude
spoil-sport person/attitude
Such English examples correspond to the Chinese [VON] and [V O NN] com-
pounds in (2a) and (2b), in which the object is not fronted.
The present analysis also offers a better analysis of English compounds like
truck driver than that given by Lieber 1983. 25 According to Lieber, the argument
structure of 'truck driver' suggests that the bracketing is [[truck drive] -er].
However, it is unexplained why the word order in the inner unit is [O V] instead
of [V O]. In addition, as Booij 1988 points out, the analysis of [[truck drive] -er]
predicts that [truck drive] is a possible compound, which is not the case. In the
present analysis, the underlying structure of 'truck driver' is similar to that of (2a),
which is shown in (45).
(45)
N
/ \
V N
A
I
Ver
A
V
I I
drive truck
This structure is ill-formed, because the suffix -er needs to be attached to a verb.
The problem can be solved by raising the object via Nonhead Fronting, as shown
in (46).
This structure is metrically equivalent to [truck [drive er]], in which er is able to
attach to a verb. (46) also explains the apparent bracketing paradox that syntac-
tically [drive truck] forms a closer unit, in that order, whereas phonologically
[drive er] forms a closer unit.
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(46)
N
/ \
N N
I
A
truck V N
A
I
V er
A
v t
drive
Finally, let us consider [X [YY N]] compounds. I have shown that in such
compounds the preferred word order is [YY [X N]] in Chinese, where YY is
fronted, but [X [YY N]] in English, where Y cannot be fronted. An example was
seen in (1 1) and is repeated in (47).
(47) a. [X[YYN]] b. [YY[XN]]
?? Bei Sichuan Lu Sichuan Bei Lu
North Sichuan Road * Sichuan North Road
In our analysis, the word order change in Chinese is triggered by Left and Foot
Binarity. Left requires main stress to fall on the initial syllable, and Foot Binarity
requires it to fall on a disyllabic word. The combined effect is for the initial word
to be disyllabic. Since X cannot satisfy the requirements but YY can, [YY [X N]]
gives a better metrical structure in Chinese. Now, why is [YY [X N]] unavailable
in English? I suggest that it is because Left is not consistent in English. In partic-
ular, although in a two-word English compound [A B] main stress usually falls on
A, in a three-word compound [A [B C]] main stress is not on A but on B, and oc-
casionally on C (Halle & Vergnaud 1987, Hayes 1995). Because main stress is not
initial in English [X [YY N]] compounds, there is no metrical motivation to front
YY.26
4.5. Lack of word order variation in other compounds
We saw in (2) that there are several other types of compounds in Chinese.
However, unlike nominal compounds, these compounds do not exhibit word or-
der variation. The reason is as follows. In nominal compounds word order varia-
tion is initiated by metrical well-formedness. Since non-nominal compounds are
usually made of two monosyllabic words, which can form a binary foot, there is
no metrical need for changing word order.
5. Conclusions
In this paper I have offered an analysis of word order variation in Chinese
compounds. I have argued that word order change is motivated by phonology, in
that if the original word order has a bad metrical structure and the resulting word
order has a good one, word order change can take place. In addition, I have
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argued that the mechanism for word order change is Nonhead Fronting, given in
(25), which is similar to XP movement hy adjunction in syntax. Moreover, I have
argued that, as in Chinese, English compounds also exhibit word order variation,
although to a lesser extent. The reason English shows less variation is that main
stress in English compounds is not consistently initial, therefore there is not al-
ways the need to front a disyllabic word to the initial position.
The present analysis offers a solution to a long-standing problem in Chinese
phonology and morphology. It also shows that metrical structure plays a crucial
role in Chinese, a language that is often thought to lack phonetic stress (beyond a
difference between weak and full syllables). This result shows that languages
share more in common than they appear.
The fact that Nonhead Fronting is found in compounds raises some theoreti-
cal questions with regard to the syntactic, morphological, and phonological com-
ponents of grammar, and the interfaces among them. For example, if compounding
is part of morphology, morphology must have more movement mechanisms than
previously thought. Similarly, if Nonhead Fronting is XP movement by
adjunction, the latter being a typical syntactic operation, there is the question of
where syntax and morphology end and where phonology begins. For example, in
the present analysis, whether Nonhead Fronting applies or not depends on metri-
cal well-formedness. However, in the standard conception of generative grammar,
the input to the phonological component is the output of either the syntactic
component (Chomsky 1981) or the morphological component (Halle & Marantz
1993); in either case phonology should not be able to trigger either syntactic or
morphological movements in retrospect. 27 1 leave such questions for further stud-
ies.
NOTES
* This is an abbreviated version of a longer work. For discussions and comments,
I thank Mark Aronoff, Lisa Cheng, Prathima Christdas, Michel DeGraff, Morris
Halle, Jim Huang, Michael Kenstowicz, Yafei Li, Yen-hwei Lin, Bingfu Lu, Lesley
Milroy, James Myers, Richard Sproat, Moira Yip, and Shangyang Zhao, and some
anonymous reviewers. I also thank audiences at the University of Michigan.
Michigan State University, University of California at Irvine, and MCWOP-2.
where various aspects of this paper were presented.
1 Since the word order variation phenomenon is true for all Chinese dialects, ex-
amples are given in Pinyin, a transcription system that approximates the pronun-
ciation of Standard Mandarin. In addition, since tones are not relevant, they are
omitted in the transcriptions.
2 An anonymous reviewer points out that 'word order change' implies a di-
achronic process. In this article I use 'word order change' and 'word order varia-
tion' interchangeably, both referring to a synchronic process.
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3 For example, X in an [X Y N] compound should be disyllabic (cf. section 2.2),
but sometimes it can be monosyllabic, as shown in (i),
(i) Xin Ying-Han Cidian
new English-Chinese dictionary
'A New English-Chinese Dictionary'
where the initial unit [xin] is monosyllabic but the medial unit [ying-han] is di-
syllabic. According to the preferred tendency, (i) should be changed to (ii).
(ii) Ying-Han Xin Cidian
English-Chinese new dictionary
According to Lu (1989:49), there was indeed an editorial debate on whether (i) or
(ii) would be a better name of the book, (i) better reflects the semantics and the
English word order, (ii) better reflects the Chinese rhythm. The decision finally
went for (i), probably because most of the editors were from the foreign
languages department, instead of from the Chinese department.
4 Many disyllables are actually compounds, such as [gong-ju] 'tool' (literally
'work-tool') and [jia-gong] 'process' (literally 'add-work'). As I will discuss be-
low, this fact does not affect the point being made here.
5 When the compound word order differs from that of the phrase, the compound
will have two (or more) meanings. An example of pattern (2c) is shown in (i),
which can mean either 'a knife for cutting turnip' or 'a cutting knife made of
turnip'.
(i) a. [MM[[V0]N]] b. [OOj [[V q] N]]
luobo qie dao luobo qie dao
turnip cut knife turnip cut knife
'cutting knife made of turnip' 'knife for cutting turnip'
In (ia) [luobo] 'turnip' is added directly as the modifier of [[V 0] N] (where '0'
shows the empty object of the verb). In (ib) [luobo] is moved from the object
position of the verb (shown by a coindexed trace). Clearly, only (ib) has the same
meaning as the corresponding phrasal form. Compounds that have the same word
order as the phrase are not ambiguous. See section 4. 1
.
As Moira Yip (p.c.) points out, in Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky 1993).
there should always be a good form, no matter how many constraints it violates.
But it is not the case here. For example, (2d) is the only possible form and is still
marginal. Why, then, is the best not good enough? I suggest that the principle
'the best candidate is always good' applies to productive structures only, and not
to unproductive structures. Compounds are not fully productive. When one
comes across a gap or a marginal form, one can always resort to a phrasal ex-
pression instead.
7 For example, because [V NN] is rare, (2d) usually cannot be [OO [V NN]]. How-
ever, when [V NN] is good, [OO [V NN]] is also good. One example of [V NN]
(thanks to Jerry Packard) is [kang xueqing] 'oppose serum (anti-serum)', which
can give the [OO [V NN] in (I).
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(i) [ganmao [kang xueqing]]
flue oppose serum
'flu anti-serum'
8 As a reviewer points out, IC Well-formedness has related formulations in Opti-
mality Theory. For example, it resembles Base-Identity of Kenstowicz 1995 or
Anti-Allomorph of Burzio 1995.
9 Duanmu 1995 suggested that, whereas compound stress was left-headed in
Shanghai, it was right-headed in Taiwanese Chinese. However, the Taiwanese
case was based on rather weak data. The crucial example was a nominal with a
locative head (242, (57)-(58)), which could not be extended to other [M N]
nominals. In contrast, the Shanghai case was based on a full range of [M N]
compounds.
10
It is possible to interpret cyclicity as an identity constraint in Optimality Theory;
see, for example, Kenstowicz 1995 and Duanmu 1997a. Since the interpretation
does not affect our analysis, I do not discuss it here.
" Obviously, the notion of well-formedness is not limited to syntactic and
prosodic well-formedness, but includes whether a compound is available in a lan-
guage, thanks to James Myers for making this point. For example, * 'move-truck'
is bad not because it violates syntactic or prosodic constraints, but because it is
simply not available in English.
12 Each of XX, YY, NN here is itself a compound. However, whether a disyllabic
unit is a single word or a compound, it always forms a left-headed binary foot. For
simplicity, I will often gloss a disyllabic compound as a single word.
13 One may wonder if there is a separate constraint against an unfooted syllable. 1
will show shortly that an unfooted syllable is allowed in non-initial positions. In
addition, I will not consider the obviously bad case that X carries main stress
without being in a foot.
14 There are other ways to look at why (X)(NN) is worse than (X NN). For exam-
ple, the first two syllables in (X)(NN) are both stressed, which violates No Stress
Clash; in (X NN) there is no stress clash. Alternatively, if Foot Binarity consists oi'
two parts (Hewitt 1994, Green 1995), one can say that (X) violates the 'At Least
Two' part, whereas (X NN) violates the 'At Most Two' part. Or one can assume
both No Stress Clash and a decomposed Foot Binarity. In any case, while (X NN)
is better than (X)(NN). it is not an ideal pattern, as we will see shortly.
I!i An unfooted full syllable does not carry the stress of a disyllabic loot. However,
a full Chinese syllable still has more stress than a weak syllable. This is because
every full syllable is heavy and constitutes a binary foot at the moraic level, as
argued by Duanmu 1993. This explains why full syllables retain their tones but
weak syllables lose them. Similarly, a full syllable in the second position of a bi-
nary foot also has some stress, which enables il to keep its tone. See Prince 1980
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and Kager 1992 for the idea that a language can have both moraic and syllabic-
feet.
16 There is an alternative way of looking at why [MM N] is better than [M NN].
This is shown in (i).
(i) a. x b. x
xx xx
(MM)(N 0) *(M 0)(NN)
Following Burzio 1994, a monosyllable can form a binary foot with a 'zero syl-
lable' (0). Thus, [MM N] forms two feet, as in (ia). This agrees with observations
like Chao 1968 that in a trisyllabic compound the first and third syllables have
more stress than the second, (ib) shows the structure of [M NN] with a zero syl-
lable, which does not violate Foot Binarity any more. But (ib) violates another
constraint. According to Burzio, there are two kinds of feet, weak and strong. A
foot with a zero syllable or a weak vowel is weak; other feet are strong. When a
weak foot and a strong foot occur together, the strong foot will attract main
stress. Thus, although English word stress usually falls on the last foot, in (ortho)
(doxy) it falls on the first foot, because the second foot is weak. In (ib) the first
foot is weak, so main stress will be attracted to the second foot, which then
violates Left.
17 Once again, with a zero vowel this compound can form two feet, (Emei) Shan
(Lu 0). In this case, the first and last syllables have more stress than the middle
two, in agreement with Chao 1968. The zero vowel is more readily available in
final position. Thus, while (Emei)(Shan 0) is good, (Emei)(Shan 0) Lu is bad,
where [Shan] has greater stress than [Lu].
18 There is an additional argument for (29). As seen in note 5, when a compound
has this word order, it has just one meaning, but when a compound has a different
word order, it has two meanings. This fact follows from (29) as follows. Since (29)
is the underlying word order, there are no empty positions (ignoring the inner
subject), so the meaning is not ambiguous. If the word order is not (29), there will
be an empty position. The empty position can either be coindexed with the
fronted element, or it can be independent from it. The two options give rise to the
semantic ambiguities.
19
In this regard, we note Kayne's 1994 claim that no structure is head final un-
derlyingly. In other words, [V-0 N] compounds may have a deeper origin, such as
[N[0[V[OM]]]].
20 This possibility was raised by Lisa Cheng (p.c.) and an anonymous reviewer.
21 An anonymous reviewer suggests that 'lifting truck made of steel' is a more fe-
licitous example that 'lifting truck made of stone". This may be true if one is
thinking of real machines. However, a sculpture of a lifting truck, mad of stone, is
an entirely natural object.
22 Again, an anonymous reviewer suggests that a more felicitous example should
be given than (33), since 'lifting truck in the shape of an apple seed' and 'apple
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shaped truck for lifting seeds' seem like fairy-tale objects. One such example is
given in (i), where the meanings (ia-c) correspond to the three bracketing struc-
tures in (33a-c).
(i) baise suliao diao che
white plastic lift truck
a. 'lifting truck made of white plastics'
b. 'truck for lifting white plastics'
c. 'white truck for lifting plastics'
23
If both phrases and compounds have minimal and maximal projections, what is
the difference between a phrase and a compound beyond the fact that in the
former we often use nodes like XP, YP, etc., and in the latter we do not?
Unfortunately, this question cannot be adequately answered here.
24 A reviewer suggests that instead of Nonhead Fronting, one can perhaps assume
free scrambling and then let the stress rules pick out the correct patterns. It can be
shown, however, that free scrambling without syntactic constraints over-gener-
ates, and free scrambling with syntactic constraints is no different from Nonhead
Fronting.
25 Thanks to Rochelle Lieber (p.c.) for some discussion on synthetic English com-
pounds.
26 Suppose in an English compound [XX [Y NN]], main stress fall on Y. Do we
expect Y fronting to get [Y [XX N]], where main stress now falls on the disyllabic
XX? The answer is no. The reason is that by IC Well-formedness, [Y NN] must be
an independent compound, where main stress falls on Y. So whatever ensures the
well-formedness of [Y NN] ensures the main stress on Y in [XX [Y NN]]. Thus, no
word order change is expected in this case.
27
In this connection, we note certain word movements outside compounds that
also seem to be triggered by phonology. For example. Hale & Keyser 1993
discuss a head-to-head movement that is triggered by the need to fill an empty
higher head position with phonological material. Similarly, the well-known
heavy-NP shift in English seems to be phonologically motivated, as pointed out
by Inkelas&Zec 1995.
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APPENDIX
Compounds with a monosyllabic verb
PHRASE
[VON]
qie cai de dao
cut vegetable DE knife
'knife that cuts vegetables"
[VONN]
qie cai de gongju
cut vegetable DE tool
'tool that cuts vegetables'
rvooN]
qie luobo de dao
cut turnip DE knife
'knife that cuts turnips"
[V 00 NN]
qie luobo de gongju
cut turnip DE tool
'tool that cuts turnips'
[V M O N]
wa gua zi de dao
scoop melon seed DE knife
'knife that scoops melon seeds'
[VMONN]
wa gua zi de gongju
scoop melon seed DE tool
'tool that scoops melon seeds'
[V M OO N]
ke jin jiezi de dao
carve gold ring DE knife
'knife that carves gold rings'
[VMOONN]
ke jin jiezi de gongju
carve gold ring DE tool
'tool that carves gold rings'
[VMM ONI
xuc luobo pi de dao
peel turnip skin DE knife
'knife that peels turnip skin'
[VMMONN]
xue luobo pi de gongju
peel turnip skin DE tool
'tool that peels turnip skin'
COMPOUND
rvoN]
qie cai dao
cut vegetable knife
'vegetable-cutting knife'
[VONN]
qie cai gongju
cut vegetable tool
'vegetable-cutting tool'
?[OOVN] (?[VOON])
luobo qie dao
turnip cut knife
'turnip-cutting knife'
?[V 00 NN]
qie luobo gongju
cut turnip tool
'turnip-cutting tool'
?[M O V N] (?[V M O N])
gua zi wa dao
melon seed scoop knife
'melon seed-scooping knife'
?[V M O NN]
wa gua zi gongju
scoop melon seed tool
'melon seed-scooping tool'
?[M 00 V N] (?[V M 00 N])
jin jiezi ke dao
gold ring carve knife
'gold ring-carving knife'
?[V M 00 NN]
ke jin jiezi gongju
carve gold ring tool
'gold ring-carving tool'
[MM VON] (?[MMOVN|)
luobo xue pi dao
turnip peel skin knife
'turnip skin-peeling knife'
[MM VONN]
luobo xue pi gongju
turnip peel skin tool
'turnip skin-peeling tool'
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k. [V MM 00 N]
xi pingguo zhongzi de gang
wash apple seed DE pot
'pot that washes apple seeds'
1. [V MM 00 NN]
xi pingguo zhongzi de gongju
wash apple seed DE tool
'tool that washes apple seeds'
2. Compounds with a disyllabic verb
PHRASE
a. [WON]
jiagong cai de dao
process vegetable DE knife
'knife that processes vegetables'
b. [WONN]
jiagong cai de gongju
process vegetable DE tool
'tool that processes vegetables'
c. [WOON]
jiagong luobo de dao
process turnip DE knife
'knife that processes turnips'
d. [WOONN]
jiagong luobo de gongju
process turnip DE tool
'tool that processes turnips'
e. rVVMON]
jiagong gua zi de dao
process melon seed DE knife
'knife that processes melon seeds'
f. [WMONN]
jiagong gua zi de gongju
process melon seed DE tool
'tool that processes melon seeds'
g. [WMOON]
jiagong jin jiezi de dao
process gold ring DE knife
"knife that processes gold rings'
h. [WMOONN]
jiagong jin jiezi de gongju
process gold ring DE tool
'tool that processes gold rings'
?[VMMOON] (?[MMOOVN])
xi pingguo zhongzi gang
wash apple seed pot
'apple seed-washing pot'
?[V MM 00 NN]
xi pingguo zhongzi gongju
wash apple seed tool
'apple seed-washing tool'
COMPOUND
?[OWN]
cai jiagong dao
vegetable process knife
'vegetable-processing knife'
?[0W NN]
cai jiagong gongju
vegetable process tool
'vegetable-processing tool'
[00WN]
luobo jiagong dao
turnip process knife
'turnip-processing knife'
[OOWNN]
luobo jiagong gongju
turnip process tool
'turnip-processing tool'
[MOWN]
gua zi jiagong dao
melon seed process knife
'melon seed-processing knife'
[M OW NN]
gua zi jiagong gongju
melon seed process tool
'melon seed-processing tool'
[M 00W N]
jin jiezi jiagong dao
gold ring process knife
'gold ring-processing knife'
[M 00W NN]
jin jiezi jiagong gongju
gold ring process tool
'gold ring-processing tool'
i
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[VV MM O N]
jiagong luobo pi de dao
process turnip skin DE knife
'knife that processes turnip skin'
[VV MM O NN]
jiagong luobo pi de gongju
process turnip skin DE tool
'tool that processes turnip skin'
[VV MM 00 N]
jiagong pingguo zhongzi de dao
process apple seed DE knife
'knife that processes apple seeds'
[VV MM OO NN]
jiagong pingguo zhongzi de gongju
process apple seed DE tool
'tool that processes apple seeds'
[MM OWN]
luobo pi jiagong dao
turnip skin process knife
'turnip skin-processing knife'
[MM O VV NN]
luobo pi jiagong gongju
turnip skin process tool
'turnip skin-processing tool'
[MM 00 VV N]
pingguo zhongzi jiagong dao
apple seed process knife
'apple seed-processing knife'
[MMOOVVNN]
pingguo zhongzi jiagong gongju
apple seed process tool
'apple seed-processing tool'
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This paper argues against the use of phonological underspecification in
feature matrices on the basis of speech error data. Stemberger 1991
argues that phonological underspecification influences the similarity of
phonemes. He claims underspecified features do not count toward
similarity, based on an analysis of phoneme confusions in a naturally
occurring speech error corpus. Using the same corpus, I show that a
similarity metric that does not employ underspecification provides a
better account of the data. This similarity metric, originally proposed in
Frisch, Broe, & Pierrehumbert 1995, is sensitive to featural redundancy
but does not omit redundant features. In this metric, redundant features
contribute less toward similarity than contrastive features. These results
show that redundant features play a role in predicting speech errors,
and thus that phonological representations must encode redundancy
and not exclude it.
1. Introduction
Traditional approaches to feature specification have distinguished distinctive
features from redundant features. Broe (1993, chapter 4) provides an extensive
review of the evolution in the treatment of redundancy in generative phonology.
We can draw from his discussion the following two conclusions. First, some
phonological processes have been shown to be sensitive to the status of a feature
as distinctive or redundant. Thus, redundancy must be encoded in the
phonological representation. Second, redundant features are traditionally en-
coded by omission of the feature specifications in underlying representations (so-
called UNDERSPECIFICATION, Kiparsky 1982; Archangeli 1984, 1988). Broe ac-
cepts that redundancy must be encoded in phonological representations, but
rejects the method of encoding redundancy using underspecification. The use of
feature blanks to encode redundancy creates a number of formal problems for
phonology (Broe 1993:193-209). Broe proposes STRUCTURED SPECIFICATION,
where the redundancy of features is encoded hierarchically, and redundant
features are not omitted from the phonological representation.
In addition to its use in formal linguistic theory, underspecification has been
applied to problems in speech production (Stemberger 1991a, 1991b, 1992, 1993),
speech perception (Lahiri & Marslen-Wilson 1991, 1992), and language acquisi-
tion (Dinnsen 1993). In this paper, I propose an alternative analysis to Stemberger
1991b using structured specification (Broe 1993). In particular, Stemberger 1991b
proposed that underspecified features have less influence on the similarity of
consonants, and hence speech error rates, since underspecified features are blanks
during early portions of the derivation. However, he did not consider the effect
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that underspecification would have on similarity outside of the small number of
minimal contrasts that he examined. I demonstrate that computing similarity using
structured specification provides a more accurate prediction of error rate than
measures of similarity based on underspecified feature matrices, when the entire
corpus of phonological segment errors are examined.
1.1 Underspecification
Underspecification refers to the practice of leaving blanks in feature matrices
which are filled in during the course of the phonological derivation. There are
two types of underspecification which are generally practiced: CONTRASTIVE
UNDERSPECIFICATION and RADICAL UNDERSPECIFICATION. In contrastive
underspecification (Steriade 1987), non-contrastive features are left out of the
feature matrix. For example, the [+voice] feature of sonorant consonants in
English is predictable, since all sonorants are voiced. Thus, in contrastive under-
specification, stops and fricatives are marked as [±voice] but sonorants would be
underspecified. A redundancy rule [+son] -> [+voice] applies during the phono-
logical derivation. Some phonological processes, such as devoicing coda conso-
nants in German, are proposed to apply before the redundant voicing feature is
filled in, with the result that coda sonorants do not devoice in German.
Radical underspecification (Archangeli 1988) proposes that one value for
each feature is considered the default and is always left blank in underlying
representation. For example, [-voice] is considered to be the unmarked value of
voicing in obstruents, so voiceless obstruents are underspecified for voicing. In
radical underspecification, the [-voice] specification is inserted by a default rule
which marks any consonant without a voicing feature as [-voice]. As with
contrastive underspecification, predictable features are also left blank, so [+voice]
in sonorants is also underspecified and filled in by a redundancy rule.
1.2 Structured specification
In structured specification, feature blanks are used solely to represent that a seg-
ment is undefined for a particular feature. For example, [±ant] is irrelevant for
labials and so is not specified. Redundancy is encoded in the REDUNDANCY
HIERARCHY. Properties which were formerly encoded by blanks are differen-
tiated formally in the hierarchy.
Given a segment inventory and a set of features, the redundancy hierarchy
for that set of segments given that feature set can be unambiguously determined.
The hierarchy is based on the partial ordering of natural classes of segments given
a featural representation. The natural classes are ordered by set containment:
larger natural classes contain smaller ones. I exemplify the algorithm with a simple
case, the three vowel inventory. The interested reader should consult Broe 1993
for a more rigorous treatment of the set theoretic and graph theoretic ideas
employed here. Consider, for example, feature specifications for a three vowel
inventory {a, i, u}.'
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Figure 1: Lattice of the three vowel inventory.
high}
There is a dualism between sets of segments (natural classes) and sets of
features in the lattice. The hierarchical set containment relationship between the
natural classes corresponds to an inheritance relation for the features that define
those natural classes. For example, the natural class {u} is {[+back]&[+high]}. It
is contained by the natural class {i, u}, which is { [+high] } and by the natural class
{a, u} which is {[+back]}. The natural class {u} inherits the feature [+back] from
the natural class {a, u} and it inherits [+high] from {i, u}. Through set containment
and feature inheritance, the lattice represents redundancy structurally. For ex-
ample, {[+front]} = {i} is contained by {[+high]} = {i, u}. Thus, every segment
that is [+front] is a member of {[+high]}, in other words [+front] => [+high].
Featural redundancy can be 'read off of the lattice.
The representation of the phonological inventory using features and natural
classes does not treat the knowledge required to classify phonological categories
in a special way. Any domain where objects can be defined on the basis of dis-
tinctive properties could also be represented using the redundancy hierarchy and
lattices. In general, work in cognitive psychology has focussed on constructed
feature sets which are orthogonal, so that there is no redundancy. It is hoped that
applying the formally coherent representation of redundancy using structured
specification to create a redundancy sensitive metric of similarity in this paper will
encourage work which examines the effects of redundant versus distinctive
information in general cognition.
1.3 Representation of the English consonant inventory
The feature assignments I use for the English consonant segments are given in
Appendix 1. All features are monovalent features. The feature assignments were
made with three goals in mind. First, I attempted to represent the natural classes of
English consonants. Many of the features are thus familiar ones from Chomsky &
Halle 1968 and Jakobson, Fant, & Halle 1952. Second, the features are based on
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articulatory or acoustic properties. While articulatorily based features have been
the standard, Stevens & Keyser 1989 discuss a number of acoustic correlates of
many of the features used here. Third, all segments had to be individuated. The
feature inventory is thus rich enough to distinctively identify every segment. The
classifications presented in Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996 were used as an over-
all guide. Features are grouped into second order feature classes (see Frisch 1996,
chapter 2, for a detailed discussion).
There is a well defined redundancy hierarchy for the English consonants.
Displaying such a hierarchy graphically is impractical, however, as it is extremely
large and complex.
2. Similarity
Features represent the degree of similarity between two segments. If two
segments share a feature, they pattern together for any phonological phenomena
that depend on that feature. Further, if features are grounded in articulatory or
auditory contrast, then there is a degree of 'superficial' similarity between seg-
ments that share a feature. Psycholinguists typically use simple feature counting
in quantitative arguments for similarity effects (e.g., Shattuck-Hufnagel & Klatt
1979) and have compared different feature representations by comparing their
predictions for similarity (e.g., van den Broeke & Goldstein 1980, Stemberger
1991b). In this paper, I present a model of similarity originally proposed in Frisch,
Broe, & Pierrehumbert 1995 that has significant empirical and conceptual ad-
vantages over feature counting models.
The model I adopt computes similarity using the natural classes of the
redundancy hierarchy (Frisch, Broe, & Pierrehumbert 1995). Thus, features still
play a role in determining similarity, but relations between features influence
similarity as well. Computing similarity using the redundancy hierarchy takes into
account the distinctive or redundant status of a feature. Redundant features have
less influence on similarity than distinctive ones (Frisch, Broe, & Pierrehumbert
1995). In computing similarity over the redundancy hierarchy, conjunctions of
features in addition to individual features contribute to the determination of
similarity. Conjunctions of features have been shown to influence similarity
judgments (Hayes-Roth & Hayes-Roth 1977; Gluck & Bower 1988; Goldstone,
Medin, & Gentner 1991; see Goldstone 1994a). Connectionist or spreading acti-
vation models of similarity can capture the influence of conjunctions of features
(Gluck & Bower 1988, Goldstone 1994a). The metric of similarity I adopt is a
closed form alternative to connectionist models for computing the similarity of
segments (Frisch 1996).
2.1 Similarity in the redundancy hierarchy
The similarity model I employ computes similarity based on shared and non-
shared natural classes.
shared natural classes
(5) similarity -
shared natural classes + non-shared natural classes
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In the natural classes model of similarity, the self-similarity of every segment
is 1, by assumption, and similarity ranges over [0,1]. In addition, similarity is sym-
metric in this model. We can compute sample similarity values for the three vowel
inventory. Similarity values for the three vowels based on the lattice shown
above are given in Table 1
.
Table 1: Similarity of {a, i, u} using natural classes.
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more influence than redundant ones because of their role in defining distinctive
natural classes.
By computing similarity over the natural class structure, three degrees of
redundancy are differentiated. The first case is a TOTALLY REDUNDANT feature.
A totally redundant feature adds no new natural classes to the redundancy
hierarchy. The feature [+round] in the three vowel inventory has this property.
The addition of a totally redundant features does not affect similarity. Totally
redundant features are not independently contrastive. A feature can also be
PARTIALLY REDUNDANT. A classic example of partial redundancy is found in
the voicing of sonorants. The feature [+voice] is redundant for sonorants, but
[+voice] is contrastive for obstruents. Similarly [+obstruent] is redundant for
voiceless consonants, but contrastive among voiced ones. Partially redundant
features have a reduced effect on similarity. Since [+voiceless] consonants are
always obstruents, the set { [+obstruent] } z> { [+voiceless] } . When determining
similarity between voiceless obstruents, they will have a shared natural class due
to the [+voiceless] feature, and a shared natural class due to the [+obstruent]
feature. By contrast, when determining similarity between voiced obstruents, they
will have a shared natural class for [+voice] and a shared natural class for
[+obstruent], as well as a shared natural class for [+voice]&[+obstruent]. Thus, all
other things being equal, the voiceless obstruents are less similar to one another
than the voiced obstruents. Features like [+voice] and [+obstruent] in the previ-
ous example, or [+high] and [+back] in the three vowel inventory, are NON-
REDUNDANT with respect to one another. Note that redundancy can only be de-
termined with respect to a particular segment inventory and feature matrix. The
form of the redundancy hierarchy, and consequently the similarity values, change
on a context dependent basis. Some languages employ voiceless sonorants, and
in those languages, [+sonorant] is a non-redundant feature. Non-redundant fea-
tures have the greatest effect on similarity, as they contribute natural classes
based on their individual features, as well as conjunctions with other features.
2.3 Synergistic effects in similarity
We saw above that non-redundant features increase similarity in a more than
linear manner. When segments share two non-redundant features, they share
three natural classes. When segments share three non-redundant features, they
share seven natural classes: {[+F1]}, {[+F2]}, {[+F3]}, {[+F1]&[+F2]}, {[+F1]&
[+F3]}, {[+F2]&[+F3]}, {[+F1]&[+F2]&[+F3]}. When segments share n non-
redundant features, they share 2"-l natural classes.
Synergistic effects of multiple feature matches on similarity have been found
in experiments on categorical cue learning (Hayes-Roth & Hayes-Roth 1977,
Gluck & Bower 1988) and in direct similarity judgments (Goldstone, Medin, &
Gentner 1991). The synergy of multiple feature matches has been modeled using a
SIMPLE AND CONJUNCTIVE FEATURES MODEL (see Goldstone 1994a). This
model counts features and conjunctions of features toward similarity. This is
identical to the natural classes model in the case of non-redundant features. The
natural classes model has an advantage over the simple and conjunctive features
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model when redundancy is encountered among the features. This synergistic
property has also been modeled using network of spreading activation models of
similarity (Gluck & Bower 1988, Goldstone 1994a). The lattice representation
provides a close match to the implementation of similarity by spreading acti-
vation. An explicit comparison of the natural classes similarity model and a
spreading activation model can be found in Frisch (1996, chapter 3).
2.4 Similarity of English consonants
Using the redundancy hierarchy derived from the feature specifications given
above (which was not displayed as a lattice due to its size and complexity) and
the natural classes similarity model, I computed the similarity of all English con-
sonant pairs. Appendix 2 presents the pairwise similarity of the consonants of
English that I will be using in the analysis of speech errors below. I believe that
roughly comparable similarity values would result from different feature assign-
ments in the natural classes model, but I will show that these feature assignments
make a good prediction of speech error rates.
3. English speech errors and similarity
I compare the natural class similarity model with a number of feature-based sim-
ilarity models, using different assumptions about the nature of phonological repre-
sentations, and show that the natural classes model provides a better prediction of
error rate than any other model.
3.1 Data and Measure
A speech error is a spontaneous unintentional deviation from the intended utter-
ance. Phonological speech errors are errors which are based on phonological
shape. Examples of phonological speech errors are given in (6), the error is pre-
sented along with the intended target in parentheses (errors taken from Fromkin
1971).
(6) a. correcting (collecting)
b. a hunk of jeep (a heap of junk)
c. plan the seats (plant the seeds)
In this paper, I examine a corpus of single segment errors between two con-
sonants published in Stemberger 1991a. The example in (6a) is such an error.
Each single segment error has a TARGET, the intended phoneme, and an INTRU-
SION, the erroneous phoneme which is actually produced. For example, in (6a)
the target is /l/, and the intrusion is hi. Stemberger 1991a presents a confusion
matrix of single segment consonant errors caused by the interaction of one seg-
ment in the utterance plan with another. Examples in (7) are from Stemberger
1991a. Interactions can involve the ANTICIPATION of one segment for another
(7a), the PERSEVERATION of a previously uttered segment (7b), or an EX-
CHANGE of positions by two segments (7c).
(7) a. setting ... getting such bad luck
b. about six seat (about six feet)
c. like box (bike locks)
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The errors in (7) provide evidence that sentence production involves some
degree of advance planning in phonological production. For an anticipation error
to occur, the intruding segment must be accessible at the time of the error, even
though that particular segment is not due to be immediately produced. See Levelt
1989 for a review of error evidence in a model of language production.
Appendix 3 shows the distribution of a total of 1273 single-segment inter-
action errors published in Stemberger 1991a. The target segment is indicated in
the left column. The intrusion segment is given across the top row. Informal in-
spection indicates that many errors occur between similar segments, and few
occur between dissimilar segments. However, the absolute number of errors is
deceiving, as some segments are much more frequent in speech, and in speech er-
rors, than others. A measure of error rate which factors out base rate of occur-
rence is needed.
Following Pierrehumbert 1993, 1 use a measure of error rate which compares
the number of errors which are observed to the number that would be expected if
consonants were to substitute for one another at random. Random chance is
determined by assuming using the actual frequencies of segments as targets and
intrusions in the error corpus being studied. For example, /p/ is a target in 84
errors, so the probability of /p/ as a target is 0.066 = 84/1273. Similarly, lil is an
intrusion in 69 errors, so the probability of /if as an intrusion is 0.054 = 69/1273.
The relative probability of a /p/-/f/ error is thus p(p,f) = 0.00358 = 0.066 x 0.054.
The expected number of errors for each pair is:
p(x,y)
(8) Expected(;c, v) = • Total errors
^i*jP{xi,yj)
Note that the extra factor 2,#jp(xi,yj) is included because some of the expected
frequency based solely on chance includes expected errors between identical
consonants. Errors between identical segments, if they do occur, cannot be detec-
ted, so a certain amount of the marginal probability is lost from the total. The extra
factor is used as an adjustment to distribute errors by expected frequency over all
non-identical pairs. In other words, expected counts of consonants interacting
with themselves are assumed to be zero and the other expected values are in-
creased to insure that the total number of errors is correct.
The ratio of the number of observed errors to the number of expected errors
(O/E) provides a measure of error rate which factors out the frequencies of targets
and intrusions. The measure of O/E is a measure of the error rate between con-
sonants independent of their frequency.
Observed(x,y)
(9) O/E =
Expected(x,y)
3.2 Natural class similarity and interaction errors
Table 2 presents aggregated total numbers of actual errors and expected errors for
different levels of similarity in Stemberger' s corpus of interaction errors:
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Table 2: Interaction errors aggregated by natural class similarity.
Similarity
-
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in general how the contrasts he examines could be predicted by similarity and un-
derspecification on a case by case basis.
Stemberger makes the following assumptions about similarity (Thompson
1995):
(11) 1. Shared specified, but not underspecified, features increase similarity.
2. Different specified, but not underspecified, features decrease
similarity.
2
f
3. For two consonants where one feature is specified and one under
specified, similarity is less than between two consonants which are
both underspecified.
The similarity model which is closest to the natural classes model that satisfies
these assumptions is the metric of similarity in Pierrehumbert 1993, given in (12). I
take this to be the implicit model behind Stemberger' s discussion, since this model
satisfies all of the assumptions in (1 1).
shared features
(12) similarity =
shared features + non-shared features
Stemberger' s feature assignments are based on a survey of contemporary
literature involving underspecification as well as feature geometry. I simply adopt
his feature assignment as representative of the effect that the assumption of
underspecification has on similarity and feature assignment in linguistic theory.
Similarity was computed using Pierrehumbert' s metric for radically underspecified,
contrastively underspecified, and fully specified feature matrices. Due to space
limitations, details are not presented here (see Frisch 1996, chapter 8).
Stemberger 1991b claims that specified features have the greatest effect on
similarity, and that underspecified features have a smaller influence. Stemberger'
s
model thus involves errors at two stages, before and after specification. Other
plausible models of similarity involve a single stage using specified features under
either radical underspecification or contrastive underspecification, and a model
based only on the fully specified similarity computed with analogous features. All
of these models can be compared to the natural classes similarity model.
3.4 Simple models
There are three simpler models of speech errors which we might prefer to use for
parsimony. The first I call the FREQUENCY MODEL, which assumes that similarity
is not a factor in errors, and the predicted number of errors is equal to the number
^
expected as computed above. Since similarity is a well known factor in speech M
errors, this model has a poor fit but it is included as a baseline to show how much
of the error rate is accounted for solely by base rate of occurrence. The second
model is the SIMPLE FEATURE MODEL. In this model, similarity is based on simple
place, manner, and voicing contrasts, as mentioned in section 3.2. This model has
only four distinct similarity values. The third model is the COMPLEX FEATURE
MODEL. This model is based on the same features used in the computation of
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similarity over natural classes, given in Appendix 1, but instead similarity is
computed based on shared and non-shared features (equation 12).
4. Model comparison and results
All models are compared by fitting them to Stemberger's 1991a consonant con-
fusion matrix. Each model is fit with a non-linear regression to predict the actual
number of errors for each pair, with the expected number of errors and similarity
as predictor variables. The regression equation is:
(13) Observed = Expected x (A + B x Similarity)
In the case of Stemberger's two stage model, the equation is:
(14) Observed = Expected x (A + B x Underspecified Sim + C x Specified Sim)
These equations are roughly equivalent to linear regression on O/E, however
using non-linear regression gives the greatest weight to consonant pairs that
have either a large number of actual errors or have a large number of expected
errors. O/E is unstable for small values, which makes it unsuitable for use in re-
gression. The regression was performed on unaggregated data. The models at-
tempt to predict the actual error rate for each consonant pair as target and intru-
sion. Table 3 shows model fits and parameters for the frequency model and all
similarity models.
Table 3: Eight models of Stemberger's corpus of consonant speech errors.
Model
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might be the only relevant features for determining similarity. However, the nat-
ural classes similarity model is far superior to the simple feature model, and all
other models. Thus it is not that the additional (secondary) features are not rel-
evant, or that redundant and/or default features are underspecified, but that fea-
ture similarity does not properly differentiate features by contrastiveness and re-
dundancy the way the natural classes model does. The additional assumptions of
the natural classes model, where redundancy can be found to various degrees and
therefore has gradient effects on similarity, are supported by the data.
NOTES
* This work was supported by NSF Grant No BNS 9022484 to Northwestern
University and by NIH Training Grant No. DC 00012 to Indiana University.
1 In this paper, I use all monovalent features The use of two monovalent features,
[high] and [low] is notationally equivalent to using a single bivalent feature
[±high]. See Frisch (1996, chapter 2) for a detailed discussion of the issues.
2 Note that this situation does not arise for monovalent features It can only occur
with bivalent or multivalent features.
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APPENDIX 1.
ARTICULATOR features:
p b f v m t d 8 8 s z j 5 tj dj k g q ] r n w y h
labial + + + + + + +
coronal + ++++ + + + + + +++ +
dorsal + + +
PLACE features:
pbfvmt d e 5 s z I 3 tj (I3 kgrj 1 rnwyh
bilabial + + + + +
dental + + + +
alveolar + + + + + + +
palatal + + + + +
velar + + +
STRICTURE features:
pbfvmt d 6 6 s z I 3 tj d3 kgrj 1 rnwyh
obstruent ++++ + +++++ + + ++++ + +
sonorant + +++++ +
stop ++ + + + ++++ +
continuant ++ ++++++ +
glide + +
consonantal + + + + +
MANNER features:
pbfvmt d e 3 s z I3 tjd3kgrj 1 rnwyh
oral + + + + + +
affricate + +
strident +++++ +
distributed + + + + +
lateral +
rhotic +
nasal + + +
LARYNGEAL features:
pbfvmt d 6 5 s z j 3 tj d3 k grj 1 rnwyh
voice + ++ + + + ++ ++++ + + +
voiceless + + + + +++ + +
spread glottis +
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Appendix 2.
Similarity of English consonant pairs using the natural classes model.
B"
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Appendix 3:
Confusion matrix of interaction errors from Stemberger 1991b
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ROMANCING THE VOWELS: AN OPTEVIALITY-THEORETIC
ACCOUNT OF VOWEL LOSS FROM VULGAR LATIN TO EARLY
WESTERN ROMANCE*
Dale Hartkemeyer
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
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After a brief examination of metrical changes that distin-
guished Vulgar Latin from Classical Latin, this paper proposes an
Optimality-Theoretic (Correspondence version) account of the
somewhat divergent patterns of vowel loss in the development of
Old Spanish and Old French from VL. The approach utilizes a
maximally general anti-vowel constraint, *V. Some cursory attention
is given as well to the important role of vowel reduction in French.
Also, this work argues for breaking down the MAX-IO-V constraint
into a family of constraints calibrated to the sonority of the input Vs.
1. Introduction
The present study is part of a broader examination of cross-linguistic cases of
vowel loss, both diachronic and synchronic, which I am presently undertaking
from an Optimality Theory, Correspondence version, perspective (see Prince &
Smolensky 1993, McCarthy & Prince 1995, McCarthy 1995). My approach relies
crucially on a maximally general constraint *V, which bans vowel segments in
output forms. From a teleological standpoint, the constraint may be regarded as
embodying a type of economy principle in human speech. Of course, the key
opposing principle in language systems is the preservation of important
underlying contrasts, and so it will not be surprising to find that different
languages will balance off the two values of effort minimization and contrast
preservation (i.e. faithfulness to the underlying form) in different manners.
Naturally, some language grammars will be seen to rate the economy principle
more highly than others do, with *V thus highly ranked in the constraint
hierarchy. Evaluation of output candidates on this anti-vowel constraint operates
asin(l).
(1) *V: Each instance of a V segment in the output string constitutes a viola-
tion of the constraint *V.
Clearly *V is never an undominated constraint in any language. This constraint
interacts crucially with MAX-IO and a number of other constraints requiring the
presence of a V segment in the output string, constraints which curb considerably
the scope of *V.
There exists, thus, a functional tension between *V, which militates against V
segments in the output string, and these other constraints, most of them of a
syllable-structure type, which demand a surface V segment.
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In this paper I apply this approach to some diachronic data in early Romance
and attempt to illustrate the approach by demonstrating how it captures the
variable nature of the syncope phenomena, i.e., how the competing demands of
these different constraints determined that in the diachronic development of the
main W. Romance languages, Spanish and French, from Vulgar Latin (VL), in
some cases the output string with fewer V segments (a syncopated/apocopated
form) was the optimal candidate, and in some cases the unsyncopated string was
deemed optimal. In Section 5 I also argue for breaking down the constraint MAX-
IO into a family of more specific component constraints. In (2) below I lay out, for
purposes of reference, the key constraints to which I will appeal in my analysis.
(2) Constraint definitions/functions:
MAX-IO-V
IDENT-IO
IDENT-IO/HEAD
HEAD-MAX
HEAD-DEP
ANCHOR-RT
SON-CON
*COMPLEX CODA
*V[F]/NON-HEAD
Penalizes instances of V segments in outputs.
Every V segment of the input string must have a V cor-
respondent in the output. (MAX-IO in McCarthy &
Prince 1995)
Requires identity of features borne by input and output
segments in a correspondence relation. (McCarthy &
Prince 1995)
Requires identity of features borne by input and output
correspondents which are in metrically prominent position.
Requires prosodic-head correspondents in the output for
all prosodic heads in the input. (McCarthy 1995)
Requires prosodic-head correspondents in the input for
all prosodic heads in the output. (Alderete 1995;
McCarthy 1995)
Any element at the right edge of the input string has a
correspondent at the right edge of the output string.
(McCarthy & Prince 1995)
Complex onsets rise in sonority; complex codas fall in
sonority. (Benua 1995)
Penalizes instances of codas with more than one seg-
ment.
Penalizes V place features in unstressed a.
Rules out featureless V realizations.
2. Background: Classical Latin & changes that arose in the transi-
tion from CL to VL
In Classical Latin (CL), there was a length distinction in Vs, with lexical constrasts A
such as those in (3) (from Penny 1991:37):
"
(3) CL vowel-length contrast: some minimal pairs:
hlc 'here' hie 'this' (m.sg. nom.)
liber 'free' liber 'book'
levis 'smooth' levis 'light (in weight)'
venit 'he came' venit 'he comes'
malum 'apple' malum 'evil, misfortune'
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Metrically, the system was quantity-sensitive, with heavy and light syllables.
A syllable containing a diphthong or a long V, or else a short vowel plus a coda C
counted as heavy, while a short-vowelled open syllable was light. Thus, cae.lo
and noc.tem (4) had all heavy syllables, while ca.ne had light syllables. In CL,
final-syllable stress was only possible on monosyllables like re or nox; on
disyllables, the stress fell by default on the penultimate syllable; on words of more
than two syllables, stress fell on the penult if that syllable was heavy (e.g.,
con.tac.tus, ha.b__.re ) (4) and on the antepenult if the penult was light (e.g.,
a.ni.mus). Obstruent-liquid clusters counted as complex onsets in CL, so that the
penult was light (and stress consequently on the antepenult) in CL words in
which a short V was followed by such an obstruent-liquid cluster in the final
syllable; thus: i_n.te.grum and mul. ti.plex. For the most part, then, CL was char-
acterized by paroxytones (words with penultimate stress) and proparoxytones
(words with antepenultimate stress), with a relatively small number of mono-
syllabic oxytones (with final stress).
(4) heavy syllables: cae.lo, noc.tem
light syllables: ca.ne
final-syllable stress on monosyllables: re, nox
default penultimate stress on disyllables: ca.do, cae.lum
words of more than 2 syllables: con. tac.tus, ha.t_e.re, a.ni.mus
obstruent-liquid onset clusters: in.te.grum (not *in.te__.rum)
mul.ti.plex (not *mul.tip.lex)
I will assume that in CL the input forms for minimal pairs like malum 'evil' vs.
malum 'apple' would be as in (5):
(5) malum 'evil' vs. malum 'apple'
II A I
u (i n uu
In like manner, the input forms for a contrasting pair like animus ('soul, character')
vs. amicus ('friend') would be underlyingly as shown in (6), with moraic structure
underlyingly specified.
(6) inputs: animus vs. amicusIII I A I
u u u u u u u
outputs: (a.ni.)mus a.(mi:).cus
A set of OT metrical constraints, including among others NONF1NAL1TY, FOOT
BINARTTY, RHTYPE = T, and the WSP (weight-to-stress principle) would then
interact to determine the predictable stress in the optimal output candidate (see
Prince & Smolensky 1993, chap. 4 for some discussion of an OT account of CL
accentuation and the above-mentioned constraints, and Mester 1994 for further
particulars of Latin metrics). In the examples in (6), the optimal output for the first
item would be (a.ni.)mus, and for the second a.(mi:).cus (via NONFINALITY and
constraints requiring moraic trochees aligned to the right).
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In general terms, surface stress position in CL was quite predictable, and so
its specification in the lexical representation (input form) was unnecessary,
although, in contrast, the moraic structure would have to have been obligatorily
specified in the input representation.
The eventual loss of distinctive vowel length in VL had a tremendous impact
on metrical structure. Although the older contrast marked by length was, in a
manner of speaking, preserved, in the sense that it was translated in VL into a V
quality distinction—with, however, subsequent vowel mergers (Cf. Penny
1991:37-39, Lausberg 1965:208-211, Meyer-Liibke 1890:53-56, Lapesa 1986:76,
Vaananen 1981:29-30), there was an even more drastic repercussion. With the
loss of the length contrast, the position of stress in a contrastive pair like d.ni.mu I
a.mi.cu (< animu I ami:cu) (see 7) became, in terms of the overall system,
idiosyncratic and unpredictable, since the earlier vowel length that conditioned
stress on the penult of a.mi.cu was no longer present.
(7) after loss of CL vowel length, idiosyncratic stress position:
CL animu / amixu —> VL a.ni.mu / a.mf.cu
The conclusion seems obvious: at this stage of later VL, stress would have to be
regarded as lexically marked in the input form. In such a metrical system, the
Correspondence constraint HEAD-MAX, requiring prosodic-head correspon-
dents in the output for all prosodic heads in the input, becomes especially
relevant. This constraint assures that stress in the output candidate remains on the
same vowel which bears it in the input. Generalizing over all the surviving
Romance languages, it is remarkable, on the whole, how stable stress position,
overall, has remained over the centuries, from the Latin spoken at the time of the
Roman Empire down to the present-day Romance descendants. 1
In the late VL system, then, moraic structure no longer needs to be marked
in the input representations, although stressed Vs do. I assume that at this stage, in
contrast to what was the case in the earlier system of CL, the input form is simply
a segmental representation now reflecting the new V qualities which resulted
from the earlier length contrasts and the subsequent mergers, and with the
stressed vowels now lexically marked (and still largely faithful to their earlier CL
weight-determined position). It is precisely through the high ranking of HEAD-
MAX that the stress position in the VL forms (and the later Romance languages)
remained faithful diachronically, in most cases, to that in the earlier CL forms (8).
(8) In VL system, high-ranking HEAD-MAX serves to preserve earlier CL stress
position:
VL /comolo/ < CL (cumu)lu 'heap, mass'
candidates
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At this early stage of VL, crucially before the onset of large-scale syncopa-
tion, the high ranking of MAX-IO-V, dominating *V, also meant that optimal out-
put candidates differed little from their input forms, just as in CL. E.g. in (9), the
input dsino from CL dsinu(m) would yield the unsyncopated optimal output can-
didate dsino. Vowel deletion at this stage would not have been widely active,
given the ranking MAX-IO-V » *V, as shown in (9).
(9) Early stage of VL: MAX-IO-V» *V
No V syncope
/asino/ < CL (asi)nu
candidates
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The candidate dssn, not shown in tableau (10), would be ruled out by the con-
straint ANCHOR-RT, discussed in the following section.
At this boundary stage between the earlier nonsyncopating period and the
subsequent period of large-scale vowel loss, it would be reasonable to claim that
for a particular speech area, there probably was, as J.I. Hualde (p.c.) suggests, a
stage at which several spoken variants of a given form like original VL /dsino/
simultaneously coexisted. We might speculate that forms differing in the degree
of reduction of the medial vowel (e.g., dsino, dsino, dssno...) were in simultaneous
currency in a given speech area, probably as stylistic variants, just as in present-
day English one hears variations ranging across [i], [i], and [a] for the second
vowel in antibiotic. Given an input form like /dsdno/, the newly reranked con-
straints, at least in the grammar of some speakers at this stage, would choose dsno
as optimal output, over the unsyncopated dsdno. At a somewhat later stage in
this development, after which the syncope for this particular lexical item had been
essentially completed in the given speech area (i.e., there was no longer a
synchronic alternation between syncopated and unsyncopated outputs), it would
seem more natural and in accordance with the notion of Lexicon Optimization
(Prince & Smolensky 1993:192ff) to consider that thenceforth for contemporary
speakers, the input form was actually dsno, and not dssno, even though the
representation dsono, if posited, would still yield dsno as optimal output, given
the constraint ranking.
3. Some important constraints crucially involved in vowel loss
HEAD-MAX, as we have seen, keeps stress on the same V in the output as in the
input, thus requiring in the output the presence of the stressed V, and thereby
restricting to some extent the power of *V. Furthermore, HEAD-DEP, by legisla-
ting against output candidates which have stressed Vs lacking stressed corre-
spondents in the input, serve to prevent the shifting of stress to a different V and
thus maintain stress position stability, as illustrated by candidates 3 and 4 in the
tableau in ( 1 1 ), which shows the optimal output for VL pera at a stage even after
the reranking of *V over MAX-IO-V.
(11) later VL stage: syncope blocked by undominated constraints
HEAD-MAX and HEAD-DEP
VL /pera/ 'pear'
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Another constraint which can be crucially involved in syncope scenarios is
ANCHOR-RT. It requires that any element at the right edge of the input string
have a correspondent at the right edge of the output string. In forms which are V-
fuial, ANCHOR-RT can play a role in preventing apocope, when ANCHOR-RT
» *V, as shown in (12).
(12) later VL stage:
No V apocope
ANCHOR-RT» *V
/pera/ 'pear' < CL pira
candidates
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was preserved (or perhaps more accurately, was reverted to after a brief period of
the Pan-Romance syncopating innovation). See contrastive examples of some
typical W. vs. E. Romance outcomes in (14).
(14) Syncopating and nonsyncopating Romance outcomes:
VL lepore 'hare' >
W: sync:
E: nonsync:
littera 'letter' >
W: sync:
E: nonsync:
teneru 'tender' >
W: sync:
E: nonsync:
manica 'sleeve' >
W: sync:
E: nonsync:
asinu 'ass, donkey' >
W: sync:
E: nonsync:
opera 'works' >
W: sync:
E: nonsync:
anchora 'anchor' >
W: sync:
E: nonsync:
Motivation for exploding the MAX-IO constraint
Sp. liebre, Fr. lievre. Cat. liebre, Pg. lebre
Sard, leppore, Rum. iepure
Sp. letra, Fr. lettre, Cat. lletra, Pg. letra
It. lettera, Sard, littera. Rum. litera
Fr./Cat. tendre, OSp. tienro > tierno
It. tenero. Rum. tanar(u)
Sp./Pg. manga, Fr. manche
It. manica. Rum. maneca
Sp. asno, OFr. asne > ane
It. asino, Sard, asinu
Sp./Cat. obra, Fr. oeuvre
It./Sard. opera, Rum. opera
Sp. ancla, Fr. ancre
It. ancora. Rum. ancora, Sard, ankara
Within OT the Correspondence theory approach (cf. McCarthy & Prince 1994,
1995) has separated out two discrete constraints which are central to accounts of
vowel reduction and vowel deletion:
1) MAX-IO, which requires an output correspondent segment for a given
input segment. Note that this constraint has nothing to say about the features
borne on the two segments in the correspondence relation. It simply requires an
output segment standing in correspondence with the input segment.
2) EDENT-IO, which enforces identity between the features on any input
and output segments which are in a correspondence relation.
In a sense, then, MAX-IO is the more primary of these two faithfulness
constraints, since the evaluation of identity can only proceed when an actual
output correspondent exists for a given input correspondent. When no output
correspondent for an input segment exists, the IDENT-IO constraint has nothing
to say (i.e., it is neither met nor violated). Vowel reduction and positional
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neutralization facts (e.g., the loss of vowel features—or the loss of marked vowel
features—in unstressed syllables) can be captured handily in a Correspondence
approach through various constraint interactions involving IDENT-IO (see
Alderete 1995 and Beckman 1995).
Correspondence theory, however, is in need of a mechanism to capture the
facts of differential vowel deletability, i.e., whether an input V of a given
quality/sonority requires an output correspondent or not (15).
(15) Differential deletability of medial atonic Vs in VL development into Spanish:
(a) loss of medial atonic high Vs:
VL piilica > Sp. pulga
asinu asno
populu pueblo
tabula tabla
(b) loss of medial atonic mid Vs:
VL opera > Sp. obra
socera suegra
lepore liebre
anchora ancla
(c) preser\>ation of medial atonic low Vs:
VL raphanu > Sp. rabano
orphan u huerfano
lampada lampara
In the effort to deal cross-linguistically with various systems manifesting
vowel deletion (16), it becomes clear that some means is required of assuring that
for an input V beyond a particular threshold of acoustic salience, a V segment
must be present in the output string. Of course, the acoustic salience of this
output V need not—but may—match that of its input correspondent, depending on
the ranking of IDENT-IO in the given hierarchy.
(16) Various cross-linguistic vowel deletion cases:
(a) Sometimes only input [hi] Vs are deletable.
Examples: synchronically in N. dialects of Mod. Greek
(b) Sometimes only input [hi] and [npj (nonperipheral) Vs are deletable.
Examples: diachronically VL > OSp.;
diachronically in CI. Greek (see Szemerenyi 1964)
(c) Sometimes Vs of any input height/sonority are deletable.
Examples: synchronically in Tonkawa;
diachronically in Salacenco Basque
For the reasons outlined above, I favor splitting the MAX-IO constraint, as
shown in (17), into a pair MAX-IO-C and MAX-IO-V, and then in turn exploding
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MAX-IO-V into a family of related constraints 3 calibrated in terms of the inherent
sonority level of the input V segments in the string.4
(17) split MAX-IO —> MAX-IO-C, MAX-IO-V
then explode MAX-IO-V —> MAX-IO-V[lo] high sonority
MAX-IO-V[np] I
MAX-IO-V[hi] low sonority
Under an analysis of this sort, the implied rankings for the three cases outlined in
(16) will be as in (18).
(18) (a) only input [hi] Vs are deletable
implied ranking: MAX-IO-V[lo],[np]» *V» MAX-IO-V[hi]
(b) only input [hi] and [np] Vs are deletable
implied ranking: MAX-IO-V[lo]» *V» MAX-IO-V[np],[hi]
(c) Vs of any input height/sonority are deletable
implied ranking: *V» MAX-IO-V
Although my investigation of this question requires considerable further research,
the implication would seem to be that the constraints may demonstrate cross-
linguistically the metaranking in (19).
(19) possible metaranking?:
MAX-IO-V[lo]» MAX-IO-V[np]» MAX-IO-V[hi]
6. Contrasting cases of vowel loss in OFr. and OSp.
I would claim that in W. areas of Proto-Romance there was a shift in the earlier
Latin constraint ranking involving MAX-IO-V and *V, with *V coming to dom-
inate MAX-IO-V, so that vowel deletion became prevalent. Yet the conditions on
posttonic vowel loss differed somewhat in OFr. and OSp. (see 20). In OSp., post-
tonic vowel loss was generally limited to penultimate syllables (VL manica > man-
ga, but VL duru > duro), at least up until the 10th/l 1th century apocope affecting
forms ending in Id preceded by a single coronal C. 5 By contrast, in OFr. loss of
atonic penultimate Vs (VL manica > manche) as well as atonic final non-low Vs
(VL duru > dur) was common.
(20) Contrasting patterns of V syncope in OSp. and OFr.:
OSp. (before 1 0th/1 1th-century apocope):
posttonic vowel loss in penultimate syllables: VL manica > manga
retention of atonic final Vs: VL duru > duro
OFr.:
posttonic vowel loss in penultimate syllables: VL manica > manche
loss of atonic final non-low Vs: VL duru > dur
These differences in vowel loss are reflected illustratively in contrasts between
OFr. and OSp. cognates, as shown in (21).
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(21) The greater V-deleting tendency of OFr. as compared to OSp.:
(a) VL parte OFr. part OSp. parte
(b)
centu
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Tableau (25) shows how the proposed analysis accounts for the undeleta-
bility of the atonic low vowel /a/ in Spanish.
(25) Undeletability of atonic low vowel /a/ in Spanish:
MAX-IO-V[lo] » *V
VL /cantaro/ < L cantharu
candidates
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fonte font
muros murs
syncope/apocope blocked when V loss would leave a configuration
with problematic sonority sequencing:
VL nostru OFr. nostra, not *nostr
asinu asna, not *asn
The precise details of the development of atonic VL /a/ into early OFr. are
rather complicated and obscure. The account in Pope (1973) states that VL /a/ >
OFr. hi word-finally, and medially when a vowel was needed for syllabic well-
formedness; but apparently an original VL /a/ usually deleted in penultimate syl-
lables when the VL stress was on the antepenult, e.g., VL tympana > Fr. timbre
(see 29), although Pope notes that this medial /a/ went through an intermediate
stage of vowel reduction, presumably as hi.
(29) Outcomes of VL atonic /a/:
(a) word-finally: retained as hi:
VL dura > OFr. dura
una > una
(b) word-medially when a vowel was needed for syllabic well-formedness:
retained as hi:
VL ornamento > OFr. ornament
(c) in the penult of proparoxytones: usually lost:
VL balsamo > OFr. balme > MFr. baume
scandalo > escandle > esclandre
tympano > timbne > timbre
What complicates the picture further is that VL /a/ played a very significant
role in morphological markers, whether verbal, nominal, or adjectival. It is likely
that in many cases, loss of hi was often blocked for morphological reasons.
In view of Pope's observations on the OFr. development of VL /a/, 1 will as-
sume that in the transition from VL to early OFr., all instances of unstressed VL /a/
in whatever position in the word, remained, for a time, as reduced a's. Thus, for an
item like tympano, I posit an intermediate form timb[a]ne prior to the OFr. form
timbne. Later sound changes brought about the loss of these unstressed a's
word-medially, where they were not an essential part of desinences with a mor-
phological function (such as marking feminine gender in nouns and adjectives, or
person/mood/tensc in verbs, etc.), while instances of this reduced V appearing in
such morphological endings were preserved during later OFr. developments — at
least for a time.
In (30) are indicated some of the important constraints and rankings thai ac-
count for vowel loss (or lack thereof) and vowel reduction in OFr.
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(30) Key constraints and rankings for OFr. syncope/apocope:
*V» ANCHOR-RT:
final Vs are often lost
MAX-IO-V[lo]» *V:
requires an output correspondent for the high-sonority input /a/;
thus, as in OSp., VL atonic /a/ cannot directly disappear, although in
OFr. it becomes reduced, the resultant /a/ later disappearing.
*V[F]/NON-HD:
penalizes vowel place features in unstressed syllables, yielding
atonic reduced Vs.
The third constraint listed in (30) determines that atonic Vs are realized as /a/. Of
course, this constraint is directly at odds with the constraint *a , which in modern
Spanish is undominated, making reduced Vs nonoptimal. Obviously, in French,
*V[F]/NON-HD must dominate *a, since reduced Vs are very common in that
language.
Tableaux (31) and (32) demonstrate the constraints active in chosing candi-
dates with loss offinal atonic Vs and final-syllable atonic Vs in OFr.
(31) Loss of final atonic Vs in OFr.:
(Compare this tableau with (27) above for OSp. duro).
VL /duro/ < L duru
candidates
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The corresponding reflex in OSp. is duros, showing that in that language
*COMPL CODA was highly ranked, specifically, above *V (34).
(34) VL /duros/ > OSp. duros: *COMPL CODA» *V
candidates
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Just for purposes of illustration and contrast, I provide in (39) a tableau
showing the evaluation, at the OFr. stage, of the input /nostra/. Note that the op-
timal output form is identical with that in (38), although by a slightly different
interaction of constraints.
(39) /nostra/
candidates
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NOTES
* This paper has benefited from useful discussions with Jose Ignacio Hualde and
helpful suggestions from an anonymous reviewer. Any remaining errors are, of
course, my responsibility alone.
1 French, Spanish, and Portuguese, the chief surviving representatives of W. Ro-
mance, in the overwhelming majority of cases still have the stress on the vowel (or
diphthong) reflex of the original Latin vowel which bore the stress. Nevertheless,
J.I. Hualde (p.c.) has brought to my attention some exceptions to this generaliza-
tion in French, Provencal, and Aragonese. However, French exceptions like/ra.-
gile
,
fa. cile , mo. bile , and fa. brique from original LaL fra.gi.lis, fa.ci.lis, mo.bi.lis,
and fa.bri.ca (and presumably other forms like mu.sique, do.mes. tique, etc.) are to
be explained, according to Pope (1973:232), as a case of imposing the OFr. stress
pattern onto Latin learned loanwords adopted after the Gallo-Romance period of
early phonological developments in popular speech. By the time of the adoption
of these loanwords, argues Pope, 'the unstressed vowels had disappeared and ac-
centuation of the final full syllable had become habitual in the vernacular,' and so
Latin loanwords came to be pronounced in accordance with the resultant OFr.
pattern, i.e. all words are oxytones except those ending in a, which are paroxy-
tones. On the other hand, developments like Prov. persega, lagrema, manega
from Lat. persica, lacrima, mdnica, and Aragonese aguila, comodo, esparrdgo,
medico, tabdno, vibora (cf. Sp. aguila, comodo, espdrrago, medico, tdbano,
vibora) are clearly cases of genuine stress shifts that arose over time in the
popular speech of particular regions, and so these examples constitute bona fide
exceptions to the generalization regarding stress position stability over the
centuries. It would appear that these stress shifts were due to a constraint
working against antepenultimate stress configurations and bringing the
anomalous words into the more usual paroxytone shape for Prov. and Aragonese.
In these cases, as in that of the French 'stress shifts', HEAD-MAX is clearly dom-
inated by a metrical constraint of some sort, so that retention of stress on the
vowel that historically bore it becomes suboptimal. These exceptions notwith-
standing, the generalization stated here still seems to be statistically quite valid:
there were relatively few cases of stress shift in the development of the Romance
languages from Lat., and if we limit ourselves to consideration of the principal
varieties of W. Romance (French, Spanish, and Portuguese), the overall instances
of stress shift from VL down to the present day are rare indeed.
2 For further relevant discussion of diachronic constraint reranking within an OT
framework, see Bermiidez-Otero (1996).
3 Hyeon-Seok Kang (p.c.) has independently proposed a similar explosion of
MAX-IO-V in work on phonological change and variation in Seoul Korean. In
Kang (1996) he proposes the constraints MAX(V[+hi]) and MAX(V[-hi]) to ac-
count for facts related to the loss of surface [w], which he takes to be underly-
ingly a high round V. To get at deletability differences among the various high Vs.
he proposes a further subdivision of MAX(V[+hi]) into MAX(i), MAX(u), ...
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4 David Odden has suggested that perhaps the relevant parameter here is not
vowel height and/or sonority, but rather intrinsic duration. I am in the process of
evaluating how these two proposals would differ importantly, if at all, in effect. In
the meantime, I will make use of the vowel height distinction for purposes of
exposition.
5 The lOth/llfh centuries saw a widespread apocope process in OSp., affecting
only forms ending in Id preceded by a single coronal C, as in the following ex-
amples:
fiele
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In this paper we provide new evidence for the view that geminates are
nonmoraic and may occur in syllable onsets. Support for these claims
comes from the patterning of syllable-initial geminates in the Austrone-
sian language Leti. Evidence from distribution, phonological processes,
such as metathesis and vowel deletion, geminate integrity effects, stress,
and the patterning of geminates with long vowels is shown to support
the position that while geminate consonants are bipositional, they do not
bear weight.
1. Introduction
The representation of geminate consonants remains a controversial topic in phono-
logical theory. Proponents of moraic theory, for example, claim that geminates are
inherently moraic (see e.g., Hayes 1989, 1995; Davis 1994, 1996). Thus, an under-
lying geminate consonant differs from a single consonant of the same quality in
terms of a mora, as shown in ( 1 ).
= [p]
Conversely, evidence from the patterning of syllables containing geminates with
light syllables in, for example, Selkup, suggests that geminates are nonmoraic
(Rialland 1993, Tranel 1991). This type of evidence is consistent with an approach
in which geminates are represented as a single root node multiply-linked to two
skeletal positions (see e.g., Clements & Keyser 1983, Levin 1985).
(2) a. X X b. X
root = [pp] root =[p]
[features of /p/] [features of /p/J
(1)
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It is noteworthy that evidence for each of these positions has thus far come
predominantly from the patterning of intervocalic geminates, where the first part
of the geminate occurs in coda position. Discussion of syllable-initial geminates,
on the other hand, has received little attention in the literature.
One notable exception is Hayes 1989, where it is pointed out that "the theory
of moraic phonology provides no straightforward way to represent a syllable-
initial geminate." This follows from two fundamental claims of the theory. First,
geminates are inherently moraic, as noted above. Second, moras are prohibited
from onset position, given that moras are a measure of syllable weight and only
syllable rhymes contribute to weight. Thus, an onset consonant cannot contribute
to making its syllable heavy. It is important to point out that the claim that moras
are prohibited from onset position is not exclusive to moraic theory per se, but is
assumed by all theories of syllable structure which make use of the mora, either
directly or indirectly (see e.g., Clements & Keyser 1983, Hyman 1985, Levin
1985, McCarthy & Prince 1986; for related discussion see Kenstowicz 1995). The
representation of syllable-initial geminates is therefore problematic for a theory
which assumes geminates to be moraic since moras cannot occur in the onset.
Although Hayes 1989 proposes a number of alternative representations consistent
with moraic theory, he brings into question the existence of true syllable-initial
geminates and as such, suggests that phonological theory should not be required to
account for them.
In this paper we provide new evidence for the view that geminates are
nonmoraic and may occur entirely in syllable onsets. This, we show, provides
strong support for an analysis of geminates as bipositional, as in (2). The evidence
comes from the patterning of syllable-initial geminates in the Austronesian
language Leti, spoken in Tutukei on the island of Leti, off the northeastern coast of
East Timor. Of interest is the observation that Leti geminates display two different
patterns of behavior. In the first, geminates pattern with long vowels in the
prosodic process of downgrading. This includes both underlyingly syllable-initial
geminates, as well as derived geminates, the first part of which occurs in coda
position. As a result, Pattern 1 emerges, as given in (3), where a syllable
containing a geminate patterns with a syllable containing a long vowel, to the
exclusion of syllables closed by a nongeminate consonant, or no consonant at all.
This pattern is reminiscent of Hindi, in which syllables that contain long vowels or
are closed by a geminate, pattern to the exclusion of all other syllable types (Davis
1994). An important difference between Leti and Hindi, however, is that in Leti,
syllables containing initial geminates also pattern with long vowels (syllable-
initial geminates are not attested in Hindi).
(3) The patterning of geminates (G) in Leti:
Pattern 1: GV, VG, V: vs. VC, V
Pattern 2: V: vs. GV, VG, VC, V
The second pattern in (3), supported by evidence from stress assignment,
shows syllables containing geminates patterning with open syllables and syllables
closed by a nongeminate consonant, to the exclusion of syllables with long
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vowels. This pattern is similar to that observed in Selkup, as noted above, where
syllables with geminate codas pattern as light (Rialland 1993, Tranel 1991 ). Once
again, Leti differs from Selkup in that the former also includes syllable-initial
geminates.
While Pattern 1 seems to concur with the claim that geminates are inherently
moraic, since syllables containing geminates pattern with long vowels, we show
this approach to be problematic. First, it contradicts the well-established view that
moras are excluded from onset position. Second, given the patterning of syllables
containing geminates with light syllables, as in Pattern 2, it is empirically
incorrect. Instead, we will propose that the different patterns in (3) fall out in a
straightforward manner from a representation that incorporates both weight and
length (see also Hock 1986, Schmidt 1994, Tranel 1991). Along these lines.
Pattern 1 is accounted for in terms of segmental length, characterized by reference
to multi-attached association lines linking one root node to two skeletal positions,
generalizing over both consonants and vowels, as shown in the boxes in (4). In
Pattern 2, on the other hand, it is syllable weight that is at issue; only syllables
with long vowels are bimoraic, as encircled in (4), and are thus distinguished from
all other syllable types.
(4) Length and Weight
root root
Leti is spoken in four villages on the western half of Leti island. The dialect of
Leti spoken in that region is the Cape variant of Tutukei, which had approximately
500 speakers in 1990. Leti is a separate language within the Luangic-Kisaric
subgroup, which belongs to the Austronesian languages of Timor (van
Engelenhoven 1995b). Our research is based in large part on data from the
grammar of van Engelenhoven 1995a and inspired by the analyses in that work,
Hume 1997a, b and Muller 1997. Additional data has been provided by one of the
authors, a native speaker of Leti.
The outline of this paper is as follows. We begin by establishing, on the basis
of evidence from distribution and phonological processes, that initial gemmates in
Leti are indeed geminates. As will be shown, geminates consistently pattern with
consonant clusters, as opposed to single consonants. However, unlike consonant
clusters, geminates must be represented as a single melody multiply-linked to two
skeletal positions. We introduce a new type of geminate "integrity" phenonemon
in support of this position: reduplication cannot break up a geminate. With this as
a basis, we move on to discuss evidence from the prosodic process ol
downgrading, which supports Pattern 1, noted in (3) above. This is followed by
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puma
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v. /v+p/ —> [pp] /vavi+pure/[vappure] 'wild pig'
vi. /v+m/ —> [mm] /vavi+mu/ [vammu] 'your pig'
vii. /t,d + s/ —> [ss] /puata+seran/ [pwasseran] 'Seranese woman'
/kuda+seran/ [kusseran] 'Seranese horse'
The patterning of initial geminates with consonant clusters is also observed
when words or morphemes are concatenated within a phrase (see section 3 for
related discussion). As shown in (9), clusters as in (a), and geminates in (b) trigger
metathesis of the final vowel and consonant of a preceding morpheme (/VVC/-
final forms also show compensatory lengthening of the penultimate vowel). As the
forms in (c) illustrate, word-initial single consonants do not trigger metathesis.'5
(9) a. /kunis+vnutan/ kunsivnutan 'key + iron'
c.
/vuar+spou/ vu:raspou
/danat+kviali/ dantakvyali
/morut+kdieli/ mortukdyeli
/maun+tpunan/ ma:nutpunan
/ukar+ppalu/ ukrappalu
/maun+ppuna/ ma:nuppuna
/kapal+ttenan/ kaplattenan
/urun+moa/
/mesar+lavan/
/vuar+lavan/
/pokar+ne/
urunmoa
mesarlavan
vuarlavan
pokarne
'mountain+boat = schooner mountain'
'millipede'
'hair + ring = very curly hair'
'bird + throat'
'finger + bachelor = index finger'
'bird + nest'
'ship + spine = keel'
'Moanese breadfruit'
'teacher, big'
'highest mountain'
'their leanness'
Similarly, before a CV-initial morpheme, as shown in (10a), a final low vow-
el of a preceding morpheme is deleted. No deletion occurs before a morpheme-
initial consonant cluster or geminate, as in (b).
(10) a. /samela + nura/ samelnura 'mouse + coconut tree'
'mouse + spine
'mouse + throat'
b. /samela + ttenan/ samelattenan
/samela + tpunan/ samelatpunan
As a final illustration, before a CV-initial morpheme, a final high vowel of a
preceding morpheme is realized as a secondary articulation on an adjacent
prevocalic consonant, as shown in (11). No secondary articulation formation
occurs before a morpheme beginning with a consonant cluster or geminate.
(11) a. /rai + lavan/
/lopu + do/
/kkani + tani/
/tultulu + enu/
/sivi + ttei/
/bi + llatutun/
/ai + vlakar/
/koni + mderi/
ral^avan
lopdwo
kkantyani
tultulwenu
sivittei
billatutun
aivlakar
koni mderi
'land + to be big'
'dolphin + then'
'plate + soil'
'hat + turtle'
'chicken that has not yet laid eggs'
'proa + Laitutunese'
'wood + crossed'
'grasshopper + Mderi'
Based on the above observations, it is clear that geminates pattern with
consonant clusters, as opposed to single consonants. Under the assumption that a
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cluster is comprised of two segmental positions, this might suggest the repre-
sentation of geminates in (12), where a geminate is made up of two root nodes,
linked to individual feature complexes (Hayes 1989).
(12) Geminates as two segmental positions.
rt rt it
I
I
I
[Pi [Pi [e]
Evidence against this characterization of initial geminates comes from
geminate integrity effects observed in Leti reduplication. The reduplicant
(underlined) is aligned as close as possible to the left edge of a trochaic foot,
which itself is aligned to the right edge of a lexical word, as illustrated in (13) (see
Muller 1997, van der Hulst & Klamer 1996). 6
(13) sopan
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(16) Consonant cluster Geminate consonant
(singly-linked) (multiply-linked)
xx xx
V
P t
3. Pattern 1: The patterning of geminates with long vowels
We turn now to evidence bearing on Pattern 1 in (3): syllables containing
geminates pattern with long vowels to the exclusion of all other syllable types.
Evidence for this pattern comes from the process of downgrading, as it is labelled
in van Engelenhoven 1995a. Downgrading is an optional prosodic process which
affects a sequence of two syntactically related lexical words: verb-object,
possessor-possessed, location-locational. In downgrading, the first word is realized
completely without stress and at a faster rate, thus rendering the first word
prosodically inferior to the second.
Before examining downgraded forms, however, details concerning phrasing
in Leti may prove useful. In Leti, words can either occur in separate phonological
phrases, as in the leftmost column in (17), or be concatenated to form a single
phrase (column 2). Evidence for phrasing comes both from phonological
considerations as well as, in many cases, morphological and syntactic
considerations. Due to space considerations we are not able to provide a detailed
discussion of phrasing, but note that differences in phrasing often serve a
morphological function, denoting semantic differences such as definite/indefinite,
transitive/intransitive, etc.
(17) 1. 2. 3.
Separate Single Downgraded UR*
phrases phrase (underlined)
a. sivi terannu sivtye'rannu sivi terannu /sivi+teran-nu/
b. spou ttenanne spouttenanne spou ttenanne /spou+ttenan-ne/
c. ntiitnu wai ntutunwai ntutnu wai /na-tutun+uai/
In terms of phonology, all phrase-final words end in a vowel. For underlying
vowel-final forms, as in the first morpheme in (a, b), there is no change in the
morpheme's shape. For underlyingly consonant-final forms, on the other hand, the
final vowel and consonant of a word undergo metathesis as a means of satisfying
this phrasal requirement, as shown by the morpheme /tutun/ in (17c, column 1 ).'
When words are concatenated within a phrase, as in column 2, a variety of
processes affect the elements at the inner edges of morphemes (secondary articula-
tion formation, glide formation, vowel deletion, metathesis, ^syllabification) de-
pending on the syllable structure and segmental quality of the morphemes in-
volved (for detailed discussion see Hume 1997a, b; see also (9) through (11) above
for examples of some of these processes). (For details concerning stress
assignment in Leti, see section 4).
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A third possible realization of these pairs of words, as shown in column 3, is
when the first word of the sequence is downgraded. That is, the first word is
entirely unstressed, and thus is prosodically inferior to the second. Note that in
pairs displaying downgrading, each word occurs in a separate phrase (cf. column
1). However, in downgraded sequences, the morphological distinction between the
sequences in columns 1 and 2 is essentially lost, with the relevant semantics of the
downgraded sequence determined by the context in which it occurs. Note also that,
while not shown in these examples, in pairs involving downgrading, the vowels Id
and lei are realized as [i], and lol and hi are neutralized to [o]. In non-downgraded
sequences, there is no change in vowel quality.
Of interest is the observation that downgrading is systematically blocked if
the first word contains a long vowel. This can be seen by comparing the forms on
the left in (18) where downgrading is impossible, with the forms on the right,
which do not contain a long vowel but where downgrading is possible.
(18) No Downgrading cf. Downgrading
la:re wa:rne 'the root of the la:ra tree' lare lavame 'the cloth of the sail'
ntu:tu p
worse 'he strikes [at] the door' ntutu pw6rse 'he hits the door'
nva:lu vatu 'he flings the stone' nvali va'tu 'he turns the stone'
lo vu:re na:ni 'under the mountain' lo vure na:ni 'under the oil'
Words containing a geminate consonant pattern in an identical manner. That is,
downgrading never occurs in a word that contains a geminate. It is important to
point out that this is the case with both underlying and derived geminates. Words
with syllable-initial (underlying) geminates are shown in (19a). Those created by
morpheme concatenation are in (b), and geminates formed by assimilation appear
in (c). In none of these cases is downgrading possible. Given that derived
geminates pattern with underlying geminates, we assume that the former also
consist of a single multiply-linked root node resulting from OCP-driven root node
fusion (i.e., adjacent identical segments are prohibited).
(19) a. Underlying geminate:
No Downgrading cf. Downgrading
ppatne unne 'trunk of the orange (tree)' nura unne 'trunk of coconut tree'
lo mmei vavna 'on the table'
ssisme ulatni 'the skin of the sepia'
kkani snyaktuvnu 'the story of the [golden] plate'
ppune samekne 'stuff from the nest'
kokkoi se'kni 'the toy of the child' /Red + kkoi/
lo pepperta na:ni 'beneath the heavy one' /Red + pperat/ A
b. Geminate formed through morpheme concatenation:
No Downgrading cf. Downgrading
penne ryarma 'inside his pen' gene rya'rma 'inside the pen'
rjerjku ryarma 'inside my pen'
penmu r>'arma 'inside your pen'
penmi rya'rma 'inside your [pi] pen'
lokku na:ni 'under my foot' lokni na:ni 'under his foot'
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c. Geminate formed through assimilation:
No Downgrading cf. Downgrading
u'mmu
10
a:nne 'the child of your [sg] upku a:nne 'the child of my
grandparent' grandparent'
ummi a:nne 'the child of your [pi] upnu a:nne 'the child of his
grandparent' grandparent'
vulle dainni 'a/the beam of the lere dainni 'a/the beam of
moon' the sun'
/vulan 'moon' + e 'indexer' + dain 'beam' + nV 'poss.7
enne na:ni 'under the pineapple [plant]'
/edan 'pineapple' + e 'indexer' + nain 'under'/
Note also that while a syllable closed by a geminate consonant blocks downgrad-
ing, one closed by a nongeminate consonant does not, as in (20).
(20) No Downgrading Downgrading
penne ry'arma 'inside his pen' potle rya'rma 'inside the bottle'
pejjku rYarma 'inside my pen'
Comparing nondowngraded [penne] with downgraded [penku] /pen+ku/ is also
instructive since these forms show that while a word containing a geminate blocks
downgrading, a word containing a place-assimilated consonant does not. Given
that a geminate is comprised of a single multiply-linked root node, and a place-
assimilated consonant is represented with a multiply-linked place node, it is clear
that multiple-linking alone is not a sufficient criterion for blocking downgrading.
Thus, in downgrading, geminates and long vowels pattern together as a nat-
ural class; downgrading is only blocked when a word contains one of these two
types of segments.
4. Pattern 2: Syllables with geminates pattern as light
We turn now to the second pattern noted in (3): syllables with geminates
pattern with light syllables to the exclusion of those with long vowels. The
evidence comes from stress assignment. As shown in (21), when a word occurs in
isolation stress always falls on the penultimate syllable." (Note that words are
illustrated in phrase-final position and, thus, are vowel-final.)
(21)spou 'kind of boat' pduduklu 'bubbling'
ppiina 'nest' tuvuri 'Charonia tritonis'
marsfna 'machine'
karsyona 'pumpkin'
polf:sa 'police'
In the case of trisyllabic forms, generally resulting from reduplication or
morpheme concatenation, stress also falls on the penultimate syllable, as shown in
(22). Of interest is the observation that the first syllable is also stressed only if that
syllable contains a long vowel, as in (m-o). 12 In all other cases, the initial syllable
remains unstressed. This holds regardless of whether the first syllabic is open, as
in (a-c), closed by a nongeminate consonant, as in (d), or by a geminate as in (e-i).
kunsi
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Note that a syllable-initial geminate does not attract stress either, as shown in (j-1).
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Thus, a coda may be moraic, while an onset consonant never is. Following this
line of reasoning, deletion of a coda consonant will leave a mora available for
compensatory lengthening, while deletion of an onset consonant will not. Thus,
abandoning the claim that moras are prohibited from the onset would not only run
counter to well-established views of syllable structure, but leave unexplained the
observed asymmetry between onset and coda consonants in compensatory
lengthening, stress and other weight-related phenomena.
It is important to point out that alternative representations of initial
geminates, as suggested in Hayes 1989, would not resolve this problem. Hayes
proposes two representations which are consistent with the view that geminates
are moraic, and that moras are excluded from the onset. The first is illustrated in
(23), where the first half of the geminate comprises a separate syllable. We note
two problems with this representation. First, in Leti, lexical words must be
minimally bimoraic. If (23) were the representation of initial geminates, we might
expect to find words made up of an initial geminate and a vowel, e.g., [ppe], since
the minimal word condition would be satisfied. None are attested. 11 On the other
hand, if we assume that initial geminates are part of the onset of a single syllable,
words containing geminates conform to the overwhelming tendency in Leti for
lexical words to be exactly two syllables long. Second, if one were to assume that
it is syllable weight that is at issue in blocking downgrading, then representing an
initial geminate as bisyllabic would make the wrong prediction since the syllable
containing the initial part of the geminate is not heavy, and so it would not be
expected to pattern with a syllable containing a long vowel.
(23) The first half of the geminate as a separate syllable.
o a
M A
A second representation consistent with moraic theory would be for the mora
of an initial geminate to be unattached to the syllable, as in (24). In other words, a
geminate's mora would be extrasyllabic. This representation is problematic since
first, a mora unattached to a syllable node would not contribute to syllable weight.
As a result, a geminate-initial syllable would again not be predicted to pattern with
long vowels in blocking downgrading. Note that this same problem would arise if
the extrasyllabic mora were linked to a node higher than the syllable, e.g.. toot,
prosodic word.
An additional problem with representation (24) stems from the observation that
a mora which is not prosodically licensed would be uninterpretable phonetically.
Precisely this point was made in Prince & Smolensky 1993, where they claim that
the representation in (25) corresponds to a shortened vowel. Since the mora
unattached to syllable structure is uninterpreted, they claim that it gives rise to a
phonetically short vowel. Consequently, were (24) the representation of an initial
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geminate in Leti, it would be phonetically indistinguishable from a short
consonant, which is not the case. Geminate consonants are consistently produced
with a longer constriction than that of a corresponding non-geminate segment.
(24) Allow a stray mora to occur initially.
o
(25) Shortened vowel (Prince & Smolensky 1993)
a
/V
V
As a result, none of the alternative representations of syllable-initial geminates
proposed by Hayes are consistent with the Leti facts.
A further problem associated with a weight-based account of the Leti facts
relates to the observation that in downgrading, syllables with geminate codas pat-
tern with long vowels while those closed by a singleton consonant do not. In other
words, coda geminates would contribute to syllable weight while other coda
consonants would not. Recall that coda geminates are derived by assimilation or
morpheme concatenation, and so cannot be assumed to have a mora underlyingly.
Thus, a mora would need to be assigned to a coda consonant, just in case it is
geminate. In moraic theory, the assignment of a mora to a coda consonant is
achieved by Weight-by-Position (WP) (Hayes 1989, 1995). Since WP assigns a
mora to all coda consonants, lacking further restrictions, we would incorrectly
predict syllables closed by a nongeminate to pattern in an identical manner to
those closed by a geminate.
To restrict mora assignment to a coda geminate, one might posit a violable
Optimality-theoretic constraint such as Geminate = Moraic (G=M), which
penalizes a nonmoraic geminate consonant. Ranked above input-output constraints
on mora faithfulness, such a constraint could be used to assign a mora to a derived
(underlyingly nonmoraic) geminate. We illustrate this in tableau (27) with an
example of a geminate derived by morpheme concatenation. As shown, inclusion m
of G=M into the constraint inventory allows for the selection of the moraic
geminate in (c) as optimal. This is assured by subordinating Dep-mora, which
penalizes insertion of a mora, as stated in (26), to the constraints OCP and G=M.
(Note that a derived geminate, whose first part occurs as coda, will, like an
underlying geminate, also be comprised of a single root node multiply-linked to
two prosodic positions under the assumption that adjacent identical segments are
fused by the OCP.)
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(26) Geminate = Moraic (G=M): a geminate is moraic.
Dep-mora: a mora in the output has a correspondent in the input.
OCP: adjacent identical segments are prohibited.
(27)
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would satisfy word minimality. Second, syllables containing geminates pattern
with light syllables in stress assignment. Thus, not only is an analysis which treats
geminates as inherently moraic problematic on theoretical grounds, such an
approach is also empirically incorrect.
(28)
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(29)
a. GV b. V:
a
A
M M
X X
V
root
Given this approach, the two observed patterns involving geminates noted in
(3) can be accounted for in simple terms. First consider pattern 1, where syllables
with geminates pattern with long vowels, to the exclusion of all other syllable
types. To account for the blocking affect of geminates and long vowels, we
suggest that it is phonological length that is at issue. In other words, as shown in
(30), a segment characterized by a root node branching to two skeletal positions
blocks downgrading. We would suggest that the reason why phonological length is
crucial in a process such as downgrading relates to the observation that
downgraded forms are produced without stress and at a faster rate. If a word which
contains a phonologically short segment were produced in this manner, there
would be no loss of contrastiveness: a durationally short segment would merely be
shorter. However, if a word containing a long vowel or consonant were produced
in this manner, the result would be an endangerment of contrast. In other words, a
durationally long segment would be produced as short. Thus, we speculate that
maintaining the perceptual distinctiveness of long vs. short segments may play a
key role in determining which forms can and cannot be downgraded.
(30)
root
V
a
I
M
X
root
With respect to pattern 2, where syllables containing long vowels pattern to
the exclusion of all others, we propose that it is phonological weight that is key.
To account for the observation that only long vowels attract secondary stress, we
would suggest that only heavy, that is, bimoraic syllables attract secondary stress.
as in (31). Segmental length is not a sufficient condition for stivss assignment. As
a result, a syllable containing a coda consonant, whether it is part of a geminate (b)
or not (c), will never attract stress since consonants are nonmoraic.
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(31) a. b. c.
V:
A
X XV
root
X X
root
7. Conclusion
In this paper we have presented new evidence bearing on the representation
of geminate consonants. Given the paucity of discussion in the phonological
literature concerning syllable-initial geminates, the evidence from Leti is
particularly important not only for further enriching our understanding of these
segments but, in addition, for serving as a testing-ground for theories of prosodic
structure. We have shown that in order to account for the observed facts in Leti,
syllable-initial geminates are best characterized as a single root node multiply-
linked to two skeletal positions. Support for this approach comes in part from a
new type of "integrity" phenomenon: reduplication cannot break up a geminate. It
is also supported by the observation that a constraint on downgrading makes
specific reference to multi-attached association lines linking one root node to two
skeletal slots, generalizing over consonants and vowels. Consistent with Tranel
1991, the patterning of syllables containing geminates with light syllables also
supports the view that geminates are underlyingly nonmoraic. In addition to
successfully accounting for the observed facts in a straightforward manner, our
proposed representation of geminates also avoids the problems noted in the
previous section. First, the widely accepted claim that moras are excluded from the
onset is maintained. Second, accounting for the patterning of geminates with long
vowels in terms of segmental length obviates the need to posit a special Weight-
by-Position proviso that only geminate codas, as opposed to other coda conso-
nants, are assigned a mora. Finally, we correctly allow for the /zo/?patterning of
geminates with long-voweled syllables, as required in Leti, without stipulation.
Since geminates are not inherently moraic, syllables containing long vowels may
pattern differently from those with geminates in terms of syllable weight.
NOTES
1 We are especially grateful to Nick Clements, David Odden, Sam Rosenthall, and
members of the MCWOP2 audience for valuable comments on aspects of this re-
search. We also thank two anonymous reviewers for their useful suggestions.
2
It should be noted that in absolute phrase-final position, all words end in a vowel.
Thus, the final vowel and consonant of consonant-final forms in (5) undergo meta-
thesis (with compensatory lengthening of the penultimate vowel if /VVCAfinal) as
a means of satisfying this phrasal requirement, e.g. ppikan —> [ppikna] "plate".
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vroan —> [vro:na] 'axe' (see section 3 and footnote 3 for related discussion).
3 Metathesis occurs under two general conditions in Leti. First, it occurs in words
within a phrase in order to avoid an initial complex onset or onsetless syllable.
Second, it affects all underlying consonant-final words when they occur in phrase-
final position in order to satisfy the requirement that all phrases end in a vowel
(see Hume 1997a,b for related discussion and analyses).
4 /n/ assimilates to the place of articulation of a following obstruent stop.
5 To complete the paradigm, we note that before a following vowel-initial mor-
pheme, a preceding consonant syllabifies as onset of the following syllable. Since
(word-final) phrase-internal open syllables are avoided in Leti, the vowel preced-
ing the resyllabified consonant deletes or is realized as a secondary articulation on
an adjacent prevocalic consonant, e.g. /isuona + aan/ [iswona:n] 'witch +
diminutive', /tikil + erun/ [tikl-verun] 'to kick + downwards'. See Hume 1997a,b
for discussion and analyses of these and subsequent alternations involving meta-
thesis, ^syllabification, vowel deletion, and secondary articulation formation.
6
In many, but not all cases the left edge of the foot corresponds to the beginning
of the word, as in the first two examples, e.g. sorj[sopan], lu[luli]. Muller 1997 ac-
counts for the position of the reduplicant by the Optimality-theoretic constraint.
Align (Red, R; Foot, L): align the right edge of the reduplicant to the left edge of a
foot. Like all OT constraints, Align may be violated, as in the third example, nacn
[lwolu], where the rightmost segment of the reduplicant is actually part of the foot.
As Muller shows, these misalignments are forced in order to satisfy more highly
ranked (typically, syllable structure) constraints. (See footnote 7 for related com-
ments.)
We also note that the shape of the reduplicant, which shows a number of dif-
ferent types of realization, is generally determined on the basis of syllable struc-
ture conditions. See Muller 1997 for detailed discussion.
7 As Muller 1997 shows, the splitting up of an initial consonant cluster is forced by
Align, which, as noted in footnote 6, requires the reduplicant to be aligned to the
left edge of a foot. Thus, prefixation of the reduplicant before both members of an
initial consonant cluster, as in *nim[nina], would result in an alignment violation,
since the foot boundary falls between the two members of the consonant cluster
(i.e., the reduplicant is one segment away from the foot boundary). Conversely,
by placing the reduplicant between the two consonants, e.g. mnifnina], the
reduplicant is perfectly aligned to a foot, and thus, alignment is satisfied.
8 Glosses: a. 1. 'the egg of the chicken', 2. 'his chicken-egg'; b. 1. 'the keel of the
boat', 2. 'his keel' (i.e., 'here I see a keel [in the sand] and it is his [referring to a
human, not to a ship]'); c. 1. 'he lights the fire', 2. 'he kind of lights the fire'.
9 We assume that the rightmost word in each sequence is in phrase-final position
and therefore must be vowel-final. Consequently, metathesis will also change a
morpheme ending in /VC/ to [CV].
10 The realization of /pm/ as [mm] is characteristic of the dialects west of Tutukei.
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In Tutukei proper, /pm/ is simplified to a nasal plosive and, consequently, down-
grading is possible.
" Given Leti's bimoraic (lexical) word minimality condition, words of fewer than
two syllables do not occur. Furthermore, monomorphemic forms of more than
three syllables are not attested.
12 Our phonetic analyses of Leti stress reveals that vowel duration is the most con-
sistent and significant indicator of stress. Vowels in stressed syllables are signif-
icantly longer than those in unstressed syllables (p<.0001). While stressed sylla-
bles frequently also have higher pitch than unstressed syllables, this is not consis-
tently the case; our data reveals examples in which completely unstressed syllables
have higher pitch than surrounding stressed syllables.
13 As San Duanmu (p.c.) has suggested to us, the observation that such words are
not attested might also be accounted for under the assumption that degenerate syl-
lables may not bear stress; only vowels may be prosodic heads. Given Leti's tro-
chaic stress system, we might otherwise expect the initial part of a geminate in a
non-existing form such as [p.pe] to bear stress.
14 Tak & Davis 1994 claim that derived tense consonants in Korean are moraic
geminates, while underlying tense consonants are nonmoraic single segments.
Under the assumption that tense consonants in Korean are geminate, as has previ-
ously been claimed in the literature (e.g., Jun 1991, 1993, Han 1992, Silva 1992),
this conclusion might be taken as support for a distinction between two types of
geminates within a single language, one being moraic and the other nonmoraic
(though notice that in this case it would be the underlying, tense, geminate that
would be nonmoraic, and the derived geminate that would be moraic). However,
drawing on a range of phonological evidence, Tak & Davis convincingly argue
against the view that underlying tense consonants are geminate. The issue as to
whether derived tense consonants are geminates as opposed to sequences of con-
sonants is also questionable; no evidence is provided concerning geminate integ-
rity effects, for example. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that geminates formed
by morpheme concatenation are sequences of identical consonants. Furthermore,
since all coda consonants in Korean must be assumed to be moraic in order to
account for the stress facts reported in Tak & Davis, Korean can be viewed as a
Weight-by-Position language in which all coda consonants, whether followed by
an identical or non-identical consonant, receive a mora. The stress facts in
question show that the first syllable is stressed if heavy ((C)VC, (C)V:), e.g. 6:hu
'afternoon', sd:muso 'office', nunmul 'tear', kdmgi 'cold', cikk'i 'instrument'
/ak+ki/. Otherwise, the second syllable is stressed, e.g., bagiini 'basket', urf 'we'.
15 Assuming that G=M is undominated universally would be equally problematic.
Not only would this force syllable initial geminates to bear a mora, it would also
leave unexplained why in languages like Selkup, syllables with geminates pattern
as light.
16 To account for this pattern, Lahiri & Koreman represent long vowels in terms of
segmental length rather than syllable weight. Thus, a long vowel is characterized
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as a single root node multiply-linked to two skeletal positions, dominated by a sin-
gle mora. Conversely, a closed syllable is bimoraic.
17 We note that these same problems arise within an Optimality Theoretic analysis
of the facts. Since, due to space limitations, we are not able to show this, we refer
the reader to a detailed discussion of these points in Hume, Muller & van Engel-
enhoven 1997.
18 Whether the elements on the skeletal tier are represented as Cs and Vs (Clem-
ents & Keyser 1983) or Xs (Levin 1985) is not crucial to our account.
19 Selkirk 1990 also argues that geminates are nonmoraic. Our account differs
from Selkirk's in that we assume two skeletal positions dominating a single root
node, while in her account a long segment bears two root nodes dominating, for
example, a single multiply-linked place node, laryngeal node, etc. Since voicing is
noncontrastive in Leti, a geminate consonant in Selkirk's account would consist of
a single place node linked to two root nodes. This representation, however, would
be indistinguishable from a place-assimilated sequence of consonants. If both
place assimilation and total assimilation (as in the case of geminate formation)
involve spreading the place node, we are at a loss to explain why one process
results in partial assimilation, while the other results in complete assimilation.
Further, this approach incorrectly predicts place-assimilated consonants to pattern
with geminates in blocking downgrading (see (20)).
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THE ASYMMETRY OF C/V COARTICULATION IN CV AND VC
STRUCTURES AND ITS IMPLICATIONS IN PHONOLOGY *
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In this paper, I investigate acoustic correlates of asymmetric co-
articulatory effects of a vowel on a consonant in CVC structures,
which, I argue, result from a different temporal coordination of vow-
el and consonant gestures in CV and VC sequences. I examine the
variability of F2 values in CVC structures involving stop conso-
nants, and compare F2 values at 5 different points in CVC se-
quences with fricatives. The results indicate that there are greater
coarticulatory influences of a vowel on the preceding consonant
than on the following consonant, and supplement the evidence in
phonology that vowel place features are more easily imposed on
prevocalic consonants, invoking place assimilation.
1. Introduction
This paper reports on experiments conducted to measure a vowel's coarticulatory
effect on a consonant in a CVC structure, and demonstrates that coarticulation is
asymmetric in CV and VC environments. I focus on the voiced obstruent conso-
nants /b/, /d/, /g/, /z/, and /v/, and on the vowels /i/, Id, faf, lol and /u/. In CVC se-
quences with the same pre- and postvocalic consonants, coarticulation between a
vowel and an adjacent consonant (hereafter, C/V coarticulation) is investigated
by measuring F2 onset and offset transition value and by calculating spectral
peak frequency corresponding to F2 in pre- and postvocalic consonants.
Although there are numerous studies — articulatory, acoustic and percep-
tual — on coarticulation between a vowel and a consonant, very few phonetic
studies have compared a vowel's effects on the preceding and following conso-
nants in CVC sequences. Much of the articulatory and acoustic literature has fo-
cused on coarticulation in a single direction: either right-to-left or left-to-right
(Ohman 1966; Amerman & Daniloff 1977; Farnetani & Recasens 1993) and on
exploring very specific mechanisms of coarticulation that can account for both
consonant-to-vowel and vowel-to-consonant effects, including a consonant's ef-
fects on vowel articulation, and articulatory modifications induced by the effects
of a vowel's tongue body gesture on consonants with different place and manner
(House & Fairbanks 1953; MacNeilage & DeClark 1969; Carney & Moll 1971;
Gay 1974; Kiritani, Itoh, Hirose, & Sawashima 1977; Fowler, Rubin, Remez &
Turvey 1980; Perkell & Nelson 1985; Recasens 1991). None of these studies
compare the coarticulatory effects of a vowel on consonants in mirror-image posi-
tions.
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Perceptual studies on C/V coarticulation have been much debated. First of
all, it has been argued that there are a significantly greater number of correct con-
sonant identifications from the vocalic transition in VC syllables than from those
in CV syllables (Sharf & Hameyer 1972; Sharf & Beiter 1974; Ohde & Sharf
1977). On the other hand, it has also been claimed that CV transition is perceptu-
ally stronger for consonant place cues than VC transition (Repp 1978; Fujimura,
Maccini & Streeter 1978; Dorman, Raphael & Liberman 1979; Ohala 1990). The g
first findings suggest that a vowel influences the preceding consonant more than ^
the following consonant, so that the place cues of the following consonant are
more likely to be maintained and perceived. On the other hand, the second find-
ings suggest that there are less coarticulatory effects of a vowel on the preceding
consonant. However, the contradiction between these two groups of findings
might be derived from different experimental designs. In the first case, experi-
ments have tested the perception of an eliminated consonant from a CVC se-
quence on the basis of the remaining transition and vowel portion. The second
case investigates the relative perceptual value of VC vs. CV transitions for inter-
vocalic stops; when spliced CV and VC transitions differ, a listener generally hears
only the consonant cued by the CV transitions. Significantly, the former experi-
ments only look at the vocalic transition for identification of consonant place, but
the latter ones investigate the whole VC and CV structure, of which the CV tran-
sition includes both consonant burst and transition cues. Presumably, the CV por-
tion involving burst and transition may carry a greater amount of information for
consonant place, which could explain why CV transitions are more salient for
perception of consonant place.
In this paper, I will present acoustic evidence of greater coarticulatory influ-
ence of a vowel on the preceding consonant than on the following consonant,
suggesting that the relative lack of coarticulation in VC structures renders the VC
transition a salient cue for consonant place, in support of the findings of Sharf &
Hameyer 1972, Sharf & Beiter 1974, and Ohde & Sharf 1977.
There are a number of acoustic studies that investigate the extent to which a
vowel's acoustic structures extend into the consonant region of CV structures.
Spectral analysis of stop burst in a CV syllable shows that stop place of articula-
tion is primarily cued by the gross spectral shape of the short-time spectrum sam-
pled at the onset of the prevocalic stop burst, and that formant transitions also
provide cues of consonant place of articulation (Blumstein & Stevens 1979,
1980). According to Blumstein and Stevens, an invariant spectral peak of the
burst spectrum is strongly associated with place of articulation, whereas vowel in-
formation is carried by the formant frequency of the CV transition. However, re- m
suits from perceptual studies using the voiceless burst portions of natural stop- ^
vowel syllables indicate that the vowel can be identified from the beginning of
the release burst (Winitz, Scheib & Reeds 1972; Suomi 1985). These findings
demonstrate that a vowel's acoustic structures extend to the beginning of stop
burst, which contradicts the claim of the invariant burst configuration of stop
consonants suggested by Blumstein and Stevens.
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In this paper, I attempt to compare the F2 influence oowel on stop burst in-
volved in the prevocalic and the postvocalic stop, and present the result that a
vowel is anticipated by the burst articulation of the preceding consonant, rather
than by that of the following consonant, in support of the argument of Winitz,
Scheib & Reeds 1972 and Suomi 1985.
Kewley-Port 1982 examines the acoustic correlates of the consonant place
of articulation in the vowel formant transitions in stop-vowel sequences. Con-
trary to the traditional view that formant transitions serve as the primary cues of
stop place articulation (through the effects of stop locus, Liberman et al. 1967),
she concludes that transition measurement shows little evidence of invariant
acoustic correlates of consonant place. This conclusion derives from the observa-
tion that the formant transition values are variable across various vowel contexts
in stop-vowel sequences. Kewley-Port further asserts that information contained
in the formant transitions in stop-vowel sequences was not sufficient to distin-
guish place across all the vowel contexts. Therefore, the transition is not a deter-
minant place cue for stop consonants. Thus we find conflicting evidence from
acoustic studies as to the salience of place cues in the transition region. In this
paper, I claim that the conflicting evidence reflects the variability of C/V coar-
ticulation as evidenced through variation in the formant values of the CV transi-
tion region.
The existing perceptual and acoustic studies all focus on CV structures with
stop consonants. There have been very few comparison studies on C/V coarticu-
lation between CV and VC structures. Acoustically, coarticulation in VC struc-
tures is detectable only in the formant values in the vocalic region, leading up to
stop closure. There is no portion of the VC structure analogous to the burst in CV
structures, which may account for why only a CV syllable has been studied in
previous research.
In this paper, I will compare the vowel's coarticulatory effect on the pre-
and postvocalic consonant in a CVC structure. I assume in this experiment that
C/V coarticulation arises due to gestural overlap, and will be indicated in the for-
mant transitions into and out of the vowel. If gestural overlap is symmetric in CV
and VC structures, I expect to find acoustic parallels. Specifically, I expect to find
the same range of variation in F2 values in CV and VC transitions.
In the subsequent sections, I present and discuss the results of two experi-
ments, comparing F2 values in CV and VC structures. In experiment I, I measure
F2 values at the F2 onset and offset but also at the CV-burst and VC-burst to see
the extent to which a vowel extends its gestures in CVC sequences with stops. I
compare the range of F2 values across 5 vowel contexts at F2 onset vs. 1"2 offset
and in CV-burst vs. VC-burst. The F2 values are measured based on the fact that
there is a main correlation between F2 and the degree and location of stop con-
sonant contact (Fant 1960). Also, F2 gives some indication of the articulatory
configuration used to generate the consonant such as a stop or fricative (Heinz &
Stevens 1961 ). I discuss the statistical analysis of the F2 ranges in each context of
a bilabial, alveolar and velar stop. Furthermore, I discuss the correlation of a
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vowel's F2 with that of onset and offset of transitions and with that of CV and
VC-burst to identify how much the F2 at four different points is articulatorily cor-
related with the vowel's F2. In the second experiment, I show the F2 mean values
at 5 different points in CVC structures with fricatives, and also demonstrate which
articulation point manifests the most independent F2 value from vowel's F2 as
obtained from an ANOVA test. In section 3, 1 discuss some phonological implica-
tions of the results.
^
2. Experiment I ^
For the first experiment utilizing CVC sequences with stop consonants, I hy-
pothesize that the range of F2 will be more variable under greater influence of the
neighboring vowel. Variation in F2 values may be interpreted as the acoustic
manifestation of greater gestural overlap between a vowel and a consonant.
When vowel and consonant gestures overlap, I assume that the vowel gestures
will invoke dominant coarticulatory effects over a consonants, based upon Re-
casens' claim (1991:178):
'Vowels are resistant to coarticulation because they are produced
by means of global vocal tract shapes which require articulatory
control upon the entire tongue body configuration whereas conso-
nants involve only local constrictions which leave other articulatory
regions free to coarticulate.'
2.1 Data and methods
Nonsense C|VC| syllables with /b, d, g/ and /i, e, a, o, u/ were produced 12 times by
a male speaker, and the tokens were read in a randomized order. 1 Only the voiced
stops were employed in the experiment since the voiced stops more distinctly
show voiced formant transitions than do voiceless stops (Kewley-Port 1982). The
CVC tokens were recorded in 16-bit and 8 Khz onto a Sparc station by a Sony F-
VX30 microphone. Among formant trajectories, F2 was calculated using En-
tropic's Waves program at 5 different points: at the steady state of a vowel, at the
onset and offset of a transition, and at the pre- and postvocalic stop burst.
2.2 Result
The results of the F2 range at four different points in CVC sequences involving a
bilabial stop are shown in Figure 1. All the F2 values are overlaid from the five
vowels at F2 onset and offset in Figure 1 (a) and in CV-burst and VC-burst in
Figure 1 (b). The F2 onset transition values are more variable than the offset val-
ues in the bilabial stop context. The difference in variation in onset vs. offset is
statistically significant by Levene's test for equality of variance (F = 45.990, p M
<0.0005). As Figure 1 (b) shows, the range of F2 values in CV-burst is greater
™
than that in VC-burst, and the variance of F2 values in CV-burst is statistically dif-
ferent from the F2 variance in VC-burst (F = 1 1 1.313, p < 0.0005). Moreover, the
variability difference is much greater between burst points than between onset
and offset points.
These results indicate that gestural overlap between a vowel and consonant
is greater in CV structures than in VC structures, and the vowel's articulation may
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extend to the burst of the preceding stop. Especially in sequences involving a
bilabial stop is sequenced with a vowel, the tongue body is significantly free to
coarticulate with a vowel during the production of the stop due to the fact that
the bilabial stop involves only the lips as the primary articulators. This is indicated
by the bigger range of F2 in CV-burst and at the onset of F2 transition. On the
other hand, the small range of F2 in VC-burst and at the offset of transition indi-
cates that the bilabial stop is more likely articulated independent of the preceding
vowel.
variation: onset vs. offset (bilabial) (b) F2 variation: CV-burst vs. VC-burst (bilabial)
MO
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(a) F2 variation: onset vs. offset (alveolar) (b) F2 variation: CV-burst vs. VC-burst (alveolar)
23001
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(a) F2 correlation: F2 onset vs. vowels
r = 0.891 (p< .0005)
(b) F2 correlation: CV-burst vs. vowels
r = .905 (p < .0005)
2400
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itself is shorter and more open (Stevens 1971), and the front cavity is longer due
to the palatal place of articulation and to the occurrence of slight lip rounding
and protrusion (Fant 1960). It can be hypothesized that the vocal tract shape
gives rise to resonance in the back cavity behind the constriction, possibly af-
fected by an adjacent vowel. If a vowel is articulated even during the fricative
production, it is predicted that the back cavity resonance will be determined by
the tongue shape of a vowel and that the spectral peaks of fricatives will reflect
this phenomenon, presenting similar F2 patterns as the vowel's superimposed
over the fricative noise.
3.1 Data and methods
Nonsense QVCj syllables with voiced fricatives /v, z/ and vowels /i, e, a o, u/ were
produced 12 times by a male speaker. The fricative tokens were recorded in 16-bit
and 16 Khz onto a Sparc station by a Sony F-VX30 microphone. The same pro-
gram, Entropic's Waves, was used for analysis. Among formant trajectories, only
F2 is measured at 5 different points: in the onset and offset of F2 transitions, at
the steady state of a vowel, at the beginning of a prevocalic fricative and at the
end of a postvocalic fricative.
3.2 Results
Figure 5 displays the mean values of F2 at the 5 different points in the /CVC/ se-
quences involving fricative Nl (the bar represents standard error of mean). Ac-
cording to a one-way ANOVA test, the F2 mean values at four points - (1) at the
steady state of a vowel, (2) at the onset of transitions and (3) at the offset of tran-
sitions, and (4) at the beginning of a fricative - are not significantly different
within each vowel context (p < 0.0001). In the case of the /viv/ sequence, the
mean difference between F2 in CV-burst and F2 at the steady state of the vowel
is significant (p < 0.001). However, it is worth noting in Figure5 that the average
value of F2 in VC-burst is significantly different from those in the other four
points (p< 0.0001 for /e, o, a, u/ and p < 0.001 for l\l).
(a) F2 mean values in /viv/
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tive constriction during the VC transition, but not through the whole production
of the postvocalic fricative.
(a) F2 mean values in Izizl (b) F2 mean values in /zez/
prev-/z/ onset l\l offset postv-/z/
(c) F2 mean values in /zaz/
prev-/z/ onset Id offset postv-/z/
(d) F2 mean values in Izozl
2D
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4. Phonological implications and conclusion
I have shown the acoustic correlates of greater coarticulatory effects of a vowel
on a consonant in CV structures than in VC structures. In the examination of
CVC sequences with stops, considerable variability in F2 values in CV structures
was observed, and contrasts with lesser variability in VC structures. F2 values in
VC-burst were the least variant, which is indicative of little or no coarticulation in
the production of the postvocalic stop burst. Similarly, the correlation results indi-
cate that F2 values in the region of the preceding consonant are strongly corre-
lated with the vowel's F2 values. These findings result from a different temporal
coordination of vowel and consonant gestures in CV and VC sequences; an ex-
tended overlap timing in CV transitions vs. a very limited overlap timing in VC
transitions.
In the investigation of CVC sequences involving fricative consonants, the
F2 values are significantly different from the vowel's F2 only at the end of the
production of a postvocalic fricative. In spite of a certain degree of gestural
overlap between a vowel and the following fricative, the fricative seems to be ar-
ticulated in an independent manner of the vowel in VC structures. Therefore, I
would conclude that a vowel shows asymmetrical coarticulatory effects on a con-
sonant such that CV sequences are more likely to achieve coarticulation than VC
sequences.
I argue that the asymmetry of C/V coarticulation supplements the evidence
in phonology that vowel place features are more easily imposed on prevocalic
consonants, invoking place assimilation such as secondary articulation of conso-
nants. Crosslinguistically, it is very common that place assimilation between a
consonant and a vowel occurs in a CV structures rather than in VC structures. To
the best of my knowledge, however, there are fewer examples showing that a
postvocalic consonant assimilates to the place of a preceding vowel. This implies
that the coarticulatory effect of a vowel on the following consonant is not sig-
nificant to promote an assimilation process in phonology. Experimental and
phonological evidence suggest that CV combinations are closely integrated and
constitute a coarticulatory unit.
NOTES
* I would like to thank Jennifer Cole for her valuable comments and discus-
sion. I also thank Khalil Iskarous for helpful suggestions.
1 His first language is English.
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Khoisan tonology, specifically !xoo tonology, has been argued to
have contour unit tones (Traill 1985), but Haacke 1992 argues for a de-
compositional approach to Khoekhoe. This paper gives evidence for a
decompositional approach for Ju/'hoasi and !xoo. The mora is the tone-
bearing unit, since the number of tones in a word is equal to the num-
ber of moras. The domain of tonal specification is the morpheme. There
are restrictions that occur in this domain, but not in polymorphemic
domains. Derived tonal sequences follow a stepwise pattern. A scalar
phonetically-based feature is proposed to elucidate the data.
. Introduction
Khoisan languages are spoken mainly in Namibia and Botswana, and are best-
known for their expanded consonant inventories. The tonal properties of Khoisan
are also very interesting. All Khoisan languages have four tone levels. Different
analyses have been proposed for the tone-bearing unit, and the domain of tonal
phenomena. Traill 1985 has proposed that !xoo has four different phonological
contour tones associated with the word. This analysis is based on his claim that
!x66 has contour tones on monomoraic words, and on the fact that four separate
level tonemes predict sixteen tonal patterns, but only four of these are attested. He
also claims that the contour tones on monomoraic words cannot be decomposed
into a sequence of level tones, since there is a phonetic fall or rise in pitch which
only occurs on the edge of the second mora, never at the edge of the first. Haacke
1992 argues for a decompositional analysis of tone in Khoekhoe (a Central
Khoisan language) and shows that monomoraic words in that language which
have contour tones can be traced to bimoraic words historically. Ju/'hoasi does not
have contour tones on monomoraic forms at all. It does have severe restrictions on
tonal patterns. Thus, the Ju/'hoasi tonemes are clearly all level tones that combine
in some circumstances to form derived contour tones; there are no phonological
unit-contour tones. I will show that !x65 tonemes are also all level tones, and their
surface contours are due to a phonetic word-edge effect. It is possible that this edge
effect might turn out to be phonological and be tied to the intonational system. I
will propose an optimality theoretic analysis of Ju/'hoasi tonology, which will
also be applied to !x66 tonology. The two main differences between the two lan-
guages is that all moras are tonally specified underlyingly in !x66 , but Ju/'hoasi
has some underlyingly toneless moras; and !x66 has a higher level non-lexical
tonal system.
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1 . Basic tonal properties of Ju/'hoasi
Ju/'hoasi has four distinct tone levels, as shown in (1) below:
(1) Tone levels in Ju/'hoasi (Dickens 1994)
SH (Super High)
H (High)
L (Low)
SL (Super Low)
The word type in Ju/'hoasi is severely restricted, so that only CV, CVV,
CVm and CVCV word types are found. CVV words can contain long vowels or
diphthongs, and [m] is the only coda consonant allowed. There are seven different
possible tone patterns, four of which are sequences of level tones, as well as two
rising tones, and one falling tone. Assuming that the tone-bearing unit is the
mora, if Khoisan tones are contour units, then we would expect contour tones on
monomoraic words. However, if tone units in Ju/'hoasi are single level tones that
combine with each other to form contours, then we expect only to find contour
tones on bimoraic forms. The data in (2) below shows that the level-tone analysis
makes the correct prediction, since contour tones only occur on bimoraic words.
The full range of patterns found on each word type is shown in (2).
(2) Tonal Patterns and Their Realization on Different Word Types
CV:
CVm:
ba
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M (Mid level)
LF (Low Falling)
As with Ju/'hoasi, !xoo has four possible word types. These are CV, CVV,
CVm, and CVCV. A contour unit tone analysis predicts that contour tones can
occur on monomoraic words, while a decompositional analysis predicts that only
level tones can occur on monomoraic forms. As shown in (4) below, all four tonal
patterns are realized on all different word types, including the monomoraic ones.
(4) CV:
CVm:
CVV:
te
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(6) Traill's contour tones Proposed tones
HF (High Falling) SH
MF (Mid Falling) H
M (Mid level) L
LF (Low Falling) SL
This alternative also accounts for the fact that a falling pitch contour only oc-
curs at the right edge of both monomoraic and bimoraic words. I argue that this al- I
ternative is better, since it allows for a decompositional approach to !xoo tonology
that makes it more similar to the other Khoisan languages, Ju/'hoasi and
Khoekhoe. The only difference, then, between !xoo and these other languages is
that !xoo has a phonetic edge effect, while the other languages have not thus far
been reported to have any such effect. It is not clear what exactly this edge effect
is. It may turn out that this edge effect is pragmatically, syntactically, or prosodi-
cally defined, but much further research will be necessary to determine the nature
of the effect. It is also interesting that all of the monomoraic words of the CV type
above are grammatical morphs. In fact all of the CV-type words in the entire !xoo
dictionary (Traill 1994) are grammatical morphs, and all of these are given in (7):
(7) The complete set of monomoraic words in !xoo
te' adverbial morph' te 'plural suffix' tu 'plural formative'
kd' diminutive prefix' sa 'diminutive form.' sa 'verbal formative'
se' noun suffix' si 'noun suffix' si 'transitive particle'
\e 'variant of pi.-teA
'
si 'sentence connector' n 'indicative formant'
n
l
noun class 5 pro' n 'class 5 pronoun, it' ne 'variant of comp.'
te 'plural suffix' ku 'indeed' ni 'variant of pi. teA
'
n '1st pers. sg. pro cl. 1' a 'past tense form.' ah 'class 2 pronoun'
eh '3rd person sg.pro.' i 'consecutive marker' uh 'second pers. plural'
uh 'third person plural' ?ahn 'conjunction for NPs' ?ah 'gosh'
ee 'yes' e 'can, could'
Traill (personal communication) has confirmed that these words are likely to oc-
cur at right edges of phrases, so I will suggest that it is quite likely that the falling
pitch found on these words is a boundary tone of some kind. Alternatively, it is
possible that these words have shortened and were historically bimoraic. Gram-
matical words are more likely to be shortened or contracted, since they tend not to
occur in positions of prominence. I will show in the last section of this paper that
the same constraints necessary for Ju/'hoasi can also account for the !xoo facts.
The question of the function of the boundary tone in this language is then an
^
empirical question that I will pursue in my future research. This hypothesis gives f
an equally strong explanation for the occurrence of monomoraic words with
contour tones. Under this hypothesis, monomoraic words all carry level lexical
tones associated with their single-tone moras, and the lower tone that makes the
contour unit derives from aspects of the phrasal tonology. This hypothesis allows
a stronger similarity between the tonal system of !xoo and the other Khoisan lan-
guages. Additionally, it allows for a much simpler tonal system in this language,
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where there are four separate level tonemes. Traill's hypothesis assumes that there
are three contour tones, and one level tone, which is very unusual from a cross-
linguistic perspective. Most languages that have contour tones tend also to have
level tones. For these reasons, I claim that the alternative hypothesis, that !x66 has
four level tones and some kind of phrasal tone occurring at the right edge of
words, is much more appealing. I will assume this analysis throughout the rest of
this paper.
3 . Other evidence for a decompositional approach to Ju/'hoasi
tonology
Ju/'hoasi has other evidence, in addition to the fact that monomoraic words carry
only level tones, that points more strongly to the necessity of a decompositional
approach to contour tones. There is one type of onomatopoeic pattern in Ju/'hoasi
in which the copied portion of the base word consists only of a single mora. In
these forms, the first mora of the base is copied along with the initial consonant.
Assuming that tones are copied along with the segmental material, the
contour-unit hypothesis predicts that the entire tonal pattern of the base word
should be copied along with the first mora. The hypothesis that tones are separate
level tones that combine to form contours under certain circumstances predicts
that only one level tone will be copied, since only one tone will be associated with
the copied mora. Onomatopoeic words that conform to this pattern are given in (8)
below:
(8) Onomatopoeic Pattern in Ju/'hoasi (N = Nasalization of preceding vowel)
(the underlined morph represents the copied portion)
txa txabe 'to be irritated (of one's eyes)'
ba
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are attested, as are sequences of two rising tones: SL L, and L H
, as well as one
falling tone, H L. In !xoo, only sequences of identical tones are attested.
(9) Predicted and attested tonal sequences
Predicted
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The situation is the same for interrupted vowels. The second mora of the
vowel is always completely predictable, being one step higher on the tonal scale.
This fact is shown in ( 1 1) below:
(11) The predictability of the second tone in words with interrupted vowels
a?aN 'no' ca?aN 'to be this high'
da?aN Tire 7 di?i 'to be in a hurry'
g±a?6 'species of wasp' jaq?6 'clean'
The predictability of the toneme in the second moras is indicative of these moras
being underlyingly toneless. However, there are other ways of interpreting these
facts. There are, fortunately, words that make the case stronger. There are some in-
terrupted vowels in monomorphemic trisyllabic words. These are the only such
words in the language, since morphemes are maximally bimoraic in Ju/'hoasi. A
few of these words are given in (12):
(12) Interrupted vowels: The only trisyllabic and monomorphemic words
du?urf
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(b) DEP MORA: Every mora in S2 must have a correspondent in S 1
.
(c) WORD = X: A word must be maximally a foot.
The constraint barring glottal stop codas crucially outranks the constraint
barring epenthetic moras as shown in the tableau in (14) below:
(14) CODA-m» DEP \i in Ju/'hoasi
/g!a?m /
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(16) Scalar Use of Pitch
<—SL L H SH—
>
Tsay 1994: [lp] [2p] [3p] [4p]
Yip's 1993 register features will not work for these cases. Yip uses two features to
handle tone. One is register, which is divided into the lower and upper registers,
and the other feature is [± high], which divides each register into [high] and [low]
tones. Under Yip's analysis, the four tone levels found in Ju/'hoasi and !xoo
would be characterized as in (17):
(17) Register Features (Yip 1993)
Register
Lower Register Upper Register
Low High Low High
(Super Low) (Low) (High) (Super High)
These features cannot give a unified characterization of the three contour tones
found in Ju/'hoasi, or in !xoo. I characterize the relationship of the two rising
tones in Ju/'hoasi as feature-filling rules in (18), since as I argued in section 5, in
at least some cases, the contour tones appear in cases where one of the moras is un-
derlyingly toneless. In the first rule, a low tone is inserted following a SL tone,
and the two tones will differ by one feature specification. In the second and third
rules, the adjacent tones will differ by two features. This misses the generalization
that all of the tone sequences are adjacent on the tonal scale. The characterization as
rules is used to make the problem clear, but I do not claim that rules are part of the
phonology. Constraints will be posited in section 8.
(18) Feature-filling rules representing the tonal relationship found in
Ju/'hoasi contour tones
0=> Low / SL
[high] [low] (Dissimilation of one feature)
[-upper] [-upper]
=> High / Low
[low] [high] (Dissimilation of two features)
[+upper] [-upper]
=> Low / High
[high] [low] (Dissimilation of two features)
[-upper] [+upper]
I thus propose a scalar feature for tone, which is shown in (19). This feature
is similar to Tsay's in that it is scalar, but it differs in that each tone level is char-
acterized literally by an addition of a new [pitch] feature. This new feature is simi-
lar to Parkinson's 1996 feature [closed], which accounts for the stepwise patterns
found in vowel-harmony systems. Each [pitch] feature constitutes a particle of
tone. When the particles are stacked up on each other, they become higher tones.
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This feature allows a unified characterization of the stepwise pattern found in
Khoisan tonology.
(19) Privative Scalar feature
SL L H SH
[Pitch] • • • •
[Pitch] • • •
[Pitch] • • 4
[Pitch] •
"
Khoisan tonal systems are stepwise, and thus predictable tonal patterns are
sequences of tones that differ only by one specification of the feature [pitch]. This
generalization canbe handled only by a scalar theory of pitch such as I have
proposed.
8 . Optimality theoretic analysis of the Ju/'hoasi tonal system
In this section, I will give an optimality-theoretic analysis of Ju/'hoasi lexical tone
using a unified constraint set. There are several assumptions implicit in my an-
alysis. First of all, I assume that contour tones in Ju/'hoasi arise from underlying
forms with only one mora that has a pitch specification, as was shown to be the
case for interrupted vowels and interrupted nasals. Secondly, I assume that moraic
structure is underlyingly present, which I justified by the fact that vowel length
is contrastive. Given these assumptions, the analysis is quite straightforward.
The fact that vowel length is constrastive in Ju/'hoasi is shown in (20):
(20) Vowel length contrasts in Ju/'hoasi
tshi 'to laugh' tshii 'terrapin'
bo 'to stoke a fire' boo 'axe'
The constraints needed to handle the analysis of Ju/'hoasi lexical tone are
given in (21). The constraint *T SH mediates against sequences containing SH
tones.
(21) *TONELESS: Every Mora must have a [PITCH] feature associ-
ated with it.
MORA =TBU: Every Toneme in SI must link to only one mora in
S2.
DEP [PITCH]: Every [PITCH] feature in S2 must have a corre-
sponding [PITCH] feature in S 1
.
*FALL: Tonal sequences should not fall in pitch. m
TONAL SIMIL- Adjacent moras must not differ in more than one
ARITY: [pitch] specification.
*T SH: SH cannot combine with other tones.
OCP: Adjacent tones within a morpheme should not be
identical.
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The first tableau in (22) shows that both *TONELESS and MORA=TBU
must dominate DEP[PITCH] in Ju/'hoasi. The underlyingly toneless nasal C can-
not surface without a tonal specification like the (a) candidate, as it will be ruled
out by *TONELESS. MORA=TBU rules out the (b) candidate, which specifies
both moras with the same underlying tone, giving an illicit doubly linked struc-
ture. DEP[PITCH] is violated by the predicted surface candidate, which adds one
i [pitch] specification, giving for this word, a L SL sequence, which is not the op-
timal form.
(22) *TONELESS, MORA=TBU » DEP [PITCH] in Ju/'hoasi
g!a?m
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(23) *FALL» DEP[PITCH] » OCP in Ju/'hoasi
g!a?m
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(25) *FALL» DEP[PITCH] » OCP in Ju/'hoasi level -tone words
n=toe
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(28) Forms containing high-toned suffixes
gumidi
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(30) *FALL » DEP[PITCH] in !xoo
dt
h
aba(LL)
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Although autosegmental notation has often been thought of as the
best means of expressing the phonetic motivation behind phonologic-
al patterns, it differs from phonetics in one crucial way: its representa-
tion of the timing relations among elements is categorical rather than
gradient. In this paper it is argued that the description even of cate-
gorical phonology sometimes requires reference to gradient timing re-
lations. The focus is on the familiar phenomenon of Canadian Raising
(CR), where the variation in diphthong height is categorical, and yet
whose phonetic motivation appears to be vowel shortening, which is
gradient. Autosegmental notation cannot describe this relationship
without falsely implying that vowel shortening also involves categor-
ical timing relations. By contrast, a phonological theory assuming that
all phonological representations involve gradient timing relations, such
as phonetically-motivated Optimality Theory, has no problem repre-
senting both categorical CR and gradient vowel shortening as part of
a single system.
1. Introduction.
As the application of autosegmental theory spread from tonal phenomena (Gold-
smith 1976) to consonant and vowel duration (e.g. Leben 1980) to feature theory
(e.g. Clements 1985) to psychological processing models (e.g. Lahiri and Mars-
len-Wilson 1991), its growing success led some phonologists in the early 1990s to
suggest that the issue of phonological representation was essentially settled, so
much so that phonological theory 'is now in a position to turn its attention to
other, equally difficult matters' (Goldsmith 1993:23). The field that was domin-
ated from the late 1970s through the 1980s by questions of representation now
began to concentrate on the nature of constraint interaction, specifically as for-
mulated in Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993).
Although Optimality Theory (OT) is ostensibly unaligned in debates over
representation, some phonologists nevertheless recognize that it lends itself to a
radical view where phonological forms are represented with the level of detail for-
merly associated with phonetics (e.g. Hemming 1995, Hayes 1995, Jun 1995,
Kirchner 1995, Silverman 1996, Steriade 1996). Such a move would clearly nullify
not just autosegmental theory, but feature theory in general.
This paper represents a small contribution to this literature in the form of a
consideration of the autosegmental approach to a familiar phonological phenom-
enon: CANADIAN RAISING (CR). First introduced to theoretical linguistics by
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Joos 1942, CR became a star of early generative literature with the discussion in
Halle 1962 of its curious interaction with flapping. What has been less exten-
sively discussed, however, is how curious the pattern is in and of itself, with one
consequence being, as I argue, that CR cannot be represented insightfully in any
conceivable autosegmental notation. An OT analysis, on the other hand, allows us
to capture this old friend far more accurately than it ever has been before.
The problem with the autosegmental analysis of CR, I show, lies in its pho-
netic motivation. This may seem odd, since one of the common rhetorical argu-
ments for autosegmental notation is that it provides a plausible interface with
phonetics (see e.g. Goldsmith 1976, Clements 1985, Hayes 1986, Sagey 1986,
McCarthy 1988). However, autosegmental notation, regardless of how it may be
revised in the future, will always differ from phonetics in one crucial way: it is
CATEGORICAL. That is, both the fundamental elements of autosegmental nota-
tion (features, nodes, moras) and the timing relations among these elements (asso-
ciation lines) are discrete. Phonetics, as is well known, is not like that. It is an un-
controversial claim that timing relations in phonetics are not categorical, but GRA-
DIENT: the gesture of one articulator typically overlaps with that of another to a
degree that varies from context to context along a continuous physical scale (e.g.
Browman and Goldstein 1992; Zsiga 1993).
Consider, for example, the nasalization of vowels before nasal consonants
(see Cohn 1990). In an autosegmental analysis, we would spread the feature
[+nasal] leftward from the consonant to the preceding vowel. In the output, the
[+nasal] feature is associated with the vowel in the same way it is associated with
the nasal consonant; both are 'equally nasalized'. In the phonetics, however,
vowel nasalization may take quite a different form. It may indeed be the case that
the velum is lowered roughly with the onset of the vowel, causing it to receive as
much nasalization as the following consonant, but in many cases what actually
happens is that the velum lowering begins gradually within the vowel portion of
the syllable, giving rise to a gradually increasing amount of nasalization on the
vowel. This sort of nasalization, because it involves gradient timing relations be-
tween the nasalization gesture and the vowel gestures, must be a phonetic phe-
nomenon, and cannot be represented with categorical autosegmental notation.
That such phonetic phenomena are part of a speaker's knowledge of a lan-
guage's sound system, and not merely an automatic consequence of the physics
of articulation, is also widely recognized, as languages may vary in the degree to
which a gradient phenomenon occurs (Keating 1985, Fowler 1990). Cohn 1990,
for instance, discusses differences between the degree of vowel nasalization in
French and English, and Chen 1970 shows how gradient variations in vowel'
duration (a phenomenon to be much discussed below) differ across languages.
The central purpose of this paper is to show that the description even of
categorical phonology sometimes requires reference to gradient timing relations,
as with CR, suggesting that autosegmental notation is at best insufficient for its
representation. I start by showing that phonological theory has an obligation to
describe CR by demonstrating that it is neither 'mere phonetics' nor an idiosyn-
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cratic dialectal anomaly; CR turns out to be an example of lexicalized phonology
that apparently emerged as a side-effect of vowel shortening. It turns out to be
possible to translate this insight into autosegmental notation, but with an unde-
sirable consequence: we predict that both CR and vowel shortening will be cate-
gorical. A phonetic study shows that while CR is indeed categorical, vowel
shortening is not.
By contrast, as I show at the end of the paper, a phonological theory that
assumes all phonological representations involve gradient timing relations, such
as phonetically-motivated OT, has no problem representing both categorical CR
and gradient vowel shortening as part of a single system. I therefore conclude
that something like this approach is required for an accurate description of CR.
2. Canadian Raising
The basic data on CR are found in Joos 1942 and Chambers 1973, with the most
famous analysis being Halle 1962, but there is also a healthy literature extending
far beyond these (e.g. Kaye 1990; Chambers 1989; Vance 1987; Paradis 1980;
Thomas 1991). In the variety of CR examined by Chambers 1973 in Ontario, the
generalization involves the complementary distribution of the low diphthongs
[ay] and [aw] in open syllables and before voiced consonants, and the raised
diphthongs [Ay] and [aw] before voiceless consonants. 1
(1) a. [after (1) in Chambers 1973:115]
[Ay] [aw]
type tout
tight south
tyke mouse
rife couch
rice
b. [after (2) in Chambers 1973:1 16]
[Ay] [ay] [aw] [aw]
knife knives house houses
life lives mouth mouths
wife wives spouse espouse
advice advise
device devise
The alternations in (2) below show that CR interacts with stress, applying
only if the diphthong appears in a syllable with more stress than the following
syllable, if there is any.
As Paradis 1980 demonstrates, these facts can be accommodated by assum-
ing first that CR observes the syllable structure produced by stress-induced resyl
labification, whereby a consonant following a stressed syllable becomes ambisyl-
labic and thereby closes the stressed syllable (see Kahn 1976), and second, that
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second, that CR requires the voiceless obstruent to be tautosyllabic with the
affected diphthong. Thus the diphthong is raised in words like microphone
because there /k/ is the coda of the first syllable, but not in micrometer, where /k/
is not a coda.
(2) [after (12) in Chambers 1973:125]
[ay] [Ay]
citation cite
iconoclast icon
micrometer microphone
titanic titan
niicroscopist microscope
Translating Paradis's insight into more current autosegmental notation (in-
cluding the concepts of feature geometry and underspecification, which allow us
to conceive of raising as the deletion of [+low]), we obtain the description of CR
given in (3).
(3) Canadian Raising (autosegmental version)
R
1
oot •
=1
[+high]
[-voice]
[+low]
Unfortunately, although this description uses autosegmental formalism, it
cannot exploit its unique properties because CR does not involve the spreading
of features. Thus no explanation is given for why [+low] should delete in this en-
vironment, and in particular, what connection there could be between low vowels
on the one hand and voiceless consonants, diphthongs, and closed syllables on
the other. The result is that autosegmental notation provides no more constrained
a representation of CR than would linear notation; for instance, both would allow
rules that delete [+low] in open syllables, a pattern that does not arise, as we will
see later.
Of course, the instructive value of CR as a problem for autosegmental pho-
nology would be undermined if CR proved not to be phonology at all, but merely
phonetics, or at the other extreme, a phonetically unnatural relic of a dead sound
change. Neither, however, is the case.
CR cannot be pure phonetics, since it is at least partially lexicalized. First,
many native speakers of Canadian English show lexical exceptions to CR, for
instance pronouncing Cyclops with [ay] whereas the prosodically identical psy-
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leveling, such as house and houses, which for some speakers both contain [aw]
(Taylor Roberts, personal communication). Third, there are instances of raised
diphthongs before voiced coda consonants, implying that the raised forms are
marginally contrastive, as in spider with [Ay] versus cider with [ay] (Myers 1993),
or tiger with [Ay] in the Western New York variant of CR (Vance 1987). Fourth,
as we will see in a later section, phonetic evidence shows that CR is categorical,
not gradient, which is what is expected of a lexical pattern. Finally, it is notable
that CR is not surface-true, being 'ordered before' the prototypical postlexical
pattern of flapping in all living dialects (Chambers 1973, Kaye 1990).
It is also wrong to consider CR a quirk of a single dialect, and thus irrelevant
to phonological theory as a whole. Many English dialects, sometimes quite far a-
field, have patterns that target diphthongs (i.e. not /a/ alone), specifically low
diphthongs (i.e. not /oy/ or /ey/), and only in closed syllables. Moreover, with only
one exception that I am aware of (the 'brogue' spoken on Ocracoke Island off
the coast of North Carolina), all of these CR-like patterns place the raised diph-
thong before voiceless consonants, not voiced ones. 2
It may be objected that the prevalence of CR-like patterns in English is sim-
ply due to relics of the Great English Vowel Shift, and so instead of many inde-
pendent patterns we may have only one, which may indeed have been a phono-
logical quirk. In particular, the CR-like pattern in Scottish English is known to re-
sult historically from the general lowering of I'd to /Ay/, followed by the lowering
of /Ay/ to /ay/ only in certain environments (rather than generally, as happened in
other English dialects). Thus one might imagine a scenario whereby the substan-
tial number of Scottish immigrants to Canada reintroduced their semi-vowel-shift
back into a dialect that had previously lost it. Nevertheless, CR is distinct in sev-
eral ways from the Scottish pattern, and in fact its unique characteristics were al-
ready found in the speech of Canadians born as long ago as 1861 (Thomas 1991).
This suggests that Scottish English may have been nothing more than the catalyst
for native tendencies towards CR that are inherent in all dialects of English.
Moreover, Trudgill 1986 points out that CR-like patterns are found in other
places, such as the Caribbean, where there never has been significant Scottish in-
fluence.
If CR is not unnatural, what then is its phonetic basis? The key observation
is that CR occurs only in environments that shorten vowels, namely in closed
syllables and before voiceless consonants (see Chen 1970 and Kluender, Diehl
and Wright 1988 for reviews of the phonetic literature on vowel shortening). 3
Given this, it is easy to hypothesize why the low diphthongs in Canadian English
raised in these short environments. As Chambers (1973:119) observes, '[vowel
shortening] placed pressure on the low tense (that is, diphthongized) vowels,
since the "distance" ... between the low central onset and the peak of the
upglide (whether front or back) is the greatest for these vowels'. In order to reach
the high targets /y/ and /w/ in a shorter amount of time, the gesture for the /a/ is
started a little bit higher.
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The circumstantial evidence for this hypothesis is quite compelling.4 First,
consider the effect of various coda consonants on the duration of long syllable
nuclei (including /ay/ and /aw/) in a dialect of North American English that does
not have CR, shown in the first two columns of the following table. Vowel length
variation is clearly gradient; there are no strictly separated 'long' and 'short' cat-
egories. Note that voicing has the greatest influence on vowel duration, but that
within the voiceless or voiced obstruent sets, the stop/fricative distinction is also
relevant. The effect ofM falls in the middle of the ranking.
Now match this ranking with the diphthong variant that appears in each
context in different dialect regions, as is done in the table for Canada and Wes-
tern New York. In both cases, it is the 'short' environments that permit the raised
diphthongs, with the variation being due solely to the classification of /r/. 5
(4) Distribution of low and raised diphthongs in two English dialects
(vowel length data from Peterson and Lehiste 1 960)
VOWEL LENGTH
Environment
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The hypothesis I adopt here is that shortening is compensatory. This idea
rests on the observation that voiceless consonants are inherently longer than
voiced ones (Chen 1970, Luce and Charles-Luce 1985). This intrinsic difference
in length then translates into a (roughly) complementary length difference in pre-
ceding vowels due (mostly) to coarticulatory overlap: the target endpoint of the
vocalic gesture lies beyond the onset of the coda consonant, so if the consonant
is intrinsically longer, the acoustic effect of the vowel will be comparably shorter.
A similar explanation for the shortening of vowels before consonant clusters,
which are longer than singleton consonants, is offered by Munhall, Fowler, Haw-
kins & Saltzman 1992.
Compensatory shortening and lengthening are quite easily expressed in
autosegmental notation as the reassignment of a timing unit from one autoseg-
ment to another. For example, in a moraic analysis of compensatory lengthening
(e.g. Hayes 1989), the deletion of a coda consonant allows for the spread of the
vowel features from the first mora to the now unassociated second mora. The
shortness of the input vowel is represented by its association to a single mora,
while the increased length of the output vowel is represented by associating the
vowel features to two moras.
We cannot use precisely this analysis for the representation of vowel short-
ening before voiceless consonants because it would make two false predictions.
First, we would have to say that the inherently longer voiceless consonants are
bimoraic in order to contrast them with the shorter (and thus monomoraic) voiced
consonants. This would permit syllables with four moras if the vowel is also long,
a situation disallowed in all versions of moraic theory. Second, if vowel short-
ening involves moras, we expect that vowels in different voicing environments
should differ in length to the same degree as inherently long and short vowels
contrast in length. Actually, a study on Dutch found that variation due to voicing
context only involves differences of 20 to 30 milliseconds, whereas lexically
distinctive long and short vowels differ by about 100 milliseconds (Jongman,
Sereno, Raaijmakers, & Lahiri 1992).
Thus if we want to describe this variation as autosegmental compensatory
shortening, we need to posit a timing unit smaller than the mora.6 Suppose we
dub this unit 'Q' (for quantity) and stipulate that a mora may dominate up to two.
Inherent differences in consonantal duration are represented by further
stipulating that the Root node of a voiced consonant links to a single Q while
that of a voiceless consonant links to two. Compensatory shortening then gets
the desired submoraic difference in vowel duration: vowels before voiced
consonants are linked to at most two Q slots, while those before voiceless
consonants are linked to three. I will not take space to describe this proposal in
full, but it turns out that it allows for a very elegant autosegmental representation
of CR as the delinking of [+low] when both this feature and the [+high] o\' the
offglide are dominated by the same mora. In other words, the observation that CR
finds its origins in the temporal compression of low and high vocalic gestures can
in principle be formalized in autosegmental notation.
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The crucial observation, though, is this: any conceivable autosegmental
analysis that recognizes the role of vowel shortening in CR must encode both CR
and vowel shortening with categorical units. If vowel shortening in Canadian
English is gradient, as it is in the North American dialect described above, auto-
segmental theory will not be able to capture its connection with CR, no matter
how radically it may be revised in the future. The autosegmental approach thus
seems to predict that vowel shortening in Canadian English will be categorical.7
4. Vowel shortening in Canadian English
Because no study had been done on vowel length variation in Canadian English
(Jack Chambers, personal communication), an informal one was undertaken to
test this crucial claim. Three female undergraduates at York University in Toronto,
native speakers of English who were born in the Metro Toronto area, were re-
corded reading aloud a list that included the words tight, dice, tide, stripe, strife,
price, pride and prize. Each word was read three times, creating nine tokens of
each word, which were then treated as if they were independent for purposes of
the statistics. 8 These words allowed for a comparison across four phonological
categories defined by the features [±voice] and [±continuant]. Measurements
were taken of vowel duration (defined as the onset and offset of periodicity in
the waveform, except for words with prevocalic /r/, where onset was defined as a
rise in F3) and of Fl (at a point one-third through the vocalic portion of the syl-
lable).
There were two predictions to test. The first was that differences in Fl (an
indication of vowel height) would be significantly different only across the
voiced and voiceless categories; differences in [continuant] should have no ef-
fect. This would be taken as evidence that CR itself is categorical with respect to
a single feature (namely [voice]). Second, if vowel length variation is categorical
with respect to this same feature (as the Q analysis predicts), we expect the same
results with vowel duration. Thus, for instance, there should be a significant dif-
ference in vowel duration between dice and tide and between price and prize, but
not between tight and dice, stripe and strife, or pride and prize.
Results are shown in the following table. To simplify the exposition, I have
used the following conventions: 'A < B' means that A is significantly lower than
B (p < .05 in a two-tailed paired t-test), while 'A = B' means that A and B are not
significantly different (p > .05).
(5) a. Vowel Fl comparisons in Hz (with standard errors)
tight = dice < tide
624(16. 1) 631(19.7) 904 (60.2)
stripe = strife price < pride = prize
607(7.8) 612(11.4) 600(7.5) 746(39.6) 772(42.2)
b. Vowel duration comparisons in msec (with standard errors)
tight < dice < tide
151(5.6) 188(3.1) 215(8.6)
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stripe < strife price < pride < prize
94(7.3) 116(5.0) 125(8.0) 160(10.5) 223(11.6)
We see from the table that CR is indeed categorical, in that it respects only
differences in voicing, giving rise to two discrete categories of diphthongs in
terms of their height. Thus there is no difference in vowel height between stripe
and strife, or pride and prize, but there is between price and pride (as well as be-
tween price and prize).
By contrast, vowel shortening is gradient; the diphthong in stripe is shorter
than that in strife, and the diphthong in price is shorter than that in pride, which
in turn is shorter than that in prize. The crucial phonetic prediction of the Q
analysis, or indeed any autosegmental analysis of CR that relates CR to vowel
shortening, is thus false. Apparently a gradient phonetic pattern is the 'cause' of
a categorical phonological pattern, a situation that is impossible to express in
autosegmental notation.9
5. Phonetically-driven Optimality Theory.
The way out of this dilemma is to rethink the role of phonological notation. Auto-
segmental notation attempts, as McCarthy (1988:85) writes about feature geom-
etry, to 'describe common phonological phenomena with a simple, almost minimal
set of operations'; that is, the power of phonological theory should be constrained
by inherent limitations of the notation itself. This view of phonological notation
was already challenged by McCawley (1973 [1979:210]), who pointed out that
'no mathematician criticizes a notation on the ground that it allows one to write
the sentence 2 + 2 = 59'. This analogy makes it clear that the alternative to build-
ing inherent constraints into notation, which, as I have argued, does not work in
the case of CR, is to constrain phonology from without, as sentences like '2 + 2 =
59' are filtered out by independent mathematical modules like number theory.
The alternative to the autosegmental enterprise, therefore, would be a theory
where phonological representations have few or no inherent limitations in level of
detail, but rather are kept in check by independent phonetic constraints.
The devices of OT allow this concept to be implemented formally within
generative phonology for the first time (e.g. Flemming 1995, Hayes 1995, Jun
1995, Kirchner 1995, Silverman 1996, Steriade 1996). Phonetically-driven OT
supplements the usual principles of OT with the proposals that the set of ranked
constraints includes explicitly phonetic statements, some of which maintain per-
ceptibility and some of which enforce ease of articulation. Crucially, phonological
inputs and outputs are considered to be highly detailed, involving among other
things all the complexity of gradient timing relations traditionally associated only
with phonetics. Categoricity is not an inherent property of phonological repre-
sentations, but instead emerges from constraint ranking; a language with a cate-
gorical (or even contrastive) distinction in vowel duration will rank a subset of
phonetically explicit vowel duration constraints much higher than the rest. A
single set of phonetic constraints is therefore all that is needed to impose both
gradient and categorical patterns on inputs. 10
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Thus we may posit a family of constraints affecting vowel duration, ranked
as shown in accordance with the phonetic facts discussed in earlier sections. The
constraints requiring vowels to have a duration above a set minimum enforce per-
ceptibility, while the others are presumably motivated by 'ease of articulation'. 11
(6) Families of constraints affecting vowel length
a. *VL<x Vowel length cannot be shorter than x% of the maximum
*VL<20 » *VL<40 » *VL<60 » *VL<80
b. *[F]
VL>x
*Z
VL>80
Before a [F] segment the preceding vowel cannot
be longer than x% (of some maximum length)
» *D » *S » *T
VL>60 VL>40 VL>20
The constraints affecting diphthong 'raising', shown below, are of the same
general type. Notice the important fact that they make explicit reference to the
presumed connection between vowel duration and the distribution of low and
raised diphthongs. The only formal difference here from the vowel duration con-
straints is that as CR is categorical in Canadian English, a subset of one family of
constraints (here the 'ease of articulation' constraints) is ranked much higher than
the others. By way of illustration here, the cut-off point for the appearance of the
[ay] variant is arbitrarily set at a vowel duration 40% of maximum.
(7) Families of constraints affecting diphthong raising
[Ay] cannot appear if the vowel length is
greater than x% of its maximum
[ay] cannot appear if the vowel length is
less than or equal to x% of the maximum
a. *Ay
VL>x
b. *ay
VL<x
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(8)
Input:
ayT
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intricacies of metrical and syllabic structure; see Hong 1997 for a recent discus-
sion.
The role of stress in CR also poses challenges for the OT analysis sketched
here. I've argued that a voiceless consonant only triggers CR when the diph-
thong is in a stressed syllable because in this environment the consonant closes
the syllable and thus shortens the diphthong; CR doesn't occur in an unstressed
syllable before a stressed syllable with a simple onset because in this environment
the diphthong is an open syllable, and is thus longer. The problem is that, as is
well known, stress itself lengthens vowels. The data in Davis and Summers 1989,
for example, show that in American English, stressed vowels before voiceless con-
sonants may be up to 70 milliseconds longer than their unstressed counterparts.
Although that study did not examine Canadian English, nor the diphthongs [ay]
and [aw], the stress effect on vowel duration may well be similar in dialects with
CR. In a sense this is another case of counterfeeding; the analysis must be modi-
fied so that vowel duration effects caused specifically by stress 'do not count' in
the evaluation of the vowel-quality constraints.
6. Conclusions
This paper has attempted to make a thorough case that autosegmental theory is
powerless (actually, overly powerful) in the face of a phonological pattern as fam-
iliar to the generative literature as CR. I argued that the fundamental problem was
unsolvable if we maintain the autosegmental assumption that all phonologically
relevant phonetics can be (ultimately) encoded in categorical notation. I then
showed how an alternative model where phonetics directly constrains phonologi-
cal outputs is much more successful in capturing the essential qualities of CR and
its relation to vowel shortening. Contrary to what was thought only a few short
years ago, there is still much work to be done in the study of phonological repre-
sentations.
NOTES
* This version of a well-battered paper has benefited from assistance over the
years from Pam Beddor, Jack Chambers, San Duanmu, Matt Gordon, Jimmy Harns-
berger, Mike Hammond, James and Leslie Milroy, John Ohala, Taylor Roberts,
Donca Steriade, Alice Turk, and reviewers for this journal, not all of whom will be
happy with how I have misunderstood or ignored their suggestions. I would also
like to thank John DiZazzo of the York University Language Laboratory in
Toronto for providing recording facilities and equipment.
1 These are what will be given as the surface forms of what will be termed the
'raised' diphthongs throughout this paper, though the precise phonetic reali-
zation varies somewhat among speakers and dialects with CR-like patterns. The
term 'raised' is used merely to pick out the mid-vowel diphthongs that are in com-
plementary distribution with the low diphthongs; no claim about which form is
underlying is intended.
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2 See Wolfram and Schilling-Estes 1995 for discussion of Ocracoke; other CR-like
patterns are found in Virginia, Martha's Vineyard and in Scottish English
(Chambers 1973), Western New York (Vance 1987), Ohio, Pennsylvania and
Minnesota (Thomas 1991), Michigan (Dailey-O'Cain forthcoming), and the
Caribbean (TYudgill 1986).
3 Again, the use of the convenient and familiar term 'vowel shortening' is not
meant to imply a claim of directionality; the process may involve vowel leng-
thening instead, or a purely surface-level complementary distribution of vowel
durations.
4 For an opposing view, see Thomas 1991
.
5 Interestingly, this does not work with Scottish English (the /d/ environment re-
quires the raised diphthong, while the /r/ environment requires the low one). This
may result from the fact that the North American dialects actually have 111 rather
than /r/, but any effect of this difference on vowel duration is impossible to test
since Scottish English has a categorical vowel duration pattern in addition to the
usual gradient one (McClure 1977, McMahon 1991).
6 There is precedence for such submoraic timing units in the autosegmental anal-
ysis of consonant closure parameters of Steriade 1991, 1992a,b.
7 It is possible, however, as a reviewer has suggested, that while the CR vowel
quality categories correspond with discretely represented durational categories,
gradient duration values are also assigned depending on the phonetic environ-
ment. In fact something like this seems to be a fair description of Scottish English,
where McMahon 1991 has argued that vowel duration variation has both a cat-
egorical component (characteristic of this dialect) and a gradient component
(common to all English dialects). If this were true of all cases of CR-like patterns,
the autosegmental approach would be quite convincing, but this is precisely
because the conclusion we'd be forced to, that vowel duration variation has a
categorical component in Canadian English but not in American English, seems
somewhat counterintuitive. Thus if we do not find evidence for such a compo-
nent in Canadian English, Occam's razor leads us to assume that it's not there.
8 In spite of this irregularity, I do not expect that more careful studies will lead to
substantially different conclusions.
9 The problem may also be conceived of as a rule-ordering paradox, where a gra-
dient rule (vowel shortening) precedes a categorical one (CR). See Anderson
1975 for other examples.
10 With the change in paradigm we must also change the interpretation of 'cate-
gorical' from 'built out of discrete elements' to simply 'nongradient', i.e., varia-
tion of a phonetic factor does not cover all possible points along a physical scale,
but instead falls into discrete, sharply peaked subdistributions (see Pierrehumbert
1994 for discussion of this concept). Thus vowel nasalization is 'categorical' in
this sense if the velum is always lowered roughly simultaneously with the onset
of a nasalized vowel, never at all the other possible points within the vowel.
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11 Throughout the discussion, 'Z' represents voiced continuants, 'D' voiced
stops, 'S' voiceless continuants, and 'T' voiceless stops.
12 Among the constraints not shown here is Faith [ay], which of course must be
ranked below the highest-ranked constraint violated by the optimal candidate.
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1. Introduction to the Problem
Uvularization 1 as a secondary articulation is defined as the retraction of the back
of the tongue accompanying primary articulation at another point in the vocal
tract (al-Ani 1970; Ghazeli 1977; Herzallah 1990; Younes 1993; Davis 1993,
1995). In Arabic, the only segments that have this secondary articulation are the
phonemes /t, d, s, z/. Another class of sounds that are articulated via the retrac-
tion of the tongue root are the uvulars /^, k, q/. In this case, the back of the
tongue makes contact with the uvula. Thus, both uvularized and uvular sounds
have one point of articulation in common: the uvula. In the uvularized sounds, it
is a secondary articulation, while in the uvular sounds it is a primary one (see the
X-ray pictures in Ghazeli 1977 for details).
According to Ghazeli 1977, Younes 1982, Herzallah 1990 and others, secon-
dary uvularization is characterized by a drop of the second formant in the vowels
and sonorants in general. Also, there is a slight rise in the first formant in the
segments that are affected by uvularization spread. Thus, uvularized consonants
are different from plain consonants in that they have a more compact spectrum. In
comparison to uvularization, uvular spreading also causes a drop of the second
formant in the adjacent vowels and sonorants. However, this drop is weaker than
the one caused by the uvularized segments. Futhermore, it has been found that
the dorsum of the tongue approximates the upper part of the pharynx in the
articulation of uvularized and uvular sounds.
Hence, because of the involvement of two articulators, the dorsum and the
pharynx, the features [dorsal] and [pharyngeal] have been selected by Herzallah
1990 to describe the double articulation of uvularization. Other features that have
been used to describe uvularization were [+low, +back], by Chomsky & Halle
1968, [+Constricted Pharynx] by McCarthy 1986, and a new representation of
these uvularized coronals is proposed by Davis 1993, 1995 within the framework
of Feature Geometry where uvularization is represented by the feature Retracted
Tongue Root (or [RTR] : ) under the Pharyngeal node. This feature has been
chosen because it follows the findings of the literature on the acoustics of
uvularized segments. Since the retraction of the tongue root is one of the basic
components for the articulation of uvularized and uvular segments, the feature
[RTR], was found to be appropriate. Thus, in Davis's account the uvulars and
uvularized segments are the only segments that have the RTR feature. In com-
parison, the other gutturals (the pharyngeals and laryngeals) do not.'
In Arabic, the uvularization feature of a phoneme can spread in both direc-
tions; rightward and leftward. In the various dialects, the leftward spread is
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usually unblocked, while the rightward spread can be blocked by some opaque
segment. Interestingly, the opaque segments are almost always the high (and/ or
front) phonemes /i,j,s, z, u, w/. The following table presents the opaque segments
in some Arabic dialects:
Table 1: Opaque segments in some Arabic dialects
Dialects
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effect of the high segments in blocking uvularization spread from /q/. Finally, the
conclusion is presented in section 4.
2. Secondary Uvularized Segments Triggering Uvularization Spread
Impressionistically, the leftward and rightward spread of secondary uvularization
is unblocked in Ammani-Jordanian. Moreover, uvularization spread is not limited
to stems only. It can also spread into prefixes and suffixes. Because of the lack of
any systematic studies done about uvularization spread in Jordanian Arabic, I was
motivated to try to verify the spread of uvularization with quantitave measures.
2.1 Method
2.2 Subject
The subject of this study is the author, a twenty-five year old female graduate
student at Indiana University who speaks the urban dialect of Amman, the capital
of Jordan. The second languages that I speak are English and French.
2.3 Stimuli and Materials
The data were designed to test the spread of uvularization from the uvularized
consonants rightward to the low vowel [ae] (or its long version [aeae]). In order to
see if any of the potentially blocking segments do block uvularization spread, the
data have the following four conditioning environments (C stands for a plain
consonant, C for a uvularized consonant, V for a vowel, and B for a Blocker; a
potentially blocking segment, the low front vowel is indicated as [ae] and the
uvularized version of it is indicated as [a]:
1
.
CVBV: The first consonant is plain, the second one is a blocker: one of the
six potentially blocking segments [i, u, s\z, w,j], as in /taewaebeT/ 'following'.
2. CVBV: The first consonant is uvularized, the second one is a potentially
blocking segment, as in /taewae/ 'he folded'.
3. CVC: The two consonants are uvularized, as in /baetaetae/ 'potatoes'.
4. CVCV: The first consonant is uvularized, the second one is plain; i.e., it is
not one of the potentially blocking segments, as in /taelael/ (a name).
Note that if the blocker is a vowel, as in the case of [ii] or [uu], then there
would be a plain consonant following the blocker, and the low vowel follows
that plain consonant, as in /taefdiilaeaet/.
The reason the low vowel was chosen for analysis rather than l\l or lul is that
the low front vowel has relatively mid Fl, F2, and F3. In comparison, [i] has a high
F2 and F3, while [u] lowers all the formants. Since the goal is to study the effect
of uvularization on F2, it is best to choose a vowel whose F2 is neither high nor
low. Table 2 below includes all the words that were used in this experiment to
test the above-mentioned four conditioning environments:
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Table 2: Tokens used in this experiment
Condition 1:
CVBV
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Indiana University Phonetics Laboratory. The data were digitized through a Mac-
intosh using Soundscope. Then Soundscope was again used to produce individ-
ual spectrograms of each utterance so that the relevant vowels might be picked
out and analyzed. The data were analyzed by using the built-in analyzer that
provides readings of all the desired formants, or when the program failed to give a
formant in the region expected (which rarely happened), a visual examination of
the sprectogram was done, though this technique was much less accurate. With
regard to the first technique, the formant measuring cursor was placed on the mid-
dle of the vowel, which is also the steady state of the vowel. There were 13 LPC
coefficients and the LPC frame length was 20 ms. If the measurements that
Soundscope calculated did not correspond to values expected by observing the
spectrogram, i.e., if Soundscope gave only the measurements of the first formant
and its ghost formants instead of giving the second formant also, a visual exam-
ination of the spectogram was done, and we tried to get an approximation of
what the first and second formants were. This technique was used about three
times.
2.5 Results
In this section the results of the Fl and the F2 mean values will be discussed.
Figure 1 demonstrates the mean values of the first and second formants of the low
vowel that follows the potential blocking segment in the five repetitions of each
one of the tokens. The six tokens: /taewaebe'T, daejjaenaethae, baediilaeaet, fuulaek,
daeSsaet, taeaezaek/ are condition 1 tokens: CVBV. The six tokens: Aaewae, daej-
jaenaethae, taefdiilaeaet, tuulaek, taeSSaet,taezzaet/ are condition 2 tokens: CVBV. The
words /baetaetae/ and /?utaet/ are condition 3 tokens: CVCV, and finally the
words /taelael/ and /daellaek/ are condition 4 tokens: CVCV. (The vowel in bold
in the transcription is the vowel whose formant frequencies are measured in
Figure 1 . The meaning of these words can be found in Table 2).
2.6 Fl Results
Previous research found that uvularization spread from the uvularized segments
causes a slight rise in the Fl value. The results of this study support this idea.
Looking at Figure 1, the tokens in condition 2, 3, and 4 that are in the uvularized
environment are almost all slightly higher than the tokens in the plain environ-
ment in condition 1 (except for /taezzaet/ whose second vowel has a low Fl fre-
quency). Thus, since the Fl value of the low vowel in the uvularized environment
is higher than the Fl value in the plain environment, this could be the first evi-
dence that the high segments do not block uvularization spread in this dialect.
Uvularization is spreading from a uvularized segment to the low vowels thai are
preceded by high segments.
2.7 F2 Results
Looking at Figure 1, if the high segments are blocking uvularization spread, then
we expect the F2 of the tokens in condition 2 to be as high as the F2 tokens in
condition 1. However, if one examines the means of the vowels in the uvularized
environment in Figure 1 (i.e.. condition 2). one will notice that all the low vowels
in the words that have a uvularized phoneme have low F2 values. Moreover,
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even the highest F2 mean, which is 1442 Hz (for /taefdiilaeaet/), is not as high as
the F2 values in the plain environment. Therefore, the general conclusion is that
the uvularized segments do affect the following low vowels by lowering the F2
values, even if there is an intervening high segment.
Figure 1: Fl and F2 mean values of the low vowels
in the uvularized environment
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If one examines the mean values of the F2 of the low vowels following the
potentially blocking segments in condition 1, one will see that when there is no
uvularization spread, the F2 values of a low vowel is in the range of 1630 and
1694 Hz. Thus, in general, the F2 value of a low vowel in a plain environment
where there is no secondary uvularized segment in the word is usually not lower
than 1600 Hz.
The question may be raised: how different are the F2 values of the low
vowels following the different blockers in the uvularized environment? Looking
at Figure 1, one notices that the blocking segment that most affects the F2 of the
low vowel in the uvularized environment is the vowel [i], because the vowel that
follows it has the highest F2 mean values. Does this mean that [i] is a blocker?
Moreover, there is a lot of variance in the five repetitions of the probe /taef-
diilaeaet/. The F2 values of the five repetitions of /taefdiilaeaet/ were 1627, 1576,
1434, 1302, and 1271 Hz. Why would there be such a big difference among the
five repetitions in the same word? The way to determine whether the [i] is a
blocking segment or not is to determine whether there is a significant difference
among the F2 values of the low vowel in the four conditioning environments.
Table 3 lists the F2 mean values of the low vowel following an [i] in the four con-
ditioning environments.
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say [tafdiilaeaet ] instead of [tafdiilaat]. Both cases are accepted and do not make
any difference semantically.
Another possibility that could explain why the F2 values of this low vowel
following the [i] is higher than other vowels is that the low vowel is farther away
from the uvularized consonant. In this case, we are referring to the fact that there
is a consonant between the low vowel and the potentially blocking segment in
Aaefdiilaeaet/. In comparison, in other words where the high segment is a
consonant, there is no other consonant (cf. /taewae/). However, I believe that this
could not be the reason because in a minimal pair such as /tiinask/ 'your mud'
and /tiinaek/ 'figs', where the first word starts with an uvularized phoneme and
the second with a plain alveolar stop, one can hear a clear difference between the
two low vowels. The first is definitely a back vowel while the second is front.
Thus, we know that the [ii] does not block uvularization spread. Hence, it seems
that the spread into the suffix -cecet is optional.
The next question is whether uvularization spread to all suffixes is optional.
The answer is no. We have evidence in the data that this is not the case. The
words that have suffixes and had also uvularization spread are the words /taez-
zaet/, /taeSSaet/, and /tuulaek/. The -cet suffix is the singular feminine suffix, while -
cek is the second person masculine singular suffix. In the three words,
uvularization spreads from the uvularized phoneme without the high segment
blocking uvularization. A Tukey t-test was done for F2 values of the low vowels
of these words. At the significance level of .05, we found that there is no
significant difference between the F2 values in condition 4 and condition 2, i.e.,
there is no significant difference between the F2 values of the low vowel
following a blocker and the F2 values of the vowel in the uvularized environment
following a plain consonant. This was found when the blocker was [u] or [§].
2.8 Discussion and Conclusion
The high segments [w, j, i, u, s, z] do not block uvularization spread in the dialect
of Jordanian Arabic considered in this study. When there is a uvularized phoneme
in the word, the low vowels have a slightly higher Fl and a lower F2 than in plain
environments where there is no emphatic. Thus, low vowels in the uvularized en-
vironment become pronounced further back. Moreover, there are indications that
the spread into the plural suffix -cecet might be optional. In comparison, uvulariza-
tion does spread to other suffixes such as the feminine singular suffix -cet and the
2nd person masculine singular suffix -cek.
The results of this study make Jordanian Arabic similar to Tunisian and Cai-
rene Arabic (Younes 1993; Schulte 1985). Schulte found that there is bidirec-
tional spreading of uvularization in Cairene Arabic. This spreading is obligatory
into prefixes, while in suffixes it is sometimes optional and other times obligatory.
It is obligatory when the stem ends in a uvularized phoneme, as in the word /bid-
aeaet/ 'eggs'. (This also holds for Ammani-Jordanian Arabic.) In comparison,
spreading is optional in words whose stem does not end in a uvularized phoneme.
An example is the word /soot-aek/ 'your voice'. This word could be pronounced
with either a uvularized suffix or a plain suffix. In our study, we found the same
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thing happening in the word /taefdiilaeaet/ 'preferences'. Since the stem did not
end in the uvularized phoneme, uvularization spread was optional into the suffix -
cecet. If the /l/ were a uvularized phoneme, the low vowel would obligatorily be
uvularized.
The phonological implications of these results are that the uvularized con-
sonants could be analyzed as having an underlying [+RTR] feature that spreads
bidirectionally to both edges of the word. What forces us to say that the [RTR] is
linked to the coronal consonant rather than being a floating feature independent
of the phoneme is that the spreading is obligatory in the suffix in a word such as
/bidaeaet/ 'eggs', where the underlying uvularized phoneme is next to the suffix,
but optional in /sootaek/ 'your voice' (and in /taefdiilaeaet/ 'preferences') when it
is not adjacent to the suffix. Thus, /bidaeaet/ surfaces as [bidaaf], while
/taefdiilaeaet/ surfaces as either [tafdiilaat] or [tafdiilaeaet]. In the latter case, in
[tafdiilaeaet], the RTR feature would not be linked to the last syllable. As for the
reason why the high segments do not block, one could suggest that these seg-
ments are underspecified for that antagonistic feature that blocks the spread in
other dialects. Thus, this [high] feature would be filled in later by a context-free
redundancy rule such as: [ ] —> [+high]. However, more evidence for the
underspecification of high segments needs to be found in future research.
3. Uvular Triggering Uvularization Spread
In Arabic dialects, historically, there are three uvular consonants: the voiceless
uvular stop [q], the voiceless fricative [j) and the voiced fricative [k]. However, in
some dialects like Cairene Arabic and Northern Palestinian Arabic, the last two are
velar [x] and [y] rather than uvular (Herzallah 1990). Furthermore, the Arabic
dialects differ in the way the uvular stop is produced. In some dialects, /q/ is pro-
duced as a voiced velar stop [g] (especially in Bedouin dialects), in others as a
glottal stop, and in some as a voiced uvular trill [r] (Ghazeli, 1977).
Since the constriction of uvulars resembles the constriction of uvularized
segments, we would predict the uvulars to be inherently uvularized. Thus, their
plain counterparts could be considered as velars. However, unlike the uvularized
phonemes, these plain counterparts have a different place of articulation. The
plain counterparts of the secondary uvularized segments ft, d, s, z/ are the alve-
olars A, d, s, z/. Thus, the uvular sounds do not really contrast with others that
have the same place of articulation, as the secondary uvularized sounds do.
Hence, the issue that needs to be investigated is whether the effect that
uvulars have on the following vowels is similar to the effect that the uvularized
segments have on the following vowels. Specifically, do uvulars phonologically
spread uvularization to the rest of the word as uvularized segments do, or do they
just have a low-level phonetic coarticulation effect on the neighboring sounds?
In 3.1,1 try to identify the nature of the consonants lyj and M in Ammani Jorda-
nian Arabic. In section 3.2, I deal with the issue of uvularization spread from the
uvular /q/.
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3.1 The Nature of lyj and ImI
Impressionistically, low vowels that occur after lal and lyj are not like the low
vowels after Iql. I believe that the low vowels in the former case are front, while in
the latter, they are back. Consequently, in Ammani Arabic, as in Palestinian Arab-
ic, the lyj and l\sl are not realized as uvulars. To verify what is claimed above, the
Fl and F2 values of the the low vowels of five repetitions of the words /^aeaeli/
'my uncle' and /Kaeaeli/ 'expensive' were measured. The same recording, digitiza-
tion, and analysis of the formants that was used in the previous experiment were
used here. The results are illustrated in Figure 2:
Figure 2: Fl and F2 mean values of the low vowels following [y], [k], and [q]
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As one can see in Figure 2, the F2 of the [y] and the [k] are very high in
comparison with the /q/. The mean of the F2 of the low vowel of /Kaeaeli/ was
1629.8 Hz and the mean of the F2 of the low vowel in /^aeaeli/ was 1599.2 Hz. In
comparison, the F2 mean of the low vowel following the /q/ in /qaessae/ and
/qaelaeb/ was 1322 Hz. This suggests that the lyl and Ik I are not uvular because of
the high F2 of the low vowels that are following them. If they were uvular, we
would have expected the F2 values to be lower by about 250 Hz (or we would
expect a rising transition into the vowel). Thus, the conclusion is that the Arabic
fricatives lyj and Ivl are not uvular in the dialect of Jordanian Arabic spoken in
Amman, but rather they are most probably velar. More research would be needed
to confirm this point.
3.2 Uvularization Spread from the Uvular Iql
The voiceless uvular stop [q] is articulated by pressing the superior-posterior
back of the tongue against the uvula (Ghazeli 1977). As we saw in the intro-
duction, Davis 1993, 1995 classifies uvularized segments and uvulars as sounds
that have the feature [Retracted Tongue Root]. In the uvularized segments, this is
a secondary feature, while the primary feature is coronal. In the uvular, the RTR is
a primary feature. As we mentioned, the uvularized segments and uvulars are the
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only consonants that have this feature. In comparison, pharyngeals and laryn-
geal lack this feature.
In studies on Arabic, uvulars in different dialects are reported to have dif-
ferent effects on the adjacent vowels. Broselow 1976 argues that the uvularized
segments and /q/ have the same effect on neighboring vowels. On the other hand,
Sayyed 1981 points out that in Moroccan Arabic, the /q/ would never have the
same effect on the neighboring consonant that uvularized segments do. The /q/
can affect only adjacent vowels, it does not spread uvularization to the whole
word.
If uvularization spreads throughout the whole word, what would happen
when there is a high segment in the word? Do high segments block uvularization
spread from the uvular or does uvularization from a uvular go beyond the high
segment? Below I will discuss the experiment conducted to answer this question.
3.3 Stimuli and Materials
The data were designed to test uvularization spread from the uvular consonant to
the low vowel /ae/ or its long version /«ae/. Three conditioning environments were
selected. These were:
l.qVBV The word begins with a uvular /q/ which is followed by a vowel
(V), a potential blocking high segment (B) and another vowel (V).
The high segments that were used were: Av, y, i, uu, s/, as in
/qaewwae/.
2. qVq The word has two uvulars and a low vowel in between, as in
/qaeqae/.
3. qVCV The word starts with a uvular. The uvular is followed by a low
vowel that in turn is followed by a consonant and a low vowel,
as in /qaslaeb/.
In the first condition, we are interested in the second vowel. The goal is to
see if the second vowel preceded by a high segment is articulated as a front or a
back vowel. If it is articulated as a front vowel, the high segment should block the
spread. If it is articulated as a back vowel, the high segment should not block
spread and so uvularization should spread.
In the second condition, we measure the formants of the vowel that is in the
environment between two uvulars. Finally, in the third condition, we measure
both the first and the second vowels. Table 5 includes all the words that were
used to test the three conditions mentioned above :
The seven words above were repeated five times each. These thirty-five
words were presented randomly with other words that are not part of the stimuli.
The number of the other words was 28. Thus, the total number of words recorded
was 63.
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Table 5: Tokens used for testing uvularization spread from /q/
Condition 1
qVBV
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each of the words /baetaetae/ and /?utaet/ in the first experiment have a mean of
1 137.3 Hz. The five repetitions of the words /qaeqae/ have a mean of 1 187.6 Hz.
Thus, the spread from a uvularized segment is stronger than the spread from the
uvular /q/. The low vowels following uvularized segments have lower F2
frequency than the low ones following uvulars. A statistical test is needed to tell
whether this difference is significant or not.
If we compare the spreading from uvular and uvularized segments to the
second vowel we can see that the F2 of the low vowel in the uvular environment
is rather high in comparison with the F2 of the low vowel in the uvularized en-
vironment. For instance, the F2 mean of the second vowel in the five repetitions
of /qaelaeb/ is 1584.2 Hz. In comparison the mean of the second vowel in the five
repetitions of /taelael/ and /dadlaek/ is 1225.2 Hz. Thus, the F2 of the second low
vowel in the uvular enivronment is quite high. However, it is still not as high as a
plain vowel, and that is why impressionistically it could be distinguished from a
plain vowel. A plain vowel, as we saw earlier, is about 1650 Hz (see Figure 1).
Thus, the effect of the RTR articulation of the uvular could be heard on the sec-
ond vowel, but it is not as strong as it would be if the trigger is a uvularized seg-
ment.
To know if the high segments are blocking uvularization spread from the
uvular or not, we can say that if the low vowel following the high segment was
higher than 1600 Hz, then that vowel is a plain vowel. Below, we will discuss the
F2 results of the low vowels following each of the high segments.
Looking at condition 1 in Figure 3, one can notice immediately that there is
variation in the results of the F2 mean values of these second low vowels. The
mean for the low vowel after the /w/ is 1057.6 Hz. Obviously, this is a very low
value. Perhaps a factor in obtaining this low F2 value is the rounding effect of the
/w/. As for the low vowel following the /uu/, its F2 was 1586.4 Hz. Since this is
still lower than 1600 Hz, one might think it is affected by uvularization. However,
if we go back to inspect the individual mean values of each one of the five repeti-
tions of the word /maequulas/, one will find that there is some variation. Three of
these utterances had an F2 above 1600 Hz, and two were below 1550 Hz. These
values might be explained as follows: The low values below 1550 Hz could be a
result of the V-to-V coarticulation effect of the rounded vowel, or they could be
low because spreading is optional in the same way it was for the word
/taefdiilaeaet/. The values that are higher than 1600 Hz could be high because the
high vowel /uu/ is blocking uvularization spread from the /q/.
As for the F2 values of the low vowels following the l\l and /j/, they are both
above 1670 Hz. Moreover, each one of the repetitions of each of the two words
were all also very high. Hence, these two segments seem to block the spread.
Finally, we come to the F2 values of the low vowel following the As/, which
was 1546.4 Hz. This value is very close to the mean value of the low vowel fol-
lowing the plain consonant in condition 3 for the word /qaelaeb/. Moreover, the
values of their repetitions are also very similar. Therefore, we come to the conclu-
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sion that there is a slight effect of uvularization spread across the high segment
/s/.
The conclusion is that uvularization spread from a uvular is not as strong ^s
the uvularization spread from a uvularized phoneme. Moreover, its strongest ef-
fect could be heard on the vowel immediately following it. Its effect on the
second syllable is much weaker than the effect of a uvularized phoneme (as in the
F2 frequencies of /qaelaeb/ in Figure 2 for the first vowel, and in Figure 3 for the
second vowel). This raises a good question, namely, why would the uvularization
spread from the secondary uvularized segments be stronger than from the primary
uvular /q/? One possible explanation might be because secondary uvularization is
contrastive with the plain alveolars. In comparison, the uvular is not contrastive
with another segment that has the same place of primary articulation. Therefore,
since for the secondary uvularized segments, uvularization is their major feature,
they would tend to have a stronger effect on the neighbouring segments. In com-
parison, for the uvular, uvularization spread might not be a major feature because
they do not have a contrastive counterpart. Therefore, the effect of the uvular is
less.
This brings up another point: RTR spreading is categorical and gradient. In
some segments, like the secondary uvularized segments, it is stronger than in the
uvular. Moreover, as we saw from the results of the secondary uvularized pho-
nemes and the uvular, the farther away one gets from the segment, the weaker
would the effect of uvularization be. This effect is much more apparent with /q/
than with a secondary uvularized segment. Thus, the vowel that is next to the
uvularized phoneme would have a lower F2 than the segment which is farther
away.
Finally, the high segments in Ammani Arabic that are blocking the RTR
spread from the uvular are the high [-consonantal] segments (other than /w/).
High consonantal segments do not block the spread. Thus, /i, uu, j/ block the
spread from the uvular, while /s/ does not. There are no blocking segments with
uvularization from a secondary uvularized segment.
4. Conclusion
In this paper the left-to-right uvularization spread was examined in the
dialect of Jordanian Arabic. When the trigger is a uvularized consonant, such as
/t, d, s, z/, uvulariztion spreads throughout the whole word. When there are suf-
fixes, uvularization also spreads into them, the exception is only the suffix -cecet.
In the latter, spreading is optional when the stem does not end in a uvularized
phoneme, as in the case of /taefdiilaeaet/. Furthermore, none of the high segments
/ii, uu, §,z, j, w/ block the rightward spreading of uvularization. The high segment
that most affects the F2 of the low vowel in the uvularizd environment is the
vowel [i]. However, [i] is not a blocker because there is a significant difference
between the low vowel following an [i] in the uvularized environment and the
one in the plain coronal environment.
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As for the uvulars, the only uvular segment that this dialect uses is the
voiceless stop /q/. The phonemes lyj and /k/ that are uvular in many Arabic
dialects are most probably velar in Jordanian Arabic. Therefore, these segments do
rfbt affect the neighbouring vowels as the uvular does.
Concerning the uvular /q/, it has a strong coarticulation effect on the neigh-
bouring vowel, but it is still not as strong as uvularized consonants. Moreover,
the segments that we found to be blocking this spread are the high [-conso-
nantal] segments /i, uu, j/.
The results reported here remain only suggestive rather than definitive
about the articulatory movements, because they are based only on spectrographs
analysis. A better method would be to measure directly the articulatory
movements to study the shape of the vocal tract. The spectograms cannot detect
the small degrees of backing that happen as a result of uvularization from a
distance. Furthermore, the results in this paper cannot be generalized to Jordanian
Arabic in general because only one subject was used.
NOTES
I am grateful to both Professors Stuart Davis and Kenneth de Jong for their
guidance and patience. In addition, 1 would like to thank the audiences of the
1997 Linguistic Society of America Meeting (Chicago, Jan 2-5), the 1996 second
Mid-Continental Workshop on Phonology (Urbana-Champaign, Nov 8-10), and
the 1997 Indiana University Linguistics Lunch Series (Bloomington, Feb 10).
Finally, I would like to thank Professor Daniel Dinnsen and Mark Pennington for
their comments.
' The term uvularization has been suggested by McCarthy 1994 and Czaykow-
ski-Higgins 1987. It has also been adopted by Shahin 1996. In the literature on
Arabic Linguistics, this term has been known as emphasis, velarization, and phar-
yngealization
: Rose 1996 uses the feature RTR to account for both the constriction in the
pharynx and the retraction of the tongue root. Thus, pharyngeals have an RTR
feature like the uvulars and the secondary uvularized segments. I believe that it is
crucial to distinguish between the constriction of the pharynx gesture and the
retraction of the tongue root, because the latter could spread uvularization but
not the former.
'The reader is encouraged to read Davis's 1995 paper for a detailed account on
the feature geometry.
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My first meeting with Robert Lees was unexpected, dramatic, memorable and, in
retrospect, far-reaching. We met in Edinburgh, Scotland, over thirty-five years ago
— actually in December, 1961. Lees was on his way to Europe trying to connect
with his daughter Susan. Geoffrey Ellis, a British linguist and a faculty member at
the University of Edinburgh, invited him to give a talk to linguists in Edinburgh.
In his talk on the Roman Jakobsonian model of the Distinctive Features,
Lees proved true to his reputation: he was devastating, condescending, ironical,
and loaded with abrupt and prickly asides. There was a constant and intended
prosody of caustic remarks. It was almost biting. The small group of participants
— fifteen to twenty — included my teachers David Abercrombie, Ian Catford,
and Michael Halliday. The talk was over and now there was time for discussion.
One could cut the silence in slices. No one knew what to make of the brash
American. I think it was David Abercrombie who broke the silence and asked:
'What did Lees think of the model of prosodic phonology as proposed by John
R. Firth and his students?" Lees looked at David with a mischievous smile and
twinkling eyes— the hallmark of Lees, Then he paused, and responded: 'Who is
John Firth?' There was again silence. The discussion came to an end. The meeting
concluded. It was past 5 PM. Lees slowly walked out of the seminar room. He
believed that he had vanquished his enemies; he was the conqueror. He had cut
the Brits to their linguistic size, in a casual way, by not recognizing their major
British linguist — holder of the first Chair in the linguistic sciences in England.
And later I learnt it was purposeful. Lees had the complete works of Firth on his
shelves. He had read his works and extensively marked them. But that is another
story.
In the hallway Jeff Ellis stopped; he wanted to know if Lees would like to
go for dinner. All the others had quietly walked out. On my way out, Ellis asked
me if I would like to join them, perhaps to reduce the awkwardness of the eve-
ning. Lees suggested that we go to an Indian restaurant. The Chicago years, and
his Sanskrit studies had exposed him to Indian cuisine, said he. 'There is only one
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Indian restaurant in Edinburgh and that is dismal/ I responded. 'You Indians are
always apologetic about things Indian. Let's go there' Lees retorted. And we
went to the Lodhian Indian Restaurant.
It was in that dark, dingy, smoke-filled Lodhian that we talked for three
hours — I should say, we argued for three hours. Lees left the next morning to
meet his daughter Susan. The Edinburgh group were left with a story — a legend.
We talked of eccentric, arrogant, and oddly charming Lees for weeks. I never
thought that I would see him again.
It was a few weeks later that Michael Halliday received a letter from Lees
asking if 'that Indian student' would be interested in a position as a postdoc at
UIUC with him. 'Yes, he would', wrote back Michael after talking to me, 'but
only after a year'. Lees agreed to defer the offer so that I could keep my promise
of initiating a linguistics program at Lucknow University in Lucknow, India. It
was on October 16, 1963, that I came to Urbana, to a new linguistic culture in
which my earlier experience of Lees, my earlier image of him slowly melted away.
A variety of different images and different experiences replaced them.
In 1963, my appointment, as that of Lees, was in the English department. We
shared a room, 300 English Building, with a part-time student help. The extended
and active linguistic family in other departments included Henry Kahane, Howard
Maclay, Ken Hale, and others. That is the backdrop of the period, the context of
our beginning.
In the 60's and later, as is well recognized, Illinois was in the forefront of
what is now called the Chomskyan Revolution. Much has been written on Lees
as an apostle of that paradigm; his classic review of Syntactic Structures in the
1959 Language; his pioneering work in bringing Transformational Grammar to
the classroom, and his contribution in gradually replacing, for example, Henry
Gleason Jr., Robert Hall, and Charles Hockett as major sources of linguistics in the
curriculum.
There is extensive mythology about Lees: Lees as a person, as a firebrand
promoter of Chomsky's ideas, and as a devastating speaker at linguistic conven-
tions with a proselytizing zeal. Watching Lees at the meetings of the Linguistic
Society of America, the National Council of Teachers of English, and the Amer-
ican Oriental Society was an experience. That mythology kept on growing until
the 1970's.
And now, this afternoon we — all of us — are celebrating both the myth
and the reality. The contrived pose and the real person. We are celebrating Lees
as a linguist, as a teacher, and indeed as an architect of our discipline at this uni-
versity. Lees was, of course, all of this. But these facets miss Lees as a person.
When I think of Lees as a person it reminds me of a string of experiences of
his kindness, of his ideological tolerance — yes tolerance — of his linguistic ac-
ceptance, of his free spirit and his innate cultural pluralism. It reminds me of Lees's
willingness to recognize such spirit in others, and respect their convictions and
principles. It reminds me of long chats with him on the stairs of the English
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Building on Saturday mornings, and on the porch of his Washington Street house
about the agonies of our small number of graduate students in the department,
their difficulties and their strengths, and his concerns about each faculty person.
Let me make it a little more personal. Yamuna and I have been two of the
handful of people who came to know Lees in most of these facets. In 1969, when
he made a decision to move to Tel Aviv, it certainly created a void at the Univer-
sity of Illinois. I am thinking of a void that goes beyond a gifted teacher, and a
dedicated and energizing scholar.
I am thinking of a compassionate human being whose home and office were
always open for discussion, for counsel, and for lively arguments. The more ve-
hement an argument, the more he enjoyed it. The range was wide: structuralism in
anthropology, glottochronology, the rise of fascism, the Kamasutra and Tantrism.
And all approached with seriousness and provocative interpretations. One lost
Lees's respect if one agreed with him easily and did not challenge him. His cyni-
cism was acute and intense — about all sacred cows, intellectual, political, social,
and about the media. The magazines he subscribed to were, for example, FR
Stone's Newsletter, the New Republic, and a variety of Libertarian papers. He
would bring these to his office, mark passages in red, and pass these on to me. At
election time he would quip: 'My candidate never wins since I'm the only person
who votes for him or her!' (It was almost always a Libertarian candidate.)
We became part of the extended family. It was in 1965 — actually on the
22nd of January — that Lees gave Yamuna away in marriage here in Urbana. It
was a complicated wedding: the stars, and the Hindu tradition, could not be com-
promised. The wedding had to begin at 8 AM. This was astrologically an auspi-
cious time which our parents determined after complex calculations from the pro-
verbial Seven Seas away. The ceremony would not be complete without a host of
honorary relatives representing the family, since none from India was able to
come. Bob Lees and Laura gave away the bride. Daud Abdo, a Palestinian in-
structor of Arabic, was the bride's brother. Henry Summerfield, a Jewish scholar
from Oxford and native of Newcastle, England, acted as the groom's brother. The
friends and relatives witnessing the ceremony — an essential part of the cere-
mony — included many practitioners of all major faiths.
The main problem was to find a right place for the Hindu rituals, for a sacred
fire, a place where two Brahmin priests could recite the Vedic chants and make
ritualistic offerings to the fire. 'Why not the Hillel Foundation on the campus?'
said Lees. Yes, why not? All this was organized by Lees and his wife Laura. At 7
AM on the day of the ceremony there were three feet of snow and ice rain. It was
in these conditions that Lees helped in bringing together four major faiths, Hindu-
ism, Islam, Judaism, and Christianity, in that small hall. In this ceremony Lees be-
haved like a devoted and disciplined honorary Hindu father observing two Hindu
priests with respect and obedience.
There was yet another Lees. This Lees again was different from the myth.
There are stories of him as an apostle of Chomsky, one who taught and argued
about his chosen field with evangelical zeal. We would argue in his office on the
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campus, at 201 W. Washington, on weekdays and weekends, and at other places
including a variety of potlucks. That inflexibility was only one part of his char-
acter; it did not extend to his vision for the department.
In the late '60s, I initiated courses in sociolinguistics, stylistics, applied lin-
guistics, and history of linguistics. Lees was supportive. In fact when we started
the non-Western languages curriculum. Lees encouraged me to teach Hindi, and
he taught a course on Sanskrit, and structural introductions to Gujarati and, of A
course, Turkish. He would narrate passages from the Sanskrit legend Nala ™
Damayanti. At Chicago he had taken courses on Sanskrit with George V. Bobrin-
skoy.
Then there was Lees the international person, 'a blend of East and West'. I
experienced this during his tour of India which I organized through the Ford
Foundation. The idea was that Lees would teach intensive courses on contem-
porary linguistics in the Department of Linguistics at Delhi University and the
Central Institute of English and Foreign Languages in Hyderabad, and would
take short trips to other places. The visit turned into a linguistic windstorm, dev-
astating structuralism and attacking those linguists in the USA and UK who had
trained a generation of India's linguists. But more important, he consistently and
consciously talked of the traditional Indian linguistics of Panini (end of the 4th
century B.C.) and of Bhartrhari (7th century A.D.). He talked of reviving a link
with this tradition. The Indians loved it.
Those who attended Lees's talks in India still speak of him — an encounter
with Lees was an experience. The other linguist who came to India like a storm
was Noam Chomsky in 1995 — but then during his whirlwind tour of the coun-
try he primarily talked of international politics. There is indeed no shortage of
Western linguists visiting India, teaching there and researching there. There is a
long tradition of that. But Lees was an experience, an intellectual story to pass on
to your students. That is still true— almost a generation later.
The faces of Lees I am talking of are not necessarily those with which he is
generally associated. He was a great believer in freedom of expression — inde-
pendent thinking. We witnessed that in several ways on this campus. In 1968 a
professor from the Classics department was removed from membership in the John
Birch Society. The reason was that even for the John Birch Society he was too
rightist, too extreme— imagine RIGHT of the RIGHT in the John Birch Society!
He had repeatedly issued anti-Semitic statements which appeared in the national
media, including the New York Times. A number of faculty were naturally upset
and a few, including Henry Kahane and Bob Lees got together at our house to m
'
discuss the situation. The question was: What to do? What action to take? It was ^
Lees who vehemently supported the professor's right to free expression and op-
posed any petition from the concerned faculty to the administration. He was keen
that the professor's views be debated, challenged, but his right to present his
views be defended.
Lees also successfully challenged the distribution of religious propaganda
on University property. He wrote several letters to the Daily Illini. In the 1960's
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there was a regular display of such religious literature outside the library. He was
finally successful in stopping it.
I saw Lees well-dressed only three or four times during all those years. Once
when I asked him what the occasion was, he laughed and said that he had just
returned from Washington, DC, after participating in the protest marches against
the Vietnam War. He wanted to be taken seriously; he said, 'Peace is a serious
business.' And in such peace marches, how he looked mattered.
In celebrating the life of Lees — the person, the scholar, the teacher, and the
friend, we are celebrating an institution who changed many lives, frustrated many
administrators, and opened many minds to new visions. In some sense he was
very eastern, in his mystic outlook on life, and in his adherence to Jewish tradi-
tions. He was curious about the mystic and spiritual values of other religions and
other approaches to life and living. What appeared as arrogance and nastiness
alternated with deep compassion — on the one hand for authority and power, on
the other for those denied power. On my arrival, Lees had said, 'Braj, don't eat in
the University's Colonial Room or the Ballroom. These are the only two places
where you will see African Americans on this campus. Nowhere else. They are the
servers and they are badly exploited.' That was in the 1960's. Less would never
go to these places.
There is a Sanskrit word which I believe characterizes Bob Lees — ananya
— which means 'incomparable, like no other', that is, one who is unlike anyone
else. That is what Lees was as a scholar, a teacher, and a person. We are here to
celebrate the life of that ananya, Robert B. Lees.
Chin-Woo Kim, Professor of Linguistics, East Asian Languages and Cultures,
Speech and Hearing Sciences, and English as an International Language,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Chair, Department of Linguis-
tics, 1979-1986.
It saddened me when I heard the news of the passing of Professor Robert B. Lees,
for he is the person who invited me to come to Illinois and who had me stay on at
Illinois when I had a chance to leave. I find it proper, therefore, that I say a few
words to remember him and to memorialize him.
I first met, or saw rather, Professor Robert B. Lees during the Linguistic In-
stitute in the summer of 1965 at the University of Michigan. He made a brief
comment on the paper I gave at the summer meeting of the Linguistic Society of
America. It wasn't so much what he said as how he looked that made the initial
impression on me. A bushy beard and a baseball cap were competing for atten-
tion, and as if that were not enough, he had a T-shirt with a colorful logo across
the chest. I didn't know who he was then. Only later did I learn that he was the
very person who wrote a book-length review of Chomsky's Syntactic Struc-
tures. If Syntactic Structures was a bible to all linguistic students then, Professor
Lees's review and his Grammar of English Nominalizations were Saint Paul's
epistles. I was belatedly awed.
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I must have made a small impression on him as well at Ann Arbor, for in the
following spring, he invited me to join his faculty at Illinois. But by then I had de-
cided to spend a year as a postdoctoral fellow at MTT, and I politely declined his
invitation, along with several other offers I had received. Everyone said 'best
wishes' or 'good luck', but Lees called me in California several days later, and
asked straightforwardly:
'Listen, Kim. Will you come to Illinois if we waited for a year?"
This is a near verbatim quote. I was flabbergasted. Who am I? Why would
Illinois leave the opening vacant for a year for me? Humbly, I replied, 'Yes, of
course.'
And that's how I came to Illinois in the fall of 1967. There was no written
contract, no signed document. A verbal agreement was good enough.
I didn't know what I was getting into. If the flat prairiescape was not an
enough disappointment to someone who climbed nearly every mountain in Colo-
rado, California, and New England, the winter of '67 was long, harsh, and bleak.
The topography and the weather conspired to give me a depression that first win-
ter. Lees sensed it, and called me into his office. He tried to cheer me up. He con-
soled me by saying that there are two negative advantages in living in Urbana-
Champaign. 'Negative advantages?' I asked, 'That's semantically anomalous. It's
like saying 'colorless green ideas' or 'a married bachelor'. How can an advantage
be negative?' 'Well, listen,' he said, and went on to explain. First, he gave me a
long preamble about the relationship between topography and its product. How
alpine countries produce good skiers, for example; how island nations produce
good swimmers, and how northern countries with long nights produce good text
analysts, and so on. I said, 'So?' He said, 'Well, there is nothing in and around this
town. There is no mountain to climb or ski down; there is no lake; there is no
sandy beach within a few hundred miles. So by default, you get to stay home, and
read and write. You become more productive.'
I was amused, and asked, 'What's the second negative advantage?' He re-
plied, 'Well, no matter where you go for a vacation, it will be a paradise. Would
you come to Urbana-Champaign for a vacation?'
A year later, he put me into perspective again, this time another kind. I had
been at Illinois barely a year and a half, and the University of Texas at Austin
beckoned me to come with a fantastic offer. When I showed Lees the letter, he
asked me bluntly: 'Do you think you are worth this much?'
I was taken aback, but I realized my worth. I was made humble again, and I
decided to stay at Illinois, although the salary increase was nowhere near match-
ing the Texas offer.
When Professor Lees decided to move to Tel Aviv University in 1971, I
asked him why. His answer was that he had no longer a creative energy, that he
could no longer make any original contribution to linguistics, and that, therefore,
he decided to devote the rest of his life to teaching students.
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In many ways. Professor Lees reminded me of my own father. Both were
brutally honest, to the point of losing civility on some occasions; both were true
Ivory Tower scholars who had neither a social ambition nor a greed for wealth or
fame; both loved their students seemingly more than their own children; and both
relished teaching.
In Spring 1968, I audited Professor Lees's Linguistics 300: Introduction to
Linguistics. It was taught in the Gregory Hall auditorium to an overflowing audi-
ence. Many people may find it a bit strange that a linguistics Ph D would audit an
introductory linguistics course. But there was so much talk about his dynamic
teaching that I decided to check out, and I was not disappointed. In terms of
teaching style and power of explanations, it was better than any course I took at
UCLA for three years. I learned a great deal how to teach as well as what to
teach. When I got to teach introductory courses later, I would consult his class
notes more than anything else.
I last saw Professor Lees and his wife Laura in Tel Aviv in July 1974. I was
on my way to Tehran, Iran, as Director of what was called the Illinois-Tehran Re-
search Unit. I decided to stop in Israel, as much to see him as to see the Holy City.
When the Pan Am plane made a refueling stop in Rome, I bought for him a bottle
of Cinzano at the airport. We chatted late into the night sipping Cinzano. Little
did I realize that it would be the last time together.
In closing, I would like to quote a few lines from Shakespeare's King Henr\
VI'II:
He was a scholar, and a ripe and good one;
Exceedingly wise, fair-spoken, and persuading:
Lofty and sour to them that lov'd him not;
But to those men that sought him, sweet as summer.
Indeed, Professor Lees was a good, wise, fair-spoken scholar; somewhat ar-
rogant and sour to those who did not understand him, but sweet and warm to
those who knew him. I feel fortunate that my paths have crossed his. May he rest
in peace.
Noam Chomsky, Institute Professor, Professor of Linguistics, Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology.
Just returned from travel, and in working through masses of mail, found your let-
ter about the memorial for Bob. Awfully sorry I can't be there, or even find a few
moments to write some sensible words. As I'm sure you know. Bob was a close
and dear friend from more than 40 years ago, also a very highly valued colleague,
even long before he became our first 'student' — technically. The last time I saw
him was in Israel, in 1988. It was a delight to spend at least a few hours again with
him. He's left a wonderful legacy, from his personal as well as professional life,
both rich and productive, and I hope as rewarding to him as they surely were to
his family and friends, and others lucky enough to have contact with him.
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Kenneth L. Hale, Ferrari P. Ward Professor of Modern Languages and Linguis-
tics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
I first met Bob Lees in 1961 when we both took up jobs at Illinois. I had just
come back from two years' fieldwork in Australia and had basically missed out on
generative grammar. My first conversations with Bob were painful, but I knew I
had better listen to what he said. One day everything changed for me. I was ex-
plaining to him how I was analyzing the phonology of Papago, and I told him
how I was able to avoid 'mixing levels', 'overlapping phonemes' and various
things like that, and he told me 'you're just tying your hands behind your back'.
I suddenly felt a great weight lift off my shoulders. I knew immediately what he
meant and I began then to see the business of doing linguistics in an entirely new
way. I went a little crazy, I'm afraid, and began hearing myself say all sorts of ar-
rogant anti-structuralist things. One day, to show Bob that I had 'grown up', I
made a disparaging remark about fieldwork. Then is when I really understood
what Bob was all about. He said: 'Listen, fieldwork and descriptive linguistics are
absolutely essential to the field. We are nowhere without it.' I learned a lot more
than linguistics from Bob Lees. I owe to him most of what I have been able to do
in the field.
Frederick J. Newmeyer, Professor of Linguistics, University of Washington in
Seattle, completed his PhD under the direction of Robert B. Lees at the
University of Illinois in 1969.
It is really upsetting to me that I'm unable to be with you to attend the memorial
service for my advisor and friend Robert B. Lees. Actually, though, there is some
irony that I'm writing this message from my office at the University of Washing-
ton in Seattle. Accepting the job here — the same job that I've had for 28 years
— was the only thing that I ever did as a student against Lees's advice. Not that
he thought that there was anything wrong with the University of Washington as
an institution or with the Linguistics Department here. No, the problem was, ac-
cording to Lees, that people in Seattle WATER-SKI — the ultimate in decadent
self-indulgence in his austere way of looking at things. He was afraid that if I
took the job I would get distracted by the hedonistic temptation of water sports
and my career as a linguist would be ruined.
The last time I saw Lees was at a conference in Israel in 1988. I reminded
him about his concerns for my welfare if I moved to Seattle and couldn't resist
pointing out to him that his son Jonathan was at that time a graduate student in
Seattle. How could he sleep at night, I asked him, knowing that his son was being
exposed to all the horrors that he had warned me against many years earlier. The
next day he gave me a shekel to bring back to give to Jonathan. He explained
that carrying the coin from father to son would make me a 'messenger of mitz-
vah', protecting me on my trip home and, more importantly, protecting Jonathan,
not just from water skiing, but, as he told, me, from the entire constellation of dan-
gers that midwesterners might be subject to in Washington State, from mountain
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climbing to scuba diving. Since Jonathan is now a professor at Yale, the shekel
transfer obviously worked. If I were with you today, I could talk on and on about
Lees's big heart, his great sense of humor, and, above all, his support of me when I
was his student. I miss him terribly.
Arnold Zwicky was a faculty member in our department from 1965 to 1969. He
is now Distinguished University Professor of Linguistics (Emeritus) at the Ohio
State University, and Visiting Professor of Linguistics at Stanford University.
By the time I met Bob Lees in 1964, 1 knew a lot about his work — the resources
of MIT's Research Laboratory of Electronics included cabinets full of offprints of
papers by members, present and previous, of the lab — and had heard some tales
of his public exploits. His bluntness and passionate attachment to ideas and dog-
gedness in pursuit of them were legendary. But by then I was in my third year at
MTT, and disputatiousness and intense commitment to ideas had come to seem
perfectly ordinary, even if they sometimes made me uncomfortable. Lees hired
Ted Lightner and me to teach at Illinois starting in September of 1965. (I remem-
ber Ted's and my job interviews as being conducted by Lees simultaneously, in a
diner in Kendall Square in Cambridge. Memory is a shifty thing; this seems pre-
posterous, but in those days it might very well have happened that way. I am per-
fectly sure, however, that Lees told us pointedly that if either of us arrived in Ur-
bana without proof of having defended his dissertation and handed it in, he
would simply not have a job at Illinois; we were needed to serve on graduate stu-
dent committees, and, indeed, within a couple of weeks of defending our disserta-
tions and arriving in Illinois we both were examining other people on *their* dis-
sertations.)
As it turned out, Ted left for Texas and I left for Ohio State at the same time
Lees left for Tel-Aviv, after the 1969 Linguistic Institute. Ted and I were interest-
ing choices, bracketing Lees in style: Ted was even more intellectually intransi-
gent than Lees, while I was more inclined to quiet reason and negotiation
(properties that Lees respected, to the point of asking me to act as head of the
department in 1966-67, though he sometimes lost patience with my blandness;
'You know,' he once growled at me, partly in jest, 'linguistics used to be a really
interesting field, until you damned * Episcopalians* got into it.') I was often
challenged, but never bullied, by Lees. To the extent that my work in linguistics
developed some edge to it, Lees had a big hand in that. I believe he affected other
colleagues, and certainly graduate students, in a similar way. He might ask you in
blank incomprehension why the hell you believed something or other, but you
always knew he was on your side. (Students might have found this hard to be-
lieve when they were confronted with his dissertation-defense question, 'In what
way — in no way whatsoever' is a possible answer — is your dissertation a con-
tribution to our knowledge about anything?') And he would, famously, do battle
with administrators to get what was right for his students and colleagues, for our
department and for linguistics.
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Snapshots: Lees explaining radioactive decay and glottochronology. Lees
interviewing prospective grad students while wearing (from bottom to top, and in
toto) sandals, short shorts, bright blue donkey beads on a thing around his neck,
and a baseball cap. Lees punching random holes in student registration cards so
that they'd be rejected by the system and the students would actually have to
speak with human beings — the linguistics faculty — about their programs. Lees
advising me that when you were in charge you could threaten to quit your job on
a matter of principle, but you could get away with that only once. Henry Kahane,
shaking his head sadly at Lees during a set-to over a Ph.D. exam and sighing,
'You will never be a Mensch!' — a statement that was both part of a game Lees
and Kahane played together over the years and also one of Henry's tactics for
attempting to educate Lees. Lees telling the story of his own dissertation defense,
where, with question after question, Roman Jakobson exposed Lees's ignorance
of much of the history of linguistics, but still gave him a Pass. Lees maintaining
that he could never move to California, because it was 'the land of the lotus-
eaters'. It would simply be too pleasant for him to get any work done there. Now
*Chicago*, there was a place where you could *work*. Years later. Lees con-
gratulating me when he learned I'd fallen in with Gerald Gazdar and Geoff Pullum
and the program of phrase structure grammar, adding that if he were my age
that's just what he'd do.
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ENGLISH EDUCATION IN KOREA:
A TOOL FOR TEACHING CIVIC VIRTUES? 1
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Language Research Institute, Seoul National University
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One of the major issues that has become an important part of
critical linguistics and language education in the past decade is in
analyzing the ideological content of the school curriculum. In doing
so, the goal is to determine the underlying power relationships that
may be strengthened and/or reproduced by language education.
Thus, the purpose of this paper is to analyze the contents of the five
government-approved English textbooks used by third-grade mid-
dle-school students in Korea (equivalent to the American nineth
grade) in order to find out whether they contain material that con-
veys ideological content in terms of emphasizing specific civic vir-
tues. The findings indicate that several specific civic virtues are pro-
duced and reproduced through these textbooks. However, a more
important finding is that many of the texts unknowingly propagate
the idea that western cultures are superior to Korean culture and
that men should be given more respect than women.
1. Introduction
In the last decade, research on the relationships among education, ideology
and power has become one of the most important subjects in the field of critical
linguistics and language education (see Baik 1994 for a more detailed literature
review). Apple 1993a, b has discussed how the school curriculum serves as the
medium through which socially accepted knowledge is propagated, regulated,
and legitimized. In this discussion he equates the process of education with the
accumulation of legitimized knowledge. The goal of education, then, is seen as
the attainment of power that can be translated as the right to 'name the world'
(Apple, 1993a: 45).
Apple (1990. 1993a:65) further goes on to assert that the contents of the
educational curriculum of any nation or society are made up of 'official know-
ledge' that has been selected by specific groups within the society whose accu-
mulated power of knowledge enables them 'to help select the formal copus of
school knowledge'. In Foucault's (1980:132) terms, such an educational cur-
riculum would constitute the core of that which is considered as 'the regime of
truth' for any given nation or society. In Thompson's (1984:1130-31; 1987:519-
20) framework of analysis, the concept that links education and power relations is
'ideology', which he defines as 'the ways in which meaning serves to sustain re-
lations of domination'. Other scholars (Fiske, Hodge, & Turner 1987:x) have
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pointed out that 'culture' acts as the medium of 'a producer and reproducer of
value systems and power relations'.
Whether education and power relations are connected through 'official
knowledge', 'the regime of truth', 'ideology', or 'culture', it is perhaps more im-
portant to note that all these terms refer to the medium through which power rela-
tions are built in all societies in the name of education. However, as Fiske (1989:
149-50) aptly pointed out, the system of education or 'the circulation of knowl-
edge [as] part of the social distribution of power' aims to have the 'discursively
constructed reality accepted as truth by those whose interests may not necessar-
ily be served by accepting it'. Then, it is not difficult to imagine that there exists a
definite possibility for intentional or subconscious fabrication of reality in the
process of deciding the contents of educational materials by those who have
been entrusted with this power.
As a result, Apple 1993b questions the validity of a national curriculum and
many critical linguists have begun to study the texts of educational materials for
their ideological content. In particular, the contents of language-teaching materi-
als have come under close scrutininy (e.g., Baik 1994, 1995; Baik and Shim 1995;
Chun & Choe 1989; Dendrinos 1992; Fairclough 1989; Y. Kachru 1994; Kibbee
1993a, b; D-K Kim 1993; H-C Kim 1990b, c; Levno & Pfister 1980; Moreau &
Pfister 1978; Nicholls 1994, 1995; Singh 1987; Weisburd 1993, 1994). The results
of these studies show that although the goal of language instruction is not the
accepting or rejecting of particular sets of beliefs, but the providing of a tool for
communication and expression of ideas, language instruction is nonetheless rid-
dled with ideological content.
However, it is also questionable whether language-education materials
should be absolutely free of ideological content, and whether it is even possible
to completely take out ideology or culture from language textbooks. Most na-
tions adopt some kind of national curriculum and it is usually designed to pro-
mote the ideals that the people of the nation share. Saravanan (1995:139, 141)
states that, in Singapore, education is 'an instrument to socialise school going
children to create identification and commitment for social cohesion', and like
most other Asian nations, Singaporeans also seem to value the virtues of 'filial pi-
ety', 'thrift', and 'good citizenship'.
Therefore, the question that we must consider is not whether there is ideo-
logical content in language teaching materials, but what kind of ideology is por-
trayed in them. Thus, in this paper, we examine the contents of five government-
approved English textbooks written for third-grade middle-school students to see
if they propagate specific civic virtues, and if they do, we try to determine whe-
ther the texts through which these ideas are generated represent reality in a man-
ner that is deemed acceptable in the perspective of critical language awareness.
2. Materials for study
In Korea, the National Education Curriculum is prepared by a committee
appointed by the Ministry of Education and it states government policies and
provides general outlines of the education system. Specific guidelines for each
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level of school are spelled out in three books: the Elementary School Curriculum
(for grades 1 to 6), the Middle School Curriculum (equivalent to grades 7 to 9 in
the United States), and the High School Curriculum (equivalent to grades 10 to
12 in the United States). In the past fifty years, the National Education Curricu-
lum has been revised six times. The sixth revision for the Middle School Curricu-
lum was published on June 30, 1992 and it went into effect on March 1, 1995.
This means that the first-graders in middle schools used textbooks written ac-
cording to the sixth revision in 1995 but the second-graders and the third-graders
used textbooks written according to the fifth revision. In 1996, both first-graders
and second-graders used textbooks written according to the sixth revision while
the third-graders used textbooks written according to the fifth revision. In the
meantime, the sixth revision for the High School Curriculum went into effect on
March 1, 1996, and thus first graders in high schools began receiving new text-
books written according to the sixth revision in 1996.
When this study was planned in 1995, only the first-graders in middle
school were given new textbooks following the sixth revision. However, the first-
graders' textbooks were not suitable for this kind of study since they mostly con-
tained simple sentences without much textual content. The middle school second-
graders' and high school first-graders' textbooks were used in previous studies
(Baik 1994) and they can be considered suitable material, but these textbooks
were going to be obsolete in one year's time. Therefore, it was decided that the
five government approved English textbooks for third-graders in middle schools
would be used for this analysis. These textbooks are all entitled Middle School
English 3, written by five groups of English educators and published by four dif-
ferent publishers. The following are the tables of contents of these textbooks
(hereafter referred to as Books A, B, C, D, and E):
Book A: Author: Na Kansok; Publisher: Dong-A
1
.
Your Future Dreams. 2. Riddles for Fun. 3. An Unusual Pen Pal. 4. Be
Clever and Wise. 5. Florence Nightingale. 6. The Giant in the Jar. 7. My
Diary. 8. An Old American Friend. 9. Something Very Silly. 10. An Ab-
sentminded Boy. 1 1. At the Doctor's Office. 12. School System.
Book B: Authors: Shim Myongho, Moon Yong, Kwon Oryang. Re-
becca Wilson; Publisher: Kyohaksa.
1. Why Do You Learn English. 2. Little Bits of History. 3. What Do
Your Dreams Mean? 4. What Makes a Bird a Bird? 5. Min-su's Diary.
6. The Tombs of the Unknown Soldiers. 7. Aloha, Hawaii. 8. A Letter
from Australia. 9. The United States of America. 10. American and Ko-
rean Holidays. 11. She Painted Her Memory. 12. The Snowball Fight.
13. Growing Population and You.
Book C: Authors: Hong Poup, Kim Imduk, Chung Chanyoung. Cha
Kwangsoon; Publisher: Kyohaksa.
1. An Exciting Trip. 2. Animal Stories. 3. April Fool. 4. Weekend Plans.
5. Sam the Watchman. 6. Club Activities. 7. Diaries Written in Seoul. 8.
14
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Health Habits. 9. In Search of an Old City. 10. Chang-suk Visits Los
Angeles. 11. Computers. 12. A Letter from Korea. 13. Jimmy and Anna-
bel (Story of Jimmy Valentine, the safecracker).
Book D: Authors: Hong Ikpyo, Kang Taechil, Lee Uikap, Mallory
Leece; Publisher: Chihaksa.
1. My Daily Life. 2. A Camp in the High Prairie. 3. What Does a Yellow
Traffic Light Mean to You? 4. Waiting for Father. 5. Silence is Golden.
6. Space Travel. 7. Minho's and Jane's Diaries. 8. A Lesson from Na-
ture. 9. Thankgiving Day and Chusok. 10. The Olympic Games in
Seoul. 11. Watching TV. 12. The Last Leaf.
Book E: Authors: Kim Insook, Kim Dukki, Han Sanghoon; Publisher:
Thaerim.
1. Why Do We Study English. 2. Good Numbers and Bad Numbers. 3.
On the Titanic. 4. In the White House. 5. What Happened on an Out-
ing. 6. Clean Energy. 7. Go Leopards, Go! 8. The First Music. 9. Do We
Want Democracy? 10. Touch-me-not (Pongsonhwa). 11. Jimmy Valen-
tine. 12. Leave Nature Alone. 13. A Letter from Boston. 14. The Popu-
lation Explosion. 15. Merry Christmas. 16. Antarctica.
All five textbooks contain texts that promote specific civic virtues. This is
not very surprising since it is clearlly stated in the Middle School Curriculum,
5th revision ( 1 ) that the ultimate goal for the middle school education program in
general is in making the students 'healthy, independent, creative, and moral citi-
zens'. Moreover, this goal is confirmed again in the 6th revision and restated in
the description of characteristics for middle school English education as follows:
Middle school English education does not only aim to teach the lan-
guage as an instrument of communication. It also aims to turn the stu-
dents into whole human beings. Thus, the teaching materials for the
English subject should help students to form healthy ethical standards
and an independent civic spirit. Through English education, students
should be able to learn from foreign cultures in an attempt to bring fur-
ther development of our own [Korean] culture. Ultimately, students
should be able to acquire the basic ability to introduce our culture to
other nations and gain an international point of view and a cooperative
attitude (translated, Middle School Curriculum, 6th revision 141).
3. Civic virtues, gender relations, and cultural domination
Out of the 12 reading materials included in Book A 11 of them describe 13
kinds of civic virtues; as for Book B, 5 out of the 13 chapters include texts pro-
moting 6 kinds of civic virtues; in Book C, out of 13 chapters, 5 chapters have
readings connected to 7 kinds of civic virtues. Book D has 5 chapters out of 13
that describe 6 kinds of civic virtues, and finally. Book E has 9 out of 16 chapters
describing 5 kinds of virtues. Table 1. illustrates these distributions:
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Table 1. Occurence of civic virtues in Middle School English 3.
I
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In view of the fact that the purpose of education is to make the students
'healthy, independent, creative, and moral citizens', themes about abiding by
public regulations, diligence, environment, selflessness, wisdom, and negative atti-
tudes toward wealth that occur in more than one book seem to be related to the
educational goals. Other virtues that appear in only one book but are still related
to the promotion of 'healthy, independent, creative, and moral citizens' are clean-
liness, creativity, filial piety, friendship, honesty, generosity, hospitality, patience,
perserverance, safety, and thriftiness. However, even if one accepts the fact that
learning English is highlighted as a virtue since the subject, after all, is English, vir-
tues such as contempt toward forgetfulness, emphasis on fatherhood or concern
about the father, that appear in three books, respect for doctors, girls giving pres-
ents to boys, and the significance of wealth as a symbol of power and happiness
seem to be out of place as virtues to be stressed in middle school textbooks.
Besides finding out what kind of virtues are mentioned in the textbooks, an
equally important task is in determining whether the contexts in which these vir-
tues appear are appropriate representations of reality. First one could compare
how the same civic virtue is described in different books. For this analysis, the vir-
tue 'wisdom' would be appropriate since it seems to be a very popular theme and
it appears in three of the five books.
Book A: This book contains two texts that are related to the promotion of
'wisdom'. First, in a dialogue that appears in a chapter entitled 'Be Clever and
Wise', two children ask their wise grandfather to tell them 'a proverb or some-
thing that is educational'. The following is taken from the dialogue:
Grandpa: Right. Why don't you tell what kind of idea you want?
Min-ho: How about a good government?
Grandpa: Good. A good government should always have this idea for its
foundation.
Min-ho: Great! An idea as the foundation of a good government.
Grandpa: 'You can fool all of the people some of the time, some of the
people all of the time, but you cannot fool all of the people all of the
time'.
Min-ho: Wow! That sounds great! Who said it?
Grandpa: Abraham Lincoln did.
The second text is from another dialogue between two girls who exchange opin-
ions about a story in which a giant that was stuck in a jar tried to kill the man
who had opened up the jar and freed the giant. Eventually the man succeeds in
^
fooling the giant to go back into the jar, after which he closes the lid and throws fl
the jar into the river. The following is the two girls' dialogue:
Ok-cha: Didn't it make you feel angry at the giant?
Se-hui: I didn't feel angry, but I thought the giant was really stupid.
Ok-cha: How do you feel about the giant now?
Se-hui: I still think he is stupid and silly. As a matter of fact he is such a
foolish giant that he should not be allowed to be out in the world.
Ok-cha: He has to be kept in the little jar all the time?
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Se-hui: Yes. Keep him in the jar where he belongs!
Ok-cha: You mean, like a bad person to be kept in prison all his life?
Se-hui: Exactly.
In the first text, the virtue of wisdom is described as a characteristic of Abraham
Lincoln, about whom the students have sufficient other information to deduce
that 'President Lincoln became a worldwide hero because he was wise'. Thus the
message is that if someone wants to become a hero like Abraham Lincoln, he or
she needs to be wise. In the second text, however, the virtue of wisdom is not
promoted directly, but indirectly by condemning foolishness. This is also expli-
citly stated at the end of the chapter where the lesson of the story is claimed to be
'Don't be stupid and greedy'.
Book C: In this book, the chapter entitled 'Sam the Watchman' describes how a
foolish-looking watchman is actually clever. The following is from the introduc-
tion of the story:
... Some people thought that Sam was foolish. They tried to play tricks
on him. Sometimes Sam pretended to be stupid but he was not really
foolish. He was clever. He always knew what to do and what to say.
Then, the chapter illustrates three stories in which Sam actually avoids being
tricked by actions that might be interpreted as rather foolish by others. First, to a
rich but illiterate man who asks Sam to write a letter in order to save the money to
pay a letter-writer, Sam says that he is too busy to deliver the letter. Then, to a
man named Benjamin who boasts his cleverness to Sam and dares Sam to trick
him, Sam says that he will return with a way to trick him. However, Sam just goes
home, making Benjamin wait for more than two hours. Benjamin realizes that he
had actually been tricked when someone else comes along and lets him know
Sam had long gone home. In the third story, Sam tries to buy a sixty-cent loaf of
bread, but the storekeeper gives him only half a loaf, saying that it would be eas-
ier for him to carry home half a loaf. When the storekeeper asks for sixty cents.
Same only gives him thirty cents, saying that it would be easier for the store-
keeper to count to thirty.
Book D: In this book the virtue 'wisdom' is portrayed through a story entitled
'Silence is Golden'. In this story, a poor but wise farmer warns a rich but stubborn
merchant that he should not tie his horse next to the poor man's horse because
the poor man's horse was fierce and could hurt the rich man's horse. The rich
man does not listen to that advice and eventually ends up having his horse killed.
However, the rich man takes the poor man to a judge and claims that the poor
man must pay him for the damage. When the judge asks the poor man to defend
himself, he acts dumb and doesn't say anything. The rest of the story is as fol-
lows:
At last the judge said to the merchant,
'This man must be dumb. He isn't able to speak a word'.
' Oh, sir', said the merchant, 'he can't be dumb. He spoke to me on the
road a little while ago'.
'Are you sure?' asked the judge. 'What did he say?'
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'He told me that I should not tie my horse to the tree which his horse was
tied to'.
The judge said, 'Now I know who is wrong. He told you to tie your
horse to another tree. Then he doesn't need to pay for your horse.
You ought to listen to other people's warning'.
Then the judge turned to the farmer and asked, 'Why didn't you answer
my questions?'
'I knew that if I let him tell the story alone, you could soon find the
truth'.
As one may notice from the above illustrations, except the text about Abra-
ham Lincoln, they are all fictitious stories, and all four of them are set in foreign
lands outside Korea. Thus, if the stories were included in the textbooks in order to
promote the virtue of 'wisdom', they are not very successful, since there is no
sense of reality in any of these stories. Instead, the result of reading these stories is
simply an uncertain impression that some western people that may look foolish or
dumb on the surface may actually be wise and clever. Without other stories that
portray wise Koreans, the writers of these textbooks may indeed deserve the
blame that they have embellished western cultures as a result of subconscious
cultural domination.
Some other harmless-looking civic virtues that appear in these five books
also show problems in presentation. Let us take just one example from each text-
book. In a chapter that promotes thriftiness in Book A, the following text is pre-
sented as a dialogue in which a mother reprimands her son about spending too
much money:
You spend too much money every day. That's not good. It's a bad
habit. It's a very bad habit. Stop it, or I will talk to your father.
This text suggests that the authority of the mother is not enough in modifying the
behavior of her son. It further implies that the mother needs to rely on the sym-
bolic authority of the father in threatening her son to listen to her advice. The in-
teresting point is that it is not the father who is asserting his authority, it is the
mother who does it for him. The mother freely and willingly legitimizes the domi-
nance of the father. Thus, while the text seems to promote the virtue of thriftness
on the surface, there is an underlying message of sexual domination.
In Book B, the following text seems to aim at the promotion of filial piety at
first glance:
Tomorrow my sister and I are going to Pusan to see our grandfather.
This afternoon, we went to the station and bought two train tickets.
Then we went to the market to buy some gifts for him.
However, when one examines the text closely, one inevitably asks the question,
'What happened to the grandmother?' Has she passed away? If one takes into
consideration the fact that some Koreans may use the word grandfather to mean
both grandparents, it is unlikely that the authors intended the text to imply that
the grandmother was no longer living. Instead, it is possible that they simply over-
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looked the fact that in English the word 'grandparents' should have been used
rather than the word 'grandfather'. Moreover, in reality, because women tend to
live longer than men, it is likely that middle school students are more familiar with
visiting grandmothers rather than grandfathers or grandparents. Therefore, as it
was in the case of the promotion of 'thriftiness' in Book A, although the civic vir-
tue that is presented on the surface is filial piety, this text has the effect of margi-
nalizing the existence of women so that men might represent both genders.
In Book C, lesson 10, in order to emphasize the need to observe public regu-
lations, a Korean girl, Chang-suk, is described as visiting Los Angeles. The follow-
ing is a dialogue between the girl and her uncle who lives in Los Angeles:
Chang-suk: Look, Uncle. A lot of people are standing in line near the
ticket window. I see people standing in line everywhere.
Uncle: That way we get a lot of things done quickly and in good order.
Chang-suk: We should keep order anywhere.
Through this text, the reader is made to feel as though Koreans, represented by
Chang-suk, find it very strange that people should stand in line at the ticket win-
dow and that they should wait for their turn in a line. To make matters even more
serious, the uncle explains that the reason that people stand in line in Los Angeles
is so that things can get done 'quickly and in good order'. Why did this text
have to take Los Angeles as the stage to demonstrate orderly behavior? This
question, taken together with Chang-suk' s final utterance that we should keep
order 'anywhere', implies that Koreans do not observe public regulations and
therefore we need to learn from the Americans and keep order in Korea, too.
However, isn't it true that there are people who observe public regulations and
then there are some people who do not in any society on the face of the earth?
This text, then, misleads the students into thinking that all Americans keep good
order while Koreans do not behave in an orderly fashion in public places.
In Book D, a serious mispresentation of Latin Americans has the readers be-
lieve that Latin Americans are lazy and unreliable. Consider the following dia-
logue:
Mr. Smith wanted to see Franco, who is a Latin American.
Secretary: What can I do for you?
Mr. Smith: I want to see Franco. I have an appointment to see him at
seven.
Secretary: I'm sorry. He's sleeping now. He told me not to wake him up
till seven-thirty. Would you mind waiting? We usually wait for
thirty minutes in our country.
Mr. Smith: I'm sorry I can't. I have to visit the hospital. Please tell him
I'll phone later.
First, it is strange that the American is referred to as Mr. Smith, while the Latin
American is called Franco. Further, it is even more bizarre that Franco is portrayed
as sleeping at seven in the evening after making an appointment to see Mr. Smith.
To have made up this story and included it in the textbook, the authors could be
suspected of contempt and racial discrimination toward Latin Americans. If this
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was done without malice toward Latin Americans, then the grip that the domi-
nance of western cultures have on Korean textbook writers must indeed be great.
Finally, in Book E, the first chapter is devoted to the promotion of English
studies by emphasizing the practical need. The following is a portion of the text:
Most people study English for practical reasons. They must know Eng-
lish to read books, to communicate with other people in the world, and
to write down their ideas.
Remember that you need English for practical reasons. What are these
practical reasons? They are communication purposes. Don't forget that
language is communication. Practice using English so that you can
learn to communicate.
As any researcher of critical linguistics will notice, this text makes students be-
lieve that without learning English, one cannot 'read books', 'communicate with
other people in the world', 'write down their ideas',or 'communicate'. There is no
doubt that through texts such as the above, Korean students are being led to ac-
cept the hegemony of English in the world and to feel as though speakers of
English as a mother tongue are somehow superior to speakers of English as a
second or foreign language and non-English speakers. Thus, as adults, too many
Koreans feel ashamed about the fact that they are not able to speak English and
tend to measure a person's success or social status in terms of his or her ability to
speak English.
4. Conclusions and directions for further research
Having surveyed all five textbooks for third-grade middle school students,
we need to ask whether the materials in these textbooks have fulfilled the goals
of middle school education in general and English education in particular. As we
have already pointed out, although the textbooks contain texts that promote
several civic virtues, most of them are not directly related to making students
'healthy, independent, creative, and moral citizens'. Thus, these textbooks, in fact,
fail to attain the general goals of middle school education. As for the goals speci-
fied for English education, we need to ask whether the materials help students to
'learn from foreign cultures in an attempt to bring further development of our
own [Korean] culture' and whether they enable students 'to acquire the basic
ability to introduce our culture to other nations and gain an international point of
view and a cooperative attitude'. On both accounts, we have to conclude that
these textbooks have failed, since the result of learning about English-speaking
cultures through the textbooks is the acceptance of the dominance of western
cultures, and there is very little material that introduce our culture in a positive
way.
On March 3, 1997, third-grade middle school students received new English
textbooks that were written according to the sixth revision of the Middle School
Curriculum. This time eight kinds of textbooks were authorized by the govern-
ment. The major difference between the guidelines given for the English subject
in the fifth revision and the sixth revision of the Middle School Curriculum is
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that while the fifth revision supplied a grammar-oriented syllabus, the sixth revi-
sion presents a functional expressions-centered syllabus. These textbooks will be-
come available for the general public in May, 1997. Needless to say, these text-
books also deserve attention from researchers of critical linguistics and language
education as a follow-up study to the present paper.
Hopefully, the findings of these studies will bring more critical language
awareness to English-textbook-writers and will motivate them to be more cogni-
zant of the fact that language education is very closely tied to the promotion of
ideology and specific power relations. The general plan for the seventh revision
to the National Education Curriculum has already been announced (March 10,
1997), and according to this plan, a new set of middle-school English textbooks
will be authorized in the year 2000. Textbook writers and evaluators will all need
to work together so that they can write and look for materials that are indeed ap-
propriate to the goals of English education in Korea.
NOTES
1 This paper was presented at the Symposium for Critical Linguistics and Lan-
guage Education, 11th World Congress of Applied Linguistics (AILA), 4-9
August 1996 at Jyvaskyla, Finland. Research for this paper was supported by a
grant from the Language Research Institute of Seoul National University.
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Persian compound verbs are studied by traditional grammarians and
linguists of different persuasions. The article reviews the previous
scholarship on this topic and suggests that there are a number of com-
pound-verb formation processes with varying degrees of productivity in
the lexicon of Persian. These processes are classified under two general
categories: 'Combination' and 'Incorporation'. It is shown that in a
large number of compounds composed via combination the verbal part
is a lexicalized simple verb which serves as an aktionsart marker. It is
argued that despite the existence of systematic differences between
compound verbs formed through combination and incorporation, there
is phonological, syntactic, and semantic evidence which substantiates
the categorization of the two types as compound verbs. Putting Persian
facts within the perspective of the theoretical stances on this topic, it
may be noted that the findings of this article support the claims of
Mithun 1984, Rosen 1989, and Spencer 1995 concerning the morpho-
logical/lexical nature of incorporation.
1. Introduction
In this article 'Compound Verb' refers to a verb whose morphological structure is
not simple but consists of a non-verbal constituent, such as a noun, adjective, past
participle, prepositional phrase, or adverb, and a verbal constituent. Though there
is a large literature on compound verbs in other languages and in Persian (see sec-
tion 2) a satisfactory treatment of this category in Persian has not yet been pro-
vided. This article aims to be a contribution in this respect. The research intends to
be both descriptive and explanatory.
I suggest that as a compound verb is made up of two otherwise independent
constituents that form a compound word, we are consequently dealing with a lexi-
cal process in the lexicon. Considering the category of compound verbs in Persian
as a lexical process does not mean that we are facing a nonproductive process in
the lexicon. The fact of the matter is that there are a number of lexical processes
with varying degrees of productivity involved in the formation of compound verbs
in Persian. These processes are classified under two general headings:
'Combination' and 'Incorporation'. In compounds formed through combination,
an adjective, noun, prepositional phrase, adverb, or past participle has combined
with a verb. In the formation of compounds via incorporation, a nominal element
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functioning as a direct object loses its grammatical ending(s) and some preposi-
tional phrases functioning as adverbs of location lose their preposition and incor-
porate with the verb. Therefore, in incorporation there is always a corresponding
nonincorporated construction. Despite this difference and some others that will be
discussed later, it will be argued that the verbs formed through combination and
incorporation are morphologically compound.
In addition to this introductory section, the article consists of three others.
Section 2 introduces previous scholarship on this topic, section 3 presents a new
proposal for the treatment of Persian compound verbs, and section 4 recapitulates
the conclusions arrived at in the article and suggests implications.
2. Previous scholarship
In this section, the influential studies that have described compound verbs in dif-
ferent languages of the world and have theorized about them will be reviewed
first. Then the major contributions of Iranian and non-Iranian grammarians and
linguists on Persian compound verbs will be introduced. Although these contribu-
tions have provided illuminating insights into the nature of compound verbs in this
language, a systematic and comprehensive description of these verbs in Persian
still remains to be presented, and the implications of the findings of this descrip-
tion need to be spelled out. The present article pursues these two goals.
2.1 Compound verbs in languages of the world
The earliest studies falling under the category called compound verbs in this arti-
cle are P. S. Du Ponceau 1819, Kroeber 1909, Sapir 1911, and Kroeber 1911,
which have dealt with 'noun incorporation' in American Indian languages. Appar-
ently after a few decades of inattention this topic has received renewed interest.
Woodbury 1975, Mardirussian 1975, Sadock 1980, 1986, 1991, Mithun 1984,
1986, Baker 1988, Rosen 1989, Klaiman 1990, Miller 1993, and Spencer 1995 are
major recent contributions. A synopsis of the main issues raised by these studies is
in order.
According to Kroeber 1909, 'Noun incorporation is the combination into one
word of the noun object and the verb functioning as the predicate of a sentence'
(541). In his opinion incorporation as defined above is 'syntactical' (543, 544) in
nature. He states, 'It is a current belief that such incorporation is common in these
[= American] languages. But unprejudiced analysis reveals that at least the greater
number of American idioms are free from the alleged process' (541 ).'
Sapir 1911 is a rebuttal to Kroeber 1909. He announced the aim of the paper
was '... to give a usable definition of the term [noun incorporation] and to show
that several of these stocks [= the linguistic stocks of America] actually make use
of the process' (250). Sapir believes that first of all, since in American languages
not only objects, but also instrumentals, locatives, and in some cases even subjects
may be incorporated with the verb, the setting up of as broad a definition as possi-
ble for the process is justified and that secondly, 'this definition is of a purely
morphologic, not syntactic, character' (257).
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Mithun 1984 considers noun incorporation (NI) as a 'morphological con-
struction' and observes: 'Interestingly, all languages which exhibit such morpho-
logical structures also have syntactic paraphrases' (847-8) — cf. for the sake of
exemplification to fund-raise with to raise funds. Mithun (848) argues, 'It would
certainly be inefficient for languages to preserve exactly equivalent expressions so
systematically ... the morphologization itself must be functional'. Subsequently
she shows that "... NI is used for four different but related functions' (848).
Like Mithun 1984, Rosen 1989 assumes NI to be a lexical process (a word-
formation rule), but unlike the former study, which adopts a functional-discoursal
framework, the latter is based on Government-Binding theory (GB) and proposes
only two types of incorporation, which Rosen claims correspond to Mithun's four
types of incorporation (295-6).
Baker 1988 adopts GB and deals thoroughly with incorporation. In this book
the incorporation of noun, verb, preposition, and passive are proposed and it is
claimed that '... "incorporation" is the syntactic movement of an x° category to
adjoin to its x° governor' (229), hence incorporation is treated as an instance of
Move-Alpha applying between D-structure and S-structure. In other words, ac-
cording to Baker, since the construction before incorporation and its incorporated
counterpart are thematic paraphrases of each other, they share the same D-
structure (which is the structure underlying the nonincorporated construction) and
Move-Alpha relates the two (49, 82-3).
Spencer 1995 discusses incorporation in Chukchi. In that article different
kinds of incorporation in this language are introduced and it is shown that the
syntactic analysis of incorporation is entirely inadmissible, since contrary to the
prediction and claim of the syntactic analysis by Baker 1988, in which incorpora-
tion is treated as a result of head-to-head movement rule, the incorporation of ad-
juncts (455) as well as nominal modifiers (477), or more generally the dependents
of heads to heads, can be found in Chukchi (459, 482). Spencer eventually con-
cludes that the Chukchi facts are compatible with a lexical analysis similar to that
in Rosen 1989, both empirically and conceptually (440, 482-7).
This overview clearly shows that although the Kroeber-Sapir debate on the
existence of incorporation has now been resolved in favor of Sapir, their disa-
greement on the syntactic or morphological nature of incorporation remains unre-
solved in the literature.
2.2 Persian compound verbs
Persian Compound Verbs have been studied by a number of non-Iranian and Ira-
nian grammarians and linguists. Among them the contributions of the following
scholars are noteworthy: Jones (1828:88-92), Forbes (1876:70-1), Platts & Rank-
ing (1911:104-13), Phillott (1919:274-80), Lambton (1984 [ 1953]:85-93),
Khayyampur (1968:66), Bateni (1969:78-80), Sadeghi (1970:791-801, 1993),
Moyne (1970:43-83), Rubinchik (1971:78-83), Sharifi 1975, Sheik & Sharifi
1975, Khanlari (1976:176-8, 1986:120-75), Soheili-Isfahani (1976:110-38),
Sheintuch 1976, Tabaian 1979, Windfuhr (1979:1 13-28), Bashiri (1981:139-54),
Barjasteh 1983, Samiian (1983:252-66), Mohammad & Karimi 1992, Mcshkatod-
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dini (1994:158-63), and Ghomeshi (1996: 253-84). The common point of these
studies is that they disregard noun incorporation as a process of compound-verb
formation altogether. What they recognize and describe is a number of verb-
formation processes which will be introduced below.
This introduction is based on Lambton (1953 [1984]:85-93), who has pro-
vided a highly revealing taxonomy. In section 1, Lambton observes: 'Compound
verbs are formed by a simple verb combined with a noun, adjective, adverb, or w
prepositional phrase' (85). She then lists the following simple verbs that may be
used freely and independently and that commonly participate in compound-verb
formation: kardan 'to do, make', ddstan 'to have, possess', dddan 'to give', zadan
'to strike', sodan 'to become', xordan 'to eat', dmadan 'to come', kesidan 'to pull,
draw', oftddan 'to fall', gereftan 'to take', etc. Her taxonomy is as follows: (a)
compound verbs formed by a simple verb and a noun, e.g., gul kardan 'to listen'
(lit. 'ear-do'), gul dddan 'to listen' (lit. 'ear-give"), gardes kardan 'to go for a
walk' (lit. 'stroll-do'), cane zadan 'to bargain (over a price)' (lit. 'chin-strike'),
dtas zadan 'to set fire to' (lit. 'fire-strike'), dtas gereftan 'to catch fire' (lit. 'fire-
take'), kosti gereftan 'to wrestle' (lit. 'wrestling-take'), sowgand xordan 'to swear,
take an oath' (lit. 'oath-take'), zamin xordan 'to fall down' (lit. 'ground-eat'), ran]
kesidan 'to suffer, take trouble' (lit. 'suffering-pull'); (b) compound verbs formed
by a simple verb and an adjective, e.g., bdz kardan 'to open' (lit. 'open-do' ),fus
dmadan 'to boil' (lit. 'boiling-come'), dur oftddan 'to be separated' (lit. 'far-fall'),
boland kardan 'to raise, lift, to steal (colloq.)' (lit. 'lifting-do'); (c) compound
verbs formed by a simple verb and a preposition or adverb equivalent, e.g., with
bdz 'again, back' in bdz dmadan 'to come again' bdz ddstan 'to restrain, intern,
detain', with bar 'on, up, off in bar dmadan 'to be accomplished', 'to rise, swell',
bar dvardan 'to fulfill, accomplish, estimate' {dvardan literally means 'to bring')
bar anddxtan 'to overthrow' {anddxtan literally means 'to drop'), with/?/'/ 'before,
forward' in pis dmadan 'to occur, happen', pis kesidan 'to bring forward', pisbor-
dan 'to win, gain the upper hand' (bordan literally means 'to take'); (d) compound
verbs formed by a simple verb and a prepositional phrase, e.g., be Jd dvardan 'to
perform, accomplish' (lit. 'to-place-bring'), az dast dddan 'to lose' (lit. 'from-
hand-give'), dar miyan nahddan 'to lay before (someone, something), discuss'
(lit. 'in-middle-lay'). In section 2, Lambton remarks, 'Compound verbs [in Per-
sian] are also formed by a simple verb combined with an Arabic participle, noun
or adjective' (89). She then provides the following classification: (a) with an Ara-
bic noun, e.g., fekr kardan 'to think' (lit. 'thought-do'), harakat kardan 'to set out,
start' (lit. 'movement-do'), motdle?e kardan 'to study, read' (lit. 'study-do'), qdrat
kardan 'to plunder' (lit. 'plunder-do'), ersdl ddstan 'to send' (lit. 'dispatch-have'), A
jor ?at ddstan 'to dare' (lit. 'courage-have'), harf zadan 'to talk' (lit. 'talk-strike'), ^
sedd zadan 'to call' (lit. 'voice/call-strike'); (b) with an Arabic participle, e.g.,
maqlub kardan 'to defeat' (lit. 'defeated-do'), motehayyer kardan 'to surprise,
astonish' (lit. 'astonished-do'); (c) with an Arabic adjective, e.g., mariz sodan 'to
be, become ill' (lit. 'ill-become'), savarsodan 'to take on board, to put on a horse'
(lit. 'on board-become'); (d) with an Arabic noun combined with a preposition,
e.g., be etmdm resdndan 'to finish, bring to an end' (lit. 'to-end-carry'), be xater
dvardan 'to bring to mind, recall' (lit. 'to-mind-bring').
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With this background we are in a position to evaluate a number of observa-
tions made by the aforementioned grammarians and linguists with respect to Per-
sian compound verbs.
An insightful observation reported in Platts & Ranking 1911 is the question
of the (in)transitivity of the resulting compound verbs (107-13). To recapitulate
briefly, a compound verb is transitive if (a) a simple transitive verb is annexed to a
predicative adjective, an imperfect participle, an Arabic verbal adjective, or a pas-
sive participle (Persian or Arabic), e.g., talx kardan *to make or render bitter, to
embitter' (see also the relevant examples under section 2 (b) and (c) in the para-
graph preceding the above paragraph), or (b) when a simple transitive verb is
combined with the nomen actionis of a transitive (Arabic) verb, e.g., motdle?e
kardan 'to study', or with a Persian abstract (verbal) noun derived from a simple
transitive verb, e.g., baxs kardan 'to divide' < baxsidan. A compound is intransi-
tive if (a) a transitive verb is combined ( 1 ) with an Arabic verbal noun derived
from an intransitive or a reflexive verb, e.g., sa'A kardan 'to exert oneself, to en-
deavour, to strive', in which sa?y from Arabic is intransitive; (2) with a simple
substantive (Persian or Arabic), e.g., sddmdni kardan 'to rejoice', which contains a
Persian substantive; or (b) an intransitive verb is combined with a noun
(substantive, adjective, verbal noun, verbal adjective, participle), e.g., talx sodan
'to become bitter'.
On the theoretical plane, compound verbs in Persian have been treated vari-
ously. Tabaian 1979 adopted a syntactic-semantic approach based on Chafe 1970
and argued that the distinction between simple and compound verbs is unneces-
sary in Persian and cannot be justified on either semantic or syntactic grounds
(208). He ruled out a combination of what Lambton called a simple verb and a
preposition or adverb equivalent (see section 1, part (c) in my summary of
Lambton) as compound verbs, arguing, 'since none of these prefixes [i.e., preposi-
tion or adverb equivalents] occurs as a free morpheme in other contexts in this
language, it is no longer possible to distinguish these verbs from simple verbs ...'
(196). This generalization is too strong because although some of these nonverbal
elements are used only in compounds, e.g., vd dastan 'to oblige' (also recognized
and remarked on by Lambton 1953:87), a number of them could be used freely,
e.g., pis in pis dmadan 'to happen' (lit. 'forward-come') used by both Lambton
and Tabaian. He also excluded from the set of compound verbs items which he
characterized as '... nothing more than a juxtaposition of an object noun phrase
and a simple verb', e.g., dars xdndan 'to study' (lit. 'lesson-read') (Tabaian
1979:198). This conclusion is untenable, and these items will be dealt with in my
treatment of compound verbs in section 3. In regard to compound verbs in which a
nonverbal element is combined with the auxiliaries kardan 'to make', sodan 'to
get', budan 'to be', and dastan 'to have', e.g., biddr kardan 'to wake someone*
(lit. 'awake-make'), biddr budan 'to be awake', biddr sodan 'to wake up', and
dust dastan 'to like, to love', Tabaian has claimed that in deep structure only the
nonverbal element specified with the syntactic/semantic feature [action], [process],
[state], or [benefactive] appears: 'A nonverbal action verb is realized by the aux-
iliary kardan, a process verb with sodan, a state verb with budan, and a benefac-
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tive with ddstan. Since the insertion of the auxiliary is unambiguously predictable
from the feature matrix of the verbs [i.e., nonverbal element] it is not necessary to
postulate the auxiliaries in the deep structures' (Tabaian 1979:208). The exclusion
of auxiliaries from deep structures explains Tabaian' s claim quoted above to the
effect that the distinction between simple and compound verbs is unnecessary.
This conclusion had been previously arrived at by Sharifi (1975:461, 466, 467),
who also adopted Chafe 1970 as the theoretical framework. However, Sharifi in-
cluded in his analysis items such as zamin xordan 'to fall down' (lit. 'ground-eat'),
qosse xordan 'to feel sorrowful' (lit. 'grief-eat' X/u? kesidan 'to shout' (lit. 'shout-
pull'), sigdr kesidan 'to smoke a cigarette', claimed by Tabaian to be not com-
pounds, but mere juxtapositions of an object NP and a simple verb. He observed:
'... the basic meaning of the simple verb is present in all of the compound verbs'
(463), and added: '... to native speakers ... [in the first two examples immediately
above] the notion of "consumption and absorption" and ... [in the latter two] the
idea of "pulling and drawing" is present' (463). Since compound-verb formation
for Tabaian and Sharifi is a surface and not a deep-structure phenomenon, they
considered it 'syntactic' in nature (Sharifi 1975: 460).
Chapter 3 of Bashiri 1981 is devoted to 'the verb phrase', and in a section of
that chapter (126-54), 'the semantic structure of the verb phrase' is discussed. A
distinction is made first between 'absolute verbs' and 'modal verbs' and, second,
the characteristics of a selected number of them are explored. Absolute verbs are
defined '... as verbs that are not susceptible to modification' (127). They '... have a
decided semantic core' (128). Modal verbs are defined '... as those Verbs which
point to the modes of existence, action or change in a person or an object. As such,
these Verbs are fluid and are manipulated by the content of their modifying Noun'
(127). Generally speaking, this distinction corresponds to that depicted by tradi-
tional grammarians between those simple verbs that may be used freely and inde-
pendently and the compound verbs in whose formation these simple verbs partici-
pate (see Lambton's characterization sketched above). In a subsection on
'Absolute Verbs' hastan 'to exist', raftan 'to go', dmadan 'to come', kardan 'to
perform an act', zadan 'to strike, to hit, to punish', dddan 'to give', sodan 'to be-
come', xordan 'to strike, [to eat]' 'are separately mentioned and described' (128-
38), and in a subsection on 'Modal Verbs' the participation of these verbs in
forming compounds is described and exemplified (139-54). To recapitulate
briefly, kardan as an absolute verb, for instance, is characterized as '... a Causative
form denoting the performance of an act' (133). For this characterization the fol-
lowing example, among other similar ones, is provided (133).
(1) ali an kar-ra kard-0
Ali that work-DO did-he
'Ali did the work.'
According to Bashiri, 'As a modal verb kardan means the performance of an act
by an agent in such a way that the act is transferred to a person or object other than
the Agent, kardan, in other words, is a Causative Verb capable of generating a
long list of other Causative Verbs' (144-5). This specification is illustrated in a
number of examples, two of which.are cited below (144-5):
i
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(2)
(3)
bac'c'e an Saxe-ra az deraxt joda kard-0
child that branch-DO from tree separate did-he/she
'The child broke off that branch from the tree.'
reza Sabnam-ra tanbih kard-0
Reza Shabnam-DO punishment did-he
'Reza punished Shabnam.'
Bashiri's identical treatment of (absolute or modal) kardan as a causative verb is
imprecise (cf. the noncausative sentences in (1) and (3) above). Similarly, for
zadan it is said 'As an Absolute Verb, zadan means to strike a person or object for
a reason' (134), as exemplified in (4) below:
(4) ali reza-ra zad-0
Ali Reza-DO hit-he
'Ali hit Reza.'
About zadan as a Modal Verb we read, 'As an action modifier, zad-an is quite
similar to, and in some senses identical with kard-an as a Modal Verb' (147). The
following items are presented as illustrative examples:
(5) otu zadan otu kardan 'to iron'
'to telephone'
'to comb'
'to paint'
'to capture, to make victim'
'In other instances, however, the two verbs reveal significant dif-
ferences' and provides the following items ( 147):
(6) kaf zadan 'to clap' kaf kardan 'to produce foam'
dast zadan 'to clap, to touch' dast kardan 'to wear on the hand'
bad zadan 'to fan' bad kardan 'to inflate'
He adds, 'zadan usually indicates a repeated action' and presents the following
examples (among others) to substantiate the claim (147):
(7)
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(8)
Semantic interpretations of the same phenomena can vary from speaker
to speaker. Some speakers, for instance, identify the repetitive nature of
zad-an with the concept of a 'prolonged' or 'drawn out' action. They
then replace zad-an with kesid-an 'to pull, to drag'. As a result of these
different deep structure interpretations, the surface structure receives
two different versions of the same idea.
A number of the examples cited in this respect are listed in (9).
(9) jar
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zad-0]
struck-he
(12) Javad be ma [[in hoqqe]-ra
Javad to we this cheating-DO
'Javad played this trick on us.'
On that basis, compounds such as nafas zadan *to breathe' and qadam zadan 'to
walk' are nonseparable because items (13) and (14) are ungrammatical (258).
(13) * u [[in nafas]-ra zad-0]
he this breath-DO struck-he
(14) ali
Ali
[[in
this
qadam] -ra
step-DO
zad-0]
struck-he
It may be noted that the separation of the nominal and verbal parts in the class of
separable compounds (e.g., (11) and (12)) is an operation which is the inverse of
Noun Incorporation.
Barjasteh also proposes classifications within specific categories of com-
pound verbs, e.g., within compounds in which zad-an 'to strike' is the 'verbalizer'
(354). In his words, 'Based on the semantic character of the nouns that constitute
the initial element of these constructions, the compounds of this category can be
classified into the following sub-groups ...' (354). In the first subgroup the nomi-
nal part involves '... the repetition of several motions' (355), as exemplified in
(15).
(15) pa zadan
pedaling strike-inf
par zad- an
wing strike-inf
lis zad- an
licking strike-inf
telefon zad- an
telephone strike-inf
harf zad- an
speech strike-inf
In the second subgroup '... the nominal element ... semantically indicates either "a
prolonged clamor" or refers to an object which can produce such a sound' (357),
e.g.,:
'to pedal' [(5-134), (5-135)]
'to fly (as for birds)'
'to lick'
'to telephone'
'to speak'
(16) sut
whistling
Jiq
screaming
buq
honk
seypur
bugle
flut
flute
zad-an
strike-inf
zad-an
strike-inf
zad-an
strike-i
zad-an
strike-i
zad-an
strike-inf
nf
nl
'to whistle'
'to scream'
'to honk'
'to bugle'
'to flute'
[(5-140)]
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In the third subgroup '... the nominal element ... designates any particular kind of
paste or liquid applicable to a surface either for cosmetic purposes or lubrication'
(358), e.g.,:
[(5-142)](17) vaks
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an EZAFE [i.e., genitive] construction, a construction that consists of a head noun
and its thematic arguments' (202). In example (20 a) below, dad is a 'heavy verb',
hence it theta-marks ketdb and thus the latter can follow the nominalized verb as
shown in (20 b). In (21 a), however, dad is a 'light verb', hence no thematic rela-
tionship holds between this verb and the nominal extesds. Consequently, the
nominalized form in (21b) is rightly predicted to be ungrammatical (202).
(20) a. kimia
-
be ramin ketab dad-0 [(21)]
kimea to Ramin book gave-he
'Kimea gave (a) book to Ramin.'
b. dadan-e ketab be ramin dorost na-bud-0
giving-EZ book to Ramin right NEG-was-it
'Giving (a) book to Ramin was not right.'
(21) a. kimia in otaq-ro 2 be mehmun extesas dad-0 [(23)]
Kimea this room-ra to guest allocation gave-he
'kimea allocated this room to the guest.'
* dadan-e extesas otaq-ro be mehmun
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case by AGRO, whereas extesds appears in the nonspecific NP position and re-
ceives structural case from the verb (206). The postulation of two accusative cases
for Persian is counter-intuitive and empirically unjustified.
3. A new proposal for the treatment of Persian compound verbs
Rastorgueva 1966 (translated into Persian by Shadan in 1968) has reported that the
number of verbs in Middle Persian (224-651 A.D.) is not many and has added that
this scarcity is compensated by the noun plus verb combination and that in the
majority of the cases kartan 'do, make' constitutes the verbal part in the combina-
tion, e.g., zen kartan 'to saddle', rosriih kartan 'to light', dzmdyisn kartan 'to test'
(Shadan 1968:129). According to Sadeghi 1993 the number of simple verbs
formed on the basis of Arabic borrowings into Persian is scarce (e.g., bal?idan 'to
swallow; to devour' from Arabic W?(plus the past marker suffix -id and the in-
finitive suffix -an), raqsidan 'to dance' from Arabic raqs,fahmidan 'to under-
stand' from Arabic fahm) (p. 238, 242). This suggests that compound-verb forma-
tion must have been the dominant tendency in Early New Persian. The existence
of a great number of compound verbs in Persian formed based on Arabic partici-
ples, nouns, or adjectives borrowed into Persian and combined with Persian verbs
(see my summary of Lambton in section 2.2) further substantiates this tendency.
Furthermore, all new borrowings from western languages when used as verbs are
always compound {c.g.Jdks kardan/zadan 'to fax', telefon kardan/zadan 'to tele-
(23) AGROP [(32)]
AGRO'
SPEC
AGRO
NP
[-(-Specific
[inherent Case]
NP
[-specific]
[structural Case]
phone', montdz kardan 'to montage', sigdr kesidan 'to smoke (cigarette)', tdyp
kardan 'to type', test kardan 'to test', mdsdzdddan 'to massage'). Also a number
of existing simple verbs have compound counterparts which are derived from the
simple verb itself (e.g., jangidan— Jang kardan 'to fight', dludan — dlude kar-
dan 'to contaminate', kusidan — kuses kardan 'to try', geristan — gerye kardan
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'to cry', qaltidan — quit zadan 'to roll',fariftan —farib dddan 'to cheat'). In this
set, the simple verb sounds formal and literary, and its compound counterpart less
so. Finally, as reported in Sadeghi (1993:241, fn.4) the maximum number of sim-
ple verbs in today's spoken and written Persian is 115 verbs. These observations
suggest that compound-verb formation is highly productive in Persian today.
In this article, I intend to show that there are two major types of compound-
verb formation in Persian: 'Combination' and 'Incorporation'. These will be taken
up separately.
3. 1 Combination
3.1.1 Adjective + auxiliary
The auxiliaries which participate in this combination are the three listed in (a)-(c)
below:
(a) The stative auxiliary budan 'to be', e.g., dehor budan 'to be annoyed'.
(b) The inchoative auxiliary sodan 'to become', e.g., dehor sodan 'to become an-
noyed'.
(c) The causative auxiliary kardan 'to make', e.g., dehor kardan 'to annoy'.
The compound verbs formed via (a)-(c) above constitute an open set.
3.1.2 Noun + verb
The major verbs which participate in the formation of these compounds are listed
and exemplified in (a)-(g) below. Though all of the verbs when used as simple
verbs are transitive, the resulting compounds may turn out to be transitive or in-
transitive. In this respect Platts & Ranking's observation reported earlier (see sec-
tion 2.2) is highly illuminating.
(a) kardan 'to do'
My corpus contains 503 compound verbs formed in this way. Some of them
are transitive and some intransitive. Items in (24) provide a representative sample.
(24)
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qaS
bazi
aziyat
Jang
aqaz
zendegi
tama§a
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kardan 'to faint
1
'fainting-do'
kardan 'to play' 'play-do'
kardan 'to annoy' 'annoyance-do'
kardan 'to fight' 'fight-do'
kardan 'to begin' 'beginning-do'
kardan 'to live' 'living-do'
kardan 'to watch' 'watching-do'
(b) zadan 'to strike, to beat'
In my corpus, I have 235 compound verbs in which zadan serves as the ver-
bal element. The verbs listed in (7), (10), (15), (16), (17), (18), and (19) provide
representative examples. Some of these verbs are intransitive and some transitive.
For example, from among the items listed in (7), seda zadan 'to call (someone's
name)' (lit. 'voice-strike'), and atas zadan 'to set on fire' (lit. 'fire-strike') are
transitive, and the rest intransitive (in Persian),
(c) dddan 'to give'
The compound verbs which constitute my data in this set comprise 205
verbs. Most of them are transitive and some intransitive. Illustrative examples are
provided below:
(25)
Infinitive form
anJam
talaq
pas
pas
neSan
dast
rox
salam
dadan
dadan
dadan
dadan
dadan
dadan
dadan
dadan
ahammiyyat dadan
emtehan
Sekast
farib
yad
Sarh
tul
mazze
seda
adat
neJat
masa"2
dadan
dadan
dadan
dadan
dadan
dadan
dadan
dadan
dadan
dadan
dadan
Gloss
to fulfill'
to divorce'
to return'
to pass(the ball)'
to show'
to shake hands'
to occur'
to salute'
to consider important
to take an exam'
to defeat'
to cheat'
to teach'
to describe'
to protract'
to be pleasant'
to make noise'
to accustom'
to save'
to massage'
Literal meaning Transitivity
'fulfillment-give'
'divorce-give'
'back-give'
'pass-give'
'showing-give'
'hand-give'
'face-give'
'hello-give'
'importance-give'
'exam-give'
'defeat-give'
'cheating-give'
+
+
'remembrance-give' +
'description-give' +
'duration-give' +
'taste-give'
'noise-give'
'habit-give' +
'deliverance-give' +
'massage-give' +
i
(d) gereftan 'to take'
My data on compound verbs with gereftan as its verbal element consists of
114 items. Some are transitive and some intransitive. The following list presents
sample examples.
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>
(26)
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gerami4 daStan 'to hold dear' 'dear-have' +
vo)ud daStan 'to exist' 'existence-have'
mas?alat daStan 'to beg (the Almighty)' 'begging-have' +
edame daStan 'to continue' 'continuation-have' -
(g) xordan 'to eat'
In my corpus I have 74 compound verbs which belong to this set. All of the a
compound verbs formed with this verb are intransitive. Selected examples are ^
given in (29) below.
(29)
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3.1.4 Adverb + verb
My corpus contains 114 compounds formed this way. The (in)transitivity of the
resulting compound depends on the (in)transitivity of the simple verb involved.
Representative examples are provided in (31) below:
(31)
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b. baCce-ha qaza xor-d-and
'The children did food-eating.'
In (33 a) the indirect object has appeared between the direct object and the verb,
and in (33 b) the ex-direct object has crossed over the indirect object to incorpo-
rate.
(33) a. madar qaza-ra be bac^e dad-0 A|
mother food-DO to child gave-she W
'The mother gave the food to the child.'
b. madar be bac^e qaza dad-0
Lit. 'The mother food-gave to the child.'
A similar example is provided by the pair in (34). Here, in the matrix clause, the
direct object crosses over the oblique object to incorporate.
(34) a. man faqat in entezar-ra az Soma dar-am
I only this expectation-DO from you have-I
ke xub dars be-xan-id
that well lesson SUB-read-you
Lit. T only have this expectation from you that you should study
hard.'
b. man faqat az Soma entezar dar-am
ke xub dars be-xan-id
'I only expect you to study hard."
In addition to the disappearance in incorporation of the grammatical end-
ing^) that might be attached to the direct object (cf.(32 a) and (32 b), (33 a) and
(33 b), (34 a) and (34 b)) there are a number of other observations which further
justify the postulation of incorporation in Persian. Five of them will be reported
immediately. Other arguments will be presented later in the article.
The following three observations are due to Barjasteh (1983:324-5), al-
though, as we witnessed in my review of his contributions, he does not recognize
incorporation. In examples (35 a)-(37 a), in the first conjunct we have direct ob-
jects followed by simple verbs, whereas in the first conjuncts in (35 b)-(37 b), we
encounter their incorporated counterparts. This structural difference between (a)
and (b) in each pair explains the (im)possibility of gapping, pronominal reference,
and nominal ellipsis in these examples respectively. Gapping, i.e., identical
verb
deletion, is permitted in the second conjunct in (35 a). Its impossibility in (35 b) is
due to the fact that incorporation creates a conceptual whole that cannot trigger
the M
deletion of an independent simple verb in the second conjunct.
(35)
a. man ham qaza-ra poxt-am va ham sabzi-ra [(5-98)(i)J
I also food-DO cooked-I and also vegetable-DO
T cooked the food and the vegetable too.'
b. * man ham [qaza poxt-am] va ham sabzi-ra [(5-98)(ii)]
* T cooked and the vegetable too.'
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Similarly in (36 a), the pronoun an 'it' refers back to the direct object in the first
conjunct, but as (36 b) shows, this is impossible when the direct object is incorpo-
rated. That is to say, after incorporation the nominal constituent of the compound
is non-referential.
(36)
a. man diSab qaza-ra xor-d-am va kami [(5-99)(i)]
I last night food-DO eat-past-I and some
az an-ra ham be gorbe dad-am
of it-DO also to cat gave-I
'Last night I ate the food and gave some of it to the cat.'
b. * man disab [qaza xor-d-am] va kami az an-ra [(5-99)(ii)]
ham be gorbe dad-am.
* 'Last night I ate and gave some of it to the cat, too.'
Also in (37 a) the ellipsis of the direct object of the second conjunct based on its
identity with the direct object in the first conjunct is allowed. This elliptical proc-
ess is blocked in (37 b), due to the fact that the incorporated direct object in the
first conjunct is 'no longer an autonomous element identical with the underlying
direct object of the second clause' (Barjasteh 1983:325).
(37)
a. ali mahi-ra gereft-0 va tuye houz gozaSt-0 [(5-100)(i)]
Ali fish-DO took-he and in pool put-he
'Ali caught the fish and put it into the pool.'
b. * ali [mahi gereft-0] va tuye houz gozaSt-0 [(5-100)(ii)]
* 'Ali fished and put it into the pool.'
The next argument substantiating the postulation of incorporation in Persian
is the semantic difference between a nonincorporated construction and its incorpo-
rated counterpart. As mentioned above, after incorporation the incorporated noun
and the verb constitute a conceptual whole in which the noun is understood gen-
erically, whereas in the nonincorporated construction the object is referential.
Items (32)-(34) support this observation. Similarly, in item (38 a) below the trans-
fer of poison to Hasan is intended, whereas in (38 b), which is the incorporated
counterpart of (38 a), Hasan's being poisoned is meant.
(38) a. mina zahr-ra be hasan dad-0
Mina poison-DO to Hasan gave-she
'Mina gave the poison to Hasan.'
b. mina be hasan zahr dad-0
'Mina poisoned Hasan.'
The fifth observation supporting incorporation is based on a morphological
process in which the output of incorporation serves as the input for another lexical
process. For instance, the compound wordqazdxori 'food-eating', which may ap-
pear as a modifier in the head-modifier construction sdlon-e [qazdxori] 'food-
eating hall' (lit. 'hall-of food-eating'), is related to the compound verb qaza xor-
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dan (lit. 'to food-eat'), which is itself the output of incorporation. Similar exam-
ples are day xori 'tea-cup' (lit. 'tea-eating'), dbmive giri 'juicer' (lit. 'juice-
taking'), ketdbforusi 'bookshop' (lit. 'book-selling'), etc., which are related to the
incorporated compounds day xordan (lit. 'to tea-eat), dbmive gereftan (lit. 'to
juice-take'), ketdb foruxtan (lit. 'to book- sell'), respectively.
On the basis of the above observations (and other pieces of evidence to be
presented later in the article), I intend to suggest that a structure formed via incor- m
poration and its nonincorporated counterpart constitute two different constructions
~
which are related to two different conceptual contents.
Incorporation of a direct object is a productive process in Persian. As a mat-
ter of fact, in this language, any direct object that can be conceived nonreferen-
tially may incorporate.
3.2.2 Prepositional phrase
In Persian some prepositional phrases functioning as adverbs of location may also
incorporate. After incorporation the preposition disappears. Examples (39) and
(40) below exemplify this possibility.
(39) a. ma ruy-e zamin neSast-im
we on-EZ ground sat-we
'We sat on the ground.'
b. ma zamin neSast-im.
Lit. 'We ground-sat.'
(40) a. bafice be zamin xor-d-0
child to ground eat-past-he/she
'The child fell to the ground.'
b. baCce zamin xor-d-0
'The child fell down.'
With respect to item (40), I intend to suggest that the affected sense underlying all
instances of xordan 'to eat' (real or metaphoric) accounts for its collocation with
zamin. In other words, a theme running through all instances with the verb xordan
is that the subject is affected by the outcome of the verb (see qosse xordan 'to
grieve' (lit. 'grief-eat') in 3.1.2 (g), qazd xordan 'to eat' (lit. 'food- eat') in 3.2.1,
and zamin xordan in (40) above). In the same vein, the nominal compound zad-o-
xord 'fight' (lit. 'beat-and-eat') clearly isolates and reflects the 'nonaffected and
affected' nature of a fight.
^
Before closing our discussion of incorporation, it is worth mentioning that ^
Barjasteh (1983:327) lists items in (41) below as 'Compound Verbs of Experi-
ence'.
5
(41) xoS amad-an 'to like' [(5-101)]
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xab amad-an 'to feel sleepy'
sleeping came-inf
Barjasteh's treatment of these items is totally unfounded. As a matter of fact these
items are not compound verbs at all but full-fledged sentences in which the nomi-
nal element is the subject and the obligatory rule of verb-subject agreement in Per-
sian systematically treats these nominals as the subject. Examples in (42) below
support this observation.
(42) a. xoS-am amad-0
liking-my came-it
'I liked it.' (Lit. My liking came.)
b. xoS-es
-
amad-0
liking-his/her came-it
"He/she liked it.' (Lit. His/her liking came.)
c. xoS-et-an amad-0
liking-you-pl came-it
'You liked it.' (Lit. your liking came.)
Similarly, the items in (43) below are wrongly assumed by Barjasteh to be com-
pounds (362). They too are full-fledged sentences and my analysis of the items in
(41), as supported by examples in (42), fully apply to the items in (43) as well.
(43) seda gereft-an 'to lose one's voice' [(5-146)]
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opinion they are frozen sentences whose verb meanings are metaphorically ex-
tended.
3.3 Combination versus incorporation
There are four major differences between the compound verbs formed via incorpo-
ration and those formed by combination which (further) substantiate the taxonomy
of compound verbs into incorporation and combination sets.
First, in the former, for every incorporated form there is a corresponding
nonincorporated counterpart that are thematic paraphrases of each other, i.e., they
share the same theta grid and selectional restriction (e.g., (32 a) and (32 b), (33
a)
and (33 b), (34 a) and (34 b), whereas in the latter no noncombined counterpart
exists.
Second, compound verbs formed through incorporation are systematically
intransitive whereas compound verbs formed via combination may turn out to be
transitive or intransitive depending on a number of factors hinted at previously.
In
other words, incorporation is a systematic intransitivization process in
Persian.
(45)
N+KARDAN
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manner of the realization of the event as perceived and conceptualized by the
speakers. In set (9), if the speaker intends to highlight the force, disconnectedness,
and instantaneity of the action, items in the left column, i.e., the zculan 'to strike'
viewpoint, will be chosen, whereas if the prolongation and duration of the action is
to be focused on, the corresponding items in the right column, i.e.. the kesidan 'to
pull, draw' viewpoint, will be selected. Also in the case of items in (5), both zadan
and kardan convey action, but the former viewpoint implies a forceful, specific,
disconnected, instantaneous action, whereas the latter implies a general act. Fur-
thermore, pairs or triples such as (45) above clearly suggest that in compounds the
mode of the activity is conveyed by the verbal element and the activity itself is ex-
pressed by the nonverbal constituent. This observation also suggests that calling
the verbal element in compounds a 'light verb' is totally unfounded and counter-
intuitive (cf. Mohammad & Karimi in section 2). In the set in (45), empty slots in-
dicate lexical gaps. Similarly, in (46) below, the same adverbial element has
formed the nonverbal part of a large number of compounds. The mode of the ac-
tivity is expressed by the verbal element.
(46) pas dadan 'to give back; to refund; to recite as a lesson'
'to go back; to decline'
'to draw back'
'to take back'
'to retreat'
'to bring back'
'to beget'
'to fall behind'
'to take back'
'to send back'
'to push back'
If these observations are correct, then the following viewpoints, real or meta-
phoric, corresponding with the items in 3.1.2 (a)-(g) could be suggested: The DO-
ing viewpoint, the STRIKE-ing viewpoint, the GIVE-ing viewpoint, the TAKE-
ing viewpoint, the DRAW-ing viewpoint, the HAVE-ing viewpoint, and the EAT-
ing viewpoint. In all of these cases, the simple verb is lexicalized to serve as an
aktionsart-marker. In line with Binnick (1991:148, 170), I distinguish between
'aspect' and 'aktionsart', considering the former as grammatical(ization) and the
latter as lexical(ization). Notions such as perfective, imperfective, habitual are as-
pectual, whereas concepts such as instantaneous, durational, and the various view-
points enumerated above are aktionsarten.
Fourth, compound-verb formation through incorporation is productive and
the compound itself is referentially transparent, whereas compound-verb forma-
tion via combination is, relative to incorporation, limited in productivity and the
compound usually involves metaphoric extension.
It is interesting to note that a single simple verb may participate in both com-
bination and incorporation processes, e.g., xordan in 3.1.2 (g). which is lexicalized
and expresses the EAT-ing viewpoint (i.e.. metaphoric extension of the physical
act of eating), and xordan in (32), which has remained as a lexical entry and is se-
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mantically transparent. A verb such as kardan may serve as the verbal element in
incorporation as represented in (47) below, as a causative auxiliary in item 3.1.1
(c), and as an aktionsart-marker in noun-verb combinations exemplified in 3.1.2
(a). Diagram (48) recapitulates these possibilities.
(47) a. man in kar-ha-ra kard-am
I this work-pl-DO did-I
'I did these works.'
b. man kar kard-am
i worked.' (Lit. I work-did.)
It may be noted that it is plausible to have a predicate in whose formation both
combination and incorporation have participated. Example (49 a) below contains a
compound verb formed via combination, and example (49 b) is its incorporated
counterpart.
(48) kardan
combination incorporation
Adi+kardan N+kardan DO+kardan
I /\ I
causative intransitive transitive intransitive
(49) a. man diruz faqat name-ha-ra post kard-am
I yesterday only letter-pl-DO mailing did-I
'Yesterday I only mailed the letters.'
b. man diruz faqat name post kard-am
Lit. 'Yesterday I only did letter-mailing.'
3.4 Combination and incorporation
At the beginning of section 3, a number of observations were reported suggesting
that compound-verb formation is highly productive in Persian. In sections 3.1 and
3.2, two major types of compound-verb formation were introduced, and in section
3.3 the differences between them were highlighted. Now it is time to provide ar-
guments to substantiate the hypothesis in (50).
(50) Hypothesis:
The verbs formed via combination (section 3.1) and incorporation
(section 3.2) are morphologically compound.
The arguments that will be presented are phonological, syntactic, and se-
mantic in nature. Representative examples will be chosen from the items in sec-
tions 3.1 and 3.2. The evidence forming the arguments show (a) the uniformity of
the behaviour of the verbs formed via combination or incorporation, and (b) their
differences with simple verbs. Hence they justify the postulation of two different
sets of verbs— 'simple' versus 'compound'.
3.4.1 Phonological evidence
The primary stress assignment rule treats compound verbs as unified wholes.
There are two patterns of stress. If the compound is used in its infinitive form, the
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final syllable of the verb will carry primary stress. If the compound is used in the
affirmative finite form, however, then the stress systematically falls on the final
syllable of the nonverbal part in the compound (Lambton 1984 [1953]:93, Moyne
1970:63-4, Ghomeshi 1996:256). The verbs listed in (51) exemplify this observa-
tion.
(51) Infinitive
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b. [ko§t-an]-e ahu tavassote Sekard
killed-inf-EZ deer by hunter
'The killing of the deer by the hunter'
In compound verbs, the nonverbal part and the verb juxtaposed through combina-
tion or incorporation jointly constitute the head in the EZAFE construction. Ex-
amples (55)-(57) support this observation. In examples (55) and (56) the com-
pound verb is transitive, whereas in (57) the compound is formed via incorpora-
tion (see example (32 b) and hence intransitive.
(55) a. ali mina-ra delxor kard-0
Ali Mina-DO annoying did-he
'Ali annoyed Mina.'
b. [delxor kard-an]-e mina tavassote ali
annoying did-inf-EZ Mina by Ali
Lit. 'The annoying of Mina by Ali.'
(56) a. ali mina-ra tahdid kard-0
Ali Mina-DO threat did-he
'Ali threatened Mina.'
b. [tahdid kard-an]-e mina tavassote ali
threat did-inf-EZ Mina by Ali
Lit. 'The threatening of Mina by Ali'
(57) a. bacce-ha qaza xor-d-and
child-pl food eat-past-they
'The children did food-eating.'
b. [qaza xor-d-an]-e bacce-ha
food eat-past-inf-EZ child-pl
Lit. 'The food-eating of the children'
It is noteworthy that as the nonincorporated counterpart of (57 a), which is re-
ported in (32 a) and repeated in (58 a), contains a simple transitive verb in its
nominalized form, shown in (58 b), the simple verb will be the head and the direct
object its dependent.
(58) a. ba£ce-ha qaza-eS-an-ra xor-d-and
child-pl food-his/her-pl-DO eat-past-they
'The children ate their food.'
b. [xor-d-an]-e qaza tavassote badce-ha
eat-past-inf-EZ food by child-pl
Lit. 'The eating of the food by the children.'
3.4.2.2 Imperfective aspect
In Persian a morphosyntactic construction expresses the progressive no-
tion/imperfective aspect9 . In it the expression dar hal-e or masqul-e 'in the process
of serves as the head of an EZAFE construction followed by the infinitive form of
the verb as its dependent. If the verb is transitive, its direct object will follow the
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verb. Examples (59) and (60) are the progressive versions of (53 a) and (54 a), re-
spectively. In these examples, the verb in progress is simple.
(59) ali dar hal-e [raft-an] ast-0
Ali in process-EZ went-inf is-he
'Ali is leaving.'
(60) Sekar£i dar hal-e [ko§t-an]-e ahu ast-0
hunter in process-EZ killed-inf-EZ deer is-he/she
'The hunter is killing the deer.'
Examples (55 a)-(57 a) and similar cases assumed to contain compound verbs,
when used in the progressive form, the non-verbal and the verbal part jointly con-
stitute the dependent of the progressive head. Items (61 )-(63), which are the pro-
gressive versions of the above mentioned examples, illustrate this.
(61) ali
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(65) a. §ekar£i ahu-ra na-koSt-0
hunter deer-DO not-killed-he/she
'The hunter did not kill the deer.'
b. SekarCi ahu-ra xah-ad kosV"
will-he/she
The hunter will kill the deer.'
c. sekarCi koSt-0-eS
killed-he/she-it
The hunter killed it.'
(66) a. ali mina-ra delxor na-kard-0
Ali Mina-DO annoying not-did-he
'Ali did not annoy Mina.'
b. ali mina-ra delxor xah-ad kard
will-he
'Ali will annoy Mina. '
c. ali delxor-eS kard-0
annoying-her did-he
'Ali annoyed her.'
(67) a. ali mina-ra tahdid na-kard-0
threat not-did-he
'Ali did not threaten Mina.'
b. ali mina-ra tahdid xah-ad kard
will-he
'Ali will threaten Mina.'
c. ali tahdid-eS kard-0
threat-her did-he
'Ali threatened her.'
(68) a. bafic'e-ha qaza na-xor-d-and
child-pl food not-eat-past-they
The children did not eat food."
b. bacce-ha qaza xah-and xor-d
Lit. The children will food-eat.'
It should be noted that the interposition argument does not weaken the com-
pound nature of the verbs formed via combination and incorporation. Among the
compound verbs in Persian consisting of an adverb and a verb (see section 3.1.4),
there are some whose nonverbal part are elements such as var (e.g., var amadan
'to rise (bread)'), va (e.g., va dastan 'to force'), bar (e.g., bar andaxtan 'to over-
throw'), dar (e.g., dar gereftan 'to be kindled' ),foru (e.g.,foru nesandan 'to sup-
press')/<3ra (e.g., fara gereftan 'to acquire'), which essentially express direction.
These nonverbal elements always appear in the compound (as well as in lexical
derivations based on the compounds, e.g., fara giri 'acquisition') and are never
I
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used independently in the language. In these cases, too, the aforementioned gram-
matical markers interpose between the nonverbal and the verbal constituents of the
compound.
In the previous paragraph, elements that can be interposed between the non-
verbal and the verbal constituents of the compounds were introduced and the uni-
formity of the behaviour of the two major types of compounds in this respect was
pointed out. On the other hand, adverbs may modify the whole compound as a
unit, but they cannot be interposed between the two constituents of the com-
pounds, and this constraint is uniformly obeyed by all compounds. Examples (69)-
(71), which correspond to sentences (55 a)-(57 a) illustrate this observation.
(69) a. ali mina-ra bimowqe delxor kard-0
Ali Mina-DO untimely annoying did-he
'Ali untimely annoyed Mina.'
b. * ali mina-ra delxor bimowqe kard-0
(70) a. ali mina-ra bimowqe tahdid kard-0
Ali Mina-DO untimely threat did-he
'Ali untimely threatened Mina.'
b. * ali mina-ra tahdid bimowqe kard-0
(71) a. bacCe-ha bimowqe qaza xor-d-and
child-pl untimely food eat-past-they
'The children untimely did food-eating.'
b. ?*" ba££e-ha qaza bimowqe xor-d-and
In the nonincorporated counterpart of (71 a) (see sentence (58 a)), the adverb may
precede the simple verb and the sentence is fully grammatical. This is shown in
(72) below.
(72) bac'ce-ha qaza-eS-an-ra bimowqe xor-d-and
child-pl food-him/her-pl-DO untimely eat-past-they
'The children untimely ate their food."
As a final point in this section, it may be noted that in both combination and
incorporation the nominal part of the compounds is always a noun and never a
noun phrase.(However, Samiian (1983:259) and Ghomeshi (1996:265) have
claimed that the nonverbal part of the compounds are phrasal. The data presented
to substantiate this claim are judged by Ghomeshi (265) to be 'rare' and are unac-
ceptable to me).
3.4.3 Semantic evidence
Semantically the verbs formed via combination and incorporation constitute con-
ceptual wholes. This observation in particular is supported when we take into ac-
count verbs whose internal structure contains a noun, i.e. items listed in 3.1.2 and
3.2.1. In all these cases, the nouns are generic, nonreferential, and nonindependent.
For instance, in the following discourse whose first sentence is (56 a)
(exemplifying a compound formed via combination), the pronoun in the second
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sentence can only be understood as referring to the act of threatening, not the noun
'threat' alone.
(73) ali mina-ra tahdid kard-0 vali mina an-ra
Ali Mina-DO threat did-he but Mina that-DO
Jeddi na-gereft-0
serious not-took-she
'Ali threatened Mina but she didn't take it seriously."
Similarly, as it was reported in example (36 b), the occurrence of the pronoun an
in the second conjunct renders the sentence ungrammatical because the incorpo-
rated direct object in the first conjunct is no longer available as the pronoun's an-
tecedent.
Another kind of evidence to support the claim that compounds are concep-
tual wholes is based on scope phenomena. For instance, the negative prefix in
compounds formed via incorporation and combination negates the whole com-
pound, not just the verbal element to which it is affixed (e.g., qazd na-xordan 'not
to eat food', dehor na-budan 'not to be annoyed', yad na-dadan 'not to teach',
dust na-ddstan 'not to like'). Similarly, when used in sentences containing com-
pound verbs, modals have, scope over the whole compound and not just over the
verbal constituent. The items in (74) below exemplify the occurrence of modals
with compound verbs (formed through incorporation or combination).
(74) a. avval bayad qaza xord
first must food ate
'One must first eat food.'
b. na-bayad az u delxor bud
not-must from he/she annoying was
'One must not be annoyed with him/her."
c. misavad be rahati yad dad
may with ease remembrance gave
'One may teach (something) easily.'
d. mitavan in-ra dust dast
can this-DO friend had
'One can like it.'
4. Conclusions and implications
In this article I have argued that there are two types of compound verb formation
in the lexicon of Persian: 'Combination' and 'Incorporation'. Each contains subdi-
visions. Evidence was presented to justify the postulation of the two types men-
tioned. Most importantly, the examples revealed that after incorporation the
meaning of the compounds, which is the function of the meanings of their con-
stituents, is transparent and that incorporation is an intransitivization process. I
have claimed that in the compounds formed via combination, if the nonverbal part
is an adjective or a past participle (in the passive), then the verbal element of the
compound serves as an auxiliary. The meaning of these compounds is also trans-
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parent. In these compounds when the nonverbal part is a noun, the verbal element
is lexicalized and functions as an aktionsart-marker. The meaning of these com-
pounds may not be directly transparent and usually involves metaphoric extension
(e.g., qosse xordan 'to grieve' (lit. 'grief-eat')). A number of arguments
(phonological, syntactic, and semantic in nature) were also presented to suggest
that, despite the differences, there are commonalities between the two types that
substantiate their classification under one single heading, i.e., compound verbs.
The findings in this article suggest implications. On the theoretical plane,
putting Persian facts within the perspective of the theoretical stances on this topic,
it may be noted that the findings of this article support the claims of Mithun 1984,
Rosen 1989, and Spencer 1995 concerning the morphological/lexical nature of in-
corporation. More specifically, Persian contains the canonical type of incorpora-
tion, i.e., type (I) in Mithun's typology of incorporation, and the aforementioned
uniformity of the behavior of the compounds formed via combination and incorpo-
ration with respect to the phonological, syntactic, and semantic evidence substan-
tiates the morphological/lexical nature of the process. On the other hand, the exis-
tence of the differences between the two major types of compound- verb formation,
as well as the existence of morphological processes with varying degrees of pro-
ductivity within them, support the postulation of different layers in the lexicon. In
section 3.2.1, 1 claimed that the output of incorporation may serve as the input for
another lexical process. Further research should concentrate on the kind and range
of processes that take compounds formed via incorporation as their input and lexi-
cal processes that accept compounds formed through combination as their input.
The findings will shed more light on the layers in the lexicon.
On the applied plane, an important issue of concern to Persian lexicogra-
phers is the question of the inclusion of compound verbs as lexical entries in Per-
sian dictionaries. On the basis of my observations and findings in this article, I in-
tend to propose the following yardsticks for the issue facing Persian lexicogra-
phers. Verbs that are semantically transparent and constitute open sets (i.e., com-
pounds formed through direct-object incorporation and compounds that are the re-
sult of the combination of adjectives and auxiliaries) do not need to be included as
separate entries. Other compounds introduced and discussed in the article are not
usually semantically transparent but are metaphoric extensions of their original
meanings and do not form open sets. These verbs have to be listed as separate en-
tries.
NOTES
* The preliminary versions of this article were presented in the First International
Conference on Contrastive Semantics and Pragmatics, held at the University of
Brighton, April 6-9, 1995, and the Spring Meeting of the Linguistics Association
of Great Britain, held at the University of Newcastle, April 10-12, 1995. I thank
the participants in the sessions for their helpful comments. I would also like to
extend my thanks to the anonymous reviewers of SLS for their valuable sugges-
tions.
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In this article the following notations and abbreviations are used:
[a]: low front vowel
[a]: low back vowel
inf: infinitive marker
EZ: EZAFE (genitive) marker
PI: plural
DO: Direct Object
SUB: subjunctive marker
NEG: Negative
0: zero morpheme showing verbal agreement with third person
singular subject when the verb is used in the past tense.
In the Persian examples quoted from various sources, morphemic segmenta-
tions, glosses, and literal translations, if not given in the original sources, are pro-
vided by me. A number enclosed in brackets to the right of the translation of a
Persian example refers to the number of the quoted example in the original text.
1 Noun incorporation is scarce and unproductive in English. Rare cases such as to
word-process (cf. to process words), to mountain-climb (cf. to climb a mountain),
to fund-raise (cf. to raise funds), which resemble noun incorporation, are argued
by Mithun (1984:. 847, fn.l) not to be so formed, '... but are rather V's backformed
from compound N's' (cf. word-processing, mountain-climbing, and fund-raising).
2
ro is a spoken form of -rd. Furthermore, Mohammad & Karimi have used -rd as
a gloss for-ra.
3 This lexical item is an adjective.
4 This lexical item is an adjective.
5 For a recent similar treatment, see Ghomeshi ( 1996:276-84)
6
In Persian the students (literally) give the exam (i.e., they take it), and the teach-
ers (literally) take the exam (i.e., they give it).
7 When a simple verb contains a verbal prefix, such as the subjunctive/imperative
/be-/ or the indicative marker /mi-/, the prefix absorbs the primary stress.
8 Agreement suffixes do not take stress.
9 Another morphosyntactic construction that expresses imperfectivity in Persian is
ddst-an mi-verb construction, e.g., ddst-and mi-raft- and 'they were going'. In this
construction the verb ddst-an 'to have' (lit. 'had-inf ) is grammaticalized and
serves as an aspect marker. When this aspect marker is chosen, the main verb
takes the indicative prefix mi- and both the aspect marker and the main verb agree
with the subject.
10
In Persian, the future tense auxiliary obligatorily agrees with the subject and the
main verb appears in its past stem without a subject agreement marker.
"The juxtaposition of an asterisk and a question mark suggests that the sentence is
not fully ungrammatical but weakly acceptable (in spoken usage).
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SPANISH III AND RELATED SOUNDS:
AN EXERCISE IN PHONEMIC ANALYSIS*
Jose Ignacio Hualde
University of Illinois at Urbana- Champaign
j-hualde@staff.uiuc.edu
In this paper a classic problem in the phonemic analysis of Span-
ish, that of the status of glides and various palatal sounds, is consid-
ered anew. It is argued that in the most adequate analysis of Castilian
Spanish a single phoneme N is recognized, with contextually condi-
tioned glide and consonantal realizations. This analysis nevertheless
requires the marking of some lexical items as exceptions to the general
allophonic distribution, or, rather, as exceptions to the general rules of
syllabification. On the other hand, it is claimed that other Spanish dia-
lects have undergone phonemic split and now oppose to f\l a conso-
nantal phoneme historically derived from syllable-initial nonnuclear re-
alizations of lil.
1. Basic distribution and preliminary analysis
Spanish displays a number of complex alternations involving the vowel M
and several palatal sounds.' The facts are furthermore somewhat different in dif-
ferent dialects. In this paper, I will concentrate on the dialects of northern and
central Spain; that is, those varieties commonly known in English as 'Castilian
Spanish', although some reference will be made to other dialects as well. Navarro
Tomas 1977 distinguishes the following five sounds in his standard description of
standard Castilian Spanish, the prestige dialect of Spain:
(1) Surface phones in Castilian Spanish
voiced palatal fricative (non-strident): ma[y]o 'may'
voiced palatal affricate: in[y]eccion 'injection'
palatal semiconsonant (on-glide): p\]]enso 'I think'
palatal semivowel (off-glide): pe[\ ]ne 'comb'
palatal vowel: p[\]no 'pine tree'
The symbol [y] represents a more constricted articulation than that of a
glide: an obstruentized glide or nonstrident fricative, [y] is a noncontinuant pala-
tal, with complete occlusion (a stop with possibly affricated release). In IPA tran-
scription, [y] = IPA [j] and [y] = IPA [jj or [jj]. In this paper we will use the sym-
bols [y] and fy], which are well-established in the Spanish phonetic and phono-
logical tradition and are typographically simpler.
The sounds in (1) participate in various alternations:
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(2) Alternations
[i] / [j] m[\] tio 'my uncle' / m\j] amigo 'my friend'
[ij /[ij Juan [i] Maria 'Juan and Maria' I Ana [ij Maria 'Ana and Maria'
[y] / [y] de [y]eso 'of plaster' / con [y]eso 'with plaster'
[j] / [y] perd[j]eron 'they lost' / ere [y]eron 'they believed'
[ij / [y] le\(\ 'law' / Ie[y]es 'laws'
On the other hand, we also find some unusual contrasts in the same pho-
netic environment:
(3) Some contrasts
[i] vs. [j] cl[\]ente 'client'— pl[j]egue 'fold'
[j] vs. [y] ab[]]erto 'open'— ab[y]ecto 'abject'
The question naturally arises of how many phonemes these five surface
phones represent. This is an issue which has been hotly debated and for which
different authors have provided quite different answers over the decades. (For
two different perspectives within American structuralism, cf. Bowen & Stowell
1988, 1956, Stockwell, Bowen & Silva-Fuenzalida 1956, on the one hand, and
Saporta 1956, on the other— all reprinted in Joos 1958. A Prague-school view is
presented in Alarcos Llorach 1965:145-160. For more recent views, cf. Hara 1973,
Cressey 1978:75-83, Harris 1969, 1971, 1983, 1995, Monroy 1980, Morgan 1984,
Hualde 1989, 1991, Quilis & Fernandez 1990, Whitley 1995, and most recently
Harris & Kaisse 1997). Here I will not review the lengthy literature on this topic,
for which Morgan 1984 and Whitley 1995, among others, may be profitably con-
sulted. Instead, I will simply sketch the analysis that seems most plausible to me.
To begin with, it must be noted that in all contexts where [y] appears in the
standard description the articulation may vary in constriction degree from a glide
[j] to complete occlusion [y], depending on style and emphasis (Navarro Tomas
1977:129-30). We will use the symbol [y] in those contexts where this nonstri-
dent fricative or obstruentized glide represents the neutral standard pronuncia-
tion, but it should be kept in mind that its degree of constriction can be either
greater or smaller depending on style and speaker. On the other hand, there are
contexts where only a glide is possible or only the noncontinuant [y] is found. In
these cases, the corresponding symbols will be used.
Both [y] and [y] are restricted to the syllable-initial position. In the standard
Castilian pronunciation described by Navarro Tomas 1977, the noncontinuant [y]
occurs in two contexts: after a heterosyllabic noncontinuant consonant (/n/, IV)
and optionally and for emphatic purposes also in absolute utterance-initial posi-
tion. In all other syllable-initial contexts, [y] is preferred:
(4) Distribution of [y] and [y] in standard Castilian
con [y]eso 'with plaster', en[y]esado 'plastered'
[y]o no ~ [y]o no 'not me'
para [y]eso 'for plaster', por [y]eso 'for plaster', des[y]elo 'thawing'
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Other Castilian idiolects differ from this description in favoring [y] after all
heterosyllabic consonants; e.g.: des[y]elt>. 2
It is clear that we can safely reduce these two surface phones to a single
phoneme with two allophones, partly in complementary distribution and partly in
stylistic variation.
If we consider now the distribution of the semiconsonant [j] and the semi-
vowel [i], it is evident that it completely depends on the position of the sound in
relation to an adjacent vowel. Navarro Tomas uses the label 'semiconsonant' and
the symbol [j] for the on-glide of raising diphtongs such as [ja], [je], whereas the
label 'semivowel' and the symbol [i] are reserved in his usage for the off-glide of
falling diphthongs, [ai], [ei]. Other transcriptional systems, such as the Interna-
tional Phonetic Alphabet, do not distinguish these two articulations. Clearly, we
have entirely predictable complementary distribution here and we could simply
represent both as [j], as in the IPA system (and will do so from now on).
Minimally, then, the five phones recognized by Navarro Tomas can be re-
duced to three phonemes: the vowel I'll, the glide 1)1 and the obstruent lyl. But this
initial phonemic analysis can be further simplified. In the dialect under considera-
tion there are no contrasts between the obstruent [y] ~[y] and the glide [j]: the
obstruent appears only syllable-initially and the glide in other positions; i.e. as an
on-glide after a tautosyllabic consonant or as an off-glide. As mentioned, the glide
is also possible intervocalically in some styles:
(5) Distribution of glides and obstruents
a. Prevocalically, in syllable initial position: Normally the obstruent, option-
ally the glide; e.g.: [ma.yo] 'may' (~ [ma.yo] -[ma.jo] ), [ye.lo] ice',
[dez.ye.lo] 'thawing'.
b. Prevocalically, after tautosyllabic consonant: only the glide; e.g.: [pje]
'foot' (*[pye]), [prje.to] 'compact'.
c. Postvocalically, in the rhyme: only the glide; e.g.: [doj] 'I give', [boj.na]
'beret', [bejn.te] 'twenty'.
As was shown in (2), there are morphophonemic alternations that are in ac-
cordance with this distribution: ley [lej] 'law' vs. leyes [le.yes] 'laws'; perdieron
[per.dje.ron] 'they lost' vs. creyeron [kre.ye.ron] 'they believed'.
It thus appears that we don't need an independent phoneme lyl. Rather, the
obstruents [y] ~ [y] can be viewed as strengthened realizations of the glide /j/ in
syllable-initial position. The degree of constriction is not contrastive for this
sound, just like it is not for/b,d,g/. We may note that consonantization of syllable-
initial glides is an 'automatic' process for speakers of Castilian Spanish, which
they transfer to second languages. Speakers of this Spanish dialect find it very
difficult both to produce and to perceive contrasts in English such as the one be-
tween jail and Yale or major and mayor.
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Some authors have come short of accepting this simplification in the pho-
nemic inventory, in which [y] ~ [yj represent noncontrastively strengthened
glides, because of surface contrasts like those in (6):
(6) Glide vs. obstruent contrasts
desierto [de.sjer.to] 'desert' vs. deshielo [dez.ye.lo] 'thawing'
herniado [er.nja.5o] 'ruptured' vs. enyesado [eji.ye.sa.9o] 'plastered'
abierto [a.pjer.to] 'open' vs. abyecto [ap.yek.to] 'abject'
boniato [bo.nja.to] 'sweet potato' vs. conyuge [kqn.yu.xe] 'spouse'
Arguably, however, the contrasts in (6), which involve differences in syllabi-
fication, are all due to differences in morphological structure and, therefore, do not
reflect a true phonological contrast. The words on the right column in (6) are few
and all involve prefixation. This may be productive, transparent prefixation, as in
deshielo 'thawing', cf. hielo 'ice', and enyesado 'plastered', cf. yeso 'plaster', or
relatively fosilized prefixation (or 'stem-level' prefixation, Harris & Kaisse 1997),
as in abyecto, cf. proyecto, inyectar, etc. The word conyuge 'spouse' can also be
interpreted as containing the common prefix con- 'with'. We can thus propose
morphological structures containing a prefix boundary. This morphological struc-
ture is respected in syllabification and the resulting syllable-initial glides undergo
consonantization. 1
All four nonsyllabic phones in (1) can thus be reduced to a single phoneme
/j/, which is consonantized to a nonstrident palatal fricative in syllable-initial posi-
tion and can be further strengthened to a noncontinuant segment after noncon-
tinuant consonants, and also in some other syllable-initial contexts depending on
style and sociolect.
We must now determine the relationship between l]l and the vowel N.
Could it be that nonsyllabic /j/ (with consonantal and glide realizations) and the
vowel /i/ are reducible to a single phoneme? In principle this is indeed what we
would expect given the fact that predictable glide/high vowel alternations are
exceedingly common in the languages of the world and, as shown in (2), Spanish
also has such alternations (as in m[j] abuelo 'my grandfather' vs. m[\\ padre 'my
father'). In spite of all of this, the fact is that the Spanish dialect under considera-
tion has surface diphthong/hiatus contrasts which do not seem to be always re-
ducible to differences in morphological structure, position of the stress or any
other factor (Real Academia Espanola 1983:47-58, Navarro Tomas 1977:159,
Hualde 1991, 1994, among others). Many speakers make a contrast between the
two classes of words in (7), for instance:
(7) Diphthong Hiatus
diente [djen.te] 'tooth' cliente [kli.en.te] 'client'
mediante [me.djan.te] 'by means of Viana [bi.a.na] 'a town'
miel [mjel] 'honey' riel [ri.el] 'rail'
barriendo [ba.rjen.do] 'sweeping' riendo [ri.en.do] 'laughing'
pie [pje] 'foot' pie [pi.e] T chirped' 4
dio [djo] 's/he gave' rio [fi.6] 's/he laughed'
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viuda [bju.oa] 'widow' diurno [di.iir.no] 'diurnal'
cuando [kwan.do] 'when' Ruanda [ru.an.da] 'Rwanda'
fuimos [fwi.mos] 'we went' huimos [u.f.mos] 'we fled'
As for the phonetic realization of this contrast, spectrographic analysis has
shown that when a sequence is produced as a diphthong there is a smooth transi-
tion, whereas in a hiatus there is a more abrupt discontinuity in vowel formants
(Quilis 1988:179). Additional evidence, which confirms this description, can be
found in Monroy Casas (1988:116) which contains spectrograms for the minimal
pair estd barr[j6]ndo 's/he is sweeping' vs. estaba r\].t\ndo 's/he was laughing'
and in Quilis (1981:180-4, 1993:187-8), where spectrograms are offered for diph-
thong/hiatus pairs such as c[wa]tro 'four' vs. sit[u.a]do 'placed', c[v/i]da 's/he
cares for' vs. h[u.i]da 'flight' and v[ju]da 'widow' vs. d[i.u]rno 'diurnal'. In
word-initial position, the contrast is represented by [y]ate 'yatch' vs. h['\.a]to
'hiatus', with consonantization of the word-initial glide in the former. Most
speakers of Castilian Spanish have clear intuitions about the contrast, which is
the only phonemic contrast not made in the orthography of the language, but
there is some idiolectal variation on whether or not some specific words belong to
the hiatus class. 5 All of this appears to indicate that high vowels and glides are, af-
ter all, in phonological contrast. We shall return to this issue in the following sec-
tion.
A complication in the facts is introduced by the existence of a postlexical
process of syllable contraction. At normal and fast conversational rates, se-
quences of two vowels across word boundaries tend to be reduced to a single
syllable in Castilian Spanish (Navarro Tomas 1977: 148). 6 In this context, un-
stressed high vowels become glides:
(8) Syllable contraction
miamigo [ja] 'my friend' tu amigo [wa] 'your friend'
mi honor [jo] 'my honor' tu honor [wo] 'your honor'
toda Italia [aj] 'all Italy' toda union [aw] 'every union'
te indico [ej] i indicate to you' te hundias [ew] 'you were sinking'
algojngrato [oj] 'somewhat ungrateful' algousado [ow] 'somewhat used'
Syllable contraction can also affect word-internal heterosyllabic sequences,
although less frequently. What this means is that the diphthong/hiatus contrasts
in (7) may disappear in fast speech, especially in intonationally nonprominent po-
sition. The distinction is thus one between words that allow a pronunciation with
a sequence in hiatus (such as cliente 'client', which is [kli.en.te] in citation form,
but may be [kljen.te] under syllable contraction) and words where the sequence
is always pronounced as a diphthong (such as diente 'tooth', which is always
[djen.te] and never *[di.en.te]). Syllable contraction is a phrase-level or postlexi-
cal process, which neutralizes lexical distinctions.
To summarize our analysis so far, we have recognized the existence of a
vowel/glide contrast which we may (provisionally) interpret as the existence of
two phonemes with partially overlapping allophonic realizations: N and 1)1. The
vowel phoneme l\l has [i] as its single lexical allophone, but is realized as a glide [j]
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in contexts of syllable contraction. On the other hand, the glide phoneme [j] is
consonantized to [y] or [y] in syllable-initial position and is realized as a glide af-
ter a tautosyllabic consonant (semiconsonant or on-glide) and after a tautosyl-
labic vowel (semivowel or off-glide):
(9) Summary of analysis (provisional)
Phonemes allophones
N [j] by postlexical syllable contraction, e.g.: mi amigo
[i] elsewhere, e.g.: pi_no, cliente
iy [y] syllable-initial, after noncontinuant consonant, e.g.: con yeso, con
hielo (also in other syllable-initial contexts depending on style)
[y] other syllable-initial, e.g.: oye, de hielo, de yeso
[j] elsewhere, e.g.: tijene, peine (also in the same contexts as [y] in
certain styles)
In the next section, I argue that it is preferable to reduce the phonemic in-
ventory from N- 1)1 to a single phoneme /i/, at the cost of introducing a certain
amount of lexical marking.
2. Diphthongs vs. hiatus
We have concluded in the previous section that in Castilian Spanish there is
a phonological contrast between diphthongs and hiatuses or, what amounts to
the same thing, between glides and high vowels. Given this, we would in princi-
ple expect to find the two relevant configurations with approximately the same
frequency. Let us first clarify what the relevant sequences are. To begin with, ob-
viously no diphthong/hiatus contrast is possible if the high vocoid is stressed. A
stressed vocoid is always syllabic, as in Maria [ma.rf.a]. A vocoid can be realized
as a glide only if it is unstressed and is adjacent to another vowel. We may have a
contrast in cases like cliente [kli.en. te] 'client' vs. diente [djen.te] 'tooth', where
the stress falls on the vowel adjacent to the high vocoid or (less commonly) in
cases like huidizo [u.i.Si.Go] 'shy' vs. cuidado [kwi.3a.9o] 'care', or reire [re.i.re]
'I will laugh' vs. reinare [fej.na.re] 'I will reign', where neither of the two adja-
cent vocoids bears the stress.
In principle, the contrast should be found in unstressed intervocalic position,
but in fact it is not. We find words like [ma.yo] 'may', but there are no words like
hypothetical trisyllabic *[ma.i.o], where an unstressed intervocalic high vocoid is
syllabic. An intervocalic high vocoid will be syllabic if stressed as in hahia [ba.f.a]
'bay' and nonsyllabic (and consonantized) otherwise, as in mayo [ma.yo] 'may'.
We must conclude that if we have a phonemic contrast between nJ and /j/, it is
neutralized in word-internal intervocalic position.
If we restrict our attention to sequences of only two adjacent vocoids
where at least one is high and unstressed, what we find in that diphthongs are far
more common than hiatuses. Sequences in hiatus, like those of the examples in
the right column of (7) constitute a marked configuration in Spanish. Words like
d[je]nte 'tooth', m[je]ntras 'while', v\je]ntre 'belly', s[}e]nte 's/he feels', pl[]6]gue
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'fold', pr[je]to or Sant[ja]go, ac\}£\go 'ill-fated', liv{ja]no 'light', med\ja]no 'me-
dium' are the norm. Examples like cl[i.e]nte 'client', d[i.a]blo 'devil' are the ex-
ception (see Real Academia Espanola 1973: 47-58). 7 Diachronically many se-
quences in hiatus have become diphthongs, even with displacement of the stress,
as in regina > reina > r[ej]na 'queen'.
A distinction in terms of markedness within the system between the un-
marked diente type and the exceptional cliente type is crucial for the proper un-
derstanding of the facts.
Words with the marked hiatus configuration are not randomly distributed in
the lexicon. Instead, there clearly are morphological and phonological factors that
favor the presence of a sequence in hiatus.
Sometimes the hiatus has a morphological explanation. Two cases may be
distinguished here:
(10) Morphologically-motivated hiatus
a. A sequence may be pronounced in hiatus if there is an intervening mor-
phological boundary; e.g.: b[\.€\nio 'biennium', with the prefix hi- (vs., e.g.
v[j6]nto 'wind'); boqu[i£]ncho 'wide-mouthed' (a compound). Certain suf-
fixes such as -oso, -al, -ario give rise to hiatus, especially following /u/; e.g.:
virt[u.6]so 'virtuous', respet[u.6]so 'respectful', man[u.a]l 'manual', pun-
/[u.a]/ 'punctual' 8 , est[u.a]rio 'estuary', sant[u.a]rio 'sanctuary'.
b). The reason for the hiatus may be that the high vocoid is stressed in a
morphologically related word; e.g.: v[\.a\ble 'viable', cf. via 'way'; est['\.a\je
'low water', cf. estio 'summer'; r[\.t]ndo 'laughing' (vs. s[}6]ndo 'being',
v{je]ndo 'seeing', etc.), cf. r[f.e] 'he laughs'; d[i.u]rno 'diurnal', cf. dia
'day'.9
Leaving aside some examples that fall under one of the two morphologi-
cally-motivated categories mentioned in (10), the following generalizations and
tendencies are also apparent in the dialect under consideration:
(11) Other generalizations on the distribution of hiatuses
a. Sequences in hiatus are never of falling sonority (again, except for a few
examples like r[e.i]re 'I will laugh', which have a morphological explana-
tion). There are words like cl['\.6]nte , but no words like *v[€.\]nte (cf. v[ej]nfe
'twenty').
b. Hiatuses are almost always word-initial. In order of frequency, we find:
#(C).a>#(C)i.o> other. 10
Given the limited way in which hiatuses and diphthongs are lexically con-
trastive, it seems to me that the most parsimonious analysis would postulate a sin-
gle phoneme underlying [i] and \j] (and, more generally, all five phones listed in
(1)), as long as we make use of some lexical marking of exceptions. Postulating
two independent phonemes l\l and /j/, as we provisionally did in the previous sec-
tion of this paper, would perhaps suggests a more extensive contrast than is actu-
ally found (although, of course, many languages have some phonemes with a
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very restricted distribution) and would not adequately capture the markedness
relation between diphthongs and hiatuses (i.e., the fact that hiatuses with un-
stressed high vowels are relatively rare).
I suggest that in the most adequate analysis all five phones in (1) are related
and correspond to a single phoneme I'll. In this analysis, all surface forms in (1) are
largely predictable: l\l is nonsyllabic if unstressed and adjacent to another vowel:
/peine/ [pejne] 'comb', /diente/ [djente] 'tooth'. Words like [kliente] 'client' are
lexical exceptions to this rule, with lexically-specified syllabification /kli.ente/. The
nonsyllabic realizations of the phoneme III are furthermore consonantized to a
nonstrident palatal fricative or even a(n) (affricated) stop if syllable initial: /ieso/
[yeso] 'plaster', /maio/ [mayo] 'may', con [yeso] 'with plaster'. A word like
conyuge [kqpyuxe] 'spouse' with opaque prefixal structure can be assimilated to
the /kli.ente/ group of exceptions. That is, here too we may have lexically-
specified exceptional syllabification: /kon.iuxe/. The consonantization of HI in this
word follows from its syllable-initial postconsonantal position.
I would argue that the most adequate phonemic orthography for Castilian
Spanish would make use of the single symbol / for all surface realizations we are
concerned with: pino 'pine', diente 'tooth', desierto 'desert', beinte 'twenty',
baia 'bay', mdio 'may', ielo 'ice', ieso 'plaster' (in standard orthography: pino,
diente, desierto, veinte, bahia, mayo, hielo, yeso). In addition, the prefix bound-
ary would have to be indicated in words like en.iesdr 'to plaster', des.ielo
'thawing' and especially (semi)-opaque formations such as in.iektdr 'to inject',
kon.iuxe 'spouse' (in standard orthography enyesar, deshielo, inyectar,
conyuge) in order to make clear that there is a syllable boundary between conso-
nant and i, which causes these words to be realized as [ejryesar], [dezyelo],
[ijiyektar], [kqnyuxe]. A second complication is that in a relatively small group of
words (such as [kliente]) the fact that f\l is a syllable nucleus would have to be
diacritically indicated: kli.ente 'client', di.ablo 'devil'.
Postlexically, as we saw, there is a process of syllable contraction applying
both to vowel sequences across word boundaries and, less consistently, also to
the exceptions to the lexical rule of gliding.
The analysis is summarized in (12):
(12) Final analysis
a. Phonemes: There is a single phoneme l\l. Surface allophonic realizations
other than syllabic [i] arise in the following manner:
b. Lexical allophony:
b 1. Glide Formation: High vowels are nonsyllabic (glides) if unstressed
and adjacent to another vowel. This rule has both morphologically-
motivated and idiosyncratic lexical exceptions: /boina/ [boj.na], /diente/
[djen.te] Exceptions: morphological: [ri.en.do], related to pie]; idiosyn-
cratic: /kli.ente/ [kli.en.te].
b 2. Consonantization: Nonsyllabic instances of N (and IvJ) are further-
more consonantized if syllable initial. Consonantized I'll is realized as a
voiced palatal noncontinuant segment after a (heterosyllabic) noncon-
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tinuant consonant (and, for emphasis, also utterance-initially) and as a
voiced palatal continuant segment with variable constriction otherwise:
/en+iesar/ [eji.ye.sar] 'to put plaster', /ieso/ [ye. so] ~ [ye. so], /maio/
[ma.yo] 'may'.
c. Postlexical rules:
Syllable Contraction: unstressed high vowels become glides if adjacent
to a another vowel:" (applies across word boundaries and also to lexical
exceptions to lexical Glide Formation): /mi amor/ [mja.mor] 'my love'.
3. Stress and the hiatus/diphthong contrast
Harris 1969, 1983, 1989, 1995 and Harris & Kaisse 1997 present a view in
which the hiatus/diphthong distinction plays a more extensive role in Spanish
than I have shown here. They claim that Spanish has a well-established underly-
ing distinction between N and 1)1 (or notational variants thereof). The arguments
have to do with the interaction between stress and the syllabic properties of high
vocoids.
Given the fact that stress in Spanish always falls on one of the last three
syllables of the word, in a word like sdurio all vocoids cannot be vocalic, the ar-
gument goes, because that would place the stress outside of the 'stress window'.
A related argument is provided by the existence of contrasts such as amplio
'I widen' vs. cdmbio 'I change', in the present indicative. Spanish verbs, unlike
nouns and adjectives, are all stressed in exactly the same manner. In particular, in
the present indicative the stress always falls on the penultimate syllable. Thus,
whereas, for instance, nouns such as regdlo 'gift' and numero 'number' contrast
in their accentuation, the contrast is lost in the related verbs (yo) regdlo 'I give a
gift' and (yo) numero 'I number'. Quite clearly *(yo) numero is impossible in
Spanish. If stress in the present indicative is always penultimate, the contrast be-
tween (yo) amplio and (yo) cdmbio must reflect a contrast in underlying struc-
ture: /anplio/ vs. /kanbjo/.
These arguments crucially rely on the assumption (standard among genera-
tive phonologists) that stress in Spanish is assigned by means of a rule or set of
rules to underlying representations unspecified for this feature. I see no reason,
however, for adopting that point of view (which in any case requires extensive
lexical marking to derive the stress of non-verbs and of different verb tenses). I
will assume instead that stress in Spanish is a lexical property of words (cf. Aske
1990 and also Mascaro 1978 for a different but somewhat related view regarding
Catalan), which is, nevertheless, subject to restrictions in its distribution, such as
the following:
(13) Restrictions on stress in Spanish
a. Stress falls on one of the last three syllables of the word
b. There is no antepenultimate stress when the penultimate is heavy
c. Stress is final when the word ends in a glide
d. Stress falls on the penultimate in the present indicative
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My position is that these generalizations are not the result of the application
of any set of rules of stress assignment but, rather, represent word-level phonotac-
tic constraints (generalizations that speakers make about the relative acceptability
or frequency of different patterns in the lexicon of the language) .' 2 These con-
straints, furthermore, are not absolutely inviolable but rather represent preferred
configurations or 'poles of attraction', using Mohanan's 1992 metaphor. Thus,
the constraint in (13b) presents exceptions such as Fromista 'name of a town',
limiste 'a type of cloth' (see Corominas & Pascual 1981, s.u. Fromista), Roches-
ter (and other foreign names) and, in some dialects, subjunctive forms such as
limpiemos '(that) we clean'. In a language with essentially the same stress facts
as Spanish such as Italian, there are more exceptions, including words such as
mdndorla 'almond', polizza 'policy', Lepanto and Otranto. But the existence of
a few exceptions is not an obstacle for recognizing (13b) as a strong attractor in
this language. In another sister language, Brazilian Portuguese, this constraint is
somewhat stronger since even a borrowing such as Rochester is automatically
converted to Rochester. Similarly, the three-syllable window in (13a) allows in
Italian the single exception of third person plural verbal forms such as dbitano
'they live', considerano 'they consider' (cf. Saltarelli 1997 for a comparison of
Spanish and Italian in this respect). A represention will be 'harmonic' (see Gold-
smith 1993) to the extent that it respects the phonotactics of the language. A
word like Fromista in Spanish is less harmonic that taxista from the point of view
of its stress contour. (In a similar way, the word [kli.en.te] is less harmonic than a
word like [djen.te], since it contains a less preferred configuration of vocoids—it
is an exception to the generalization that unstressed l\l and /u/ belong to the same
syllable as an adjacent vowel). Words such as Cducaso or sdurio are perfectly
harmonic from the point of view of their stress pattern, since they do not violate
any of the constraints on the position of the stress. In particular, the stress falls on
the antepenultimate syllable in the case of Cdu.ca.so and on the penultimate in
sdu.rio; thus, within the stress window. The fact that the stressed syllable would
be the fourth from the right if we were to syllabify in a different manner than we
actually do is inmaterial. Similarly, both verbs cdmbio 'I change' and amplio T
widen' conform to the pattern of presenting penultimate stress. 11 In the view pre-
sented here, the restrictions on stress placement apply to lexical outputs, not to
underlying representations. The existence of words like sdurio or contrasts like
(yo) amplio vs. (yo) cdmbio does not necessarily lead us to recognize the exis-
tence of underlying glides.
4. Some aspects of dialectal variation
In this final section, I want to consider the facts of some other Spanish dia-
lects, especially regarding consonantization. I will argue that some dialects require
a different phonemic analysis from the one I have proposed for Castilian.
In the dialect described by Navarro Tomas, which we may dub Standard
Traditional Castilian, there is a palatal lateral phoneme corresponding to ortho-
graphic //. This sound is in phonological contrast with the nonlateral palatal con-
sonant [y], written y, hi-. There are some minimal pairs such as polio [poXo]
'chicken' vs. poyo [poyo] 'stone bench' or calld [kaXo] 's/he was silent' vs.
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cayo [kayo] 's/he fell'. In the last few decades this distinction has been rapidly
losing ground and now only a minority of Castilian speakers under 50 years of
age have the palatal lateral (Hernandez Alonso 1996:200, Moreno Fernandez
1996:219). This development has brought Standard Neo-Castilian in line with
most other Spanish dialects, where the distinction was lost a long time ago in
many cases. The pronunciation of orthographic // as [y] (or [y]) is known as
'yefsmo' in Spanish dialectology. u
(14) Trad. Castilian Neo-Castilian
yeso
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'street', and word-initially, as in Have /iabe/ [yafie] 'key', llega /iega/ [yeya] 's/he
arrives'. Surface [gj-] has lost its historical phonological connection to l\l.
A somewhat similar situation arises in Argentinian Spanish. A notorious fea-
ture of this dialect is that it presents a strident prepalatal fricative [3] correspond-
ing to orthographic y and //. That is, historically [y] advanced its place to prepala-
tal and acquired a more strident articulation: [y] > [3]; and when [A] was delater-
alized it merged with [3]: mayo [ma3o] 'may', calle [ka3e] 'street', yegua ^eywa]
'mare', llora [3ora] 's/he cries'. This sound is currently undergoing devoicing in
the Buenos Aires area, and many speakers have [fj instead, either variably or
categorically: mayo [majb] 'may', calle [kaje] 'street', yegua [Jeywa] 'mare',
llora [Jora] 's/he cries'.
The acoustic distance that separates the strident fricative [3] ~ [J] from the
glide [j] is obviously very great. Unsurprisingly, the phonemic link with N has
been broken, in spite of the existence of morphophonological alternations. Ar-
gentinian Spanish now has a phoneme It) (or /[/) which is separate from /i/. That
this phonemic split has taken place is apparent from the fact that a new syllable-
initial nonnuclear allophone of /i/, [j] ~ [y], has been introduced through (a) for-
eign names and other loanwords, and (b) a spelling pronunciation of some words
witten with initial /7/V- or intervocalic -i- (Lozano 1979:33). This sound is kept
separate from I^J. Argentinian thus has a spelling-driven, but fully-established,
contrast that Castilian does not make: 17
(16)
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mayo, for instance, which in the standard style described by Navarro Tomas is
[mayo] in non-emphatic pronunciation, can actually be heard with pronunciations
that span the whole range from [majo], with a pure glide, to [mayo] with moderate
constriction, to [mayo] with complete constriction (Navarro Tomas 1977:129-30).
Given this 'free variation' (actually stylistically and sociolectally governed) in
constriction degree, the contrast made in Argentinian is unlikely in Castilian. To
the extent that no contrast is possible, we can maintain the analysis in which [y] is
a syllable-initial nonsyllabic allophone of /i/. Crucially [majo] and [mayo] are non-
contrastive pronunciations in this dialect. It is simply the fact that the glide [j] in
syllable-initial position can be pronounced (and is usually pronounced) with a
greater degree of constriction than that of a typical glide. Words like hiato [iato]
'hiatus' are different. As mentioned above, this word is an exception to Glide
Formation; that is, it belongs to the marked group represented by cliente 'cli-
ent'.
19
In Argentinian the situation is different. In this dialect the historical fortition
of syllable-initial glides has given rise to a strident sound [3] (or [J]), which does
not sound anything like a glide. This sound has been reinterpreted as a new pho-
neme 1^1 which now contrasts with [j] ~ [y], the realization of N in syllable-initial
nonsyllabic contexts. The fact is that Argentinian speakers have no difficulty
producing a (more or less constricted) syllable-initial glide which is distinct from
[3]. Presumably Basque names such as [amaya], which in Spain one can see with
either its Spanish spelling Amaya or its Basque spelling Amaia, would be pro-
nounced in two different ways by Argentinians depending on the orthographic
form adopted. One historical phoneme has split into two in Argentinian Spanish.
Malmberg (1979[1964]:467-9) points out the close parallelism that this
situation presents with the historical split that has given rise to doublets in Span-
ish such as junta [xunta] 'meeting' and yunta [yunta] 'yoke of draft animals',
both from the same source and from nonvocalic realizations of word-initial l\l. In
Medieval Spanish this segment was strengthened to [3] before a back vowel and
later it underwent devoicing and velarization [j] h-l > [3 ] > [J] > [x]. Exception-
ally, some words (like yunta) escaped the initial fortition process and have kept N
to this day in Castilian Spanish. In Argentinian, a second round of fortition, which
again has lexical exceptions, now largely orthographically motivated, has pro-
duced strikingly similar results: [y]unta > [$]unta > [$]unta. As yet there is no hint
of velarization, which could produce a new merger between junta and yunta.
There is no reason to expect this further development, which is a universally
rather unusual process.
Argentinian Spanish preserves, of course, the morphophonemic alternations
between glide and obstruent mentioned at the beginning of this paper; e.g.: [lej]
Maw', [le3es] Maws'; [perSjeron] 'they lost', [kre3eron] 'they believed'. These
lexical alternations must be seen as involving correspondences between two
phonemes in Argentinian, like so many other morphophonological alternations
(for different views, cf. Lozano 1979, Harris & Kaisse 1997).
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To sum up, perhaps the most interesting problem in the phonemic analysis of
Spanish is that of the status of palatal glides and obstruents vis a vis the vowel F\l.
In Castilian Spanish and other dialects, there is a surface contrast between high
vowel and glide exemplified by pairs like [kliente] vs. [djente], [riendo] vs.
[sjendo], etc. In these cases, the hiatus is a much less frequent configuration than
the diphthong, and, therefore, in principle dispreferred (in historical change, adop-
tion of new words, grammaticality judgements—which we take to be a reflection
of generalizations about the frequency of different patterns in the lexicon, etc.).
Given the relative rarity of the relevant sequences in hiatus, in the most parsimo-
nious phonemic analysis a single phoneme l\l is postulated, with lexical marking of
words with exceptional syllabification. However, we have also seen that in the
Castilian dialect that we have considered in detail sequences in hiatus are not
randomly distributed in the lexicon. Many words in #C7a, for instance, present a
hiatus. This minor lexical pattern may also act as an attractor. In addition, the at-
traction or consistency among words in the same morphological paradigm ap-
pears to be behind the occurrence of a hiatus in words like [riendo] 'laughing',
related to [fie] 's/he laughs', etc. All of this undoubtedly forms part of the knowl-
edge speakers have about their language, but cannot be captured in a phonemic
analysis.
On the other hand, glide/consonant alternations appear to be largely predic-
tible in Castilian Spanish: glides tend to aquire a greater constriction in syllable-
initial position. Degree of constriction is not phonologically relevant in this case.
A well-know problem is presented by a few words like conyuge. In these words,
postconsonantal [y] can be derived from a syllable structure, which, although
seemingly anomalous, can nevertheless be assimilated to that of words with
transparent prefixation.
Finally, we have argued that in some dialects with categorical and salient
fortition of word- or syllable-initial glides phonemic split has taken place.
NOTES
* A version of this paper was presented at a pre-session on Spanish phonology of
the 1993 Georgetown University Round Table on Languages and Linguistics
(GURT). My intention then was to include this study in a more extensive work,
which, however, never materialized. The existence of continued and renewed in-
terest on this topic by other scholars leads me to revise it and seek its publication
now. For comments, I am grateful to Jennifer Cole, Fernando Martinez-Gil and
Dan Silverman.
1 Mutatis mutandis, the description is also valid for /u/ and related labiovelar ar-
ticulations.
2
In other (less prestigious) sociolects of the same area the noncontinuant [y] is
employed also after continuant consonants and even intervocalically: [oye]
'listen!', [kaye] 'street', in stylistic variation or categorically. Noncontinuant in-
tervocalic realizations are also found in other parts of the Spanish-speaking
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world, e.g. Lima, Peru.
3 The syllabification of glides as syllable-initial after a prefix boundary appears to
go back to Latin (Pensado 1989). Prefix boundaries account for several other
types of contrast in Spanish, e.g.: su.bli.me vs. sub.lin.gual, so.b[t]i.no 'nephew'
vs. sub.\r]e.gion , etc. (cf. Hualde 1989, 1991, Harris 1993).
4 Here we have in fact a minimal triplet: [pie] "(that) s/he chirp (subjunctive)', [pie]
'I chirped", [pje] 'foot'.
5 My intuitions on syllabification have been checked against those of other
Castilian speakers and also agree substantially with those presented in the gram-
mar of the Real Academia Espanola (1973:47-58) and in Quilis (1993:184-6). I
disagree with the Spanish Academy's description only in a few examples such as
viaje and cruel, which for me do not allow a hiatus (although they do for other
speakers I have consulted), and in some adjectives in -ual, which for me permit a
hiatus, in accordance with a pronunciation described in fn. 25 of the Academy's
grammar, which differs from that given in the main text as standard. Minor factual
disagreements with Quilis 1993 are pointed out below. Some differences in spe-
cific examples with the description in Navarro Tomas 1977 are discussed in
Hualde 1994. The dialect described in Roca 1991 presents more differences with
mine in the syllabification of specific items. A small minority of Castilian speakers
do not have clear intuitions regarding this matter. Within the Castilian area this
appears to be a matter of idiolect, and not to be related to geographical dialects
(just like some speakers do not have clear intuitions regarding the position of the
stressed syllable within the word). In some Latin American dialects, on the other
hand, the hiatus/diphthong contrast appears to have been lost to a great extent.
6 This process is traditionally known as sinalefa, and affects syllable count in po-
etry.
7 This preference can be noticed, for instance, in the pronunciation of names such
as Viena, Indiana, San Diego, which have a hiatus in English, but a diphthong in
Spanish: [bje.na], [in.dja.na], [san.dje.yo] (but Niagara [ni.a.ya.ra], Ruanda
[ru.an.da], which conform to certain minor subregularities or analogical patterns in
the lexicon of the relevant Spanish dialects; respectively, a tendency to have a
hiatus with /i.aV in the first syllable, and a preference for hiatus after initial lx-1).
8 And many others, but an exception is ling[wa]l. After a velar, hiatus with u- is
strongly dispreferred, cf. also, e.g. congr[u.e]nte 'congruous' vs. consec[we]nte
'consequent', with the same suffix. Quilis (1993:183) states that, as a rule, infini-
tives in -uar have a hiatus (actuar, evaluar, etc.), but with four exceptions:
evacuar, adecuar, licuar and oblicuar. These four examples of obligatory diph-
thong have a velar before the diphthong. My intuitions coincide with Quilis' in
this point.
9 The syllabification pattern of the infinitive is preserved in the future (and condi-
tional); e.g.: r[e.i]r 'to laugh', r[t.i]re i will laugh'; [o.f]r 'to hear', [o.i]/r i will
hear' (but, for instance, [oj]gamos 'let us hear'). In my idiolect this is also true for
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verbs in -iar, -uar, -uir, which for Quilis (1993:185) present a hiatus in the infini-
tive but not in the future.
10 A near-exhaustive list of examples with non-morphologically-motivated hiatus
in my idiolect is the following (I mark the stress in every word, whether or not it is
required by Spanish orthography): cidtica, diabetes, didblo, didcono, didfano,
diagnosis, diafrdgma, didlogo, didlisis, didmetro, didna, didntre (but t/[ja]-
mdnte), diaspora, diatriba, diagrdma (but d[ja]gondl), fidmbre, fiasco, hidto,
liana, midja, miasma, Niagara, piano, pidra, tiara, vidnda, Vidna, biologo,
bio..., biombo, dioptria, fiordo, ion, pidjo, pionero, piorrea, prior, kiosco,
miope, Ridja, Sion, a priori, cliente, riel (but m[je]L p[je]/), embridn, Suiza,
rudna, Ruanda, truhdn, zudvo (but s[wa]w). duodeno. From the list of excep-
tional words given in Quilis (1993:185-6, under c, which, nevertheless includes
some words where the hiatus would receive a morphological explanation in our
account), I differ only in not accepting a hiatus in arriero, acuoso, cruel and gor-
rion.
11
Syllable contraction is a more complicated process affecting all vowels (not
only the high vowels) and with differences in frequency of application depend-
ing on whether or not the two vowels in contact are unstressed and on morpho-
logical and syntactic context. The details of the process are unimportant for our
present purposes (see Navarro Tomas 1977, Roca 1991, Hualde 1994, for details).
12 These generalizations can be very specific (cf. Bybee & Slobin 1982). Thus,
even though the vast majority of words ending is a consonant are oxytonic,
words ending in -en often have penultimate stress. Aske 1990 argues that speak-
ers access such knowledge (in stressing novel words in a experiment) by direct
consultation of the lexicon.
13 We may note, incidentally, that in fact these two examples are related, respec-
tively, to the noun cdmbio 'change' and the adjective dmplio 'wide'. The accen-
tual relationship between verbs and nouns and adjectives containing the relevant
sequences is thus not always straighforward.
14 The palatal lateral and the distinction between the two articulations are still pre-
served outside of Spain in some areas of South America (parts of Colombia, Peru,
Bolivia, etc.) but everywhere the phenomenon appears to be receding (cf. Lipski
1994:139-40).
15 The word yegua [yeywa] 'mare' is an exception, *[gjeywa]. Jesus Jimenez
(p.c.) suggests that this could be due to dissimilation.
16
1 want to thank Jesus Jimenez, a native of Pinarejo, for the data (cf. also Jimenez
1996). Older speakers from this town maintain the palatal lateral.
17 According to Lozano (1979:33) '[t]his contrast is maintained only by educated
speakers' and the pronunciation of hi- as [y] is 'an artificial pronunciation based
on the spelling of these words'. Malmberg ( 197 1 [1964]:468) calls it 'une distinc-
tion historiquement artificielle'.
18 The orthographic distinction between hie- and ye- in Spanish is largely made
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according to etymological criteria. For the most part, hie- continues Latin fe- with
short Id, which diphthongizes in Spanish, as inferru > hierro 'iron', where the h
was aspirated in Medieval Spanish and still is in some dialects. In all other cases y-
is employed. However, when the Latin etymon has h- (which was silent in late
Latin), there are two acceptable spellings for some words, as in herba > hierba ~
yerba 'grass', hedera > hiedra - yedra 'ivy'. Finally, in a few cases, there is no
etymological justification for the spelling hi-: gelu > hielo 'ice', eruu > hiero
'vetch' (cf. Real Academia Espanola 1973:128-130).
19
In Hualde (1989:825), I pointed out that in some Castilian idiolects three types
of words are distinguished, represented by yema 'yolk', hiato 'hiatus' and hiena
'hyena'. The word yema, which is usually pronounced [yema] represents the
majority class where the word-initial vocoid is realized as nonsyllabic and under-
goes Consonantization. A word like hiato represents the marked class where the
two vocoids constitute a hiatus, [i.a.to]. This hiatus can be reduced to a tautosyl-
labic sequence by postlexical Syllable Contraction, like all other such sequences.
Finally, a word like hiena, can be treated as a member of the regular class and be
pronounced [yena]; but it is the type of learned word where speakers may at-
tempt an orthographically-based nonconstricted realization of the initial glide,
LJena].
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Evidence is presented that the morphology of Lai Chin personal
pronouns overtly and explicitly instantiates the proposition that per-
sonal pronouns in at least many languages are essentially demonstra-
tives as Postral long ago argued with regard to English (1970). In the
Lai Chin instance, furthermore, the (pro-)nominal element is shown to
be an element, sometimes overt, sometimes empty, amounting semanti-
cally to arbitrary, non-specific pro. This leads in turn to some interesting
results about the treatment of the so-called case markers in this (split-
)ergative language.
1. We begin with the observation that Lai Chin seems, at least at first glance,
an especially apt case in support of Postal's 1970 paper on English pronouns
(now at least tentatively accepted by Chomsky 1995). That is, Lai pronouns seem
to be morphological composites, in which the second element gives evidence of
being nominal, whilst (certainly logico-semantically/indexically) the first is de-
monstrative — it certainly 'points', i.e., is a choice function on a set of possible
persons). Thus we have (where syllable final -h serves to indicate a glottal stop)
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(5) mah le mah i kalh hlah uh
one & one refl cross do not you-pl.(obj.)
Do not stumble over one another!
where 'one' (cf. Chomsky 1995:41) serves to express the overt equivalent of
PRO(arb)' namely, the arbitrary 'ith' or 'jth' member of a set of persons (Lehman
1985a, 1986).
Now, in this connection it is notable that mah can be replaced (somewhat
offhandedly, by being deleted altogether — this option is more usual and accept-
able in Mizo/Lushai) by the element nih, where the latter element marks the refer-
ent as in some sense focally contrastive (cf. Lehman 1973, on the force of the
comparable Burmese element ka. m). Thus,
(6) kanmah cu Laimi kan-si
we 'abs' Lai 2pl be
We are Lai Chin people
(7) kannih cu Laimi kan-si
ditto
where the first is a plain statement of fact, whilst (7) contrasts being Chin (which
'we' are) with being, say 'vai' (Burmese or Indian), which others are. In a similar
vein, we can consider
(8) kannih cu kan-kal lai
we go fut.
We shall go [no matter who else may go/even though you do not]
(9) kanmah kan-kal lai
We are going to go [simple statement of a fact]
This is to say that nih replaces mah when the selection of a personal referent
given by the first pronominal element is at least implicitly contrastively compared
with a different selection. I shall deal later on with the absence of the post nomi-
nal element cu in (9). It is instructive to look at an additional example, an example
more useful still because it concerns a non-subject DP:
(10) anmah (*nih) bantuk si kan-duh
they like be we want
We would like to be like them.
We are, after all, already comparing {bantuk) ourselves with 'them', so that any
contrast added by nih would be either meaningless or confusing. Marginally at
least, we can, however get
(11) annih bantuk si kan-duh
We would like to be like them [rather than like those others].
Similarly, no doubt, possessive pronouns (see Van Bik 1986:320) seem or-
dinarily to require the use of forms in -mah and not in -nih:, e.g.,
(13) keimah ta/*keinih ta
mine
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(14) kan tuh-mhui
my hoe
And yet, when a contrast is entailed, forms in -nih are used, as in
(15) annih inn cu a-ngan, sihmanhselaw kannih inn / kannih ta cu
their house Abs. it-big, however our house/ours Abs
a-hme
it-small
Their house is big but our house/ours is small.
It may be wondered whether this element nih is the same as the element nih
used to mark ergative Case (see now Lehman 1996 SEALS VI for the question
whether this is inherently a Case Marker or not). Etymologically it may well be,
but synchronically the two are separate, as (12) shows.
(16) kannih nih cun kan-duh lo
we erg. thus lpl want neg.
We do not like it that way. [whatever you or others may like] 2
2. Let me now take up the question why the 'Case marker' (actually a post-
demonstrative deictic element, arguably specifier of DP — Lehman 1996) cu can
be used or not used in different contexts. In particular, why is it necessary to omit
it in (9), above, but perfectly fine, even necessary, in (6)? The answer seems to lie
in the neighborhood, at least, of the following observations. (6) is an equational-
copular sentence. As such it implicates an inherent contrastiveness: one cannot
say that anyone or anything is a member of any one lexico-semantic category
without implicitly invoking other categories by contrast. To categorize one thing
contrasts with the categorization of different kids of things or persons — as a
matter of basic DEFINITION. (9) is quite different in just this regard. The element
cu then is obviously compatible with the contrastive force of nih (as in (8),
though not with the non-contrastive force of (8), whilst this fails just in case the
contrast is inherent to the predication itself, ( cf. (6) as against (7)). Similarly, in the
case of adjectives of quality,
(18) amah a-tha
he lsg. good
He is good
(19) amah cu a-lha
He is good [which those others are certainly not]
Assume then the aforementioned treatment of the so-called Case-markers, cu
and nih as really (post nominal) specifiers of DP. To the extent that they are in-
deed deictic elements in this sense, cu in particular 'points' to an entity at least
implicitly selected earlier on discourse context, reinforcing the sense of a particu-
lar selection as against others under the same choice function (demonstrative
proper) over the same set or Proper Class. In the case of equational sentences and,
to some extent at least adjectives of quality, contrast is more or less implicit, so
that cu is compatible whether the pronoun ends with mah or with nih. The erga-
tive use of nih presents more obscure problems. It is also contrastively deictic in
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some sense, but in this usage the force seems to be to express the contrast be-
tween subject and object inherent in the Disjoint Reference Rule (DJR) and un-
derlying the Ergative-Absolutive Case distinction in such languages. One is
forcefully reminded, once again, of Burmese ka. (no), which serves to mark sub-
jects contrastively with possible objects and also marks any non-subject and non-
object nominal as focally contrastive apart from the DJR (Lehman 1973), and
which clearly occupies the same slot as the post-demonstrative (spec of DP), as
can easily be seen in literary form, where it commutes, more or less, with thi (oogS),
itself overtly the same morphological element as the proximal literary proximal
demonstrative (cf. Lehman 1985b) :
(20) di lu ha I Scy ucon
this person [-ha, a neutral, non-contrastive, non-focal specifier of DP,
often glossed otherwise as 'one' or even 'thing']
(21) di lu ka. I §cy m«
this person [subject]
(22) thi lu thi/co£&c$ cogSii
this person [literary form — especially as a subject]
One obviously compares these to Lai Chin
(23) cu mipa cu
such person 'abs.'
(24) cu mipa nih
such person 'erg.'
3. One must therefore draw the conclusion that (a) Lai Chin pronouns have as
their second element a nominal-referring element, which can be either contrastive
with other elements (nih) or more neutral (mah), and (b) the specifier of a DP more
generally, i.e., the so-called post-nominal demonstrative element, is always in some
sense or other also contrastive: marking, in the case of cu, either an implicit con-
trast inherent in equational categorization or adjectival quality or an imposed
contrast compatible with pronominal second-element nih but not with mah; in the
case of the ergative use of nih in the specifier of DP, the contrast between subject
and object is inherent under the DJR.
However, there is some evidence that seems to run counter to this proposal.
The element mah (but never nih) can also occur in what appears to be the posi-
tion of the demonstrative, head of DP. Thus,
(25) mah kep hi
this button spec [prox]
and so on — examples of this usage abound in the exercises in Haye-Neave
1948. In the face of this evidence, one may suppose that the personal pronouns,
however morphologically composite they obviously are, are entirely demonstra-
tive. The absence of specific person elements (kei, nang, etc.) then simply leaves
the pronoun non-specific, and, it is assumed, the nominal element is an EC, some-
thing on the order of pro.
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The alternative hypothesis remains distinctly possible: that (25) is more ade-
quately represented as meaning something like 'one's button', where the proxi-
mal reading is an implicature from the fact that the speaker is understood as the
referent of 'one' — as in French, where on not infrequently is interpreted with a
first person, singular referent, by pragmatic implicature, even though it actually
means 'one' ('one', as proarb, ranging disjointly over all persons and numbers).
On that view, it is the unspecified demonstrative element in (25) that is empty in
such demonstrative 'adjectives'. This solution patterns with the fact (cf. (13) -
(15)) that specified possessive 'adjectives' properly include -main (or -nih).
Nothing much hangs on which of the two hypotheses one is forced to
choose, and in fact the problem is rather general, if one considers, for instance, the
fact that in English and many other languages demonstratives often surface as
'demonstrative pronouns', as in
(26) This is my theory.
NOTES
' As always, the senior author is indebted to his friend and colleague Lian Uk
B.A., LL.B. for advice, additional examples and other help in this and all my work
on Lai Chin language and culture. This note is based upon discussions between
the authors and Professor George Bedell of the International Christian University,
Tokyo, during SEALS VI (Southeast Asian Linguistic Society), at the University
of Oregon, in May, 1996.
2
It is an interesting question well beyond the scope of the present note why we
seem unable to have *keinih accepted, whilst the first person plural contrast (12)
is fine.
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Object-oriented resultative compounds (VI -V2) in Mandarin Chi-
nese resemble phrasal resultatives in several aspects. The parallelism
between these two resultative constructions suggests parallel D-struc-
tures of these two constructions. On the basis of the D-structure for
phrasal resultatives and/or the thematic relations between the verbs
and the arguments, a syntactic D-structure is proposed to be the D-
structure for object-oriented resultative compounds. An object-orient-
ed resultative compound is derived from a syntactic D-structure after
the lower V2 incorporates to the higher VI; the verb-incorporation is
motivated by the morphological requirement of the perfective aspect
marker -le, which is a suffix and has to attach to the verb denoting a
bounded event. Neither VI nor V2 alone denotes a bounded event,
but rather VI plus V2. V2 thus has to incorporate to VI so that the suf-
fix -le can attach to the bounded event-denoting verb. A syntactic
analysis of object-oriented compounds as proposed in this paper fur-
ther accounts for various aspects of a syntactic behavior of object-
oriented compounds such as object omission and verb reduplication.
0. Introduction
In a VI -V2 compound, if the second verb (V2) denotes the result that is caused by
the event described by the first verb (VI), the compound is considered a resulta-
tive compound. For example, in kan-lei 'chop-tired', kan "chop' denotes the
event of chopping while lei 'tired' describes the result caused by chopping; kan-
lei is thus considered a resultative compound. According to the semantic orienta-
tion of the predication of V2, resultative compounds can be classified into two
types: object-oriented and subject-oriented. Object-oriented resultative com-
pounds are compounds with V2 predicated of the object (postverbal NP), while
subject-oriented resultative compounds are compounds with V2 predicated of the
subject.
Object-oriented resultative compounds resemble phrasal resultatives in
many aspects, for example, in the thematic relations between the verbs and the
arguments and in their syntactic behavior. The parallelism between these two
constructions, which suggests the parallel D-structures of the two constructions,
is explicated in section 1. The D-structure and the derivation of the object-ori-
ented resultative compounds are proposed in section 2. How a syntactic analysis
accounts for aspects of object-oriented resultative compounds is discussed in sec-
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tion 3. Despite being syntactically derived, object-oriented compounds are words,
rather than syntactically formed phrases, because they posses the critical proper-
ties of lexical words, which are discussed in section 4.
1. The parallelism between phrasal resultatives and object-oriented resul-
tative compounds
In addition to the resultative compounds, Mandarin Chinese also abounds in
phrasal resultatives as illustrated in (1), where zhui denotes the action while lei
describes the result of the action. However, differing from resultative compounds,
the result-denoting verbs in phrasal resultatives in the simple form, as opposed to
those in the verb reduplication form as in (2), are never predicated of the subject
of the matrix verb. 1 To illustrate, the resultative verb, lei in (1), can only be predi-
cated of the object of the action-denoting verb, Lisi in (1), rather than of the
subject, Zhangsan in (1), while a resultative compound like zhui-lei 'chase-tired'
as in (3) can be either object-oriented as in (3a) or subject-oriented as in (3b).
(1) Zhangsan zhui de Lisi lei le.
Zhangsan chase DE Lisi tired LE2
a. 'Zhangsan chased Lisi and as a result Lisi got tired.'
b. * 'Zhangsan chased Lisi and as a result Zhangsan got tired.'
(2) Zhangsan zhui Lisi zhui de lei le.
Zhangsan chase Lisi chase DE tired LE
a.
*
'Zhangsan chased Lisi and as a result Lisi got tired.'
b. 'Zhangsan chased Lisi and as a result Zhangsan got tired.'
(3) Zhangsan zhui-lei-le Lisi.
Zhangsan chase-tired-ASP Lisi
a. 'Zhangsan chased Lisi and as a result Lisi got tired."
b. 'Zhangsan chased Lisi and as a result Zhangsan got tired.'
Let us compare the resultative compound zhui-lei with reading (3a) with its
phrasal counterpart in (1), which has the same reading as (3a). The comparison re-
veals that the object-oriented zhui-lei with reading (3a) and its phrasal counter-
part in (1) demonstrate the following properties. First, the thematic relation be-
tween the verbs and the arguments are the same in both cases; that is, the subject
Zhangsan is the Agent of the action denoted by the verb zhui, while Lisi is the
Patient of zhui and also the Experiencer of the state described by the verb lei.
Second, the object-oriented resultative compounds and the phrasal coun-
terparts display the same syntactic behaviors. For example, they can occur in the
BA-construction as shown in (4). Like the resultative phrase, the resultative com-
pound does not tolerate the absence of the object as in (5). In both (5a) and (5b)
the objects are omitted and the sentences do not have the intended readings. The
intended reading for (5a) is that Zhangsan chased him/her/them and as a result
he/she/they got tired, but (5a) has the only reading that Zhangsan chased
him/her/them and as a result Zhangsan got tired. Likewise, (5b) does not have the
intended reading.
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(4) a. Zhangsan ba Lisi zhui-lei le.
Zhangsan BA Lisi chase-tired LE
'Zhangsan chased Lisi and as a result Lisi got tired.'
b. Zhangsan ba Lisi zhui de lei le.
Zhangsan BA Lisi chase DE tired LE
'Zhangsan chased Lisi and as a result Lisi got tired.'
(5) a. Zhangsan zhui-lei-le 0.
Zhangsan chase-tired-ASP
*
'Zhangsan chased him/her/them and as a result he/she/they got
tired.'
b. Zhangsan zhui de lei le.
Zhangsan chase DE tired LE
*
'Zhangsan chased him/her/them and as a result he/she/they got
tired.'
1.1 BA-constructions
There have been a number of previous analyses 3 of the BA-construction. Among
them, F.-H. Liu's 1992 semantic analysis offers a comprehensive account of the
requirements on the well-formedness of the BA-construction. According to Liu,
two requirements have to be met in order for a BA-construction to be well-
formed. First, the BA NP must be specific. Second, there must be some element
other than the verb in the VP. This element has the function of delimiting the
event denoted by the verb. From an aspectual point of view, she further posits
that BA NP is an argument of the predicate which denotes an event with an ini-
tial and a final point, where the final point signals completion, and such an event
licenses BA NP.
The environments where the VP requirement is satisfied are as follows: (the
element other than the verb in the VP is in bold4 and the glossary for this required
element is given in the parentheses)
(6) (a) resultative
e.g. ta ba beizi da-po le. (broken)
(b) retained object
e.g. ta ba juzi bo-le pi. (skin)
(c) perfective
e.g. ta ba yifu xi le. (perfective aspect marker)
(d) directional
e.g. ta ba liwu dai-lai le. (come)
(e) quantified phrase
e.g. ta ba zhei ben shu kan-le yi bian. (once)
(f) tentative construction
e.g. qing ni ba men kai yi kai. (delimitative aspect marker)
(g) durative
e.g. ta ba shu dai-zhe. (durative aspect marker)
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Note that the required element delimiting the otherwise unbounded event is ei-
ther a syntactic phrase as in (b, e) or a syntactic functional category, an aspect
marker as in (c, f, g).
The result clause de lei le in (4b) delimits the event denoted by the head
verb zhui and BA NP is specific; the BA-construction in (4b) is thus licensed. In
both object-oriented and subject-oriented resultative compounds, VI represents
an initial point and V2 a final point that also signals completion. The only differ-
ence between these two is that the resultant state is predicated of different NPs;
however, this does not change the aspectuality of the event. If both subject-
oriented and object-oriented resultative compounds are formed in the lexicon and
their internal lexical meanings suffice for the requirement on the BA-construction,
it is expected that both types of compounds can occur with BA. However, only
object-oriented compounds can occur in the BA-construction. (4a) (repeated
here as (7)) only has the object-oriented reading.
(7) Zhangsan ba Lisi zhui-lei le.
Zhangsan BA Lisi chase-tired LE
a. 'Zhangsan chased Lisi and as a result Lisi got tired.'
b. * 'Zhangsan chased Lisi and as a result Zhangsan got tired.'
This may be where the affectedness condition comes into play. As discussed in
Lisa Cheng 1988, only the NP referring to the entity affected by the event de-
noted by the verb can occur as BA-NP. The object of an object-oriented com-
pound is affected by the event denoted by the compound and thus BA-NP is li-
censed. For example, Lisi in (7) with the object-oriented reading (a) is affected by
Zhangsan' s chasing and thus Lisi can appear as BA-NP. With a subject-oriented
compound, however, it is the subject, not the object, that is affected. Lisi in (7)
with the subject-oriented reading (b) thus can not be BA-NP. The affected sub-
ject, however, can not be BA-NP, either. As shown in (8), the reflexive NP ziji
'self is the affected NP since it refers to the affected subject, but it can not be
BA NP
(8) *Zhangsan ba ziji zhui-lei-le Lisi.
Zhangsan BA self chase-tired-ASP Lisi
'Zhangsan got himself tired from chasing Lisi."
It is thus concluded that the affectedness condition is not what distinguishes ob-
ject-oriented from subject-oriented resultative compounds in terms of the BA-
construction. Both subject-oriented and object-oriented resultative compounds
denote an event containing both an initial and a final point, but only object-
oriented resultative compounds can occur in the BA-construction. Deducing
from the syntactic requirement for the BA-construction in the other environments
as listed in (6) and the incompatibility of subject-oriented resultative compounds
with BA, I argue that the second verbal element in object-oriented resultative
compounds represents a syntactic element which satisfies the requirement on the
BA-construction that there must be an element other than the verb in the VP. VI
and V2 must be represented as separate syntactic elements at some level of deri-
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vation. Object-oriented resultative compounds are thus argued to be syntactically
derived.
1.2 Object omission
Object-control constructions in general do not tolerate the omission of the object,
the controller of the embedded pro, as shown in (5b) (repeated here as (9)) s and
(10).
(9) Zhangsan zhui de [pro lei le].
Zhangsan chase DE tired LE
*
'Zhangsan chased him/her/them to the extent that he/she/they got
tired.'
(10) *wo quan [pro yonggong dushu].
I persuade hard study
'I persuaded him/her/them to study hard.'
Simple underived transitive verbs, on the other hand, do tolerate the absence of
the object as shown in (1 1).
(11) a. Zhangsan mai-le 0.
Zhangsan buy-ASP
'Zhangsan has bought it.'
b. Zhangsan mai-le nei ben shu.
Zhangsan buy-ASP that CL book
'Zhangsan has bought that book.'
If object-oriented resultative compounds are lexically derived as transitive verbs,
they are expected to behave like simple transitive verbs such as mai in (11).
However, unlike simple underived transitive verbs, object-oriented resultative
compounds do not allow the omission of the object, as shown in (5a). The disal-
lowance of object omission is a property possessed by object-control construc-
tions. Possessing this syntactic phrasal property — disallowance of object omis-
sion, rather than the lexical attribute — tolerance of object omission, object-
oriented compounds are thus argued to be syntactically derived with an object-
control D-structure.
2. Syntactically derived object-oriented resultative compounds
As discussed in the previous section, object-oriented resultative compounds and
phrasal resultatives display the same syntactic behaviors with respect to the BA-
construction and object omission. These two behaviors can be explained only if
object-oriented resultative compounds are syntactically derived. The parallelism
between phrasal resultatives and object-oriented resultative compounds has mo-
tivated the proposal that these two constructions have parallel D-structures. This
section will first present the D-structure for object-oriented resultative com-
pounds in 2.1. The derivation of object-oriented resultative compounds from a
syntactic structure is explicated in 2.2.
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2.1 Thematic relations between the head verb and its arguments
The parallelism between simple phrasal resultatives and object-oriented resultative
compounds has been established in section 1. The thematic relations that the head
verb bears with the arguments are the same in both constructions. For instance,
the subjects in both (12a) and (12b) receive the theta-role Agent from VI zhui
'chase', and the objects receive the theta-role Patient from VI zhui 'chase' and
Experiencer from V2 lei 'tired'.
(12) a. Zhangsan zhui de Lisi lei le.
Zhangsan chase DE Lisi tired LE
'Zhangsan chased Lisi and as a result Lisi got tired.'
b. Zhangsan zhui-lei-le Lisi.
Zhangsan chase-tired-ASP Lisi
'Zhangsan chased Lisi and as a result Lisi got tired.'
Given the UTAH which says that 'identical thematic relationships between
items are represented by identical structural relationships between those items at
the level of D-structure' (Baker 1988), object-oriented resultative compounds and
phrasal resultatives should have parallel D-structures. Baker 1995 further advo-
cates the absolute UTAH, according to which three primary theta-roles are identi-
fied, agent/causer, theme/patient, and goal/path/location. In Larson's VP-shell
structure as shown in (13), the syntactic positions these three theta-roles are
linked to are the specifier of the higher VP, the specifier of the lower VP, and the
complement of the lower VP, respectively. The structural realization of the theta-
roles is absolute rather than relative in the sense that even for verbs that take a
single argument, that argument still has to be linked to the position as specified in
(13). If the linking of theta-roles to syntactic positions is relative, a sole argument
of a verb, say Theme, can be virtually linked to any position. No matter what posi-
tion Theme is linked to, it can be considered to occupy the lowest position, since
it does not have co-arguments. The relative UTAH can thus be trivially satisfied.
However, as the Unaccusative Hypothesis states, the sole argument of unaccusa-
tives is generated in the object position. The absolute linking is thus necessary.
(13) VP
NP, V
Agent/Causer V VP
NP2 V
Theme/Patient V XP
Goal/Path/Location
Given that the linking of the theta-roles to the syntactic positions is abso-
lute, the same thematic relation between items must be represented by the same
syntactic relation. The sameness of the thematic relations in both phrasal resulta-
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tives and object-oriented resultative compounds thus motivates the proposal that
these two constructions have parallel D-structures. Given that the D-structure for
phrasal resultatives is based upon the transitivity feature of the head verb as
shown in (14), the D-structure for (1), where the head verb zhui subcategorizes
for an object NP, and a result clause CP2 , the parallel D-structure for an object-
oriented resultative compound like zhui-lei 'chase-tired' in (3), is illustrated in
(15), where the head verb subcategorizes for an object NP
3 and a result phrase
VPV An object-oriented resultative compound is derived from a D-structure like
(15) through verb-incorporation as will be discussed in section 2.2.
(14)
ASP
ASP VP,
NP, V
LS V
lei
Even without the comparison with the phrasal resultatives, the independent
considerations of the thematic relations between the verbal components and the
arguments also yield (15) as a D-structure for object-oriented resultative com-
pounds. The argument structure of the head zhui 'chase' is <Agent, Patient,
(Result)>. 7 Without the optional theta-role Result, zhui occurs in sentences like
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jingcha zheng zai zhui xiaotou 'the police is chasing the thief. With the theta-
role Result, which is the least prominent in the thematic hierarchy, zhui first as-
signs Result to a phrase denoting the resultant event and then assigns Patient to
its object and Agent to its subject. In Larson's 1988a VP-shell structure, the link-
ing of theta-roles is represented in the hierarchical structure in (15). The theta-role
Result is assigned to the complement of the verb zhui. Patient to the Spec of zhui,
and Agent to the Spec of the VP-shell.
(15) CP,
ASP
The object position of zhui, NP, in the D-structure (15), is occupied by a
variable, as C.-T. Huang 1989 argues that in Mandarin Chinese the null element in
the object position is a variable. When there is a variable, there exists an empty
operator in the Spec of CP position as C.-T. Huang 1989 assumes, and the vari-
able has to be free in the domain of the operator, which is CP, in this case, but
bound outside the domain of the operator as Chomsky proposes for the pur-
posives in English (Chomsky 1982, 1986). Therefore, the discourse topic, which is
null and occurs outside the domain of the operator, binds the variable in NP3 . The
D-structure in (15) thus represents the reading that Zhangsan chased somebody
or something to the extent that Lisi got tired. Pragmatically it is only possible that
the one who gets tired is either the chaser or the chasee. Since the chaser has
been specified to be Zhangsan, Lisi, who is specified to be tired, must be under-
stood as the chasee, which is a variable syntactically. The variable is thus prag-
matically identified as Lisi.
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On the basis of the D-structure in (15), four combinations of empty catego-
ries and lexical NPs are possible for resultative compounds with a transitive head
verb. The first combination is as in (15), where the direct object is null while the
embedded subject is lexical, and a resultative compound is derived through the
verb-incorporation of lei into zhui. 8 The second combination is that the direct
object NP3 is a lexical NP, say Lisi, while the embedded subject NP4 is an empty
pronominal pro, which is controlled by the nearest c-commanding NP Lisi. As-
suming that Case is assigned from left to right in Chinese (Travis 1984, Y.-H. Li
1992), the NP Lisi is not Case-marked in this case. One way to satisfy the Case
filter is for the incorporated verb zhui-iei to move up to assign Case to Lisi. The
derived sentence will be (16).
(16) Zhangsan zhui-lei-le Lisi.
Another way to satisfy the Case filter in this construction is to reduplicate the ma-
trix verb and insert it before the direct object as in ( 17). The insertion of the redu-
plicated verb increases the depth of the tree structure as demonstrated in (18)
(details omitted) and thus the direct object Lisi can not c-command the embed-
ded subject, pro. The embedded subject, pro, is now controlled by the matrix
subject Zhangsan because Zhangsan is the nearest NP c-commanding the pro
within the functional complex of the verb c-commanding VP
3 , in accordance with
the Minimal Distance Principle which states that 'An infinitive complement of a
predicate P selects as its controller the minimal c-commanding noun phrase in the
functional complex of P\ (Larson 1991:115) The analysis proposed here thus
predicts that object-oriented resultative compounds can not be derived from a
verb-reduplication form. The prediction is borne out as shown in (17), where only
the subject-oriented reading (a) is possible with the resultative compound in a
verb-reduplication form. 9
(17) Zhangsan zhui Lisi zhui-lei le.
a. 'Zhangsan chased Lisi to the extent that Zhangsan got tired.'
b. * 'Zhangsan chased Lisi to the extent that Lisi got tired.'
(18) VP,
NP, V
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The third combination is that both the object and the embedded subject are
lexical. As with the second combination discussed above, the direct object NP-, is
not in a Case-marked position. If the incorporated verb zhui-lei moves up to
Case-mark the object as in (19), the embedded subject will not be Case-marked
and thus results in the ungrammaticality of (19).
(19) *Zhangsan zhui-lei-le Lisi Lisi.
However, if the matrix verb is reduplicated and inserted before the direct object as
in (20) and (21), both the direct object and the embedded subject are Case-
marked, and thus these sentences are grammatical.
(20) Zhangsan zhui Lisi zhui-lei-le Lisi.
'Zhangsan chased Lisi to the extent that Lisi got tired.'
(21) Zhangsan ti qiu ti-po-le qiuxie.
Zhangsan kick ball kick-broken-ASP sneakers
'Zhangsan kicked the ball to the extent that the sneakers were torn.'
The fourth possible combination is that both the object and the embedded
subject are null as in (22). In the D-structure for (22), the object position, NP, in
(15), is occupied by a variable while the empty embedded subject, NP4 in (15), is
pro. For a variable, which can only occur in an object position, to control pro in a
subject position is as impossible as a variable to occur in a subject position. A
variable thus can not qualify as a controller. The nearest c-commanding NP for
the pro at NP4 position in (15) has to be the matrix subject, which controls the
pro. The result verb lei 'tired' in (15) is predicated of the pro, which is controlled
by the matrix subject. In consequence, the result verb is predicated of the matrix
subject and the subject-oriented reading is derived. The analysis proposed here
thus predicts that no object-oriented reading is possible with such a construction
since it requires the pro to be controlled by the variable, and the prediction is
borne out as the impossible object-oriented reading in (22b) shows.
(22) Zhangsan zhui-lei le.
a. 'Zhangsan got tired from chasing (somebody or something).'
b. * 'Zhangsan chased him/her/them and as a result he/she/they got
tired.'
That a variable can not be the controller of an empty subject is also independ-
ently motivated by object-control verbs like quan 'persuade' in (23b). As shown
in (23a), quan 'persuade' as a simple transitive verb subcategorizing for an object
allows the omission of the object. The absence of the object, however, is not tol-
erated when quan occurs in an object-control sentence like (23b), where quan is
subcategorized for an object and a clause. The object-control sentence (23b) has
a D-structure on a par with (14), except that both the object and the embedded
subject are null for (23b) and quan subcategorizes for ASPP rather than CP. If the
variable in the object position, NP,, can bind the embedded subject pro in NP4 ,
(23b) with reading (i) should have been well-formed. The ungrammaticality of
(23b) proves that a variable can not control an empty category in the subject po-
«
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sition. The matrix subject wo should be the controller in this case; however, the
resulting reading (ii) is not acceptable.
(23) a. wo yijing quan guo le.
I already persuade EXP LE
T have already persuaded (him).'
b. *wo yinjing quan 0[pro huijia le].
I already persuade return home LE
i. 'I have already persuaded somebody to go home.'
ii. *'I have already persuaded myself to go home by persuading
somebody/
On the basis of the argument structure of the head verb, object-oriented re-
sultative compounds with intransitive VI like ku-shi 'cry-wet' in (24) are pro-
posed to have a D-structure like (25) (details omitted), where the resultative verb
ku is subcategorized for a result clause only. The postverbal NP shoupa in (24)
gives the appearance that ku-shi is transitive. That is, an intransitive head com-
bines with another verb to make a transitive compound. However, with the D-
structure given here taken into consideration, the (in)transitivity of the compound
is determined by that of the head. The appearance of shoupa after the compound
arises after shi incorporates with ku. Also, the presence of a postverbal NP does
not indicate that the verb 'run' is transitive in (26a). The intransitivity of 'run' is
shown in (26b, c), where 'run' can not be followed by an object. It is thus main-
tained that the head (VI) of the resultative compounds determines the
(in)transitivity of the compound. Object-oriented resultative compounds with in-
transitive VI like ku-shi 'cry-wet' are intransitive and their syntactic derivation
accounts for the appearance of a postverbal NP.
(24) Zhangsan ku-shi-le shoupa.
Zhangsan cry-wet-ASP handkerchief
'Zhangsan cried to the extent that the handkerchief got wet.'
(25) VP,
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(26) a. John ran his sneakers threadbare.
b. John ran for thirty minutes.
c. *John ran his sneakers.
In the D-structure for transitive object-oriented compounds as in (15), the
embedded subject can be null and the resulting sentences are illustrated in (16)
and (22). A null embedded subject is also possible for a D-structure based upon
an intransitive VI like (25). However, when the embedded subject, NP2 in (25), is m
pro, it has to be controlled by the matrix subject and thus the resulting sentence
must be subject-oriented as shown in (27). An object-oriented reading can not be
obtained with such a structure.
(27) Zhangsan ku-lei le.
Zhangsan cry-tired ASP
a. 'Zhangsan cried to the extent that he got tired.'
b. * 'Zhangsan cried to the extent that somebody got tired.'
For compounds like ku-shi 'cry-wet', however, an empty embedded subject
in the D-structure is not allowed. Not even a subject-oriented reading can result
from the omission of the postverbal NP, as shown in (28).
(28) *Zhangsan ku-shi le.
a.
*
'Zhangsan cried to the extent that something got wet.'
b. * 'Zhangsan cried to the extent that he got wet.'
The unacceptability of (28) results from the predication conflict between the ma-
trix subject, Zhangsan, and the result verb, shi 'wet'. The pro in the embedded
subject position in (25) must be controlled by the matrix subject, in accordance
with the MDP, and the resulting reading is that Zhangsan cried to the extent that
he got wet, which is semantically unacceptable. To sum up, an empty embedded
subject is possible with a D-structure like (25) as long as no semantic conflict
arises. However, the resulting sentences are subject-oriented only. It follows that
object-oriented resultative compounds with intransitive VI also do not tolerate
the omission of the postverbal NP. Once the postverbal NP is omitted, either the
object-oriented reading is lost as in (27) or the resulting sentence is ungrammati-
cal as in (28).
2.2 Aspect licensing and verb incorporation
It is generally assumed that IP can be further decomposed into several functional
categories, AGRP, TNSP, ASPP, NEGP, AUXP, etc. (Pollock 1989, Ouhalla 1990,
Chomsky 1991, Miller 1993) Chinese, however, has meager inflectional morphol- A
ogy. (C.-T. Huang 1982) It is commonly accepted that Chinese does not have f
overt morphology for tense and agreement and whether negation is an inflec-
tional category is controversial (Y.-H. Li 1992). The only overt inflectional cate-
gory is aspect like -le (perfective), -guo (experiential), -zhe and zai (durative).
2.2.1 The perfective aspect marker -le
The perfective aspect marker -le is only used in clauses denoting a bounded
event and attached to the verbal element. (Li & Thompson 1981) For example, it
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is attached to shui 'sleep' in (29), where the denoted event is quantified and thus
bounded, but it can not be used in (30), where the verb xihuan 'like' expresses a
state rather than an event.
(29) ta shui-le san ge xiaoshi.
he sleep-ASP three CL hour
'He slept for three hours."
(30) *ta xihuan-le pingguo.
he like-ASP apple
'He liked apples."
Since aspect is the only overt inflectional category in Chinese, IP can be repre-
sented by ASPP and the partial D-structure for Chinese sentences is represented
in (31). In light of the VP internal subject hypothesis (Kuroda 1988), the Spec of
VP, NP,, is the subject position.
(31) ASPP
ASP
ASP VP
NP, V
V NP,
The aspect marker -le is a suffix, and therefore it always attaches to its host. With
regard to deriving the combination of V-le from a D-structure like (31), two as-
pects have to be considered. Does the verb carry the inflectional features in the
lexicon or the aspect marker is inserted in the ASP node in syntax? Does V raise
to I (ASP) or I (ASP) lower to V in syntax to derive the combination of V-le, if -le
is inserted in the ASP node?
2.2.1.1 Lexical combination or syntactic derivation
Chomsky 1993 proposes that verbs carry inflectional features in the lexicon as
their intrinsic properties. Each feature has to be licensed to become a legitimate
LF object for full interpretation. Feature checking is to ensure the licensing of the
features. Verbs with inflectional features have to move to the checking domain,
the functional category, to have their features checked. The checking of features
takes place at different levels depending on the properties of the features, weak
or strong. A strong feature is visible at PF and it is not a legitimate PF object. The
presence of a strong feature will cause the derivation to crash and thus a strong
feature has to be checked off prior to Spell-Out. Weak features, however, are in-
visible at PF and thus the checking of weak features can be delayed until LF due
to the principle of Procrastinate that LF movement is less costly than overt
movement and thus preferred. Adopting Chomsky's Checking Theory, Gu 1995
argues that -le is a verbal suffix, which a verb carries as its intrinsic property. She
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further proposes that the ASP feature is weak in Chinese as AGR in English and
therefore the verb movement for feature checking is delayed until LF.
The lexical analysis as proposed by Gu, however, is problematic in several
accounts. As shown in (32a), bu is the negative marker used to negate a verb in
Mandarin Chinese. However, the negative marker bu can not co-occur with the
aspect marker -le, as in (32b). To negate a verb with the perfective aspect, one has
to use mei instead of bu and you 10 instead of -le as in (32c), as William Wang
1965 proposes.
(32) a. Zhangsan bu mai shu.
Zhangsan NOT buy book
'Zhangsan does not buy books.'
b. *Zhangsan bu maile shu.
Zhangsan NOT buy ASP book
'Zhangsan did not buy books.'
c. Zhangsan mei you mai shu.
Zhangsan NOT have buy book
'Zhangsan did not buy books.'
C.-T. Huang 1988 proposes that the combination of bu V-le is ruled out for se-
mantic reasons. According to Huang's Principle P, 'the negative morpheme bu
forms an immediate construction with the first V° element following it'.
(1988:284) In (32b), bu attaches to mai first, and then -le attaches to the negated
verb. Such a combination is semantically absurd since the event that has not hap-
pened can not be said to be completed. If the aspect marker -le is suffixed to the
verb in the lexicon, the negation marker bu should have scope over the combina-
tion of V-le that signals a completed event. The string bu V-le thus depicts that an
alleged completed event did not occur, which is semantically acceptable. The im-
possible co-occurrence of bu and -le is thus unaccounted for in the proposal that
-le is suffixed to the verb in the lexicon.
The lexical account as proposed by Gu is also problematic in accounting for
event quantification. Sentence (33) contains a duration phrase san xiaoshi 'three
hours' which quantifies over the event denoted by the verb phrase kan shu 'read
books'; however, syntactically the duration phrase forms a constituent with the
noun, shu.
(33) ta kan-le san xiaoshi de shu.
he read-ASP three hour DE book
'He read (books) for three hours.'
C.-T. Huang 1992b argues that the superficial syntax-semantics mismatch does
not exist. As illustrated in (34), Huang proposes that sentences involving event
quantification are derived from gerundive nominalization, IP|+N] , where the verbal
head, kan, moves out of the gerund, into the abstract eventuality predicate DO. In
the D-structure as depicted in (34), the duration phrase does quantify over the
gerund, kan shu, which denotes the event of reading books. Thus no syntax-
semantics mismatch exists in sentences involving event quantification.
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(34) expresses the meaning 'he did three hours of book reading'. After kan
moves up to the position for the empty light verb [DO], the surface form 'he read
three hours of books' is derived. If verbs carry the inflectional features as their in-
trinsic properties as Gu argues, -le should be suffixed to V, kan, inside IP(+N) . The
resulting meaning represented by such a D-structure would be that he does three
hours of book reading (in perfective aspect). It is contradictory for a duration
phrase to quantify over an event that has completed.
2.2.1.2 V-to-I (ASP) movement
As argued in the previous section, -le is not attached to its host verb in the lexi-
con. With -le being base-generated in ASP position, two options are available for
fulfilling the morphological requirement of -le. The head verb raises to I (ASP) to
morphologically support the affix -le. or -le in the ASP position lowers to V. The
V-to-I (ASP) account, however, encounters problems with sentences involving VP
adverbs, like manner adverbs as hen kuai-de 'very quickly' in (35). As shown in
(35), the manner adverb precedes the verb rather than following it. As proposed
by Pollock 1989 VP adverbs occupy the VP initial position. Therefore, after the
head verb chi moves up to morphologically support the affix -le, the adverb
should follow the verb in the resultant sentence. That is, under the V-to-I (ASP)
option, sentence (35b), rather than (35a), is predicted to be the grammatical sen-
tence.
(35) a. Zhangsan hen kuai-de chi-le fan.
Zhangsan very quickly eat-ASP meal
'Zhangsan quickly ate the meal."
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b. *Zhangsan chi-le hen kuai-de fan.
Zhangsan eat-ASP very quickly meal
'Zhangsan quickly ate the meal.'
It is proposed in Ouhalla 1990 that adverbs can attach to TNSP, in addition
to VP. Also in Chomsky 1995, adverbs can be adjoined to AGRP. However, in
Mandarin Chinese, the preverbal manner adverbs can only modify the verbal
phrases, not the whole sentence. There is no evidence indicating that the manner
adverbs should be adjoined to TNSP (ASPP) or AGRP. The V-to-I (ASP) move-
ment is thus not an option for Mandarin Chinese.
2.2.1.3 I (ASP)-to-V movement
The I (ASP)-to-V movement has been proposed by C.-C. Tang 1990 and Zhou
1990, among others. On the I (ASP)-to-V account, the aspect marker -le lowers to
V at S-structure, and the V-le complex has to move back to I (ASP) at LF to form a
proper chain. Gu 1995, however, argues against the I (ASP)-to-V movement. She
argues that the I (ASP)-to-V analysis is not feasible because it can not account for
the attachment of -le in sentences involving verb internal measure phrases as yi
jiao 'one foot' in (36a).
(36) a. ta ti-le Zhangsan yi jiao.
he kick-ASP Zhangsan one foot
'He gave Zhangsan a kick.'
b. ta ti-le Zhangsan.
he kick-ASP Zhangsan
'He kicked Zhangsan.'
According to Gu, yi jiao in (36a) is the internal indirect object of the verb
and it should be treated on a par with the cognate object for it possesses the fol-
lowing properties. First, this kind of measure phrases are collocated only with
verbs denoting activities related to certain human body parts or instruments re-
quiring the use of human body parts. Second, the use of the measure phrase is op-
tional as shown in (36b). The function of the measure phrase is to quantify the
event denoted by the verb, and when the quantification is not necessary, the
measure phrase is simply not used. This function is an example of the general
function of the cognate object — to specify. Having argued that the internal
measure phrase yi-jiao in (36a) is a cognate object, Gu then suggests that (37) is
the partial D-structure for (36a).
(37) VP,
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(36a) is derived from a D-structure like (37) after the verb complex ti-le moves up
from V
2
to V,. Note that (38) is a variant of (36a). To derive (38) from (37), Gu
follows Larson 1988a, b and proposes that the V composed of the verb and the
cognate object can be optionally reanalyzed into a V, which moves up to the
higher V after reanalysis, and (38) is thus derived.
(38) ta ti-le yi jiao Zhangsan.
ta kick-ASP one foot Zhangsan
'He gave Zhangsan a kick.'
Gu argues that if-Ie is base-generated in I (ASP) position the 1 (ASP)-to-V
account can not explain the derivation of (38). She assumes that on the I (ASP)-
to-V account I (ASP) lowers to V, position. After V, ti yi jiao, is reanalyzed into a
V, the V moves up to V, position and the I (ASP) attaches to it. The aspect marker
-le thus should be suffixed to the V, ti yi jiao, and the derived form should be
(39). Not only the I (ASP)-to-V account fails to explain the derivation of gram-
matical sentences like (38), but this account generates ungrammatical sentences
like (39).
(39) *ta ti yi jiao le Zhangsan.
However, a closer examination reveals that this type of construction does
not constitute a problem for I (ASP)-to-V account. The I (ASP) should lower all
the way to V2 , rather than stopping at V,, since V, is empty and thus it is not a
host for the suffix -le. After -le is lowered and suffixed to the head verb ti, the V
ti-le yi jiao then optionally undergoes reanalysis. If the reanalysis takes place, ti-
le yi jiao moves up to V, at S-structure in order to assign Case to the object
Zhangsan, and (38) is derived. Otherwise, ti-le moves to V, and (36a) is derived.
The I (ASP)-to-V account does correctly derive the constructions with verb inter-
nal measure phrases in both forms. This movement is thus argued for in this paper.
2.2.2 Verb incorporation
-Le as a perfective aspect marker is obligatorily used when a clause denotes a
bounded event, which includes both an initial and an end point, and it can only
attach to the event-denoting verb. (Li & Thompson 1981) In the D-structure (15),
a bounded event is expressed; zhui denotes an action, an initial point, while lei
describes the result, an end point. -Le is thus obligatorily used in (15). As dis-
cussed above, the aspect marker -le is base-generated in ASP position; it has to
lower to attach to V syntactically and the verb complex V-le moves up to form a
proper chain at LF. It is thus obligatory for -le to lower to zhui in (15). Note that -
le can only attach to the verb which denotes the bounded event. As shown in
(40), the phrasal resultative is ruled out if -le is suffixed to zhui, since zhui itself
does not denote a bounded event. (C.-T. Huang 1988) It is zhui plus the result
clause that constitute a bounded event.
(40) Zhangsan zhui(*-le) de Lisi lei le.
In ( 15), however, one option is available to ensure that the suffixation of -le is li-
censed. The resultative verb lei has to move up to incorporate to the action verb
zhui. Zhui plus lei do constitute a bounded event; -le suffixation is thus allowed.
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The verb complex zhui-lei-le is derived after -le lowers to V, and the verb com-
plex moves back to ASP at LF to form a proper chain.
2.2.3 Other aspect markers
The other two aspect markers in Mandarin Chinese are the experiential marker -
guo and the durative markers -zhe and zai. The durative markers are incompatible
with a bounded event as shown in (41) (cf. (29)).
(41) *ta shui-zhe san ge xiaoshi.
he sleep-DUR three CL hour
*'He is sleeping for three hours.'
The experiential marker -guo is used to indicate that a certain event has taken
place at least once and it is compatible with a bounded event as illustrated in (42).
(42) ta qu-guo faguo.
he go-EXP France
'He has been to France.'
In other words, either -le or -guo" can be used with a bounded event. -Le is used
to indicate that a certain event has taken place, while -guo is to emphasize that a
certain event has taken place at least once. Like -le, -guo is compatible with a
bounded event denoted by a resultative construction and it has to attach to the
verb denoting that bounded event. Therefore, verb incorporation as proposed in
the previous section is also obligatory in the cases where ASP is occupied by -
guo. To allow the lowering of -guo to the verb denoting a bounded event, the
lower verb (lei in (15)) is compelled to incorporate to the upper verb (zhui in
(15)).
However, not every event-denoting sentence is marked by one of the three
aspect markers. The use of the perfective aspect marker -le is optional in some
cases 12 as illustrated in (43).
(43) ta yijing chi(-le) fan le.
he already eat(-ASP) rice LE
'He has already eaten.'
Assuming that each sentence in Chinese is marked by an aspect marker, W. M.
Chan 1996 suggests that sentences without any overt aspect marker are marked
by a zero aspect marker, which does not have an explicit form. Zero is mostly
used with stative or habitual sentences like (44) (cf. (30)); however, zero is also
used with sentences denoting an event like (43).
(44) ta xihuan pingguo.
he like apple
'He likes apple.'
Note that while zero in stative sentences can not alternate with -le since stative
sentences do not denote bounded events, zero in event-denoting sentences can
always alternate with -le. Since not every occurrence of -le can alternate with
zero as illustrated in (45) where the omission of the aspect marker results in the
ungrammatically of (45b), event-denoting sentences without overt aspect mark-
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ers thus can be said to be derived from those with the overt perfective aspect
marker -le by means of the omission of -le, 13 when the conditions which sanction
the suppression of -le are met as noted in note 12.
(45) a. ta wang-le wo de
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(47) Zhangsan qi-lei-le ma.
Zhangsan ride-tired-ASP horse
a. 'Zhangsan got tired from horse-riding.'
b. 'Zhangsan rode a horse and as a result the horse got tired.'
However, when qi-lei occurs in the reduplication form as in (48), only the object-
oriented reading is possible.
(48) Zhangsan qi ma qi-lei-le ma.
Zhangsan ride horse ride-tired-ASP horse
a.
*
'Zhangsan got tired from horse-riding.'
b. 'Zhangsan rode a horse and as a result the horse got tired.'
Assuming that transitive subject-oriented compounds are lexically derived since
they possess the properties of simple transitive verbs such as object omission, the
subject-oriented qi-lei is subcategorized for one object only. In (48), however,
two objects occur at the D-structure. Assuming that the first qi is inserted to
Case-mark the first object, the first object does not receive a theta-role. The Theta
Criterion is violated and (48) with the subject-oriented reading (a) is thus ruled
out.
Along the same line of argument, if the object-oriented qi-lei is also lexically
derived as a transitive verb, (48) with the object-oriented reading (b) should be
also ungrammatical due to the violation of the Theta Criterion. With the syntactic
derivation proposed here, however, the grammaticality of (48) with the object-
oriented reading can be explained in the following way. As discussed in section
2.1, with (15) as the D-structure for object-oriented compounds, four combina-
tions of lexical NPs and empty categories are possible. One combination is that
with both the object of the head verb, NP, in (15), and the embedded subject, NP4 ,
being lexical. With (15) as the D-structure, the first ma in (48) occupies the posi-
tion for the object of the head verb, NP3 , while the second ma is the embedded
subject in NP4 . In such a structure, the object in NP-, is not Case-marked, and thus
the head verb qi is reduplicated to assign Case to the object. (48) is derived after
the result verb lei incorporates to the head verb qi and the aspect marker -le low-
ers to attach to the compound.
4. Lexical properties
I have argued that object-oriented resultative compounds are syntactically de-
rived. Despite being syntactically derived, they are words, not syntactically
formed phrases, since they possess the lexical properties of words.
4.1 -de-/-bu- infixation
In Mandarin Chinese resultative and directional compounds can be expressed
with affirmative and negative potential meanings when they occur with -de- and -
bu- as in (49). -de- 'obtain' and -bu- 'not' are infixes when occurring in this
type of potential form and are traditionally termed 'potential marker'. (John Lu
1976, Li & Thompson 1981)
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(49) a. da-de/bu-si
hit-can/cannot-die
'can/cannot hit somebody or something to death.'
b. dai-de/bu-lai
bring-can/cannot-come
'can/cannot bring somebody or something here.'
-de- and -bu- can be found with subject-oriented resultative compounds as
well as object-oriented resultative compounds. Subject-oriented resultative com-
pounds are lexically formed words since contrary to object-oriented compounds,
they possess the properties of lexically formed words such as object omission. As-
suming morphological integrity, no syntactic rules should look into the internal
structure of a word, or compound in this case. The fact that subject-oriented com-
pounds can occur in the potential form implies that the potentializing process in-
volved must be lexical rather than syntactic, as Thompson 1973 proposes a Lexi-
cal Potentializing Rule for resultative compounds as in (50), which applies to
words, not phrases. In consequence, object-oriented compounds must be words,
not phrases; that explains why a lexical operation like -de-/-bu- infixation can ap-
ply to them.
(50) [V-V] RV—> a.[V-de-V] RV
b.[V-bu-V] RV
(obligatory if -V is -qi, -guo)
The fact that -de-/-bu- infixation only applies to words, not phrases, can be
further illustrated by the other type of compounds that the infixation applies to,
directional compounds. Directional compounds are composed of a VI denoting
movement or displacement and a V2 signaling the direction in which the subject
or object moves as the result of the displacement, e.g., dai-lai 'bring-come' in
(51a). In (51b), directional compounds seem to appear in another form that allows
the intervention of the object between the two components. However, the se-
quence V1-NP-V2 are phrases, not words, since morphological integrity would
have been violated if they were words. (51b) is thus more suitably called
'directional phrase'. Whereas in the case of directional compounds, the infixation
of -de- and -bu- is possible as in (51a'), the -de-/-bu- infixation is banned with di-
rectional phrases as in (51b'). In sum, -de-/-bu- infixation is a lexical operation that
applies to words (compounds) only.
(51) a. ta dai-lai-le neixie shu.
he bring-come ASP those book
'He brought those books here.'
b. ta dai-le neixie shu lai.
same as (a)
a', ta dai-bu-lai neixie shu.
'He can not bring those books here.'
b'. *ta dai-bu-le neixie shu lai.
intended reading: same as (a')
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4.2 No modification by syntactic elements
In a phrasal resultative, the modification of the result verb by syntactic elements
like adverbs is allowed as in (52a), where the adverb hen 'very 7 modifies the re-
sult verb lei 'tired'. Its compound counterpart, however, does not tolerate the
modification by any syntactic element. As shown in (52b), the modification of the
result verb lei by the adverb hen results in ungrammatically. Again, under mor-
phological integrity, no syntactic elements are allowed to look into the internal m
structure of a word and modify a component of a word. The intolerance of syn-
tactic modification of the components of resultative compounds thus suggests
that resultative compounds are words, rather than phrases.
(52) a. ta zhui de Lisi hen lei le.
he chase DE Lisi very tired LE
'He chased Lisi to the extent that Lisi got tired.'
b. *ta zhui-hen-lei-le Lisi.
same as (a)
4.3 No syntactic or LF movement
Part of a phrasal resultative can be questioned as in (53a), where the result clause
subcategorized for by the resultative verb da 'hit' is questioned. In Mandarin
Chinese, the wh-word stays in-situ and undergoes wh-movement at LF. The wh-
word zenyang 'what', which replaces the result clause in (53a), thus undergoes
LF movement. The resultative compound in (53b), however, does not tolerate the
occurrence of a wh-word inside the compound; that is, part of the resultative
compound can not undergo movement. This is as expected if resultative com-
pounds are words, since no part of a word can undergo movement, overt or cov-
ert. In this sense, resultative compounds possess the properties of words, not
those of phrases.
(53) a. Zhangsan ba Lisi da de zenyang le?
Zhangsan BA Lisi hit DE what LE
'What is the result of Zhangsan' s hitting Lisi'
b. *Zhangsan ba Lisi da-zenyang le?
intended reading: same as (a)
NOTES
* I would like thank Prof. James Yoon for his comments and suggestions.
1 In simple phrasal resultatives, the result-denoting verb is always predicated of
the object of the matrix verb, if the matrix verb is transitive. When the matrix verb
is intransitive as in (i), the result-denoting verb, fan, is predicated of the subject of
the result clause, Lisi, rather than of the subject of the matrix verb, Zhangsan.
(i) Zhangsan ku de Lisi hen fan.
Zhangsan cry DE Lisi very annoy
'Zhangsan cried so much that Lisi felt annoyed.'
<
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If the result clause does not contain an overt subject as in (ii), the result-denoting
verb seems to be predicated of the matrix subject,
(ii) Zhangsan ku de hen fan le.
Zhangsan cry DE very annoy LE
'Zhangsan cried so much that he felt annoyed.'
. However, in accordance with the Extended Projection Principle, every sentence
F (clause) must contain a subject. The result clause in (ii), [CP de hen fan le], contains
an empty subject pro, which is controlled by the matrix subject, and the result-
denoting verb is predicated of the empty subject. Therefore, the claim made here
that the result-denoting verb is never predicated of the subject of the matrix verb
holds.
2 Le at the end of a sentence is a sentence-final particle, while -le immediately
following a verb is a perfective aspect marker, glossed as ASP in this paper. Le
that follows a verb at the end of a sentence could be a sentence-final particle, a
perfective aspect marker, or a merger of both, since -le le combination does not
exist. In this paper, the function of a sentence-final le is not relevant and will not
be further distinguished. It will be simply glossed as LE.
3 C.-T. Huang 1982. 1988, 1992a. Koopman 1984, Travis 1984. Y.-H. Li 1985,
1990, Hsueh 1987, Goodall 1987, 1990. Kung 1991, F.-H. Liu 1992, Ke Zou 1995
4 Since the perfective aspect marker -le in (c) is the required element in the VP for
the BA-construction, it seems possible that -le in the other examples is also the
required element. However, -le does not always suffice for the requirement. For
example, in (i) the occurrence of -le does not satisfy the requirement on the BA-
construction. The comparison of (i) with the example in (6a) shows that the ver-
bal element po is the required element in this context.
(i) *ta ba beizi da le.
5 The phrasal resultative in (9) is grammatical only when it is subject-oriented with
the reading 'Zhangsan got tired from chasing him/her/them". If (9) is meant to be
an object-control construction, as intended here, the omission of the object results
in ungrammaticality.
h The reason that IP is replaced by ASPP is given in section 2.2.1
.
7 Here, I slightly modify the label, resultant event (or r-event), given by Carrier &
Randall 1992 for this extra argument of a resultative verb. Result is a theta-role
that can only be assigned to an event-denoting element.
}
8 The motivation of the incorporation will be discussed in section 2.2.
9 That subject-oriented reading is possible with such a D-structure in the redupli-
cation form does not entail that all subject-oriented compounds are syntactically
derived.
10 Differing from the verbal suffix -le, you is an auxiliary preceding the verb.
11 Sometimes both -le and -guo are used in one sentence as in (i).
(i) ta qu-guo-le faguo.
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12 As mentioned in Ross 1995, the aspect marker -le can be omitted when certain
phonological conditions which allow the suppression of -le are met. For example,
-le can be omitted when the object of the verb is monosyllabic as in (43). Also, as
cited in Chu 1989 and Ross 1995, Chang 1986 proposes that native speakers of
Mandarin Chinese attempt to omit -le for discourse cohesion.
13 Chan claims that zero is the unmarked form of the perfective aspect marker and
-le is used only to disambiguate the sentences. Therefore, -le can always be re-
placed by zero unless the replacement leads to ambiguity. Chan's proposal pre-
dicts that event-denoting sentences without -le may be ambiguous but always
grammatical. However, sentences like (45b) is more ungrammatical than ambigu-
ous. The use of -le in (45a) is not to disambiguate but to correct this sentence. It
is thus suggested here that -le is always used in sentences denoting bounded
events and it can be omitted (replaced by zero in Chan's sense) only when the
conditions which sanction the suppression of -le are met as noted in note 12.
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Over the past several decades, a number of linguists have ex-
pressed concern regarding the use of the monolingual native speaker
— either as a construct or as a reality. The tradition, in linguistics, of
positing the language user as an abstract construct is briefly consid-
ered, then several of the most frequently voiced concerns about the
notion (and use) of the monolingual native speaker are presented.
While it is recognized that some aspects of these concerns are justi-
fied, it is here maintained that three major areas of investigation would
be seriously compromised if monolingual native speakers could not
be used in comparative research with bilingual non-native speakers.
That is, it would be difficult to obtain important information about the
structure of bilingual language systems, to test the sensitive-period
hypothesis for second-language acquisition, and to examine the pos-
sible linguistic, metalinguistic, and cognitive consequences of bilin-
gualism.
0. Introduction
Throughout history, a dominant paradigm in the study of language has been that
language and its users are unitary constructs. As Robins 1990 notes in discussing
the modistae of the Middle Ages (philosophers who devoted study to, among
other matters, scholarly approaches to linguistic science), there was a pervasive
belief that the mind abstracts the essence of objects in the world and that
language permits such abstraction. He further states that this approach, rooted in
an Aristotelian view and later interpreted by Thomas Aquinas, is predicated on
the assertion that 'despite superficial differences all languages communicate in
the same way' (Robins 1990:97).
One of the major contributions of the modistae to linguistic inquiry was their
emphasis upon the study of language as a formal system. However, implicit in
their approach was a focus upon one normative language, Latin. As Robins
states, 'They wrote in, and illustrated from, Latin, the international language of
culture during the Middle Ages; ... they sought to give a universal validity to the
rules exhibited in Latin grammar' (1990:98). In the mid-19th century, the
comparative linguist and neogrammarian, August Schleicher 1868 also treated
languages as formal analyzable systems, with apparently little attention paid to
the actual users of these systems. (Unfortunately, he also erroneously asserted
that prehistoric languages had evolved into and eventually declined from a
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highly developed Ursprache.) Nonetheless, the overall contribution of Schlei-
cher and his fellow neogrammarians to the formal study of language was sub-
stantial.
Many years later, both the structuralist approach (Bloomfield 1933; Hockett
1942; Bloch 1948; Harris 1951) and the generative-grammar approach (Chomsky,
1957, 1965, 1972, 1986; Chomsky & Halle 1968)' were rooted in the notion that
language is a complex formal system best understood by positing — either
implicitly or explicitly — a community of speakers as an abstract concept realized,
in Chomsky's work, in his proposal of the 'idealized speaker-hearer'. Chomsky
(1965:3) defines this idealized speaker-hearer as an individual who resides
in a completely homogeneous speech-community, who knows its
language perfectly and is unaffected by such grammatically irrelevant
conditions as memory limitations, distractions, shifts of attention and
interest, and errors (random or characteristic) in appplying his know-
ledge of the language in actual performance.
Chomksy also discusses the possibility of constructing a learning theory (LT)
whereby the input to the LT system is an analysis of a specific domain of
linguistic data by O where O is taken not as an individual but as a species'.
(Chomsky 1981:313) Thus, integral to his theory, and that of others working in
the tradition of generative grammar, has been the proposal that one must posit a
language user (i.e., a speaker-hearer) as an abstraction rather than as a reality.
(However, see e.g., Flynn 1987; Grodzinsky, Pierce, & Marakovitz 1994).
Thus, the notion of linguistic norms, whether they have been based upon an
adherence to the idea of the purity of certain living or dead languages, or upon a
belief in the validity of an idealized language user, have played a paramount and,
in many cases, crucial role in linguistic analysis.
And yet such a notion is not limited to the modistae, the neogrammarians,
the 20th-century structuralists, or the adherents of generative grammar. In a
slightly different form, it can be discerned in the work of researchers in psycho-
linguistics and neurolinguistics. 2 That is, both the progenitors of psycholinguistics
and neurolinguistics and contemporary researchers in these fields have predicated
much of their work upon the belief that language can and should be understood
as a formal system (an undeniably reasonable premise) and that insights into
language can be found by examining a specific type of language user — i.e., the
monolingual (and/or native) speaker. Indeed, the noted neurolinguist, Michel
Paradis (1998:205), refers to a unilingual (monolingual) speaker as a member of
'an idealized homogenous group of speakers of any of the various sociolects ... of
a language'.
Within the past several decades, the work of psycholinguists and neurolin-
guists has had a major impact upon theories of second-language acquisition
(SLA), bilingualism, cognitive science, psychology and, more recently, neuropsy-
chology. Yet many would maintain that, among at least some researchers in these
fields, there remains an inappropriate reliance upon a type of \idealized speaker-
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hearer similar to the one described above by Paradis — namely, the monolingual
native speaker.
However, in reality, psycholinguists and neurolinguists often do not adhere
to the notion of an idealized speaker-hearer. That is, for many, their linguistic hy-
potheses and models remain grounded in and/or tested through observations of
the actual performative aspects of language comprehension and production (most
often in experimental or clinical settings), and they perforce must view the lan-
guage user as a reality, rather than an abstraction or a construct. Moreover, it is
the central premise of this paper that psycholinguistic and neurolinguistic studies
utilizing comparative analyses of monolingual native and bilingual non-native
speakers are essential to the development of theories about bilingual language
organization and acquisition, and about the possible linguistic, metalinguistic, and
cognitive effects of bilingualism/
1. Definitions
First it is important to define the terms native speaker and monolingual. A
native speaker is here defined as an individual who has, or has had, a first lan-
guage. Most often, the native speaker is exposed to his/her language from
infancy (although there exist relatively rare exceptions, as among some deaf in-
dividuals who have not been exposed to their native language, such as American
Sign Language, until childhood or even adolescence [e.g., Newport 1990]). As
Paradis 1998 rightly points out, a native speaker need not be a monolingual and,
in fact, many are not. That is, an individual may possess more than one native
language. Such is the case among millions of individuals worldwide who have
acquired two (or even more) languages in infancy. Some of the issues sur-
rounding the use of the term, native speaker (e.g., Pride 1981; Paikeday 1985;
Lowenberg 1986; Davies 1991; Rajagopalan 1996) may result from treating the
term as synonymous with monolingual or highly fluent. Skutnabb-Kangas
(1981:14) exemplifies this in the statement that 'the mother tongue [native lan-
guage] can also be defined as the language a person knows besf. Such a com-
petency-based definition of the native speaker is rejected in the present paper.
Further, a monolingual is here interpreted as an individual who has
command of only one language. He/she cannot comfortably or fluently carry out
tasks of language production or comprehension in more than one language. Thus,
most native-English-speaking students in the United States who have had one or
two years of a foreign language in high school would still be considered mono-
lingual speakers of English. It is also possible to be a monolingual speaker of a
language that is not one's native language — as in the case of an individual who
emigrates at a very early age from his/her country of origin to another country
and proceeds to lose his/her native language (Bloomfield 1933; R. Harris &
Nelson 1992).
The present interpretation of a monolingual native speaker of a given lan-
guage is thus based upon a combination of order-of-acquisition and use criteria
— i.e., it refers to an individual who has been exposed to a specific language from
infancy and who can function effectively in only one language.
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In contrast to the above definition of a monolingual native speaker, a non-
native speaker of a given language is an individual who has acquired his/her
language or languages after infancy. While this definition is seemingly straight-
forward, it is actually difficult to specify exactly when infancy ends for the pur-
poses of linguistic analysis. If it is assumed that infancy is a period during which a
native language can essentially be lost if it is not subsequently used, then it is
reasonable to posit, as infancy, the period from birth to early childhood. However,
if specific linguistic components are taken into account, the situation becomes
more complex. That is, studies have revealed that infants who have not been
exposed to sounds in their native-language environment lose the ability to
discriminate such sounds between six and twelve months of age (Kuhl, Williams,
Lacerda, Stevens, & Lindblom 1992; Polka & Werker 1994; Werker 1995). Thus,
the term infancy, when applied to the notion of native-speaker-like competence,
may need to take into account the particular linguistic component under consid-
eration and even whether one is referring to production or perception. 4
It is also here assumed that a non-native speaker may or may not be a bilin-
gual. If the individual is a non-native speaker of a language by virtue of having
acquired a second language (L2) and having lost his/her LI, then he/she is simply
a non-native but monolingual speaker of the L2. His/her linguistic ability in that
L2 may be, depending upon the age at the loss of the LI, essentially identical to
that of a monolingual native speaker of that language. Thus, if the individual is in
possession of two languages and can function effectively in both, then he/she is a
bilingual. It is important to emphasize that it is NOT assumed that, to be a bilingual,
an individual must function in a monolingual-like, native-like or — in the
unfortunate terminology of Bloomfield 1933 — a perfect manner in his/ her two
languages. On the other hand, it is not assumed (contra Macnamara 1967) that an
individual is bilingual if he/she possesses even a small amount of knowledge, in
whatever medium, of a second or foreign language.
In sum, it is a central premise of this paper that the monolingual native
speaker actually exists. Moreover, it is maintained that empirically based studies
using monolingual native speakers have yielded, and will continue to yield, inval-
uable information regarding the structure of language and of languages in con-
tact.
2. Comparisons of native and non-native speakers and of monoiinguals
and bilinguals
One of the first linguists to provide a systematic linguistically based account of
the native and non-native use of a language was Weinreich 1953 in his analysis
of the linguistic systems of the bilingual. Weinreich describes the possible struc-
tural relationship between two languages — and, importantly, between two lan-
guages co-existing within a given individual. Using a simple example of the word
book in English and its translation equivalent kniga in Russian, Weinreich pres-
ents three possible types of association between these words — one in which the
two words are treated as two separate signs each with its own underlying seman-
tic form, and one in which the two words are treated as variants of one underly-
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ing form with two separate signifiers. The former condition Weinreich refers to
as Type A (later termed a coordinate system), the latter as Type B (later termed a
compound system).
But perhaps most interesting is Weinreich's description of Type C, which
came to be known as a subordinate system. Here the second language (the L2)
is mediated through the first language (the LI). According to Weinreich, to an
English speaker learning Russian, the underlying form of the English word book
would be some type of representation of the English word book through which
the Russian word kniga would be mediated (i.e., understood and/or produced).
The most obvious example of subordinate bilingualism occurs in the literal trans-
lation of words or phrases from an individual's first into the individual's second,
or later acquired, language. The phonetic realizations, syntactic structures, seman-
tic properties, selectional restrictions, and contextual constraints of the individ-
ual's LI may be transferred whole cloth into his/her second language. An exam-
ple of this would be the translation of the apparently simple English phrase.
Sincerely yours, into French. If one translates the phrase utilizing the LI he/she
might produce Sincerement voire which is syntactically, semantically, and prag-
matically inadmissable in French.
Although Weinreich characterized the interaction between a bilingual's two
languages as interference — a term which, over the years, has acquired nega-
tive connotations and is generally seen to devalue the systems involved — his
attempts to provide a formal account of the typologies of bilingual language
organization foreshadowed the hundreds of studies which followed, and whose
objective has been to describe the structure of the bilingual's two language
systems with reference to the one language of a (native-speaking) monolingual.
Indeed, the fundamental aspects of Weinreich's typology are similar to aspects of
some of the four hypotheses proposed by Paradis 1985, 1987 in which he ad-
dresses issues regarding the functional organization and possible neurological
correlates of language in a bilingual.
In the remainer of this paper, it is therefore proposed that psycholinguists
and neurolinguists who are interested in bilingualism must posit the existence and
validity of the language systems of bilingual non-native speakers. Further, it will
be maintained that it is also necessary to posit the existence and validity of the
language systems of monolingual native speakers. First, however, three of the
most frequently cited concerns regarding the continued emphasis on monolingual
native speakers in language study will be presented. This will be followed by a
discussion of some of the types of language research that could not take place if
these three major concerns were permitted to stand as roadblocks to research
involving the comparative analyses of monolingual native speakers and bilingual
non-native speakers.
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3. Concerns regarding the monolingual native speaker in language
research
3.1 Non-native speakers as a majority
One of the most frequently cited concerns about the notion and use of the mono-
lingual native speaker is not that monolingual native speakers do not exist but
that, in many regions of the world, they are in a minority. Hence it is viewed by
some to be of dubious value to continue emphasizing such individuals in lan-
guage study. The first portion of this position is undeniable. As R. Harris & Nel-
son (1992:3) state,
On a worldwide basis, bilingualism is very common and much
more the rule than the exception in most places. Even many largely
monolingual countries, such as many in western and central Europe,
are relatively small in area and surrounded by other nations speak-
ing different languages. Larger monolingual immigrant societies like
the United States, Brazil, Argentina, or Australia have culturally and
linguistically overwhelmed (if not almost exterminated) their indi-
genous languages. Residents of such nations are the most likely to
be truly monolingual. Such nations, however, are relatively few in
number, and even in these societies, many individual residents are
bilingual. Today's unpredented 'permanent' migration across inter-
national boundaries seems likely to acccelerate this trend.
The case becomes even clearer when English is considered. As B. Kachru
1986, 1994 has pointed out, there are now more non-native than native speakers
of English worldwide. Indeed, he has estimated that that there are approximately
500 million native speakers of English (and they reside primarily in a relatively
small number of countries including, but not limited to, the United States and
Great Britain), while there are possibly two billion non-native speakers of English
(and they reside in scores of countries). This point is echoed in the title of a book
by Crystal 1997, English as a Global Language. While it is beyond the scope of
this paper to discuss the multifarious historical, economic, social, and political
reasons for the rather remarkable spread of English, it cannot be denied that (1)
there are billions of non-native speakers worldwide and that, with respect to
English (2) there are more non-native than native speakers, both reflecting and
resulting in the globalization of English. Thus monolingual native speakers, at
least of English, appear to be something of an anachronism. They are certainly not
in the majority and their numbers may even be dwindling.
3.2 Within-language variability
The second major concern regarding the monolingual native speaker is that there
is, within any given language, so much between-speaker variability that the con-
cept of a monolingual native speaker as a unitary phenomenon is not viable.
This sentiment was articulated as long ago as 1965 by B. Kachru in his
article, 'The Indianness in Indian English'. Here he clearly presents examples, at
the lexical and phrasal levels, of forms which are acceptable in Indian English but
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which do not occur in American English such as America-returned, god-love, and
caste-proud. Further reference to within-language diversity can be found in a
variety of sources devoted to a discussion of the sociolinguistic aspects and limi-
tations of positing a single-language norm (B. Kachru 1976, 1983, 1986, 1994; Y.
Kachru 1985, 1991; Nelson 1985; Lowenberg 1986; Pandharipande 1987; Shim
1994, Mansour 1993; Bhatt 1995).
More specifically, Fillmore (1979:88), in discussing a lack of consensus re-
garding the acceptability of certain linguistic forms, states that one possible
conclusion is that
the disagreeing speakers are actually speakers of different languages
(different dialects or idiolects, if you prefer), and that the grammars of
the languages they speak are demonstrated, precisely on the basis of
the observed differences in grammaticality judgments, as being dis-
tinct.
A somewhat related position has emerged in psycholinguistics and neuro-
linguistics. That is, for decades, there has been discussion in these fields of indi-
vidual differences in language acquisition and use, as well as in cognitive pro-
cesses possibly correlated with such differences (e.g., Waber 1976; Fillmore 1979;
Wittig & Petersen 1979; Genesee & Hamayan 1980; Gordon & Kravetz 1991;
King & Just 1991; Skehan 1991; Kimura 1992; Curtiss 1994).
For example. King & Just 1991 observe that individuals who have less
working memory for language have relatively greater difficulty in processing and
comprehending center-embedded sentences (e.g., sentences such as The reporter
that the senator attacked admitted the error) than do individuals with more
working memory for language. And, in a study of the intelligibility of semantically
anomalous computer-processed (acoustically degraded) American English senten-
ces. Mack 1992 observed a fairly large range in the performance of monolingual
native-English-speaking subjects. (Subjects were required to write the sentences
they were presented with as accurately as possible.) Moreover, she found system-
atic differences in the performance of native American-English subjects and
native British-English subjects. Even within-subject differences may exist, as ob-
served by Mack & Lieberman in their 1985 investigation of the acquisition of
temporal features in the speech of a monolingual native-English-speaking child
studied longitudinally from age 46 to 149 weeks. For example, the child's acqui-
sition of voice-onset time (VOT) was found to be partially dependent upon the
specific word being acquired; hence certain generalizations about the structure of
this child's phonetic system, at any specific stage of development, were difficult
to make.
In view of findings such as these, it is reasonable to ask to what extent the
linguistic systems of speakers of a given language are, in fact, alike. It is obvious
that, as Strevens (1983:88) notes, 'Virtually all languages ... exhibit variation —
that is, not all users of a language speak and write it identically". The question
thus becomes this: When is it appropriate to treat a given group of individuals as
speakers of the same language? Moreover, how can it be determined whether or
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not differences, should they prove significant, constitute a challenge to the seem-
ingly homogeneous notion of the monolingual native speaker?
3.3 Linguistic ethnocentrism
A third major concern regarding the monolingual native speaker is that the
treatment of such a type of speaker often reflects linguistic ethnocentrism. It
has been argued that one result of linguistic ethnocentrism is that the monolin- A
gual native speaker becomes a linguistic norm against which the bilingual is meas- ™
ured and evaluated (Grosjean 1985, 1989; Davies 1991; Andreasson 1994). For
example, Davies ( 1 99 1 : 1 ) states that
[a]pplied linguistics makes constant appeal to the concept of the
native speaker. This appeal is necessary because of the need applied
linguistics has for models, norms, and goals, whether the concern is
with teaching or testing a first, second or foreign language, with the
treatment of a language pathology, with stylistic discourse and rhetor-
ical analysis or with some other deliberate language use.
B. Kachru (1992:52) appears to share this position, at least in part, when he
states that 'the question of a "model" for English did not originally arise with
reference to a model for "non-native" users of English'. Grosjean (1985:472-3) is
even more emphatic, for he decries the monolingual or fractional view which is
that a bilingual is treated linguistically as two monolinguals in one person.
Moreover, he states that tests involving the form of language rather than the
'ability to communicate in context' are inappropriate when used in comparative
analyses of monolinguals and bilinguals (and, perhaps by implication, native and
non-native speakers).
3.4 Summary regarding concerns about the monolingual native speaker
In light of the above discussion, it would be irresponsible to dismiss the views of
those who object to the construct or certain uses of the monolingual native
speaker. Recognition of the relatively small and perhaps diminishing size of the
(English) monolingual native-speaker population is of paramount importance. In
his extensive research on this topic, B. Kachru has appropriately and incisively
emphasized this point. Likewise, concerns about a lack of linguistic homogeneity
within given languages and researchers' covert (and sometimes overt) linguistic
ethnocentrism must be recognized. On the other hand, the fact that the popu-
lation of monolingual native speakers (at least of English) is smaller than is the
population of bilingual non-native speakers does not, of itself, constitute an
argument against the use of monolingual native speakers in language research. A
(And it must be noted that many researchers, including B. Kachru, have not as-
serted that it should.) If such a position were tenable, it would mitigate against the
study of any group of language users who are not in a majority. Moreover, the
diversity of types of monolingual native speakers should not be used as an argu-
ment against their inclusion in language research: It is axiomatic that any group of
speakers of a given language will be, in some respects, linguistically dissimilar.
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On the other hand, the assertion that monolingual native speakers have of-
ten been treated as norms or ideals is valid, for implicit in such a treatment is a
value judgment — i.e., that monolingual native speakers are linguistically superior
to bilingual non-native speakers. What is needed, therefore, is a heightened
awareness among psycholinguists and neurolinguists of potential negative biases
regarding bilingual non-native speakers and a change in attitude toward such
speakers if that attitude is based upon a view that bilingual non-native speakers
are anomalous or linguistically inferior to monolingual native speakers.
However, what is not called for is a radical change in the research paradigms
and methodological approaches utilized in psycholinguistic and neurolinguistic
studies that compare monolingual native speakers to bilingual non-native speak-
ers. Indeed, if researchers cannot continue to examine the language systems of
monolingual native speakers as distinct from those of bilingual non-native speak-
ers, a potential wealth of information about the bilingual mind and brain will re-
main only a modest and partially retrieved sum. This can best be understood in
light of the consequences of significantly altering or abandoning comparative re-
search with monolingual native speakers and bilingual non-native speakers.
4. Consequences of altering or abandoning established research
paradigms
There are three major consequences that would result if studies utilizing compara-
tive analyses of monolingual native and bilingual and/or non-native speakers
were significantly altered or abandoned. First, it would become extremely difficult
to gain certain types of insights about the organization of language in the mind
and brain of the bilingual. Second, it would be nearly impossible to test the hy-
pothesis that there is a sensitive period for second-language acquisition. And
third, important information about the linguistic, metalinguistic, and cognitive
consequences of bilingualism could not be obtained.
4.1 Obtaining information about the bilingual mind and brain
As stated above, one of Weinreich's major contributions to the study of bilin-
gualism arose from his attempt to provide a systematic account of the relationship
between the two languages of a bilingual. In contemporary psycholinguistic and
neurolinguistic studies, there continues to be much work devoted to under-
standing to what extent the two languages of a bilingual are shared (interdepen-
dent) or separate (independent) (e.g., Paivio & Desrochers 1980; Potter, So, Von
Eckhardt, & Feldman 1984; Mack 1982, 1986, 1988, 1989, 1990; Flege & Eefting
1987; Flege 1993, 1995a, 1995b; Logan & Pruitt 1995; Mack, Bott, & Boronat
1995, 1998; Schmidt & Flege 1995; Deucher & Clark 1996).
This is an exceedingly important issue. An understanding of the extent to
which a bilingual non-native speaker is able to maintain one system for the native
language and another for the non-native language provides invaluable informa-
tion about human cognition, memory, perception, and the neural substrates of lan-
guage. But such study of languages in contact becomes impossible to carry out
without making reference to the languages independent of one another. An anal-
ogy from cultural contact may help clarify this point.
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It is well known that there have been massive European-based (Western)
cultural influences from immigrants to North America upon the indigenous popu-
lations. For example, there have been major influences upon Navajo culture from
Western cultures in terms of dress, music, food, family structure, and religious and
medical practices. From an anthropologist's perspective, knowledge of which
aspects of Navajo culture have been particularly susceptible or resistant to West-
ern influence could be of extreme interest. For example, if Navajos have adopted
a Western style of dress but not Western medical practices, why have they done
so? And, if they have incorporated Western influences into aspects of their cul-
tural practices, to what extent have they done so? These questions could be
answered by knowing what Navajo cultural traditions and mores were like prior
to Western influence.
In reality, acquiring complete information about the nature of Navajo culture
prior to Western influence is now nearly impossible since there have been so
many years of interaction between Navajo and Anglo cultures (Janet Keller, per-
sonal communication). Yet this does not affect the basic premise that an un-
derstanding of an indigenous culture in the absense of outside influence is, at
least in the ideal, of potentially major significance.
Linguistic study is actually more amenable to comparative analysis than is
analogous ethnographic work. That is, although there are very few cultures that
have remained completely isolated from the influence of other cultures, there are
still millions of monolingual native speakers who have experienced no (or mini-
mal) contact with other languages. It is therefore maintained that, when one wish-
es to study the language systems of bilingual non-native speakers, these systems
are (ideally) interpretable — for at least some types of analysis — if the data
elicited are compared to data from monolingual native speakers.
4.1.1 Data obtained in experimental contexts
A psycholinguistic approach involving the comparative analysis of monolingual
native and bilingual non-native speakers, utilizing experimentally obtained data,
is well exemplified in studies of a temporally based phonetic feature, VOT. Cross-
linguistic study of this phonetic feature has perhaps received more attention in
the past several decades than has any other, in part because it is relatively easy to
analyze acoustically, and because it differs in predictable and systematic ways
across languages (see, for example, the seminal work of Lisker & Abramson
1964). For example, in French, the phoneme /k/ is realized phonetically with a
relatively short VOT of about 20-40 msec, while in English it has a relatively long
VOT of about 60-100+ msec. Although there is some overlap in the phonetic
realizations of the French and English VOTs, this overlap does not obscure the
fact that there are clear and systematic differences in the range of the voiced and
voiceless VOTs in the two languages. 5
Thus in work by Mack, Bott, & Boronat 1995, 1998, these questions have
been asked: What are the average VOTs, in French and in English, among French-
English bilingual chidren who have had exposure to both French and English?
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That is, does early exposure to two languages result in two separate phonetic sys-
tems or are the systems merged? If they are, why and to what extent?
Results of this work have been quite revealing: Mack et al. 1995, 1998
found that for the class of voiceless stop consonants /p, t, k/ the bilingual
children's average VOT in French was 34 msec (with an average range of 27 to
39 msec), while in English it was 47 msec (with an average range of 27 to 67
msec) — a difference that was not statistically significant. 6 This finding is especi-
ally interesting in view of the VOTs produced by age-matched monolingual
native-speaking French children and monolingual native-speaking English child-
ren whose average VOTs for the same class of sounds were 26 msec (with an ave-
rage range of 20 to 36 msec) and 78 msec (with an average range of 63 to 109
msec), respectively. Thus, by examining the speech production of the monolin-
gual native-speaker children, one can readily observe that the influence of En-
glish upon the bilinguals' French was weaker than was the influence of French
upon their English. That is, the bilinguals' average VOT for the English voiceless
stop consonants (47 msec) was almost exactly at the midpoint between the VOTs
of the French monolingual native and English monolingual native speakers; on
the other hand, their average VOT for the comparable French stop consonants (34
msec) was closer to that of the French monolingual native speakers.
Comparative analysis of the lexico-semantic systems of monolingual native
speakers and bilingual non-native speakers can likewise provide much-needed
information about the storage and retrieval of words in both types of language
users. In their 1984 study. Potter et al. found support for the concept-mediation
rather than the word-association hypothesis. The former hypothesis predicts that
picture naming in the L2 will take the same amount of time as translating into the
L2 since both require the same number of stages in processing. However, the
latter hypothesis predicts that picture naming in the L2 will take longer than
translating into the L2 since Ll-to-L2 translating involves more stages — i.e., it
includes the mediation of the image to be named or translated via a conceptual
store. Moreover, their results supported the concept-mediation hypothesis among
both fluent Chinese-English bilinguals tested in their L2 and among native-
English-speaking subjects who were relatively non-fluent in their L2 (French).
Also of interest is a study by Amrhein & Sanchez 1997 who replicated and
extended the work of Potter et al. by conducting four experiments — two of
which involved the comparative analysis of English monolinguals and fluent
compound Spanish-English bilinguals (i.e., bilinguals who had acquired both lan-
guages in childhood and who had continued to use them in a variety of settings).
These researchers not only found evidence of support for the concept-mediation
hypothesis, but concluded that (Amrhein & Sanchez 1997:1456)
[p]roficient, compound bilinguals are extremely balanced in their
translation between pictures and words of either of their languages. In
this regard, they appear similar to ... monolinguals. ... However,
bilinguals, because of their additional translation abilities, are
particularly impeded even in monolingual situations when there is
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some uncertainty about impending translation activity. This translation
uncertainty may activate knowledge of the other language, resulting
in fewer cognitive resources being devoted to task demands. ...
However, when this uncertainty is reduced, bilinguals function much
better and indeed become equivalent to their monolingual counter-
parts in overall processing time.
Findings such as these provide important empirical information about how
some aspects of the language systems of bilinguals are organized, to what extent
the systems are susceptible (or impervious) to cross-linguistic influence, under
what conditions such influence can be diminished, and differences as well as sim-
ilarities between bilinguals and monolinguals.
Yet these findings also reveal that linguistic influence or transfer, with
respect to at least some linguistic components and under some circumstances, may
be an inevitable consequence of bilingualism. However, such a conclusion is, and
should be, value free. It in no way suggests that the linguistic systems of bilin-
guals are somehow inferior to those of monolinguals or that native speakers are
normative or in any way superior to non-native speakers.
4.1.2 Data obtained in clinical settings
Another example of insights gained from comparative research involving mono-
lingual native and bilingual non-native speakers derives from clinical work in
neurolinguistics. Two areas of study examined here include research with aphasic
bilinguals (bilinguals who have experienced brain damage and consequent lin-
guistic impairment in one or more of their languages) and research using brain
imaging.
For over 100 years, aphasic bilinguals have been an important source of
information about the organization of language in the bilingual brain due to the
diversity of patterns of language loss and restitution that they exhibit. Indeed, in
his book, Readings on Aphasia in Polyglots and Bilinguals, Paradis 1983
provides clinical descriptions of aphasia among bilinguals with the first of the ac-
counts in his book dating from a report written in 1843. One of the major findings
to emerge from the work of Paradis and others on this topic (e.g., Voinescu, Vish,
,
& Maretsis 1977; Paradis 1977, 1985, 1989; Rapport, Tan, & Whitaker 1983;
Bates, Friederici, Wulfeck & Juarez 1988; Karanth & Rangamani 1988; Nilipour &
Ashayeri 1989; Paradis & Goldblum 1989; Wulfeck, Bates, & Capasso 1991) has
involved the description of patterns of language loss and restitution in bilingual
aphasics. For example, in some cases, both languages of a bilingual may be lost,
and to approximately the same extent. In other cases, one language is lost while
the other is preserved. In still other cases, languages may be uncontrollably mixed,
even when code-mixing was not exhibited prior to the onset of aphasia.
Of relevance here is the fact that research in bilingual aphasia has often
been dependent upon knowledge about the use of language by monolingual na-
tive speakers. This is exemplified in Paradis' 1987 Bilingual Aphasia Test Battery
(BAT), designed to evaluate the extent and patterns of language loss and resti-
tution in both languages of a bilingual aphasic and, in so doing, to discover pos-
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sible explanations for the patterns observed. At present, there are at least 140
versions of the BAT (i.e., versions that utilize 140 pairs of languages) being
administered worldwide. A major strength of the BAT is the fact that its test items
have been designed to be compatible with and appropriate to the linguistic/
cultural features of each language tested. (In this respect, the test provides an
essential corrective to the often indiscriminate use of English-based aphasia test
batteries which are directly translated into various languages for administration to
bilingual aphasics.)
The design of the stimuli in the BAT necessitated the development of a
scoring system not based upon bilingual non-native test performance. As Paradis
(1987: 39) states. The BAT is a criterion-referenced test. Each subtest of the BAT
has been designed to be easy enough so that any native speaker/writer of the
language can perform the tasks successfully'. One could object that such an
approach reveals an inherent bias against bilingual responses that could reflect
uni- or bidirectional influence between the two languages or the existence of an
internalized system exhibiting properties of the languages involved. However, the
tasks to which Paradis refers are unlikely to be sensitive to within-language varia-
bility, and they result in accurate performance by most moderately fluent bilin-
guals.
7 For example, in an English-language version of the test, subjects are asked
to read words such as cat, bees, and ship, as well as sentences such as The boy-
holds the girl and The truck is not pulled by the car. And in a task in which
French-English bilingual aphasics are required to translate sentences from English
into French, such sentences as these are used: He eats late in the evening, Paul
swam across the river, and Melanie will write when she comes back. Thus, a
French-English bilingual aphasic who was even reasonably competent in his/her
two languages prior to the onset of aphasia should be able to carry out the above
tasks without difficulty; any problems in doing so can thus fairly safely be attrib-
uted to the effects of the brain damage incurred by the individual.
But perhaps an even more compelling issue arises when possible differences
in the organization of the brains of monolinguals and bilinguals are considered.
Myriad hypotheses have been proposed regarding the anatomical localization of
languages in the brain of the bilingual, with some researchers even concluding
that the two languages of at least certain types of bilinguals are stored in or
subserved by different hemispheres of the brain with, for example, the native or
more fluent language of a bilingual being localized to the left hemisphere and the
non-native or less fluent language being localized to the right (e.g., Albert &
Obler 1978; Genesee, Hamers, Lambert, Mononen, Seitz, & Starck 1978; Vaid &
Lambert 1979; Hynd, Teeter, & Stewart 1980; Vaid, Green, Nicholson, & White
1989). If this were so, it would constitute a strong argument for a functional and
possibly anatomically based difference between the organization of language in
monolinguals and bilinguals and/or between native and non-native speakers.
Yet behavioral tasks (Hoosain 1992) as well as brain-imaging studies
(Rapport et al. 1983) and studies in which one hemisphere is selectively deac-
tivated with the injection of sodium amytal (Berthier, Starkstein. Lylyk, &
Leiguarda 1990) have revealed that a differential-hemisphere hypothesis is not
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supported in the case of bilinguals. This work has provided much-needed inform-
ation in the field of bilingual research, for it has demonstrated that bilingual lan-
guage organization is more similar to monolingual language organization than
many have assumed. Again, what is essential to note here is that this conclusion
could not have been reached if data regarding the organization of language in
monolingual native speakers had not been used for comparative purposes.
4.2 Testing the sensitive-period hypothesis for second-language acquisition
Another area of study that would be adversely effected, were comparative anal-
yses of monolingual native and bilingual non-native speakers significantly altered
or abandoned, involves the still-vibrant controversy surrounding the possibility
that there is a sensitive (or critical) period for L2 acquisition. In order to under-
stand the relevance of this notion to language acquisition, it is first necessary to
understand the concepts, critical period and sensitive period.
4.2.1 The critical-period hypothesis
The concept of the critical period is not new. Indeed, as reported by Almli & Fin-
ger 1987, the possible existence of such a period in relation to certain devel-
opmental features was proposed in the late 19th century, and experiments con-
cerning its effect on physiology and behavior have been well-documented for
many decades. The concept, which arose from the fields of embryology and
ethology, is based upon the finding that, for certain physiological properties and
behavioral traits, there is a circumscribed period of time during which specific
external experiences or internal influences must impinge upon an organism if it is
to develop normally and completely. For example, Stockard 1921 revealed that
chemicals could adversely affect the fish embryo, but only at certain times during
development. Likewise, Lorenz 1935 demonstrated that imprinting in birds oc-
curs, but only during a constrained time shortly after a bird's hatching. And
Hubel & Wiesel's highly acclaimed work with the visual system of cats has re-
vealed temporal constraints on the ontogeny of that system (e.g., Hubel & Wiesel
1963, 1970).
These findings point to several important characteristics of a critical period.
That is, (1) its onset and offset should be clearly observable; (2) its duration
should be specifiable; (3) it should be related to some cause or causes; and (4) it
should be irreversible. It is important to note that the term critical period has often
been used interchangeably with the term sensitive period in the developmental
literature, and some researchers use the term sensitive period when others would
use the term critical period (e.g., Bateson 1979). However, especially when refer-
ring to language acquisition, many researchers prefer the term sensitive period to
critical period in order to emphasize that this process is more accurately charac-
terized by a period of time during which an individual gradually, rather than
abruptly, becomes less able to acquire language. Yet because it is difficult to oper-
ationalize 'gradually' and 'abruptly', it seems preferable to view a critical period
as that time during which COMPLETE acquisition or development and/or acqui-
sition of a characteristic or ability (such as language) is possible, and a sensitive
period as that time during which partial acquisition or development is possible
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(William Greenough, personal communication). And because studies devoted to
testing the critical-period hypothesis (CPH) and/or the sensitive-period hypoth-
esis (SPH) in language-acquisition research have invariably found evidence that
at least some language acquisition is possible during a temporally constrained
period of time (even in adulthood), the term sensitive period will be used in the
present discussion.
Early discussions of a sensitive (or, in their terms, critical) period for lan-
guage acquisition by Penfield 1953 and Lenneberg 1966, 1967 drew consider-
able attention to the possibility that there are maturationally based constraints
upon first- and/or second-language acquisition — and that these constraints are
due to neuroanatomical changes in the brain. (However, Lenneberg's proposal
that such changes were due to an increase in the lateralization of language to the
left hemisphere and that this process occurred around the time of puberty is no
longer widely accepted.)
In spite of claims that there are major methodological confounds in testing
the SPH for language acquisition (e.g., Snow & Hoefnagel-Hohle 1977, 1978;
Morris & Gerstman 1986; Snow 1987; Singleton 1989), there remains convincing
evidence that such a maturationally based period exists or that — at the least —
earlier acquisition of a language is fundamentally different from later acquisition.
This conclusion is based upon the comparative analysis of brain damage in
children versus adults (Robinson 1981); examination of language-deprived child-
ren (Lane 1976; Curtiss 1977); the study of proficiency in deaf adults who were
first exposed to American Sign Language (ASL) as a native language at various
ages (Newport 1988, 1990; Mayberry & Eichen 1991; Emmorey, Bellugi, Frie-
derici, & Horn 1995); the analysis of age-related differences in the perception of
non-native computer-processed speech and speech presented in noise (Bott
1992; Mayo, Florentine, & Buus 1997); examination of event-related brain poten-
tials in subjects whose exposure to English occurred at different ages (Weber-Fox
& Neville 1996); studies of the phonological, syntactic, and semantic systems of
subjects who acquired their L2 at different ages (e.g., Oyama 1976; Patkowski
1980; Johnson & Newport 1989; Flege 1991; R. Kim 1994; Shim 1995; Flege,
Munro, & MacKay 1995; Munro, Flege, & MacKay 1996; E. Kim 1997; Mack
1998); and in research utilizing positron-emission tomography to obtain images of
regional cerebral blood flow in subjects listening to native and non-native speech
(Perani, Dehaene, Grassi, Cohen, Cappa, Dupoux, Fazio, & Mehler 1996).
4.2.2 The sensitive-period hypothesis in language acquisition
Testing of the SPH for first-language acquisition using a true experimental design
— i.e., one in which there is random selection and assignment of subjects to
control and treatment groups — is simply not possible. More specifically, testing
the SPH in such a manner would require the random selection of infants from a
population and the random assignment of these infants to groups differing in the
age at which they are to be exposed to a given language (or languages). This
would require, for example, that one set of infants be assigned to a group that
would receive normal linguistic input from birth, that another set be assigned to a
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group that would receive no linguistic input until age one, that another set be
assigned to a group that would receive no linguistic input until age two, or three,
or four, etc. Such an experiment would thus involve, for most groups of subjects,
a period of complete linguistic deprivation; it would clearly be unethical and
would never be sanctioned by any human-subjects review board. (Nor, under-
standably, would any reasonable parent allow his/her child to participate in such
an experiment.) The closest approximations to such an 'ideal' experiment come
from so-called experiments in nature (such as the now-famous case of the child
Genie, who received almost no linguistic input until age 13) and from the study of
deaf individuals who have received no native-language input (e.g., ASL from
native signers) in infancy.
However, another approximation of this design can be found in studies that
utilize monolingual native speakers of a given language and bilingual non-native
speakers who differ in terms of their age at the onset of exposure to that lan-
guage. To date, scores of such studies have been conducted. It is however im-
portant to note that there may be fundamental differences in the neurofunctional,
neurophysiological, and neurobiological mechanisms involved in learning in
young children versus older children and adults (Lamendella 1977; Aoki &
Siekevitz 1988; Jacobs 1988; Long 1990; Elman 1993; Pulvermuller & Schumann
1994) and this reveals a major limitation in the comparative analysis of mono-
lingual native speakers and bilingual non-native speakers in tests of the SPH.
Nonetheless, it is maintained that this type of analysis can still provide some
valuable insights into the possible existence of a sensitive period for language ac-
quisition (even though these insights must perforce be interpreted with caution,
and possible confounding variables must be considered and, to the extent possi-
ble, controlled). Examples of several experiments will serve to illustrate this point.
An oft-cited study regarding the existence of a sensitive period for L2
acquisition is that of Johnson & Newport 1989. They conducted a study of 46
native speakers of Korean and Chinese who arrived in the U.S. between the ages
of 3 and 39. Subjects were tested on a grammaticality-judgment task in English. It
was found that subjects who had arrived in the U.S. between the ages of 3 and 7
performed, overall, as accurately as did native speakers of English. Those whose
age of arrival was 8 to 10 performed less accurately, those who arrived from age
11 to 15 performed less accurately yet, and those who arrived after age 15
performed the least accurately. To examine the role of factors other than age of
exposure, the researchers conducted statistical analyses which revealed that age
of arrival in the U.S. was the strongest predictor of test performance among the^
variables examined. That is, it was a stronger predictor than duration of exposure
to English or attitudinal variables, including motivation to learn English. Johnson
& Newport interpret these findings as evidence of a maturationally based sensi-
tive (or, in their terms, critical) period for the acquisition of an L2.
E. Kim 1997 likewise tested the SPH by using not only a grammaticality-
judgment task, but a lexical-decision task with semantic priming based upon
previous work by Mack 1986. Korean-English bilingual adults were divided into
seven groups based upon their age at the onset of exposure to English. Her
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findings revealed that subjects exposed to English after age 5 performed
differently, in their responses to English lexical and sentential stimuli, from those
exposed to English prior to age 5. Kim interprets these results as evidence for the
existence of an optimal sensitive period for second-language acquisition which
lasts from birth until about age 6. In this respect, her conclusions are consistent
with those of Shim 1995 who conducted a grammaticality-judgment task with
Korean-English bilinguals whose ages differed at the onset of the bilinguals' ex-
posure to English.
In an experiment designed to test the SPH for the phonological component,
Mack 1998 compared adult English monolingual native speakers and two groups
of adult Korean-English bilinguals who were native speakers of Korean. Bilingual
subjects were divided into two groups — those who arrived (or had resided in)
the U.S. from birth to age 3 (the 0-3 bilingual group), and those who had arrived
in the U.S. between the ages of 4 and 7 (the 4-7 bilingual group). Subjects were
presented with two types of speech-perception tasks with two different vowel
continua. That is, they were required to discriminate and identify stimuli in
computer-synthesized /i-i/ and /u-u/ continua. (These sets of vowels were used
because neither III nor Id exists in the Korean vowel system.) Results revealed
that all three groups discriminated the vowels similarly. However, the 4-7
bilingual group identified vowels in the l\-\l continuum significantly differently
from the monolingual native speakers of English and from the 0-3 bilingual
group. (No difference in the identification of the /u-u/ vowel continuum was
observed. Discussion of possible reasons for this is beyond the scope of the
present paper.) Moreover, first-order partial correlations revealed that age was
more strongly correlated with the identification of the /i-i/ continuum among the
bilinguals than were their duration of exposure to English, their Korean
proficiency self-ratings, or the amount of Korean used in the home. Thus, these
findings are interpreted as at least partial support for the existence of a sensitive
period for the acquisition of L2 speech contrasts.
Also relevant to the SPH is the work of Perani et al. 1996 who used
positron-emission tomography (PET scans) to examine regional cerebral blood
flow (rCBF) in nine Italian-English bilinguals presented with short stories in their
native language (Italian), in their non-native language (English), and in a lan-
guage that none of them knew (Japanese). When listening to their native
language, subjects exhibited activation, as reflected in the pattern of rCBF, in the
left perisylvian language areas. When subjects listened to their non-native lan-
guage, the region of rCBF was markedly reduced; moreover, in this condition the
pattern of activation was similar to that observed when subjects listened to the
language unknown to them. Perani et al. (1996:2444) conclude the following:
The selective response of a network of cerebral areas, including
left hemipheric regions (the inferior frontal cortex and the parieto-
occipital areas) and the temporal poles bilaterally, to Italian as op-
posed to English and Japanese, implies that the organization of these
areas has been shaped by exposure to the native language during
childhood. Decreased neuronal plasticity within these areas might be
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the cerebral substrate of the 'sensitive period' in language acquisi-
tion.
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been used in order to obtain data about the linguistic and neurological conse-
quences of early versus later exposure to language and hence about the possible
existence of a sensitive period for the acquisition of an L2. Such comparative
analysis can clearly provide important information about the relationship between
age at the onset of exposure to an L2 and subsequent performance in that lan-
guage. It can likewise provide (albeit indirectly) information about the possible
existence of biologically based maturational constraints on the acquisition of lan-
guage.
4.3 Possible advantages of bilingualism
Lastly and perhaps most importantly, if researchers were precluded from using
monolingual native speakers in psycholinguistic experiments with bilingual non-
native speakers, it would be impossible to determine whether bilingualism has any
type of linguistic, metalinguistic, or cognitive advantage compared to monolin-
gualism. In other words, it would become impossible to answer a question often
posed by parents who wish to raise their child bilingually: 'Will exposure to two
languages be beneficial or detrimental to my child?'
From the turn of the century until the 1960s, much comparative research
involving monolingual native-speaking children and bilingual (and often non-
native-speaking children) concluded that bilingualism had deleterious effects
upon children's linguistic, intellectual, and cognitive development (e.g., Epstein
1916, C. Harris 1948; Darcy 1953). However, as pointed out by Peal & Lambert
1962, Diaz 1983, and Hakuta & Diaz 1985, early studies usually suffered from
potentially significant methodological problems, including a lack of control for
subjects' socioeconomic status , degree of bilingualism, and age and manner of L2
acquisition.
An early corrective to some of the problems inherent in previous studies was
work done by Peal & Lambert 1962, who discussed research projects which, to
that time, did not find intellectual or cognitive deficits resulting from bilingualism.
They also conducted experiments utilizing French-English bilingual and English
monolingual children who were matched with respect to such variables as socio-
economic status, age, and sex. They found clear evidence that the bilingual sub-
jects did not perform less well than did the monolingual subjects on a variety of
tests, including those of nonverbal intelligence. 9 Although they admit that '[i]t is
impossible to state from the present study whether the more intelligent child be-
came bilingual or whether bilingualism aided his intellectual development' (Peal
& Lambert 1962:20), they propose that 'bilinguals, because of their training in
two languages, have become more adept at concept formation and abstract think-
ing than ... monolinguals' (Peal & Lambert 1962:14).
In fact, in studies conducted throughout the past three decades, researchers
have found that bilingualism is either not deleterious or that it actually confers
certain advantages, at least in childhood, when compared to monolingualism (Tor-
rance, Gowan, Wu, & Aliotti 1970; Feldman & Shen 1971; Ianco-Worrall 1972;
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Ben-Zeev 1977; Cathcart 1982; Diaz 1983; Hakuta & Diaz 1985; Lemmon &
Goggin 1989; Galambos & Goldin-Meadow 1990; Thomas 1992; Jarvis, Danks, &
Merriman 1995). Studies exploring this issue fall into two main categories —
those dealing with linguistic and metalinguistic awareness and those
examining cognitive flexibility.
Before proceeding, it is important to acknowledge that, in certain types of
experiments (for example, speeded tasks in which reaction time is a dependent
variable) adult monolingual native and bilingual non-native speakers often per-
form dissimilarly (e.g., Mack 1986, 1988, 1992; Magiste 1986; E. Kim 1997), with
monolinguals performing faster and/or more accurately than bilinguals.
For example. Mack 1986 observed that adult French-English bilinguals who
had acquired both languages prior to age eight made significantly more errors in
an English grammaticality-judgment task and responded significantly slower to
an English lexical-decision task with semantic priming than did English mon-
olingual native speakers. However, in the grammaticality-judgment task, the errors
made by the bilinguals were in response to only one of three types of sentence —
those which were ungrammatical in English due to the fact that they contained
morphological and/or syntactic features characteristic of French (e.g., *Explain
me the meaning of this exercise, translated from the French, Expliquez-moi la
signification de cet exercice). As Mack points out, such a finding suggests that
the bilinguals had a differently internalized grammar of English — not that they
were linguistically 'deficient'. And in the lexical-decision task, the reaction times
of the monolinguals were significantly shorter than were those of the bilinguals
by an average of about 150 msec — a difference attributed by Mack to the fact
that the bilinguals were required to search two lexicons to provide a response
while the monolinguals were required to search only one. Moreover, the bilin-
guals' pattern of responses and number of correct responses to various types of
prime-target pairs were virtually identical to those of the monolinguals suggesting
that they were equally sensitive to the semantic relationships inhering between
the word pairs and to the lexical status of phonotactically admissable strings in
English.
While it is apparent that findings from experiments such as these provide
important information about language processing in bilinguals, it must be asserted
that such results do not indicate that monolinguals are linguistically superior to
bilinguals or that the differences observed are likely to cause serious difficulties
for bilinguals in normal non-experimental communicative contexts.
4.3.1 Linguistic and metalinguistic awareness
An empirical examination of linguistic and metalinguistic awareness in monolin-
gual and bilingual children is found in a 1990 study by Galambos & Goldin-
Meadow. (Note: Metalinguistic awareness is interpreted as explicit knowledge
about language, while linguistic awareness is interpreted as implicit knowledge
of language.) These researchers examined the performance of 98 children — 32
English monolinguals, 32 Spanish monolinguals, and 32 Spanish-English bilin-
guals — ranging in age from four to eight. Subjects were required to detect,
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correct, and explain grammatical errors — with the explanation of errors consti-
tuting the most explicit form of knowledge about language and the detection of
errors the least explicit. Subjects were given a set of orally presented grammatical
and ungrammatical sentences. After each utterance they were asked, 'Is that the
right way to say it?' If they detected an error they were further asked, 'Well,
what is the right way to say it?' and 'Well, why can't you say it like that?' (The
bilingual subjects were given English and Spanish versions of the test and were
asked the above questions in Spanish in response to Spanish utterances.)
Results revealed that the Spanish-English bilingual children detected the
same number of errors in the English sentences as did the English monolingual
children, and that they detected more errors in the Spanish sentences than did the
Spanish monolingual children. Of special interest is that, when the average num-
bers of errors detected was adjusted for the bilingual subjects' proficiency, they
actually detected MORE errors than did the monolinguals — evidence supportive
of a linguistic advantage among the bilinguals. However, Galambos & Goldin-
Meadow also found that there were no obvious group differences in the types of
error corrections or in the quality of the explanations they gave for the errors de-
tected. This finding is interpreted by the researchers as evidence that no meta-
linguistic advantage was conferred by the subjects' bilingualism. Thus Galambos
& Goldin-Meadow (1990:53) conclude that 'while learning two languages may
enhance a speaker's "ear" for regularities of form, it does not appear to augment
his grammatical "mind" for understanding those regularities'.
In a related study, Campbell & Sais 1995 compared 15 native-speaking
English monolingual children with 15 children who were bilingual in English and
Italian. All children were at a pre-literate stage of development. Campbell & Sais
administered four tasks including morpheme and syllable deletion, letter detection,
and sorting words by meaning and sound. In three of the four tasks, the bilinguals
outperformed the monolinguals despite the fact that the bilinguals were slightly
younger than the monolinguals. Campbell & Sais (1995:67) conclude that 'this
advantage appears before any evidence of acquired literacy and extends recent
claims that linguistic or metalinguistic abilities may appear earlier in bilingual than
monolingual children'.
Taken together, these studies suggest that, in terms of their linguistic and
metalinguistic ability, bilingual children are not at a disadvantage vis-a-vis mono-
lingual children and, in fact, they may actually outperform monolinguals in certain
types of linguistic or metalinguistic tasks.
4.3.2 Cognitive flexibility
An abiding question of relevance to theoretical and pedagogical issues in SLA
and bilingualism is whether or not bilingualism places the bilingual at a disadvan-
tage in terms of intellectual or cognitive development. As stated above, a number
of early studies concluded that bilinguals were actually less intelligent than
monolinguals — in other words, that bilingualism somehow stunted intellectual
and cognitive growth. Contrary to this position is a large and increasing body of
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evidence to the contrary — evidence obtained from studies devoted primarily to
the notion of cognitive flexibility.
Two oft-mentioned studies in this area are those of Ianco-Worrall 1972 and
Ben-Zeev 1977. In the former study, Afrikaans-English bilingual children were
compared to monolingual Afrikaans and monolingual English children; in the lat-
ter study, Hebrew-English bilingual children were compared to monolingual
Hebrew and monolingual English children. Although both studies are now rather
dated, they are cited so frequently in the literature on the cognitive effects of bi-
lingualism that they still merit discussion.
Applying a method based upon a procedure used by Vygotsky 1962, Ianco-
Worrall administered a questionnaire to her subjects in which they were required
to explain and interchange names. For example, the subjects were asked why a
dog is called dog. They were also asked, for example, if a dog could be called a
cow. Results revealed no significant differences between the two subject groups
in terms of the types of reasons they gave for why an object was called by a
specific name. However, there was a significant difference in terms of the groups'
responses to the interchange of object names, with most bilinguals responding
that the names of objects could be interchanged and most monolinguals respond-
ing that they could not. However, there were no group differences in a word
game involving the interchange of names as in this example: 'Let us play a game.
Let us call a dog "cow". Does this "cow" have horns?' Both groups were
equally accurate in correctly replying 'No' to such questions.
Ianco-Worrall and others have interpreted these findings as partial evidence
that bilingual children are better able than monolingual children to distinguish the
name of an object from its referent — i.e., to recognize that language is a system
of largely arbitrary symbols. To this extent, bilingual children may be less suscep-
tible to what has been termed word magic — the notion that a word and its ref-
erent are inextricably linked — and they thus may possess greater cognitive flexi-
bility than do monolinguals. (See however Rosenblum & Pinker 1983.)
Ben-Zeev 1977 extended the work of Ianco-Worrall by conducting linguis-
tic and non-linguistic tests with 96 children ranging in age from four to eight. The
groups tested were of comparable intelligence as measured by the Wechsler Intel-
ligence Scale for Children (WISC). Among the six tests administered were tests of
symbol substitution (including, for example, substitution of one part of speech for
another, as in the substitution of the word clean for into in the sentence. The
doll is going clean the house'), as well as tests of nonverbal symbol understand-
ing (as tested in the transposition of objects that differ in two dimensions such as
height and diameter). Results revealed that the bilinguals outperformed the mono-
linguals on the tests of symbol substitution as well as on certain aspects of the
object-transposition (matrix) task.
Ben-Zeev (1977:1016) states that
[w]hether responding by means of words or gestures, the bilinguals
were able to isolate the dimensions of the matrix pattern better. In this
respect the orientation toward analysis which was found for bilin-
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guals on strictly verbal material does generalize to nonverbal pat-
terns.
She further states that her study suggests that bilingual children possess a 'readi-
ness to impute structure, and a readiness to reorganize' and she attributes these
features of their cognitive abilities to their early exposure to 'a verbal envir-
onment of unusual complexity, in which underlying order is difficult to discover
because the rules belong to two structures, not one' (Ben-Zeev 1977: 1017).
However, in recent years, the conclusion that bilingualism confers certain
cognitive advantages has been criticized on a variety of grounds. For example,
Diaz 1985 asserts that it is inappropriate to compare monolinguals and bilinguals
because they often differ with respect to many variables other than the number of
languages they possess. He further concludes that the apparent advantage of bi-
lingualism has been found only in very young children who are in the early
stages of second-language acquisition.
Jarvis et al. 1995 addressed this latter issue in a study of 50 Mexican
Spanish-English bilingual children whose mean age was 9;7 with a range of 8;7
to 10;9. They utilized standardized tests of degree of bilingualism, as well as tests
of phonological proficiency, vocabulary, and syntax, and a test of nonverbal gen-
eral intelligence (the Raven Coloured Progressive Matrixes Test, also used by
Ben-Zeev 1977). Of particular interest here, in terms of the hypothesis that bilin-
gualism confers cognitive advantages, is the researchers' examination of the rela-
tionship between SLA proficiency and the test of nonverbal intelligence. Using
partial correlation and multiple regression analysis, Jarvis et al. found that pro-
ficiency in English (the subjects' second language) was unrelated to nonverbal
intelligence. Moreover, degree of bilingualism was not a predictor of nonverbal
intelligence. Thus, contrary to the the assertion of Diaz 1985, these researchers
found that children at relatively low levels of SLA proficiency did not exhibit a
cognitive advantage over children at higher levels of SLA proficiency.
It seems then that, with respect to questions surrounding the cognitive or
intellectual merits of bilingualism, the pendulum has swung back and forth and —
to some extent — back again. That is, early studies concluded that bilingualism
was deleterious. These were followed by studies that suggested that bilingualism
was actually advantageous. In more recent years, studies have either found that
bilingualism does not yield a cognitive advantage over monolingualism or that, if
an advantage is found, it may be dependent upon variables other than just the
bilingual's use of two languages. What is needed, therefore, are additional studies
using both child and adult bilinguals in various stages of second-language acqui-
sition, having varying degrees of L2 proficiency, and living in a variety of socio-
cultural and linguistic environments. In addition, these bilinguals should be
matched as closely as possible with monolingual native speakers of their lan-
guages in terms of a large number of potentially confounding variables that can
be controlled statistically (e.g., as covariates in statistical analyses).
What should not be lost in the bilingual-advantage debate are these conclu-
sions: First, virtually no carefully designed study exploring the relationship be-
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tween linguistic, metalinguistic, or cognitive abilities and bilingualism has con-
cluded that bilinguals are at a serious disadvantage when compared to mono-
linguals; the theoretical, developmental, and pedagogical implications of this can-
not be underestimated. And second, continued investigation of this topic cannot
be undertaken in any meaningful way if monolingual native speakers are exclud-
ed from testing.
5. Conclusion
To summarize, three areas of research in particular would be seriously com-
promised if comparative analyses of monolingual native speakers and bilingual
non-native speakers were to cease. First, it would become difficult to obtain at
least certain types of information about the structure of bilingual language sys-
tems; second, it would be even more difficult than it already is to test the sensi-
tive-period hypothesis for second-language acquisition; and third, it would be
nearly impossible to determine whether or not bilingualism yields linguistic, meta-
linguistic, or cognitive advantages over monolingualism.
In a recent and thought-provoking article. Swales (1997:374) refers to En-
glish as a Tyrannosaurus rex — i.e., as a 'powerful carnivore gobbling up the
other denizens of the [worldwide] academic grazing grounds'. His concern is well
founded and is, in some respects, related to the concerns of those who lament the
apparent treatment in empirical studies of the (usually English) monolingual na-
tive speaker as normative, ideal, and, one might even say, predatory.
Such concerns are valid, and it is imperative that they be acknowledged and
addressed appropriately by language researchers. However, it is also maintained
that there are compelling theoretical and practical reasons for continuing to de-
vote attention to the monolingual native speaker. This statement is not a call for
the treatment of the monolingual native speaker as normative, ideal, or linguis-
tically superior— or as the Tyrannosaurus rex of the linguistic world. Nor is it a
suggestion that the monolingual native speaker be treated as a unitary and ab-
stract construct. Rather, it is simply a straightforward assertion that the monolin-
gual native speaker is an empirical reality and a linguistic necessity, essential to
intellectual pursuits in the psycholinguistic and neurolinguistic study of second-
language acquisition and bilingualism.
[f the monolingual native speaker were banished from the terrain of compar-
ative analyis in such intellectual pursuits, the linguistic landscape would become a
barren place indeed, and an entire 'species' of language user would become a liv-
ing dinosaur — a veritable Komodo Dragon — rarely examined, poorly under-
stood, and assiduously avoided.
NOTES
* I wish to thank Wendy Baker and Pavel Trofimovich for their invaluable assist-
ance in the preparation of this paper. I am also indebted to Braj and Yamuna
Kachru who (perhaps unwittingly but most appropriately) introduced me to the
importance of issues involving native and non-native speakers.
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1 Newmeyer 1980:36 points out that Chomksy was not the originator of a gen-
erative view of language. Newmeyer cites, as earlier examples, Panini's grammar
of Sanskrit, which predated Chomsky by two millenia. He also states that 'the
spirit of Bloomfield's treatment of Menomini morphophonemics ... and Jakob-
son's of Russian conjugation ... is clearly that of a generative phonology, al-
though their rules are not stated formally'.
2 The present paper is limited to discussions of work in psycholinguistics and m
neurolinguistics, since it is researchers in these areas who have conducted many
of the comparative empirically based studies of native versus non-native speakers
and of monolinguals versus bilinguals.
3 No theoretical assumption is made here regarding differences in the organization
of the language systems of bilinguals and multilinguals. Therefore the terms bilin-
guals and bilingualism are used throughout, although they are intended to in-
clude multilingual and multilingualism, respectively.
4
In this paper the term COMPETENCE is not necessarily to be interpreted in the
Chomksyan sense (specifically in distinction to the term performance). That is, it
is used here atheoretically and as synonymous with ability.
5 The designations voiced and voiceless are used for descriptive convenience
and as a matter of convention in order to emphasize that, at the phonological
level, the English stop consonants /p, t, k/ are comparable to the French /p, t, k/.
However, in their phonetic realizations — at least in word-initial stressed and/or
isolated-word contexts — the English stops are voiceless (produced with a long
lag between vocal tract occlusion and the onset of phonation), while the
analogous French stops may be voiced (produced with a short lag between vocal
tract occlusion and the onset of phonation).
6 The merging of the systems is particularly apparent in view of the fact that four
of the seven bilinguals produced VOTs in English which were nearly identical to
their VOTs in French. Nonetheless, three of the seven bilinguals had somewhat
distinct VOTs in English and French — yet their English VOTs were still shorter
than the average VOT of the English monolinguals.
7
In fact, the first 50 items of the BAT are designed to provide information about
the aphasic's premorbid history of acquisition and ability in the languages involv-
ed so that the examiner has a reasonable assessment of the aphasic's degree of bi-
lingualism.
8
It is possible that such decreased neuronal activity reflects the existence of an
^
experience-expectant mechanism, as proposed by Greenough, Black, & Wallace ^
1987 and Greenough & Black 1992, and further discussed in Greenough, Black.
Klintsova, Bates, & Weiler [forthcoming]. An experience-expectant mechanism is
proposed to correspond, at the neural level, to an overproduction and subsequent
regression of dendrites and is considered to be a temporally constrained process
that responds to and is designed to capture information available to all young
members of a given species (Greenough & Black 1992; Greenough et al. [forth-
coming]). Clearly, much more research is needed in order to correlate develop-
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mental changes at the neuronal level with apparently temporally constrained as-
pects of first- and second-language acquisition, but study in this area could prove
extremely fruitful.
9
In recent decades, the concept of intelligence has elicited a great deal of often-
heated debate regarding its meaning, conceptual and empirical validity, and appli-
cation as evidenced by the storm of controversy surrounding the publication of
The Bell Curve (Herrnstein & Murray 1994) and its authors' assertion that intel-
ligence can be measured with reference to the standard normal curve as applied
to specific populations. While there have been numerous and often valid objec-
tions to the notion that intelligence is a unitary and reifiable construct (e.g., Gould
1981; Gardner 1983), examination of such objections is beyond the scope of this
paper. For the present purposes, it is assumed that the studies cited test some as-
pect (or aspects) of intelligence, defined by Gardner (1983:x) as 'the ability to
solve problems ... that are valued within one or more cultural settings' and
characterized by Lezak (1983:22) as 'a meaningful concept when it refers to a
tendency shared by most individuals to perform many different intellectual tasks
at about the same level of proficiency'. In the present paper, cognitive flexibility
is interpreted as one component of intelligence.
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This study examines the linguistic structures used for propagat-
ing specific ideologies through which discourses of a U.S. newspaper
construct ideological representations of political events and situations
in South Korea to the readers. Critical linguistic analysis is used to ex-
amine the New York Times coverage of 'the massive labor strikes' in
South Korea. The analysis contributes to the understanding of the
ideological role of language within news discourse in constructing
representations of the social world. Such research has important impli-
cations for teaching awareness of the constructive and functional na-
ture of language in general, and news discourse in particular, in and
out of a school setting.
0. Introduction
Approaches to critical linguistics have identified several dimensions o\' relation-
ships among language, ideology, and power. Critical linguistic analysis aims at
uncovering the role of language in constructing social identities, relationships, is-
sues, and events. Its central concern has been to examine the socio-political na-
ture of the texts and discourses through which social reality is constituted and
investigate how these discourses maintain power through their ideological prop-
erties (Fairclough 1989; Fowler 1987).
An increasing number of studies from various disciplines (Caldas-Coulthard
& Coulthard 1996; Chilton 1982; Curran 1977; van Dijk 1988a, 1988b, 1991,
1993; Fairclough 1989; Fowler 1991; Hall 1985; Hartley 1982; Hartmann et al.,
1974; Tuchman 1978) has demonstrated that, due to the nature of news itself,
news cannot be a totally value-free reflection of facts. News-producing processes
comprise selection, interpretation, and presentation of events to audiences,
thereby constructing reality in a manner corresponding to the underlying ideolo-
gies of the presenters and their intended audience. Anything that is said or writ-
ten about the world is articulated from a particular ideological position. A news
report imposes a structure of values on whatever it represents, and so inevitably
news reports produce meanings that construct ideological representations of the
social world.
Recent studies on media discourse from the perspective of critical discourse
analysis (Brookes 1995; Bruck 1989; Clayman 1990; Dunmire 1997; van Leeu-
wen 1995; Wodak 1991; Wodak & Matouschek 1993) have demonstrated how
the Western news media linguistically construct ideological representations of dif-
ferent groups of people and different countries, and how these representations
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exercise a great deal of power in shaping our interpretation of the world. But little
attention has been paid to U.S. news reports about South Korea. Such an analysis
is important for the further understanding of how discourses of U.S. news reports
construct ideological representations of socio-political events in South Korea to
the readers and how these representations contribute to the shaping of common
beliefs and value systems in readers. It is the claim of this study that the ideologi-
cal representations of a picture of events in South Korea can be discerned by #
analyzing the New York Times coverage of a particular socio-political issue in \
South Korea called 'the massive labor strikes in South Korea' in terms of critical
linguistics.
In this study I will examine the ideological representation of 'the labor
strikes in South Korea' through a critical linguistic analysis of the New York
Times reports. I will argue that news reports by the capitalist news media con-
struct an ideological representation that is pro-government and pro-corporation,
which consequently is anti-labor. This representation is achieved through linguis-
tic structures and processes at various levels. It is hoped that studies like this one
will create an awareness of the constructive and functional nature of language
within news discourse.
1. Theoretical and analytical framework
The theoretical framework of this study comes from the perspectives of critical
linguistics (van Dijk 1988a, 1988b, 1993, 1994; Fairclough 1989, 1992; Fowler
1991; Halliday 1985; Halliday & Hasan 1989; Hodge & Kress 1988; Kress 1989;
Thompson 1984). Unlike formal linguistics, whose aim is to study only linguistic
form without its social function, the aims of critical linguistics are to explore the
social function of language, to describe linguistic processes in social terms, and to
reveal the 'ideological and political investments' (Fairclough 1992:315). Lan-
guage study is a means of understanding the manner in which society works
(Thompson 1994). Uncovering the social function of language entails interpreting
language and meaning within a social context: Language can be explained only
as the realization of meanings that are inherent in the social system (Halliday
1985). One aspect of meaning worth studying is what is called 'ideology' or 'the
ways in which meaning serves to sustain asymmetrical relations of power'
(Thompson 1984:4). 'The workings of ideology' thus can be discerned through
linguistic anlaysis. This concept of ideology is adopted in this paper because it
provides a more explicit link to the position of language in society.
Consistent with the above conceptualization, the method of systematic tex- .
tual analysis adopted in this study to uncover the way in which discourses oper- |
ate in society comes from the unified discursive framework proposed in Fair-
clough 1989, 1992. As Fairclough (1989:129) suggests, an ideology of the power-
ful class is turned into a universal belief through the process of 'naturalization'
and the media plays an important role in naturalizing these dominant ideologies.
Thus critical language study is a proper approach in language studies to uncover
underlying power relationships in the use of language that are normally hidden.
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Fairclough 1989 identifies three stages of critical linguistic analysis: first, de-
scription of the text; second, interpretation of the relationship between text and
interaction; third, explanation of the relationship between interaction and social
context. The first stage, description of the text, is the level of textual analysis. The
second and third stages are the integration of contextual analysis and interpretive
analysis. Thus, the method of analysis employed in this study will be the interac-
tion of these three levels of analysis. Even though Fairclough presents the stages
of analyses in a linear fashion, the stages of discursive analysis, social analysis,
and interpretation and explanation are often simultaneous processes. Therefore,
the analysis to be presented in this paper will integrate all three stages. This is
done to achieve a unified analysis of how the ideological and political interests
underlying accounts of the massive labor strikes in South Korea are linguistically
constructed in the New York Times.
Simultaneously with the above sociological approach, the socio-cognitive
framework is necessary to examine the ideological construction within news dis-
course. From the socio-cognitive angle, ideologies are conceived as 'basic frame-
works that organize social representations in the minds of social group members'
(van Dijk 1994:1). Ideology is therefore conceptualized as a mental schema con-
sisting of various categories such as identity/membership, task, goal, norms, posi-
tions, all of which define and shape the ideology of a group. In these cognitive
structures of ideology and its social manifestation the role of attitudes plays a
central part. Attitudes are manifested in discourse via values accorded and con-
tained in linguistic items, and the identity membership that underlies the well
known 'us vs. them' categorization is found in many attitudes (van Dijk 1994).
Thus, the fact that attitudes form such a central part in the internal structure of
ideology emphasizes the intensity of attitudinal orientation and values embedded
in news reports and accentuates the need to identify and study them. Following
this approach, it can be argued that the New York Times reports about the labor
strikes in South Korea create the 'fixed attitude' that is coherently shared by
relevant group members. It is argued in this paper that the ideology embedded in
the New York Times coverage of the labor strikes in South Korea ascribes positive
and negative values by the 'us vs. them' dichotomy via linguistic choices that
create and sustain positive attitudes toward the 'us' category while creating con-
sequent negative attitudes towards the 'them' category. Therefore, the approach
of socio-cognitive analysis (van Dijk 1994) is also adopted in this study because
it establishes the link between ideology and attitudes. Since the purpose of this
study is to examine the inherent ideological attitude embodied in the New York
Times reports, the cognitive framework is very important along with the detailed
discursive framework provided by Fairclough.
The model adopted in this study, in short, synthesizes the external manifes-
tation of ideology in discourse with the internal cognitive effects on the reader of
the New York Times news reports about the massive labor strikes in South Korea.
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2. Data
This study is based on the analysis of data from the New York Times news cover-
age of 'the massive labor strikes in South Korea'. The New York Times was se-
lected because of its status as a national newspaper in the United States. Four
months' (August and September 1994, December 1996, and January 1997) cov-
erage of the relevant events was surveyed. The period of coverage selected cov-
ers roughly the peak of the duration of the issue. The data comprise every news m
item (a total of 29 articles) from the New York Times. In collecting data, coverage
by outside sources — AP, UP, Reuters News Agency — was excluded. All of the
data analyzed in this study are written by the correspondents of the New York
Times. A critical discourse analysis of the news stories discusses specific textual
patterns in the presentation of news to show how they underpin the ideological
meanings of text, and shows how specific linguistic structures and styles are em-
ployed to construct political interests underlying news accounts and to show the
'us' vs. 'them' dichotomy in operation.
3. Critical discourse analysis
3.1 Headlines
As the first step in the textual analysis of 'the massive labor strikes in South Ko-
rea', the headlines of all articles are analyzed. Headlines show the most prominent
and relevant information of the news discourse. Headlines simply abstract the
main event of the story and are therefore entirely derivable from the story. To-
gether with the lead, the headline forms the summary of the report, which
'strategically serves as the expression of its macrostructure ... this macrostructure
or thematic structure is best recalled by readers' (van Dijk 1988b:226). Func-
tioning as an initial summary, headlines define the situation reported in the press
and provide preferred reading and interpretation for news text to readers (see Bell
1991; van Dijk 1988; van Dijk & Kintsch 1983). Since readers often read and re-
call only headlines and the leads, they construct not only preferred meanings for
the news texts for the readers but also the most prominent ideological view of the
texts. In order to investigate the most prominent and specific ideological frame-
works in news discourse on 'the massive labor strikes in South Korea', therefore,
the headlines are examined. The headlines of all articles on the massive labor
strikes in South Korea in the New York Times of August and September 1987, and
December 1996 to January 1997 are given in the Appendix, and are analyzed
below.
Macroproposition A
A general ideological picture of 'the massive labor strikes in South Korea' is
shown by the topic analysis of news items (Hartmann et al. 1974; van Dijk
1988a). Unlike the subject denoted by a single concept (e.g., the massive labor
strikes in South Korea), topics are propositions contained in a subject. Topics are
'routinely expressed in the ideal headline of a single news report' (van Dijk
1988a: 170), and therefore, are the most important information expressed by a text.
For instance, under the subject of the massive labor strikes, both headlines Strikes
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mounting in South Korea and Thousands gather in Seoul to mark democratic
gain are topics.
The topics, however, should be accounted for at an overall, more global
level than the microlevel of words, sentences, and sentence connections; they
should be identified at the level of 'semantic macrostructure' which makes ex-
plicit the overall topics. Thus, macropropositions are derived by macrorules of
generalization, selection, and construction that semantically map proposition se-
quences to a macroproposition at a higher level. Because semantic macroproposi-
tions describe the gist of the news reports, the analysis of macropropositions is
crucial for understanding the properties of headlines. Therefore, in order to show
the most prominent meanings of the news texts, the macropropositions or topics
of all 29 headlines are analyzed. Table 1 shows the macropropositions of the
headlines of the New York Times for 'the massive labor strikes in South Korea'.
The analysis of macropropositions of the headlines reveals the following scripts
and situation models (van Dijk 1988b) associated with the reports of the massive
labor strikes in South Korea.
Table 1
Macropropositions of headlines in the New York Times coverage of the
massive labor strikes in South Korea. August and September of 1987,
December 1996 to January 1997.
Macropropositions Total Number
Striking workers are violent and uncontrolable 7
Labor strikes cause national economic loss 4
Labor strikes cause social unrest 4
Government backs democratic process 3
Workers are motivated by self-interest 2
Management is cooperative 2
Strikes are controlled by leftist students 1
Workers are not justified 1
Koreans (both government and strikers) cannot negotiate 1
Labor strikes are a labor-management dispute 1
South Korean government and strikers are not democratic 1
According to the New York Times reports, the labor strikes in South Korea
are a labor-management dispute, not a political issue related to labor law and the
freedom of labor activities. The labor strikes cause huge economic losses, which
result in national losses because the companies involved in labor strikes represent
the economic development of the nation. The labor strikes also cause social un-
rest. The striking workers are violent, uncontrollable, and motivated by self-
interest (higher wages). They are controlled by leftist students and dissident
groups, and consequently run counter to democracy, thus their action cannot be
justified. As a counterpart of workers in the conflicts, corporate management
shows an effort to resolve the problem. Neither the South Korean government
nor the workers are able to negotiate because of a lack of democratic tradition.
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However, the South Korean government is attempting to be democratic as a me-
diator trying to solve the labor-management dispute in a democratic way and is
credited for that role.
Lexicalization
The choice of words is important in providing readers with cues for inter-
preting events. It can define how we perceive the actions and the intentions of
the participants in events, and thereby convey the message that the producer of
the text intended readers to receive. Lexical items construct particular ideological
representations of experiences or events. Apart from this experiential function,
vocabulary has expressive value implying the producer's negative or positive
evaluation of actions, participants, and events. Therefore, the structure of vo-
cabulary can be regarded as ideologically based. The selection of word-meanings
through lexicalization is one of the major dimensions of news discourse fashioned
by ideologies.
Where an unusually high degree of wording, often involving clusters of re-
lated terms that are near synonyms, occurs, this overwording or overlexicalization
often indicates a key concept or particular preoccupation that gives certain
meanings the producer of texts intends to convey (Fairclough 1989; Fowler
1991). Overwording around the concept of violence, through the repetition of
words such as 'strikes mounting', 'violence', 'pressing', 'protest', 'crisis', 'un-
rest', 'grip', and 'clashes' and the use of interrelated terms such as 'killed',
'death', 'paralyze', 'exports off, point to an area of intense preoccupation with
violence and social unrest caused by labor strikes in South Korea: Koreans
warned on labor violence (6 September), Worker is killed in South Korea pro-
test (23 August), Clashes in Seoul as strike widens its grip (29 December),
350,000 on strike in South Korea as unrest spreads (28 December): Workers
pressing for higher wages (12 August).
By taxonomic organization of vocabulary, lexical structure also has a cate-
gorizing function, sorting concepts into strictly defined categorial relationships
between classes of concepts. The vocabulary dichotomizes social processes into
two groups, 'democratic' on the one hand and 'anti-democratic' on the other.
The sort of structural opposition of words such as 'violence', 'threaten', 'para-
lyze' on the one hand, 'democratic gain', 'democratic process', 'democratic give
and take' on the other has an effect of the reproduction of ideology: Labor
strikes are violent and threatening, therefore go against the times of democracy:
Koreans warned on labor violence (6 September), Strikers threaten to paralyze
Seoul (30 December), Government backs union: crisis tests commitment to
democratic process (18 August), South Korea's... Kim and strikers unschooled
in democratic give and take (30 December).
The reformulation of events through the relexicalization of terms has inter-
esting ideological effects. These include the naturalized reformulation of
'Hyundai' as 'Korean Symbol' which gives an impression that the Hyundai com-
pany represents South Korean industry, thus labor strikes cause heavy national
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losses: Hyundai Korean symbol (20 August), and Koreans warned on labor vio-
lence; Car exports off sharply (6 September).
The choice of verbs has established expressive value. Verbs are used to ei-
ther endorse or invalidate the participants. The concrete processes 'seize',
'threaten' are used to signal the actions of workers: Workers seize Hyundai
plants in South Korea (18 August), Strikers threaten to paralyze Seoul (30 De-
cember). The negative evaluation of the writers is implicit in these verbs. On the
contrary, the material or verbal processes 'backs', 'agrees', 'mollify', and 'yields'
are used to signal actions or statements of the South Korean government and
company: Government backs union: Crisis tests commitment to democratic
process (18 August), South Korean company agrees to recognize union (20
August), To mollify labor groups, South Korean leader yields a bit (22 January),
where these verbs give relatively positive evaluation.
Participants and processes
The analysis of participants and processes has to do with the ways in which
choices between different grammatical processes and participant types are made
to be ideologically significant. The particular selections are from the system of
transitivity. Transitivity refers to how meaning is represented in the clause by
how text producers encode in language their mental picture of reality. Halliday
1985 explains transitivity in terms of processes: 'Our most powerful conception
of reality is that it consists of "goings-on". These goings-on are sorted out in the
semantic system of the language and expressed through the grammar of the
clause' (101). Two main components of the semantic processes expressed by
clauses are the verbal process itself and participants involved in the process. Se-
lection between process types has an effect of highlighting or backgrounding
agency, and such choices are ideological because the motivated obfuscation of
agency results in leaving attributions of causality and responsibility unclear.
The South Korean government and companies are constructed as
agents/doers in the New York Times. This is achieved grammatically by placing
them as participants functioning as actors or speakers of material and verbal proc-
esses: Seoul , in switch, moves to resolve a labor dispute (19 August), South Ko-
rean company agrees to recognize union (20 August), Seoul seeks calm after-
worker's death (24 August); or as classifiers within the nominalized processes:
Hyundai Korean symbol (20 August), where readers draw upon the socio-
cognitive representation to interpret the roles of the government and company
which represent the state economy: They are agents and actors endeavoring to
resolve the disputes in a democratic way and taking a firm stand against violence
caused by workers. In this way, the South Korean government and companies are
represented as agent/actor and workers as patient/receiver.
Workers are grammatically put both as agents, i.e., as actors, speakers and as
affected participants, i.e., in the sense of being 'done to' and as receivers of ver-
bal processes.
Workers are grammatically structured as actors and direct agents of proc-
esses such as violence: Workers seize Hyundai plants in South Korea (18
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August), Shipyard strike nears end in Korea: Workers , who mourn the death of
a laborer, must accept a pact (27 August), Strikers threaten to paralyze Seoul
(30 December), or as classifiers in the nominal group where processes have been
nominalized: Workers pressing for higher wages (12 August), Kim and strikers
unschooled in democratic give and take (30 December), South Korean workers
to limit their strike to once a week (19 January), 350,000 on strike in South Ko-
rea as unrest spreads (28 December), where strikers are represented as motivated
by self-interest and not being able to behave in a democratic way. In the last ex-
ample, the rhetoric of numbers is used to achieve credibility with the reader. This
has an effect of stressing the preciseness and truthfulness of the text.
When describing processes of negotiation and talks, the agency of worker
participants is backgrounded by attenuation or omission. The effect of attenua-
tion is prominent where the relational verb is omitted and the circumstantial ele-
ments, which are normally grammatically subordinate in status to the process, are
included: Talks on draft constitution intensifying in Seoul (25 August).
Workers also appear as affected participants, i.e., being 'done to'. Through
the use of middle clauses where causality and agency is backgrounded or omit-
ted, workers are construed as agent and affected participant at the same time:
Workers
,
who mourn the death of a laborer, must accept a pact (27 August). As
affected participants, workers are put in the subject position in a passive con-
struction where agency is omitted and, instead, the circumstantial element is in-
cluded: Worker is killed in South Korea protest (23 August), where the death of
the worker appears to be engendered by the workers' protest, attributing respon-
sibility to them. Workers are receivers of verbal processes by the government:
South Korean strikes expand as president delivers appeal to labor unions (7
January).
For the question about what important part of the message the grammatical
construction constitutes for the participants, and what ideological and social
meanings result, the above analysis suggests that the role of the South Korean
government and corporations is primarily a positive one. The South Korean gov-
ernment and corporations participate predominantly as actors involving actions
and decisions regarding the labor dispute and the behavior of workers. They are
represented as protecting democracy from the violent strikers who cause social
unrest and national losses. The role of workers, on the other hand, suggests they
are passive participants in the labor disputes; they are misled by the left, moti-
vated by self-interest, and, consequently, cause national economic losses. They
are represented as actors involved in actions of violence, causing unrest in South
Korean society. Therefore, the representations of participants are dichotomized
according to the capitalist relations: the government and capitalist corporations
are in 'our' positive self-representation and workers in 'their' negative represen-
tation.
Thematization
The theme is what a text is about and, apart from the focus of the clause, the
most important information in the clause. It appears in the fust part of the clause.
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The analysis of the thematic patterns of the headlines not only reveals what in-
formation the writer considers would catch the eye, but also gives insight into
common assumptions taken for granted about social reality.
The thematic patterns in the headlines are oriented either to participants:
Workers seize Hyundai plants in South Korea (18 August), or to processes in the
reduced form of nominalization: Clashes in Seoul as strike widens its grip (29
December).
Workers and leftist students occupy the highest proportion of thematic po-
sitions (59%, that is, 17 among 29). They are predominantly presented in relation
to processes of clashes and violence, or they are thematized as passive partici-
pants, though less often. The South Korean government and police are the next-
most thematized participants (21%, 6 among 29). References to the South Korean
government are in relation to its role of mediator and its commitment to the demo-
cratic process, and references to police are in relation to control. Corporate man-
agement occupies a relatively small proportion of thematic positions (7%, 2
among 29). However, it is thematized as the symbol of economic development in
South Korea and in relation to its effort to solve the labor disputes.
The consistent thematic positioning of workers, the number of workers in-
volved in strikes, and nominalizations involving clashes and violence foreground
the violent nature of strikes. These thematic foregroundings of workers evoke in
the mind of readers the common assumptions and beliefs about labor strikes' re-
sulting in social unrest and national losses, and negative impressions about strik-
ing workers. On the contrary, the frequent foregrounding of the South Korean
government in thematic position in relation to processes involving legitimate me-
diation and democratic problem-solving, and thematization of corporate manage-
ment suggest a preoccupation with their positive roles in contrast to the violence
of strikes as a direct threat to the nation. The themes thereby contribute to the
naturalization of the workers' role as violent strikers causing national losses, the
government as a mediator and guardian of democracy, and corporations as the
motivating force for national development. This naturalization is achieved
through linguistic transformations because it is the most effective way of drawing
the picture of social reality — pro-government and pro-corporation/anti-labor —
in the mind of readers.
3.2 The news texts
The following are the discourse analyses of the New York Times reports about the
massive labor strikes in South Korea to show how specific textural structures in
the news texts are used to generate particular ideological meanings, and to inter-
pret the textual pattern at the socio-political level. This part of textual analysis fo-
cuses on two significant features: the representations of participants and proc-
esses, and quotations.
Participants and processes
I have already shown that an analysis of participants and processes through
a transitivity system expresses certain meanings by foregrounding and others by
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backgrounding through linguistic structures. Analysis reveals similar representa-
tions of the roles of participants in the headlines. The representations of the par-
ticipants' roles and processes are not, however, so prominent as in the headlines,
particularly in the news texts of the labor strikes in December 1996 and January
1997. The massive labor strikes in December 1996 were set off by the new labor
laws that made it easier for companies to lay off workers and delayed for three
years the authorization of labor unions. The strikes differed from the previous la-
bor unrest represented in the news; the news reports made them appear to be
more about making gains in wages and working conditions. Therefore, while
maintaining the positive representations of the government and corporate man-
agement and downgrading workers as revealed in the headlines, the news texts
seem to moderate the dichotomous representations.
The negative representations of workers involved in labor strikes are
achieved at the level of global schematic structure by the strategic positioning,
descriptions, background information, explanation, and evaluation, as well as the
negative lexical choices for a participant's action. For examples, workers are
foregrounded not only through occupying thematic position at the level of the
clause but by appearing in the lead paragraph (in 18 among 29 issues). Along
with the headlines, the lead is a summary and focusing act with the headlines.
Thus, the lead foregrounds the roles of workers that the text producer regards as
most relevant. All references to workers in the leads are in relation to processes
involving social unrest, violence, clashes, demands for higher wages, and death of
the worker killed in protest. This systemic foregrounding in the lead positions
them as central players in labor disputes centered around violence. The negative
representations of workers are also achieved through the rhetoric of juxtaposition
so that positive actions or intentions to form unions freely by workers are put side
by side with the descriptions of violence and social unrest. Therefore, positive
pictures of workers are apparently downgraded.
The positive representations of the South Korean government and corpora-
tions are also achieved at the level of global schematic structure by the strategic
positioning, descriptions, as well as positive lexical choices for a participant's ac-
tion. For example, the South Korean government and corporations are fore-
grounded not only by occupying the thematic position at the level of the clause,
but by appearing in the lead paragraph (10 and 2, each) and by the evaluation of
events at the key points in the text. Their statements are credited as evaluating
and confirming events. And the rhetoric of violence defines workers negatively
as in '...wide spread labor unrest helped to persuade the military to step in' (12
August), but makes a positive representation of South Korean government and
corporations in 'Waiting patiently', 'the government had acted so far with admi-
rable restraint' (12 August). While passing the new labor law unfavorable to
workers and sticking to the anti-union policy, the South Korean government is
credited for economic development and changing policies.
The representations of the participants' roles and processes by transitivity
structures of the sentence are not, however, so prominent as in the headlines.
Headlines are initial summaries of news texts and therefore foreground what the
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producer considers relevant. Headlines construct therefore the most prominent
ideological view of the texts as well as preferred meanings for the news texts. In
contrast, the news texts are guided by 'the journalistic news value of objectivity'
(Brooks 1995:482) and consequently the total downgrading of workers is not
appropriate.
Quotations
An analysis of quotations (direct and indirect) in the news texts shows that
South Korean government officials, business leaders, and a western diplomat are
represented as important and reliable. In terms of dichotomous source usage, a
wider variety of participants are quoted as sources and evaluate events: official
estimates, the Korean Labor Minister, anonymous analysts, business leaders,
spokespersons, a western diplomat, and western businessmen. Workers, labor
leaders, international labor groups, and opposition party leaders are merely state-
ment-makers.
There is some difference in the number of quotations (direct and indirect)
between participants for the government and corporations on the one hand,
workers and labor leaders on the other. While participants for the government
and corporations appear as news sources, explain and evaluate events 97 times in
whole issues, workers and labor representatives are quoted 41 times and 37 times,
respectively. Table 2 shows the number of quotations for each side. The number
of quotations are divided into two groups, pro-government and corporation vs.
pro-workers.
Table 2 shows that the South Korean government and corporations are
quoted more than workers and labor leaders, even though the difference is not
marked. The difference, however, is in how the two sets of participants are
quoted.
Table 2
Number of quotations in the New York Times coverage of the massive
labor strikes in South Korea.
Quotations
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'insist'. However, the more neutral words, 'say' and 'said' are often used for
workers and labor leaders.
The statements of workers are used to discredit the actions of other workers,
e.g., in the text of 29 August following the headline Koreans fail to make martyr
of worker, a family member of a worker killed in a clash with the police is de-
scribed as discrediting the workers' action: 'Mr. Lee's uncle, who had led the
family's fight for a private burial, had nothing but bitter words for the way work-
ers handled the funeral. "It's definitely against the moral tradition of the people
and the nation," he said, "It's definitely against humanism,'" which appears at
the end of the news texts and consequently has an effect of totally discrediting
the actions of workers. Another example is in the news texts of 17 January, 1997,
following the headline Thriving, South Koreans strike to keep it that way, where
several workers are quoted to discredit labor unions: '"Now I dislike the labor
union. During the strikes, I lost a lost of money... It (labor law issue) has nothing
to do with us," he insisted.' The statements of workers are also discredited by the
following information in the news texts, which undermines the workers' state-
ments, e.g., in the news texts of 29 December, 1996, following the headline
Clashes in Seoul as strike widens its grip, a worker's voice is undermined by the
following information and the statements of a government official:
'This strike will go on indefinitely,' Park Moon Jin, a leader of
the Democratic Federation, said today, pausing on a Seoul street cor-
ner after giving a speech to workers. She had been roundly applauded
when she shouted into a bullhorn, 'We should smash down the Kim
Young Sam regime at once!'
Not all the members of the union alliances are on strike, and there
are huge variations in estimates of the number of workers taking part.
Chung Ji Won, a Labor Ministry official, said today that about 120,000
were striking and that the number was declining.
Another example is in the news text of 30 December, 1996, following the head-
line South Korea's immovable objects, where the statements of a worker who
complains about the government's undemocratic repression are negatively evalu-
ated by the reporter:
... said Cho Chul, 36, a hotel cook who carried a banner at a la-
bor rally today. 'There's physical oppression, as there was before, and
now in addition there's legal and economic repression as well. So it is
tougher than before.'
Such assertions seem vastly overstated. There is far more democ-
racy now than there was under the dictators, and the best evidence for
that is that people like Mr. Cho cheerfully give their names to a re-
porter.
This is the most frequent form of discrediting workers in the New York Times.
Workers are also discredited by quoting previous statements and actions that
contradict their present statements and actions, e.g., in the text of 8 January, 1997,
following the headline South Korea labor leader manages strike and awaits ar-
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rest, the labor leader Kwon Young Kil who coordinated the largest work stop-
page is reported as saying 'At a rally on Monday, Mr. Kwon screamed invectives
against President Kim and worked the anger of the crowd with his sharp rhetoric.
But in an interview today he was soft-spoken and affable, hardly the image of a
radical.'
Statements of workers and labor leaders include unreasonable, violent, and
emotional expressions: 'She had been roundly applauded when she shouted into
a bullhorn, "we should smash down the Kin Young Sam regime at once!"' (29
December, 1996); 'Striking South Korean workers threatened to paralyze Seoul',
'overthrow the Kim Young Sam government!', 'she added that it was acceptable
for the opposition to use undemocratic steps because the governing party had
gained a majority only by manipulating' (30 December^ 1996). These statements
are often quoted in the reports of violent strikes and agitation by workers.
The leaders of the opposition party are less prominent, but usually are
quoted as credible sources. While they are usually dissatisfied with the govern-
ment, they sometimes give a positive evaluation of the government and events.
When they became too extreme against the government, their statements are
sometimes undermined by information on their previous actions in the news texts,
e.g., in the news text of 22 January, 1997, following the headline To mollify labor
groups. South Korean leader yields a bit, the statement of the leader of an oppo-
sition party is discredited by information on previous actions of opposition lead-
ers that contradict the current ones:
But a spokesman for the second largest opposition party, whose
leader, Kim Jong Phil, also attended the meeting, said there was still a
'huge gap between the ruling and opposition parties' and that the
President 'was not sincere at all.' ... Opposition parties have also been
somewhat cautious. During much of the strike the parties declined to
clearly state their opinions on the new labor law, waiting to see which
way the wind was blowing and happy to see President Kim stew in his
juice. Only recently, as public opinion became clearer, did opposition
leaders step up their campaign against the labor law and seek to
strengthen ties with labor leaders.
The major function of statements of various participants on the side of the
government and corporation is not only to describe and give information, but also
to confirm and evaluate events in terms of the losses of companies and the whole
South Korean economy caused by strikes, e.g., in the news text of 12 August,
1987, following the headline Strikes mounting in South Korea, South Korea's
Labor Minister is quoted warning strikers of the economic losses: 'Korea's Labor
Minister, Lee Hun Ki, warned today that the Government might move in if the un-
rest did not subside, and he estimated that the disputes had already cost $125 mil-
lion in lost production opportunities and $55 million in exports,' where the state-
ment is represented as a fact without verification and consequently gets credit for
judging strikers. Following this, business leaders are quoted in the same text to
show their concern about national losses: 'Business leaders have expressed con-
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cern that plant shutdowns and late deliveries could hurt not only their own com-
panies, but also South Korea's image as a powerful exporter.' The statements of
the government officials are quoted to justify their actions against strikers and to
define strikes as inter-organizational conflicts, e.g., in the news text of 20 August,
1987, following the headline South Korean company agrees to recognize union,
the Deputy Labor Minister is quoted as saying 'Mr. Han told reporters this after-
noon that Hyundai's labor dispute was an internal affair ... but when social dis-
order occurs, the Government will step in and mediate fairly.' These statements
are not re-interpreted by the news report. Therefore, there is no clear boundary
between the voice of the news reports and spokespersons of the government and
corporation.
The statements of participants on the side of the South Korean government
are often quoted at the end of a news text as credible and overall evaluation (in 7
issues), e.g., in the news text of 12 August, 1987, following the headline Strikes
mounting in South Korea, a western businessman is quoted as saying
'Businesses are not really hurt if things are settled in a short time, because they
have enough excess capacity and inventory to make it up', he said. 'In the long
run, company expenses will go up, but that's the price you pay for democracy.'
Another example is in the news text of 30 December, 1996, following the head-
line South Korea's immovable objects, where a government official is quoted as
saying 'This government is fully committed to reform,' the official said. 'But
sometimes you find that reform is more difficult than revolution.' Their statements
give an overall evaluation of the events: while striking workers cause national
losses, the government is doing its best to resolve the issues because that is the
cost for democracy. These evaluations are not re-interpreted by the news reports,
consequently they are transformed into seemingly objective accounts that merely
reflect social reality.
4. Conclusion
The models of critical linguistics combine an analysis of the socio-political con-
texts with an analysis of the coverage of news events in order to deduce the
ideological framework of news media. An examination of the New York Times
news reports on a socio-political issue, called 'the massive labor strikes in South
Korea', demonstrates how the political and ideological interests underlying the
newspaper reports are naturalized through linguistic constructions as presup-
posed sensible accounts of social reality. An analysis of the news reports on the
labor strikes in South Korea by capitalist mass media manifests capitalist ideolo-
gies that are pro-government and pro-corporation, and reveals the 'us vs. them'
news framework in representing the events. The news reports transform the capi-
talists' interests into presupposed national interests, marginalizing the rights of
workers, class conflict into cultural pluralistic consensus, and power into neutral
authority. The government and corporate management belong to an 'us' sphere
and workers are put in the 'them' sphere.
The New York Times pays attention to the interests of corporate manage-
ment and foregrounds the government's role as a neutral authority struggling to
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create democracy and having the capacity to solve the issue within the existing
system, and minimizes the history of violent repression of labor. The rights and
demands of workers are undermined, the nature of strikes are routinized as a la-
bor-management dispute, their political perspectives are minimized even when the
strikes are against the government's new labor law, and the violent nature of
strikes is highlighted. Although they are the largest group in society, Korean
workers have never had any political representation. Workers have human needs
and wants beyond higher wages and agreeable working conditions. They need
an institutional forum to articulate and press for their human, not just worker, in-
terests. Better wages and limited unionization, therefore, will not provide an en-
during solution to the labor unrest. These complex sets of political reasons are to-
tally ignored in the New York Times coverage.
Cultural translation of the labor strikes are ideologically important. By at-
tributing the labor strikes in South Korea to 'the old-fashioned management'
style and against cultural traditions such as Confucian morality, the news stories
minimize the political significance of the underlying issues.
At the textual level, linguistic analysis of participant roles and processes in
transitivity structure, thematic patterns, macroproposition, lexicalization, and rhe-
torical devices reveals a transformation of ideological and political interests into
social reality. The news discourse in the New York Times is seemingly guided by
the journalistic cannon of objectivity, balance, and neutrality, while seeming arhe-
torical linguistic structures mask its persuasive rhetorical function constructing
representations of events.
The New York Times reports of the massive labor strikes in South Korea
show that there is not a wide range of views that news media make us believe,
but views within narrow ideological frames through which the reality of every-
day social life is constituted (Hall et al., 1978; Kress 1996).
5. Implications
This study is a contribution to the area of critical sociolinguistic research in that
the theoretical and methodological framework I have adopted reveals the role of
language in the news reports in sustaining relations of power. Thus, it belongs in
the category of critical language study: a language study that 'places a broad
conception of the social study of language at the core of language study'
(Fairclough 1989:13).
This study links ideology and social practice. In her recent book, Hasan
(1996:1 13) argues that 'ideologies live through the common everyday actions —
both verbal and non-verbal — of a host of social actors who are far from thinking
consciously about it'. Considering that reading newspapers is a fixed automatic
part of our daily routine, the pervasive role of ideology is most evident in the
newspaper that this study deals with.
Another implication of this study is that, as Fairclough (1989:235) points
out, 'critique of the media has hardly ever been attempted due to the lack of a
general access to modes of analysis.' This study attempts to make it possible for
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the marginalized parties to assume the right to reply to those represented in the
newspapers.
This study has implications for teaching language awareness to adults as
well as students in and out of a school setting, and opens new directions of re-
search that would devise strategies and methods of achieving critical language
awareness. Newspaper readers cannot easily read through a newspaper disinter-
estedly, and be aware of what is biased. What we really need is an educational
program in critical reading within which critical linguistics would be a new meth-
odological input.
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APPENDIX
The New York Times headlines of 'the massive labor strikes in South Korea'
August and September 1987, December 1996 to January 1997.
1. Strikes mounting in South Korea; Workers pressing for higher wages: Together
with the right to form unions (12 August)
2. Thousands gather in Seoul to mark democratic gain (16 August)
3. Workers seize Hyundai plants in South Korea: 40,000 return to work: Govern-
ment backs union — Crisis tests commitment to democratic process ( 1 8 August)
4. Seoul, in switch, moves to resolve a labor dispute (19 August)
5. Hyundai Korean symbol (20 August)
6. South Korean company agrees to recognize union (20 August)
7. Worker is killed in South Korea protest (23 August)
8. Seoul seeks calm after worker's death (24 August)
9. Talks on draft constitution intensifying in Seoul (25 August)
10. 6 South Korean students held on political charges (26 August)
11. Shipyard strike nears end in Korea: workers, who mourn the death of a la-
borer, must accept a pact (27 August)
12. Koreans fail to make martyr of worker (29 August)
13. In Seoul, colleges are open and students protests begin (2 September)
14. 20,000 workers in South Korea resume strike against Hyundai (2 September)
15. South Korean police seize 200 strikers (5 September)
16. Koreans warned on labor violence: car exports off sharply (6 September)
17. 350,000 on strike in South Korea as unrest spreads (28 December)
18. Clashes in Seoul as strikes widens its grip (29 December)
19. South Korea's immovable objects: Kim and strikers unschooled in democratic
give and take (30 December)
20. Strikers threaten to paralyze Seoul (30 December)
21. In South Korea, the strikers take a break for New Year's (31 December)
22. South Korean strikes expand as president delivers appeal to labor unions (7
January)
23. South Korea labor leader manages strike and awaits arrest (8 January)
24. In battle over strikes. South Korean police search union offices (10 January)
25. Thriving, South Koreans strike to keep it that way (17 January)
26. Thriving, yet insecure, South Koreans strike to hold onto their gains (17 Janu-
ary)
27. South Korean workers to limit their strike to once a week (19 January)
28. To mollify labor groups. South Korean leader yields a bit (22 January)
29. Seoul leader fails to halt labor strife (23 January)
i
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This paper addresses the moral attributives used of deity and
people the language of Evangelical Christians. Descriptions of the
moral attributives have been given, notably, as literal language and
metaphoric language. I describe these attributives as synecdoches, de-
pending on the ideas that i) moral attributives applied to humans can
be viewed as part of a whole realized in deity, ii) that moral attributives
can be described as applying human-to-deity and deity-to-human,
equating to part-for-whole and whole-for-part synecdoche and iii) that
there is a consistent polysemy in the moral attributives in relation to
each of the types of synecdoche.
1. Introduction
When we find that we run [our] heads up against the limits of language,
we should not say that there is something beyond ordinary language
that we could know in extraordinary language or non-linguistically.
Nor, on the other hand, should we say that there is nothing beyond or-
dinary language in the sense that empirical concepts and terms describe
without remainder all that there is. What we should say is that there is
something in ordinary language which is not ordinary and not ex-
pressible in empirical terms (Daly 1961:119).
At issue is the nature of what might be termed God-language, namely, the
religious language used by Evangelical Christians' to talk about God. Specifi-
cally, the usage of the moral attributes of God stated as adjectival attributives
bears scrutiny. 2 The God-language investigated as examples are the following:
holy, sacred, righteous, good, just and true. While these are often referred to as
either literal or metaphoric terms, neither literalness nor metaphor match both the
intuitions of the religious people who are most often the users of the terms and
the reality of reference in their use. Instead, a synecdochic description more fully
corresponds to the manner in which religious believers use God-language, and
also accords with those realities of reference.
Green (1996:57) reminds us that it is characteristic of adjectives that they
may be polysemus. The variety of possibilities are said to derive from a normal or
conventional use. How the normal usage is extended is not important here. What
is relevant is that a synecdochic relationship between an adjective used con-
cerning a deity and the same adjective used concerning a human, place, etc. is an-
other manifestation of this polysemy: there will be a difference in acceptability of
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the moral attributives when applied to humans and deity, and a difference when
applied to believers and non-believers.
To begin, situating a description of religious language that takes into ac-
count the intuitions of religious believers is defended and that structure exam-
ined. Then, that God-language is used non-literally is shown by examining possi-
ble contexts of use. The possible non-literal descriptions are delineated next; the
definitions of synecdoche and metaphor both justifiably stand in need of brief
comment. From these definitions will emerge the predictions that synecdoche will
describe sentences with God language as truth-conditionally uninformative, while
metaphor will describe sentences with God language as truth-conditionally false,
and false by even speaker-intention. Finally, two classes of moral attributives de-
scribe the correspondence between the normal usage of God language and the
description synecdoche provides. Evangelical Christians, in general, use the moral
attributives both of humans in light of the way they apply to deity, and of deity in
light of the way they apply to humans; predictions will then emerge that the de-
scription of God-language as human-to-deity/part-for-whole and deity-to-hu-
man/whole- for-part are attested. The attributives will break down into two part
polysemy and three part polysemy along the part-for-whole/whole-for-part dis-
tinction. While metaphor does not explain this usage, synecdoche does.
2. Situating religious language in religious belief
If God-language is non-literal (as is argued in §3, below),then it becomes a much
more difficult question how to describe that language. It has been argued that if
language is not used literally, then any description will be a description of use
(Davidson 1979, Martinich 1984). While not necessarily leading to all the conclu-
sions that are sometimes drawn from such a statement (e.g., that there is then no
semantic valuation), such statements do warrant an investigation of language use
in a context of belief. Such a view is, of course, not the only one available. During
the era of philosophy when the position known as logical positivism was domi-
nant, another possibility was asserted. To deem a facet of language as not be-
longing to the realm of the scientifically verifiable, or verifiable in a more ordinary
sense, even, then that language is nonsensical or empty or meaningless. Rudolf
Carnap 1959 asserts this view. A dismissive treatment like Carnap's, though,
misses a crucial aspect of religious language: religious believers cannot use just
any religious language in just any way. They have intuitions about the correct-
ness of religious language. If Carnap were right, this would be difficult to explain.
Rather, taking a view where the religious beliefs of religious language users plays
an explanatory role is desirable.
Rajeshwari Pandharipande suggests just such an examination for metaphor
and religious language in her paper by the same title. Pandharipande (1990:186)
argues that "in order to analyze the metaphor both ... its linguistic structure and
the content of religion have to be taken into account'. As the structure of the
language itself ceases to be uniquely informative, the religious beliefs become
more crucial in explicating the language. In her paper, Hinduism is strongly neces-
sary for explaining metaphors, such as Hindu concepts of time and karma
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(1990:192). These metaphors cannot be fully understood outside the context of
Hindu religious beliefs. Indeed, in the case of karma, it is apparent that without
the context of religious beliefs, such a metaphor would not even clearly be possi-
ble.
Similarly, the beliefs of Evangelical Christians play a role in the way they
use religious language. To the end of providing the belief context, what follows
are examples and explanation of the relevant beliefs to moral attributives as ap-
plied to deity and humans.
Millard J. Erickson has written an introductory theology text that is consid-
ered a standard in Evangelical circles. In Erickson (1 992:79). 3 Erickson makes a
clear distinction between attributing holy to God and to a human. He writes that
'holiness is not an attribute (a permanent, inseparable characteristic) of Adam, but
it is of God'. From this we see that to understand sentences like Adam is holy it is
crucial to understand God is holy. At the beginning, a literal understanding, a
metaphoric one and a synecdochic understanding are all possibilities.
R. C. Sproul is also a theologian commonly referred to by Evangelical Chris-
tians. In Sproul (1985:55-7), a text written for lay Christians4
,
he argues that
when holy is applied to ordinary things, e.g., places and people, holy is not by it-
self a moral attributive. Only by a connection to God do these things derive a
moral tone. Thus if Adam is holy, it is only because God is holy and Adam has
some link to God. This is a widely accepted, even central, doctrine in Evangelical
Christianity and also extends to other moral attributes. At this point, a literal de-
scription of God-language becomes a less likely candidate, and metaphoric and
synecdochic treatments seem more likely. Of the last two, a synecdochic treat-
ment seems more plausible. In §3, we will definitively rule out the literal possibil-
ity. After we define the remaining possibilities in §4, we will argue for a synecdo-
chic rather than a metaphoric description in §5.
3. God-language is non-literal
The moral attributive language used of deity is best understood as non-literal. If
God-language is literal, terms applied simultaneously to humans and deity in simi-
lar contexts will be first both be subject to some conceivable truth conditions of a
standard type, for example a Tarksi-style theory of meaning, as set out in David-
son 1969. 5 Davidson (1967:96) gives a familiar example of truth conditions,
shown in (la, b).
(1) a. S is true if and only if p.
b. 'Snow is white' is true if and only if snow is white.
Davidson (1967:96,7) makes a point that (lb) is very straightforward and, on the
surface, even uninformative. However, he goes on to say is that (lb) is not simple
synonomy: it tells what it is to know the meaning of Snow is white. A speaker
will be able to assert (lb) and have some idea of snow and white independently.
Furthermore, he asserts that 'we can tell easily enough when particular pro-
nouncements of the theory comport with our understanding of the language'.
Example (lb) can easily be confirmed, then, according to Davidson.
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God-language cannot be so described. The truth conditions for (2a) can be
described in (2b), but what they mean, what sort of confirmation would be in-
volved, is not so easily available.
(2) a. God is good.
b. 'God is good' is true if and only if God is good.
Someone has (2b) available if asked what God is good means, but it is not clear
what is meant by combining God with is good. It is this type of situation that led
Carnap to the conclusions mentioned above. The contrast between (lb) and (2b)
is evident. In fact, as early as Thomas Aquinas the difference between sentences
like (3a) and (3b) has been noted.
(3) a. God is good,
b. Sam is good.
Sentences like (3a) have been said to have meaning by analogy to sentences like
(3b): God's goodness is described in terms of a human understanding of human
goodness, only infinitely greater. The problems with such an explanation will be
touched on in §5.1. For the point here, it will suffice to note that even religious
people have long conceded the non-literal nature of at least some religious lan-
guage. In terms of Pandharipande 1990, the structure of language has failed to
give an adequate explanation, so facts of usage and context must play that ex-
planatory role.
4. Defining the Terms
4.1 Synecdoche
Taking our definition from Rice & Shofer 1977 and Harmon & Holman 1992,
synecdoche is defined as a usage of language in which a part represents the
whole, or the whole represents a part. At this point, metonymy and synecdoche
bear distinguishing in brief. There are instances when something is substituted for
an object6 or idea with which it is associated but of which it is not part. An exam-
ple would be referring to royalty as the crown. At this point, Rice & Shofer label
the crown as a synecdoche, due to a contextual situation where crown and roy-
alty have come to be logically located with one another, providing a category of
synecdoche described as container-contained. However, the container-contained
relationship is not in keeping with the other instances of synecdoche, in which
there is a more intimate relationship between the whole and the part: being pur-
portedly located one within the other. While the crown is a part of the office of
royalty, it is not part of royal people themselves, who are obviously people and
not (unless we are uncharitable) inanimate objects at all. Similarly, there is the act
of referring to the presidency of the United States as the White House and the
Congress and Senate as Capitol Hill because those locations are where the dif-
ferent offices are carried out. These are examples of metonymy. Here, too, we
have two directly related objects, but not logically (purportedly) located one
within another. Examples (4a, b) will illustrate the difference between metonymy
and literal language.
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(4) a. The White House issued a statement today,
b. The President issued a statement today.
While (4a) and (4b) communicate essentially the same information, only (4b) is
literal. The White House building did no issuing, while the President, or his/her
representatives, did.
Synecdoche, though, is described differently. Previously, purportedly actual
location of objects one within the other defined synecdoche in a whole-for-
part/part-for-whole relationship. The relationship intended may come about as
part of a cultural convention (e.g., a religion), but within that convention it will
not be by some accidental association. Examples (4a) and (4b) are accidental as-
sociations (despite a long history of association); here they will be repeated for
convenience as (5a, b) and contrasted with a synecdoche in (5c).
(5) a. The White House issued a statement today.
b. The President issued a statement today.
c. That poor soul issued a statement today.
The phrase That poor soul is not strictly literal, as the President is neither poor in
the financial sense of the word nor is s/he only a soul. As soul is the term that is
used synecdochically, we will concentrate on it. Soul is viewed as a smaller repre-
sentative part of the human person. Here, a part is used for the whole and is indis-
tinguishable from the whole. If the person under discussion is Bill Clinton, and his
mother refers to him as that poor soul, there is no other person or object possibly
referred to by the phrase as Clinton's soul is inseparable from his person (this is
true regardless of the reality of the soul; such a statement can at least be con-
strued counterfactually with the same results). In no possible world that contains
the idea of a soul that is Clinton's, can it occupy space in the physical realm other
than Clinton's body. It is entirely possible, though, for some other building beside
the White House to hold the offices of the President and the White House to still
exist. Perhaps Congress and the President decided to switch locations for a while,
or, due to threat of personal harm, the President is moved to a secret location per-
manently. The offices of the President are then not in the White House, even if the
White House still exists, while Clinton's soul is yet in his body regardless of cir-
cumstances, at least in terms of a counterfactual definition of soul.
Another example is given in (6), this time of an inanimate object, where (6a)
is the synecdoche and (6b) is what is literally meant.
(6) a. Nice set of wheels you have there,
b. Nice car you have there.
Wheels is used via synecdoche to refer to a whole car. In the case of wheels for
car, we are speaking of an object that is essentially made up of many smaller, dis-
tinguishable parts. However, wheels yet share in the same identity as car. While
there are other objects containing wheels besides cars, and (6a) might then be
paired with Nice bicycle you have there, a car must have as three or more of its
parts, wheels. Unless the definition or idea of a car is fundamentally changed (say,
to the idea of a car in Star Wars, for instance), wheels and cars are bound to-
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gether definitionally. Being bound together definitionally and a purportedly ac-
tual location of objects one within the other are the salient features of synec-
doche in this discussion.
4.2 Metaphor
While there are various definitions of metaphor and varying degrees of difference
between them, there are also salient features of metaphor for this paper. Donald
Davidson 1979 bases his treatment of metaphor on one of these features. In de-
scribing the means by which metaphor is figurative, he points out that metaphors
are almost without exception either false truth-conditionally or absurdly true. If
they were true statements, then they would cease to be figurative; if the truth
conditions were met for any metaphoric statement as a propositional statement,
then that statement would lose the power of being a metaphor. Suppose a busi-
ness executive, Sam, is conversing with a colleague and friend, Mary, and he says
(7) to her.
(7) The wolves are on our trail again.
If (7) is to be propositionally true, then there must be wolves following the spore
of Sam. But suppose Sam and Mary are talking about a rival faction in the com-
pany, and the rival group is seeking to oust Sam and his colleague from their posi-
tions. Obviously, the sentence is false, no matter how well it points out the char-
acter of the rival group, or the hunted feeling Sam has. Absurdly true is illustrated
by the obvious truth of (8), taken from Davidson 1979.
(8) No man is an island.
It is absurd to think that a man might literally be an island, and thus the negation
of that falsehood is an absurd truth. The absurd truths, Davidson points out, gen-
erally are a result of negated metaphors.
Martinich 1984 also posits metaphors as matters of use rather than meaning,
but in a different way. Martinich builds his treatment of metaphor on the Gricean
conversational maxim of quality: say only what you know to be true. Searle 1979
is even less restrictive, where Searle generalizes metaphor as potentially involving
any of the Gricean maxims. The argument is that for metaphor to work, the
speaker must not only make a truth-conditionally false statement, as in David-
son's account, but also mean to be false and recognized as such (in the case of
Martinich 1984) or otherwise infelicitous (in the case of Searle 1979). The predic-
tion from these two features of metaphor, that sentences containing them are false
and that speaker intentions acknowledge the falsity, will be realized in God-lan-
guage, as well, if the moral attributives are metaphoric instead of synecdochic.
5. Synecdochic nature of moral attributives
In progressing into the synecdochic nature of moral attributives, they should first
be classified. First it is noted that God-language attributives are distinct in their
possessing a semantic feature of moral and then for having application to both
deity and humans. Terms like healthy, big, red and hungry are not included be-
cause they seem to be purely earthy (e.g., human) and lack any moral relevance in
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their analysis. Likewise, terms such as immensity, incomprehensibility, omnis-
cience, omnipotent, etc., are not included because they also lack any moral rele-
vance in their analysis. Moral attributives, though, in God-language form from
both secular and religious language, and in the mixing apply to both God and
human. Figure 1 will demonstrate how the intermixing occurs.
fig.i
llll =purely human attributives t3 =purely divine attributives g|] =both divine and human
=moral attributives
As for the moral attributives, there are two basic classes of attributives,
working in two different directions: human attributes applied to deity, which is
whole-for-part synecdoche, and divine attributes applied to humans, which is
part-for-whole synecdoche. Terms such as just, good and true are used as human
attributives applied to deity. That is, the quality they describe is essentially human
as far as a human point of understanding them is concerned, and thus the nature
of their application to deity will reflect that. Terms like holy, righteous and sacred
are attributives that are essentially divine applied to humans, and the nature of
their application will thus differ from that of the human attributives. If this is the
case, then their will be a difference even in describing the attributives in terms of
polysemy. The part-for-whole synecdoches will exhibit a two part polysemy: hu-
man and deity. On the other hand, whole-for-part synecdoches will exhibit a
three part polysemy: non-affiliated-human, affiliated-human and deity. 7
This general understanding of the moral attributives is a reflection of Evan-
gelical Christian belief. Turning to Erickson (1992:76), we read that God's attrib-
utes are of two types: immanent (within the world) and transcendent (beyond the
world). In terms of Figure 1, the transcendent attributes would be those which are
purely divine, while the immanent ones would be the moral attributes. The ques-
tion is now whether metaphor or synecdoche fits this description moral attributes.
Metaphor will be considered as an option first, in §5.1. If metaphor fails to capture
the part-for-whole attributives discussed in §5.1, then there is still the possibility
that a metaphoric treatment might account for the three part polysemy argue for
in §5.2. Metaphor will, therefore, be given a second consideration in light of that
new situation.
At this point it is useful to distinguish an analogical treatment of God-lan-
guage from a synecdochic one, to avoid confusion below. An analogical descrip-
tion of George's saying God is good fits something like this: George knows what
human good is. Deity's nature, e.g., goodness, will not conflict with this funda-
mental human attribute, but will necessarily exceed it. While we may not under-
stand the exact extent of deity's goodness (or any of the other attributes classi-
fied with it), we do understand the basic fact that it is an infinite extension of the
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human attributive. The familiar problem with this analysis is that humans can have
no idea just what an infinite extension of anything will be; such knowledge is
crucial for analogy. An explanation via synecdoche does not make this claim.
Rather, the only claim that a synecdochic description makes is that whatever
George's goodness is, it is a part of whatever goodness that God's goodness is.
5.1 Correlation between human-to-deity application and part-for-whole
synecdoche
The hypothesis that moral attributives applied to deity are synecdochic predicts
that the movement of application from human to deity will correspond to part-for-
whole synecdoche. Good applied to God is, then, the human part used to express
the divine whole. Moreover, this predicts that good and similar attributives will be
polysemus as defined for adjectives in general in Green 1996. They will apply ac-
ceptably in the religious language of Evangelical Christianity to people who are
affiliated with the religious movement and those who are not; acceptability judg-
ments will vary when application to God is introduced.
The following model will illustrate the relationship of good with God and
human, and hopefully make more accessible what is potentially a very obscure
notion (partly derived form similar models of synecdoche in Rice & Shofer 1977):
fig. 2
Figure 2 shows the part to whole relationship of the attributive language typified
by good, etc. Further, the proportions of whatever attribute are not shown to be
analogous, e.g. specifiable, but only that the human application is part of the at-
tribute in its whole in deity, with the directional understanding of application be-
ing human to God. Our understanding of God's goodness is first based on our
understanding of George's goodness: the part serves to demonstrate the whole.
A synecdochic description will show there to be a related polysemy, between
humans and deity.
Good, for instance, can be applied in the same moral sense to a number of
objects, as illustrated in (9a-d).
(9) a. Sally is a believer and is a good person.
b. Jack is an atheist and is also a good person.
c. They are both good people.
d. God is good.
Good, it is evident, applies despite attitude toward religious belief or any pur-
ported activity or relationship to divinity. A synecdochic explanation must ac-
count for this, and statements like in Erickson (1992:198), where Erickson writes
that 'unregenerate individuals are incapable of genuinely good, redeeming
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which would seem to contradict the above mentioned acceptability. Just
offers the same explananda in (lOa-c).
(10) a. George the devout religious juror is just.
b. Jack is an atheist and a religion-hating juror, but is just.
c. God is just.
And so on for true.
The moral attributives good, just, and true apply to humans and to deity
with equal ease, as long a some criterion of goodness is not contradicted. How-
ever, we will argue below that they are used of deity in a manner that moves be-
yond their use for humans. How does metaphor fare in accounting for this?
Metaphor works, according to Davidson 1979, by asserting false statements or
absurd truths and, according to Martinich 1984 and Searle 1979, by the speaker's
intentions being for that falsehood to be recognized. For metaphor to apply, then,
deity must not be good or must be obviously good. The intuitions of believers, in
general, contradict this soundly. Example (11a) is neither patently false nor ab-
surdly true, nor is its negation in (lib).
(11) a. God is good.
b. God is not good.
Moreover, while an argument for (11a, b) being metaphoric will predict that the
speaker intends to flout the maxim of quality, a believer has no such intention.
While synecdoche also captures the human-to-deity relationship in good, just and
true as part-for-whole, metaphor implies no such relationship.
Additionally, a metaphoric description does not account for (9a-d), here re-
peated as (12a-d) for convenience.
(12) a. Sally is a believer and is good person.
b. Jack is an atheist and is also good person.
c. They are both good people.
d. God is good.
What metaphor fails to capture is that their is a strong link between God's good-
ness and a person's goodness in Evangelical Christian belief. Metaphor allows
only a weak link, as in a person having some bare, and even deniable, description
as an animal, as in (7), above. The account a metaphoric treatment offers will not
be able to explain (13) because of this. Take a paraphrase from Erickson
(1992:197) and the quote from Erickson (1992:198) as examples (13a) and (13b),
respectively.
(13) a. There are unregenerate persons who are good people.
b. Unregenerate individuals are incapable of genuinely good,
redeeming works.
Metaphor can do nothing with (13a) and (13b) except note a contradiction. One
or the other must be patently false or absurdly true, or the speaker of ( 1 3a, b) must
have some intention of flouting the maxim of quality. Neither is the case.
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In a synecdochic treatment, though, the variety seen in (12) can be ex-
plained in light of (13). In order for people to be good, according to Evangelical
Christianity, all they have to do is partake in a general way in goodness, thus
(13a). In order to be genuinely good, then people must partake in goodness in the
way God does, thus (13b). [Genuine] is a marker that indicates what follows is
being used in a special sense. Synecdoche describes (13a) as an assertion of peo-
ple having a piece of goodness that is part of God's goodness, but that (13b) is
characteristic of a goodness more explicitly part of God's goodness, which ac-
cords with the belief context in which such assertions will be made. Specifically,
there is no pragmatic oddness in (12) or (13) because the direction of applicability
is from human-to-deity, a part-for-whole synecdoche. The attributives are poly-
semus in application to non-affiliated people and religious people, but only in a
special situation when some implicit understanding of deity is employed.
To demonstrate the full sense of the polysemy present in Evangelical Chris-
tian part-for-whole language, consider (14a) as contrasted with (14b).
(14) a. %George the conqueror commanded nations to be annihilated
and is good,
b. God commanded nations to be annihilated and is good.
To predicate good of George when he has commanded nations to be annihilated
is somewhat odd, but possibly acceptable. The distinction becomes more clear
when good is negated, as in (15a, b).
(15) a. George the king commanded Abraham to sacrifice his son and is
not good,
b. %God commanded Abraham to sacrifice his son and is not good.
While (14a) may be less odd, (15b) is outright unacceptable to believers. The
oddness of (14a) is in a general human idea that genocide is not good; perhaps
deity can retain a description of being good, then, when humans cannot. Moreo-
ver, the sentiments of most individuals would match (15a); no human can order a
father to murder his son and be good. Believers, on the other hand, will not have
the sentiments in (15b), as God might have some ultimate purpose (etc.) which a
father murdering a son will accomplish and justifies the killing. Making the human
a believer does not change the judgment here. In (16a, b), George is also identified
as a believer, and the results are the same.9
(16) a. %George the believing conqueror commanded nations to be an
nihilated and is good,
b. %George the believing king commanded Abraham to sacrifice his m
son and is not good.
Apparently there is something in saying that deity is good that is not in saying a
human is good. The attributives like good, just and true are polysemus between
human and deity and portray a human-to-deity, part-for-whole application, just as
hypothesized.
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5.2 Correlation between deity-to-human application and whole-for-part
synecdoche
Terms like holy, righteous and sacred do not perform in the religious language of
Evangelical Christianity exactly like the preceding terms. When attributives such
as holy are utilized, the relationship is one of the whole standing in for the part.
The movement is one of God-usage to human-usage. To say Mary is holy and
God is holy is not to say that God's holiness is a transcendence of Mary's, but
that Mary's is a facet of God's. If Mary says God is holy her process of cognition
is moving from knowing that God's holiness is the perfect representation, and
any further application of the term is based on that and is only a partial represen-
tation. The following graphic illustrates workings of whole-for-part synecdoche:
Figure 3 shows the same total relationship of attributives as Figure 2, that of God
possessing the full and perfect characteristic and the human possessing a diluted
form. The difference between-part-for whole and whole-for-part is then that of
application and of polysemy. Human-based attributives are noted among creation
without noting deity, but deity-based attributives are noted among creation only
after noting deity. Further, deity-for-human attributives will exhibit a three part
polysemy: non-affiliated-human, affiliated-human and deity.
In examples (17a, b) there is nothing odd, while (17c) is pragmatically odd. 10
(17) a. Mary the believer is holy and righteous.
b. God is holy and righteous.
c. %Jack the atheist is holy and righteous.
Both holy and righteous are words that bear some sort of tie to deity. Thus far,
only part of the predictions made in the last paragraph are born out. Examples
(17a, b) as contrasted with (17c) do demonstrate that there is at least a two part
polysemy: between non-affiliated-humans on the one hand, and affiliated-humans
and deity on the other. A metaphoric treatment can at least account for this
polysemy: any use of holy or righteous concerning non-affiliated-humans could
arguably be metaphoric. This does accord with part of the context of Evangelical
Christian belief: in order for an individual to be considered holy or righteous,
there must be some direct link with deity. An application of the deity-related
moral attributive to a non-affiliated-human may well produce the response from a
believer that it is acceptable as long as it is not really meant. That statement would
accord with the various definitions of metaphor that have been given. However,
it does not capture the third of the predicted three part polysemy, that there will
be a distinction between deity and affiliated-humans. 1 '
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Beyond this distinction, the whole-for-part synecdoche becomes apparent
when holy and righteous are negated, as in (18a, b).
(18) a. Sam the believer, who violates Gods law at times, is holy and
righteous,
b. %God, who violates Gods law at times, is holy and righteous.
A believer's intuitions about (18a) are that Sam might yet be holy and righteous
while violating Gods laws. Concerning (18b), a believer will be thrown into con-
flict by the notion that God might yet be holy and righteous while violating di-
vine law. Now the third of the three part polysemy is provided: there is a distinc-
tion between deity and the affiliated-human in the attributives holy and right-
eous. The distinction also accords with the belief context provided by Evangeli-
cal Christianity, as exemplified by Erickson (1992:314, 15), among others, that a
believer may be imperfectly holy and righteous while God may not be but per-
fectly holy and righteous.
Sacred is a slightly different case, as a general view might be that life is sa-
cred, therefore George the believer and Jack the atheist are both sacred. However,
this view in many instances stems in Evangelical Christian belief from the idea
that life itself flows either by the act of the Divine. Using buildings/places instead
of people will demonstrate better the deity-relatedness of sacred in (19a, b) where
(19a) is acceptable and (19b) pragmatically odd.
(19) a. The Sacred Hearts Cathedral is sacred,
b. %Memorial Auditorium is sacred.
The tie with divinity is evident. The Sacred Hearts Cathedral is devoted to deity
and may therefore be termed sacred; Memorial Auditorium is devoted to sports
(and general public events) and may not be termed sacred and keep the divine
associations in the word. A metaphoric treatment would possibly contradict the
judgment on (19b), perhaps by asserting that Memorial Auditorium is sacred, in a
relevant sense, to Illini football enthusiasts. As with holy and righteous, though,
extending the scope of consideration slightly will provide a situation which
metaphor cannot account for but synecdoche can. The whole-for-part synecdo-
chic quality in sacred is illustrated by carrying (19a) one step further in (20a), and
contrasting it with (20b)
(20) a. The Sacred Hearts Cathedral is sacred and will be demolished by
the Church to build a new cathedral,
b. %God is sacred and will be disposed of and replaced by another
entity.
Any reluctance to the action predicted in (20a) might possibly be overcome with
reason, e.g., after all, it is only a building. Overcoming reluctance to the action
predicted in (20b), however, will not fall to the same reasoning, e.g., after all, God
is only deity. To support (20a) in the face of believers is not to claim that the Sa-
cred Hearts Cathedral is not a cathedral; to propose (20b) in the face of believers
is to claim that God is not in fact deity. Once again the predictions are born out.
The attributive sacred applies only when their is a direct link to deity, as pro-
<
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jected by the whole-for-part, deity-for-human characterization of synecdoche.
Moreover, this kind of synecdoche displays a three part polysemy, analogous to
that displayed by holy and righteous: non-affiliated (human/place), affiliated
(human/place) and deity. 12 Metaphor fails to capture this polysemy in its entirety,
as it has nothing to say concerning the contrast between (20a) and (20b) that
corresponds with the belief context of Evangelical Christianity, which posits a
strong connection between deity and moral attributives like holy, righteous and
sacred.
6. Conclusion
We draw the conclusion from the facts of use found in (1-3) that the God-lan-
guage of Evangelical Christianity is not literal, as that hypothesis' prediction fails.
When a truth-theoretic semantic account is attempted, the God-language sen-
tences resist in such a way as to be deemed different from literal language. From
(9-16) and (17-20) we conclude that the predictions of the hypothesis that moral
attributives are metaphoric fails in that sentences containing them are neither pat-
ently false nor absurdly true. Further, the flouting of Gricean maxims do not ap-
ply. It is evident that moral attributives in Evangelical Christian religious lan-
guage like holy, righteous and sacred are attributes the whole of which are
found in deity and the part of which are found in humanity, just as in good, just
and true, which also introduces a clear polysemy, which metaphor cannot entirely
explain. Finally, the predictions of the synecdochic hypothesis are born out: a
human-to-deity direction of application in moral attributives like good, just and
true coincides with part-for-whole synecdoche; when the direction is deity-to-
human, as in holy, righteous and sacred, a whole-for-part synecdoche results; the
God-language of Evangelical Christianity exhibits a two part polysemy in part-
for-whole synecdoche and a three part polysemy in whole-for-part synecdoche.
NOTES
A first draft of this paper was written for Professor Rajeshwari Pandharipande's
'Language of Religion' class at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign,
Spring 1996. Many thanks to her for comments and suggestions on that draft and
subsequent ones. Remaining inadequacies are, of course, my own.
1 In this paper I use believer in terms of an Evangelical Christian believer.
2 In this paper, I use moral attributives, religious language, and God-language in-
terchangeably.
3 Introducing Christian Doctrine is an abridged version of Erickson's Christian
Theology.
4 I.e., Christians who are not clergy.
5 A truth-theoretic account of meaning described more from a linguistic point of
view can be found, for example, in Chierchia & McConnell-Ginet 1993.
6 Throughout this paper, object may include not only inanimate entities, but also
people, ideas, objects in logical space, and non-physical entities in general.
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7 The affiliation in question, naturally, is to Evangelical Christianity. For the sake
of perspicuity, this is an idealization. In reality, judgments on applicability would
be in a gradation for the whole-for-part attributives: as a person's religious affilia-
tion was further removed from standard Evangelical Christianity, the less likely a
deity-to-human attributive is to be accepted. Affiliation here should be seen as a
technical term. Thus, see notes 9 and 1 1, below.
8 It will be important to note for this section and §5.2 that it is a general Evangeli-
cal Christian belief that Christian implies more than a simple affiliation with the
Christian religion, but a deeper commitment in a salvific sense, thus the usage of
unregenerate in the Erickson quote and in (13).
9 When Evangelical Christians might deem (16a) to be acceptable is when (14b) is
presupposed, namely, that the believing conqueror is ordering an annihilation that
God has ordered.
10 In keeping with notes 8 and 9 above, it is important to point out that a grada-
tion of acceptability for holy, etc. is more in keeping with the reality of Evangeli-
cal Christian belief than the idealization presented her for simplicity's sake. Thus,
in addition to (17) we could possibly have (iia), while (iib, c) will be questionable.
(ii) a. Mary the devout Catholic is holy and righteous.
b. %Flora the Wicca devout is holy and righteous
c. %Fauna the animist is holy and righteous.
While the Flora or Fauna of (iia) and (iib) might be acknowledged each as a holy
person, such a label is in all likelihood an understanding of their status within
their own belief context.
11 There are further complications. Mary the judge may be said to be righteous,
but such a usage carries with it strong religious connotations concerning law. If
George is a believer and a judge, this poses no problem, but if he is an atheist
judge, then the attributive might be construed as nonsensical; when it is not, it is
likely a result of long association between deity and law as founded in religion.
12 Soskice 1985 has pointed out the inadequacy of using examples of the form X
is a Y for talking about metaphor, and the same holds true for synecdoche. How-
ever, for simplicity the aforementioned example is utilized in this paper. Other
forms also bear up under scrutiny; consider a form X does Y, where X is a moral
attributive and a name or entity and F is an action, in examples (i) and (ii) below.
(ii) a. The good God annihilates nations.
b. %The good king Sam annihilates nations,
(iii) a. %The holy God violates Gods own laws.
b. The holy George violates Gods own laws.
The results of acceptability and pragmatic oddness are the same as for examples in
§5.1 and §5.2 where the example is X is Y.
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The basic idea of this book is that in language 'there is no such thing as
repetition' (p. 20). The idea that there are languages with relatively fixed forms
and meanings arises only with the fixation of speech with the advent of writing:
'in an oral-language community, speech cannot govern communication involving
speech' (pp. 20-21). [Without wishing to nitpick, let us remark for the record that
there is every reason to believe that Sanskrit linguistics developed prior to the
introduction of the script, when everything — both the texts of the language
under description, and the texts of the languages of description, to put the matter
in Firthian terms — was learned by heart.]
Why should repetition be impossible? According to the author, because we
human beings have an orientedness to one another; but while we share this
orientedness, or mutuality, we do not possess mutual or shared knowledge; 'we
share no more than that orientedness and an awareness of that orientedness: we
share no knowledge held in common' (p. 16). The second reason that repetition is
ruled out lies in the author's view that every utterance is embedded in the
broadest possible contexts, or ranges of context: the textual context, the
situational and cultural context, the speaker's attitude toward the word and
toward the object referred to, etc.; and that everything must be taken into
consideration: the speaker's gestures, facial expressions, etc. It is because of the
Firthian (or perhaps ultra-Firthian) all-embracing character of this notion of
context that no two speakers will ever say the same thing, nor will a given
speaker repeat himself, since something in the context is bound to be different.
This greatly broadened scope of linguistic considerations Finds expression in the
book's subtitle in the term 'integrational linguistics'.
Before we can ask the question of how all this, particularly the rejection of
any repetitiveness of language, could be put to use for some linguistic inquiry, the
author anticipates it, and instead of continuing (at least with respect to the notion
of context) where Firth had to stop and instead of pushing forward beyond
Halliday, he tells us that ' "integrational linguistics" names a principle rather than
a method', because 'a book concerned with the inherent limitations of linguistic
models and methods [which attempted] to set out an alternative methodology of
its own' would likely 'run the risk of theoretical self-contradiction' (p. 23).
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Perhaps the author avoids this contradiction (although the price he pays for
avoiding it by abstaining from all methodology is a costly one); nevertheless, he
falls into another contradiction, namely: if there is no knowledge shared, held in
common among the speakers of the same language, how do I know, and how can
I maintain, that my interlocutor's understanding of my utterance truly is not the
same as mine, at least in its most relevant aspects? After all, if I pronounce the
same utterance 'A glass of beer, please!' in a score of pubs, I may get different
sorts of beer; I may get different glasses; my thirst may vary; the person waiting
on me may nearly ignore what I am saying, only mechanically filling the order, or
it may be a persuaded teetotaller who suffers pangs of conscience serving the
Devil's drinks on the grounds of needing the money — all this and many other
things may vary, yet within my experience I have always gotten my beer, never a
piece of tofu instead. This would seem to be a pragmatic proof of mutual
understanding of at least a certain degree. No doubt there can be and are
differences; for instance, in America to get several kinds of a beverage which one
would call in Europe '(strong) beer', one in America has to talk about 'malt
liquor', since the volume of alcohol in beer must not exceed a certain level in
America. This example would seem to show that peripheral differences in meaning
do not exclude a common core of meaning, shared by several — indeed usually
many, — speakers of the same language. Our author does not deny this, but in his
opinion, such stabilized common cores of meaning are the creation of
lexicographers (in the case of words) and grammarians (in the case of
morphological forms). Again the author seems to fall into a contradiction: if there
is no shared meaning between two speakers, why should there be a shared
meaning between a text and a speaker? How would it be established? And if
there is none, how can the text (such as that of a dictionary) influence the
speaker?
Words in utterances are not tokens of an abstract type (i.e., to translate this
into structuralist lingo, the word 'dog' occurring in parole is not a manifestation
of an abstract lexical unit 'dog' in langue); our author tells us that the idea of
some abstractness comes only with the development of writing. In a nonliterate
oral community, three occurrences of the word 'dog' are just three tokens; where
and how would the type of these tokens be encoded or represented (p. 136)?
One would think that if on encountering yet another one of those animals, a
member of that oral community calls it 'dog' again, that would be a sufficient
proof that these tokens in some way belong to the same type or whatever we
choose to call their coherent usage; but no, these are four tokens, four 'concrete
physical particulars', not something abstract, or so we are told. In spoken
languages,
we are obliged to look at language in use in 'concrete physical
particular' situations, whereas in written language we can be misled
into imagining that we can escape those to a pararealm of the 'purely
abstract' (p. 136).
But could one not claim that the unified application of the four tokens is the
result of some rule or something that governs such a regular use? No, we learn in
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another passage of the book that rules are again a mere invention of the linguist
(p. 27 Iff.). But why should written language be so perniciously different from
spoken language? I do not find this question directly addressed in the book, but
something further can be gleaned from what follows.
The author is reasonable enough to realize that even in his understanding of
language and how it works, there is trouble for him in the situation when a child
asks about the meaning of a word (e.g., 'What does intoxicated mean?') and
understands the parent's explanation, because whatever the parent says is
something like the verbal description of the core of the word's meaning, the
existence of which was negated as a mere figment of the lexicographer's craft.
This trap is avoided by the author's maintaining that 'within and beyond such
language games, words are indeed treated as having meanings, which meanings
are constituted by good multipurpose paraphrases'; the child asking about the
meaning of a word (and getting an explanation) 'is using language reflexively or
metalinguistically rather than simply experiencing it phenomenally' (p. 174). This
claim begs the question: how does one differentiate a 'good paraphrase' from a
less good one? One would say that if meaning is constituted by the paraphrase,
then any paraphrase is as good as any other one; the only reasonable way for one
to be able to gauge that 'goodness' is to assume that a good paraphrase is in
harmony with language as experienced phenomenally. However, if that is the
case, then a good paraphrase (and hence explanation of the word and its meaning
offered and understood) is an abstraction from a set of observed phenomena. It
seems that with this perspective, the cat is out of the bag, for what is the
difference between 'metalinguistic use of language' and 'phenomenally
experiencing language' on the one hand, and the contrast between iangue' and
'parole' on the other? Or between 'competence' and 'performance', etc.?
Naturally, there are differences between these pairs, but in each of them, the first
member refers to an abstraction from phenomena comprised in, and referred to, by
the second member. Why is it that a child is deemed to have a capacity for
metalinguistic reflections, and the child-cum-parent team the capacity for
producing good paraphrases of the meaning, whereas the speech community as a
whole must wait until the grammarians and lexicographers create written texts?
The basic fact would seem to be that until we learn something detailed about how
knowledge is stored and handled in the brain, we shall know next to nothing
about the ontological status of language and its functioning. However, at present
we cannot look into the black box, so anyone trying to penetrate there must
needs use abstraction as the pry. There is a tradition in a good part of American
linguistics to get angry over the black box and throw it out into the garbage; the
trouble is that what seems to be a garbage can is in reality the container for
recyclables, and lo and behold, the recycled thing is soon back and ready to be a
cursed nuisance again.
Such are the basic arguments against the 'cognitive determinists', who
'locate a ... program controlling language competence within each individual's
mind-brain.' There are also arguments against the 'social-determinist language
theorists' who 'subscribe to the view that the collective language-shaping forces
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of the community are incontestably sovereign' (p. 178). If there is a social
consensus at all, it is never complete, there always being at least some dissent;
language games attempting to deal with the notion of 'correctness of language'
are not of a linguistic nature, but are moral judgments; and language games about
word meanings are not only metalinguistic — they are 'a kind of police work'
and the 'checking for correctness is highly normative, disciplinary, and
centripetal' (pp. 175-179). No need to be surprised by this wording: for any
linguist influenced by Roy Harris (our author being one of them), this is the
normal manner of discussing these problems. But while the wording quoted
suggests some sinister goings-on in the area of meaning and its correctness, let us
turn attention to our author's praxis. On p. 190, a passage is quoted from Sperber
and Wilson (1986:51), in which S & W try to clarify the notion of ostensive-
inferential communication by developing a short story about a girl and an old
man; what happened between the two is of no great importance to us, the really
interesting thing being that our author, after a verbatim quotation from S & W,
offers his own detailed interpretation of the tale in which, however, he talks about
a woman and an old man (p. 191). Why the 'girl' of S & W (1986) is called a
'woman' by our author in 1996 is obvious; and it would certainly seem to be a
good example of 'police work' (in this case, self-censorship), of being
'normative' and 'centripetal' — and perhaps 'disciplinary' as well —, because
the idea of influencing the reader by setting an example must have been present
when the 1996 text was written, otherwise why the self-censorship? But the
really important point is that our author would be the first person to claim that his
act of 'police work' was motivated by the best intentions. And of course, one
would be absolutely ready to believe him that such is his understanding, or moral
position. If, then, a language game like this can have motives which are not so
sinister (and if we admit this with respect to one person, we have to admit it in
other cases as well), it would be reasonable for the author to mitigate the wording
of his remarks about 'police work' and similar ones. After all, there are well-
developed scenarios of how a mutual accommodation to a certain form of speech
can take place on a fully voluntary basis: Biihler (1934) revived for this process
the Aristotelian notion of 'poiesis', which was then further developed by Lara
(1976:1 18f); a short discussion of it may be found in Zgusta (1980:8).
We shall not go into every detail of the contents of the book. However,
another of its basic underlying ideas seems to be — even though it is not
formulated as such — the principle of constant creativity as the driving force not
only of linguistic change, but mainly of what the French linguists used to call la
vie du langage: how it is used, how all the things around it function, and how all
of that changes. Our author visualizes this creativity as coerced by the normative
forces of the written culture, which he, therefore, dislikes. However, we are told in
a charming episode about the creativity of the author's son, who on
understanding the meaning of 'talkative' coined the word 'shoutative' (p. 301).
If I understand the author properly, he explained to his son that * 'shoutative' is
nonexistent. One can consider this an inconsistency, a clash among a single
person's principles (i.e. those of the author militating against those of the father);
and again, the father's motives were laudable and highly reasonable: we cannot.
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each of us, have a separate focus of creativity, or self-focussed centripetality.
When writing Finnegan's Wake, James Joyce could be fully self-centripetal,
freely creative, boundlessly allowing his phantasy, synesthesia, and what not to
reign supreme; there are in the extralinguistic world few, if any, consequences of
what he is saying and how he is saying it. If there were no centripetality, at least
for a subsection of society, then the sum of many individuals considering
themselves as centers, hence the sum of many self-centripetalities, would be a
general centrifugality: if everybody had his own center of his own centripetality,
his own creativity etc., how could anyone, including the author of this book, sign
a mortgage contract or an insurance policy? And that is the case not only in
societies with writing systems. Any ethnographer knows that the principle pacta
sunt servanda 'compacts are to be kept', operates in one form or another in
preliterate societies as well; do we have to suppose that it is possible to keep an
agreement without both parties sharing at least the gist of its meaning?
It would seem that this is the crux of the matter. Language has many
functions, one of which is the expression of one's feelings and emotions.
Whether this is the most important of the functions may be a matter of diverse
opinions; for our author, in any case, it is number one. Creativity can have the
most multifarious manifestations and purposes, from the highly prescriptive
coinage of new technical terms, to the modernization of languages, to the coinage
of private expressions, meanings, and connotations in emotional utterances or in
private languages. Out of the full range of these areas where creativity frequently
and necessarily occurs, our author selects again the individual expression as the
area of his discussion. It is this selective preference for the strictly individual over
the collective that makes the book seem strange; but this strangeness is merely
the result of the difference in the observational angle taken by our author with
respect to that taken by most linguists.
The real strangeness of the book consists in the fact that it discusses
language as deprived of a knowledge shared by a community of speakers,
without mentioning philosophers like Leibniz, or Geulinx, or even Humboldt, who
gave much more thought to this idea and its consequences; that it discusses
personal creativity without mentioning Giambattista Vico, Leo Spitzer, Hugo
Schuchardt, and Benedetto Croce (except for one quote), who wrote important
works on the subject; that it talks about different values the same word has for
diverse speakers of the same language without mentioning the pioneer of these
studies, Charles Osgood (1957); that Toolan constantly talks about the context,
while mentioning Firth and Halliday only superficially, and Pike (1954) not at all;
that he talks about the cultural embedding of language (though not using this
term) without mentioning Braj Kachru and his research dealing with varieties of a
language transplanted to foreign cultures, nor Eugene Nida with his reasonable
advice on how to enter the world of a culture unknown to us that is embodied in
a language we are learning; or that Toolan sings long praises for M. Bakhtin and
his 'heteroglossic' idea that the variation of human types, hence also their
idiolects, is endless, with each individual being unique, and that he does this
without mentioning the sociolinguistics of Labov, who tried, largely successfully.
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to find the covariation of the social and linguistic types, and in a society not much
suffering under the burden of literateness, either; instead, the reader gets only one
cursory mention of this important scholar (p. 99). Maybe all this is the fruit of the
influence of Thomas Kuhn, the patron saint of all authors disinclined to read
much, who granted a general indulgence to any author who does not quote
anything generated outside his own club, under the pretext that it does not
belong to his paradigm (whatever that means).
Maybe, however, that assumption is wrong as well, and our author simply
wished to write a highly personal book; in that he has certainly succeeded, but he
will have to recall the Latin proverb, a 'heteroglossic' one, warning us that 'quot
capita, tot sententiae' , which to me (and, strangely enough, to generations of
people before me as well) seems to mean that '[there are] as many opinions as
[there are] heads', so he should not expect much consent with what he is saying.
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'Otto Jespersen (1860-1943) is no doubt the best known Danish linguist in
the English-speaking world' (back-cover flyleaf). His multivolume Modern
English Grammar on Historical Principles (Heidelberg/London/Copenhagen,
1909-49) and Language: Its Nature, Development, and Origin (New York, 1921/
London, 1922, with five reprints during his lifetime) would alone have assured his
place among the great linguists of the outgoing 19th and first half of the 20th
centuries.
The original Danish-language edition of Jespersen's autobiography ap-
peared in 1938 under the title En sprogmands levned, i.e., 'A language-man's
life'. While the title chosen for this English-language version, A Linguist's Life, is
undoubtedly the only practical one, Jespersen himself points out that he did not
call the book A Philologist's Memoirs 'because I have not wished to describe
only my scholarly activities: my work for language teaching and auxiliary lan-
guages may excuse and explain deficiencies in my purely scholarly work' (4).
Such a person was Otto Jespersen: undeniably a linguist of the first rank who was
also greatly concerned with the practical side of the field (what today would be
called 'applied linguistics'), including the learning and teaching of foreign
languages, to which he made significant contributions; the teaching of Danish, for
which he proposed (among other things) certain spelling reforms, some of which
were to be adopted after his death; and international communication, for which
he developed his own artificial language in competition with Esperanto and Ido.
In this day, when the term 'linguist' often conjures up strict formalists of the
Chomsky school, it is necessary to keep in mind that Jespersen was what Henry
Kahane would have called a 'humanist-linguist'.
Paul Christophersen suggests in his Foreword that some of Jespersen's
reminiscences from his early boyhood will be of little interest to linguists, who will
naturally make up the greater portion of readers of the book, but I personally find
this material endearing and not insignificant in that it shows that Jespersen came
to language-study by a circuitous route. In any case, it is always interesting to
learn about another individual's pleasures and struggles through life. An auto-
biography quite rightly touches on matters of a personal nature, otherwise it
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would turn into just another (rather restricted) contribution to the history of the
field.
The translation is a very apt one by Donald Stoner (who, curiously enough,
receives no mention on the cover or title-page of the book itself) into British
English, as is to be expected. American readers will occasionally chuckle at ex-
pressions like 'school-leaving examination' or 'right up my street', but Jespersen
would have found nothing strange in them. After the Editors' Introduction (vii- m
xii) and the Foreword by Christophersen (xiii-xx), comes the autobiography itself
(1-304, including 25 pages of photographs), followed by a Bibliography of the
Writings of Otto Jespersen [published] During His Lifetime (305-370) and an
Index (371-80). The bibliography was compiled by Gorm Schou-Rode.
Since most non-Scandinavian readers have little knowledge of Danish
geography, history, or intellectural and cultural life, the text of the autobiography
has quite rightly been supplied with copious notes by J0rgen Erik Nielsen
explaining allusions to persons, places, and events. It would have been an even
greater help had the editors also included a simplified map of Denmark indicating
the placenames mentioned, since many an English-speaking reader will have no
idea where, for example, Funen or the Limfjord or the Great Belt might be. Among
all the persons mentioned in the text, I have found only one incomplete
annotation: that for Ilmari Federn (229, n. 22), who is said to have taken notes at
Jespersen's meeting with Edgar de Wahl but is otherwise not identified. The very
complete Index is alphabetized according to English practice, i.e., the Danish
letters ce, 0, and a are ordered with a and o. It is understandable that Jespersen's
'personal poems, of scant literary merit, appeared very unsatisfactory in English
garb' (the Editors, vii), and thus were left in the Danish originals, but I am not
completely certain that Chapter 17 (on Danish orthography) should have been
left untranslated, no matter how unwieldy such a translation would have been,
since it is undoubtedly true that the audience for this book will consist mainly of
linguists, who can be expected to follow the argumentation even though they
may not be familiar with Danish. After all, Jespersen's work dealing with his
mother-tongue is an important part of his entire aeuvre.
Jespersen's autobiography is both enjoyable reading and informative, par-
ticulary with regard to the vignettes Jespersen presents of the noted linguists of
his day — he knew personally almost every figure of any importance among
them, from Friedrich Brugmann and Vilhelm Thomsen to Henry Sweet and Eduard
Sievers to Baudouin de Courtenay and N.S. Trubetzkoy, to name just a few.
American readers will be particularly interested in Jespersen's impressions of the
United States and its educational system, collected during two stays in this
country, and his recollections of American colleagues, including Carl Buck,
William Dwight Whitney, Raymond Weeks (the first phonetician to demonstrate
the voicelessness of Danish 'voiced' obstruents), and many others. Also of
interest is Jespersen's description of the outbreak of the First World War and its
repercussions in a small neutral European country, as well as his views on
attempts to foster international cooperation after the war and the rise of fascism
that ultimately led to total disaster. Unfortunately, the autobiography ends with
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the year 1938 and therefore does not include Jespersen's reactions to the German
occupation of Denmark, which occurred just three months before his 80th
birthday. Since Jespersen died in 1943, he did not live to see the remarkable
ascendency of English as an international language. His work in furthering
artificial languages ('auxiliary languages', as he called them), including Volapuk,
Esperanto, Ido, Occidental, and his own Novial, seems now to have been oddly
refuted by fate.
There are practically no typographical oversights: I note only 1821-29 for
correct 1921-29 (139, n. 12). Concerning the very helpful notes, I would mention
the following matters:
When Jespersen proposes that the Danish word for 'chess' should be
spelled sjak rather than skate (29), there is a note (18) informing us that this
proposed spelling 'makes sense only if the word is pronounced [sjag] (and not
[sgag] as in present-day Danish)'. It is quite obvious that Jespersen was advo-
cating the former pronunciation, since he cites Norwegian, Swedish, German,
Russian, and other languages, all of which have pronunciations beginning with a
fricative. The usual Danish pronunciation with [sg] is a hypercorrect form influ-
enced by the usual correspondence German [J] = Danish [sg], as in Schuh = sko,
Schiff = skib, Maschine = maskine, etc., but the pronunciation advocated by
Jespersen would correspond to French, English [/] = Danish [sj] or [J], as in check
= [kg], etc.
The first poem on page 30 is clearly a take-off on the Norwegian national
anthem, 'Ja, vi elsker dette landet', but there is no footnote to indicate that fact.,
although there is a note concerning the model for the next poem. There is also no
indication of which American poem was the model for the one on page 243, and I
cannot supply the missing information, either!
The editors have done an excellent job in making this important work acces-
sible to a broad audience, not only through its translation, but also through the
excellent editorial apparatus that makes the background comprehensible to us.
Everyone interested in the human side of the history of linguistics will find this
work well worth reading.
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This book is not an introduction to markedness, but rather a history of the
concept and its application by two influential linguists, Roman Jakobson and
Noam Chomsky, and their followers. As shown throughout the book, while both
theorists used markedness as an explanatory tool in accounting for language
structure and acquisition, neither developed a coherent theory of markedness. So
with this book, B plays the role of intellectual historian and detective — sorting
out what 'markedness' has meant in different approaches to language, and what
it might mean yet.
The book consists of an introduction and six chapters. The introduction
outlines the book and describes how it differs from Battistella' s previous work,
Markedness: The Evaluative Superstructure of Language (Albany: State Univer-
sity of New York Press, 1990). The earlier book serves more as an introduction to
the concept of markedness and how it can be utilized in specific subdisciplines of
linguistics (especially the study of grammatical categories, phonology, morphol-
ogy, and language change).
Chapter 1, 'On Markedness' (7-18), outlines some of the controversies in
the definition and application of markedness and in the interpretation of theories
dependent upon markedness. B provides a range of definitions of markedness,
noting (following Catherine Chavny) that the notion most basic to 'markedness'
is 'informativeness', but 'informativeness' is another useful word without a well-
accepted definition. B states that his goals for the remaining chapters are to
determine: whether a theory of markedness exists (the answer, it turns out, is 'not
really') and whether a common core exists among the various incarnations of
markedness (the answer: 'kind of).
Chapter 2, 'The Development of Markedness in Jakobson's Work' (19-34)
traces markedness from Jakobson's correspondence with Trubetzkoy through his
publications in several areas of interest, showing how Jakobson employed or was
influenced by notions of markedness in his treatments of Russian morphology,
semantic and phonological contrasts, and language acquisition and loss. Here, B
reviews several themes in Jakobson's work, such as iconism between meaning
and form, typological and acquisitional evidence for universals of markedness
(mostly in phonology), and language- and context-specific variations in marked-
ness (in morphology). B notes that at the end of Jakobson's career, his 'treatment
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of markedness is neither fully worked out nor wholly consistent, but instead is
often speculative, fragmented, and overly broad' (34).
Chapter 3, The Heirs of Jakobson' (35-72), surveys the definitions and
applications of markedness in the work of a number of theorists, including semi-
oticians, structural linguists, and typologists. The survey is quite dense reading.
B's summaries of the works of various authors (including Edna Andrews, Rodney
Sangster, Cornelius van Schoonfeld, Michael Shapiro, Henning Andersen, Linda A
Waugh, Catherine Chavny, Joseph Greenberg, and William Croft) cannot serve as ^'
substitutes for reading the originals, but do serve to compare their positions on
the definitions of 'markedness', 'reversal', 'assimilation' and so forth. The chap-
ter becomes much less dense and the theorizing about markedness becomes less
abstruse when he turns to his own views on the topic. B's view of markedness is
empirically-motivated and language-specific in that it strives to 'not be tied to
self-justifying principles', but instead 'be grounded in the concrete meaning and
the distribution of ... elements' (57). Within those constraints, he reanalyzes
markedness, reversal, neutralization, and markedness assimilation with very
accessible (and entertaining) examples concerning punctuation, gender- 'neutral'
language, and personal names. Here, concepts that were murky earlier in the
chapter become clear.
Chapter 4 concerns 'Chomsky on Markedness' (73-92), tracing the use of
the concept and term from The Sound Pattern of English to the beginnings of
Minimalism. While Chomsky appeals to markedness throughout his work, its def-
inition and purpose are never fully explicated and vary throughout, and some-
times within, the various incarnations of Chomskyan generativism. Thus, B takes
on the task of cobbling together comments and hints in Chomsky's work, and
notes well several points of confusion with regard to markedness in core grammar
and periphery. At the end of the chapter, B notes that Optimality Theory may
subsume some aspects of markedness and provide new uses for or ways of look-
ing at the concept. The recentness of developments in Optimality understandably
prevented (or demotivated) B from having explored this further, but the seeds are
here for an interesting turn of events for markedness in linguistic theory.
Chapter 5, 'Departures from the Core' (93-123), discusses a number of other
generativists' attempts to account for the sources, nature, and roles of marked-
ness, especially with regard to core grammars and parameters. Early in the chapter.
B reviews several works on the nature of core grammar and markedness, includ-
ing those of Henk van Riemsdijk and Mary-Louise Kean. He then examines
specific treatments of markedness with regard to learning and learnability —
including Principles and Parameters approaches to first language acquisition,
Bickerton's Language Bioprogram Hypothesis (with reference to Creoles specif-
ically and acquisition generally), the types of evidence needed in order to acquire
marked forms, and approaches to second language learning. A striking problem,
noted by B, is the lack of consensus about which forms in a language are marked
and which are unmarked, such that different linguists take the same forms or fea-
tures to be marked and unmarked. This underscores the need for a reliable means
for determining whether a construction, rule, or feature is marked. So, rather than
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presenting a theory of markedness, the chapter reflects the inconsistent relations
between generativists and markedness. B concludes by outlining what a theory
of markedness in the generative tradition needs to do, including determining the
criteria for diagnosing markedness, identifying and determining the markedness of
parameters, indicating the hierarchies or implicational relations among parameters
within their language contexts, and specifying the trigger mechanisms for setting
parameters.
The final chapter, 'Jakobson and Chomsky: Bridging Invariance and Varia-
tion' (124-35), B compares Jakobson's and Chomsky's intellectual histories and
the effects they had on their respective views of and uses for markedness. While
concluding that no comprehensive theory of markedness yet exists, B holds that
the basic ideas are exciting enough to warrant further development and appli-
cation. On the broadest view, he does see a common core to the Jakobsonian and
Chomskyan approaches, while the specifics of their treatments of markedness are
often at cross-purposes.
In a sense, with this book and the earlier Markedness, B acts as a missionary
for markedness, noting pessimists' reactions to the multiplicity of definitions of
markedness and the 'chicken-and-egg' problem of whether markedness is theo-
retically primitive (8), but holding that the historical contradictions need not deter
people from considering it seriously as a means for understanding and explaining
language phenomena. Thus, his mission here is to untangle some of the crossed
wires in the history of the concept, and thereby make evident what is useful, what
is not, and why it is the way it is in various authors' works. For the Jakobsonian
and Chomskyan traditions he tackles, he does an admirable job of getting to the
many hearts of markedness.
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